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Summary
This thesis studies via computation “non-standard” aspects of the chem istry of 

two different systems; lithium complexes and alkanes. Various approaches to 

modelling of these species is investigated: classical forcefield, semiempirical and 

ab initio methods. A program is developed (PAROPT) for extraction of forcefield 

param eters from ab initio energies, forces, or a combination of energies and forces.

Our studies of lithium complexes focus on synthetically im portan t lithium  

amide type bases such as lithium diisopropylamide (LDA), but we propose th a t 

the success/failures of the modelling approaches observed are generally valid for 

lithium  chemistry. The first (mainly structural) study is of the recently crystal- 

lographically confirmed three-runged ladder mixed-aggregates of LiCl/LDA, and 

its analogues. HF/6-31G* com putations reveal th a t the most stable geometry for 

unsolvated models of these complexes is a six-membered ring. Solvation has a 

m ajor effect on the structural preferences: upon solvation a three-runged ladder is 

the most stable structure. Evidence for six-membered ring geometries in solution 

proposed by other workers is thus substantially called into question. However, ab 

initio energy comparisons indicate th a t LiCl only reluctantly forms mixed ladders 

with lithium  amides under the influence of coordinating Lewis base donor. The 

second study of lithium  complexes addresses the mechanism of amidolithium- 

m ediated enolization in the absence of inorganic salts. This mechanism, despite 

having received much attention worldwide, has yet to be precisely determined. 

We propose and justify  the need for consideration of an alternative reaction p a th 

way; the bridging carbonyl model. Our MP2/6-31G* com putations reveal th a t 

this dimer model is competitive with all other previously proposed pathways. The 

inclusion of electron correlation is crucial for accurate determ ination of the  ab in i

tio transition states, while RHF/6-31G* singly scaled C -0  frequencies proved to 

be more reliable than the singly scaled M P2/6-31G* frequencies for these sys

tems. Both MNDO (structural study of LiCL/LDA) and PM 3 (mechanism of 

ainidolithium -m ediated enolization) semiempirical m ethods gave mixed results 

for their respective studies: deductions made on the basis of these com putations 

alone would be invaUd. Meanwhile, application of AM BER, E SFF  and UFF



forcefields to the study of lithium complexes reveals that the forcefields are in

adequate for the treatment of non-standard bonding arrangements such as those 

found in lithium complexes: chemically unreasonable geometries and relative en

ergies confirm this hypothesis. This is true both for forcefields generated from 

parameter extraction techniques (AMBER) as well as ’’rule-based” forcefields 

(ESFFjUFF) based upon chemical properties of the atoms.

For alkanes, we focus on the study of non-bond interactions, in particular, un

der “non-standard” high pressure conditions. Flexibility of basis sets in the tail 

regions of the potentials and inclusion of electron correlation correction is crucial 

in determination of the attractive dispersion interactions in alkanes. The semiem- 

pirical PM3 method is unsuitable for treatm ent of dispersion forces. Deficiencies 

of the Williams IV parameter set fitted to crystal data in its description of re

pulsion are accentuated. Buckingham exp-6 potentials, although performing well 

in reproduction of experimental thermodynamic data from molecular dynamics 

(MD) simulations, show relatively large variance in their description of the repul

sive regions when compared with high level ah initio data, while modified Morse 

potentials give excellent fits to both attractive and repulsive regions. Parameter 

fitting to the high level ab initio data is performed using the PAROPT program 

developed in the course of this work. We report the first successful alkane van 

der Waals’ modified Morse function parameter sets to date. Employment of the 

geometric mean of C-C and H-H for C-H parameters yields more physical param

eter sets which are more transferable among alkanes. Fitting interaction energies 

and forces calculated at a lower ah initio level yields parameters sets with per

formance comparable to those determined from higher level interaction energies. 

Forcefields fitted to high level theoretical data are a computationally inexpensive 

and effective means of modelling alkanes/alkyl groups. Our developed parame

ter sets yield better thermodynamic results from MD simulations compared with 

experiment than those obtained with the more standard popular param eter sets: 

PAROPT proves to be a useful means of obtaining quality forcefield parameter 

sets. Deficiencies of recently published parameter sets fitted to high level ab initio 

data are reported and analyzed.
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Chapter 1

General Introduction

1.1 Background

Coming towards the end of the last century, from about the 1970s onwards, com

putational approaches to investigation of chemical systems took a kick-start, and 

its popularity in the field of chemistry has since increased year by year. These 

days computational chemistry is viewed by many as an essential tool. Much of 

this can be attributed to the use of computational methods in areas where ex

perimental methods can simply not extract the required results. Computational 

chemistry methods are now widely used to predict the structural, energetic and 

spectroscopic properties of a broad range of biological, chemical and polymeric 

systems. As a result, many collaborations between experimental and computa

tional chemists have emerged over the years. Indeed, much of our work here is 

based on collaboration with the experimental group of Dr. Frank Mair who is 

presently based at the University of Manchester (UMIST), but formerly of Trinity 

College.

There are many approaches to molecular modelling, but they can be broadly 

divided into two distinct categories: classical and quantum  chemical methods. 

Many aspects of molecular structure and dynamics can be modelled using classi

cal methods in the form of molecular mechanics and dynamics. The fundamental 

unit of classical methods is the forcefield (potential energy function), whereby

2
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energy is calculated as a parametric function of the nuclear coordinates. Most 

classical forcefields are based on empirical results averaged over a large number 

of molecules. Because of this extensive averaging, the results can be good for 

standard systems, but in most non-standard cases empirical forcefields are sim

ply not suitable. The introduction of “general” rule-based forcefields in recent 

years has meant that molecular mechanics methods can, in principle, be applica

ble to a more varied range of compounds. However, in cases where the forcefields 

are still not suitable, we have to resort to a more fundamental and more general 

approach; quantum chemistry. In some cases, we can then use the quantum 

chemical results to derive new classical forcefields, but in others this approach is 

simply not a worthwhile application and quantum chemistry calculations alone 

remain the sole method of successfully describing these systems on a theoretical 

level. In quantum chemistry, the system is described by a wavefunction which 

can be found by solving the Schr5dinger equation. The Schrodinger equation 

relates the stationary states of the system and their energies to the Hamiltonian 

operator, which can be viewed as the recipe for obtaining the energy associated 

with a wavefunction describing the positions of the nuclei and and electrons in the 

system. However, in practice, the Schrodinger equation cannot be solved exactly 

and approximations have to be made. The approach is called ab initio when it 

makes no use of empirical information, except for the fundamental constants of 

nature such as the mass of the electron, Planck’s constant etc.. The m ajor dis

advantage of ab initio computations are the heavy demands on computer power. 

Therefore, further approximations have been applied in which empirical param

eters are introduced into the theoretical model. This has led to a number of 

semi-empirical quantum chemical methods, which can be used to model larger 

systems. However, compared with ab initio calculations their reliability is less 

and their applicability is limited by their requirement for suitable parameters, 

just like in molecular mechanics. Therefore, in many cases quantum chemistry 

calculations of a semi-empirical nature may also prove unsuccessful, in which case 

theoretical computations are limited to tim e consuming ab initio computations
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on model chemical systems. Towards the end of the last decade, a quantum 

chemical approach has emerged as a popular approach to molecular modelling of 

chemical systems and which calculates the energy as a functional of the electron 

density. These methods, based on Density Functional Theory (DFT), are still 

relatively new and although promising, much of their capabilities and defects are 

still unknown.

1.2 A im s o f this Work

The studies of lithium complexes and alkanes in this thesis can be partitioned into 

the following aspects and are investigated using the computational approaches 

also outlined below:

• lithium complexes (Part IV)

— Mixed Aggregation between LiCl and lithium diisopropylamide (LDA)\

* ab initio Hartree-Fock method

* Semi-empirical MNDO [1, 2] method

* AMBER [3] and ESFF [4] forcefield methods

— Mechanism of amidolithium-mediated enolization:

* various ab initio methods

* semi-empirical PM3 [5] method

* Univeral ForceField (UFF) [6] method

• alkanes (Part V)

— Modelling non-bond interactions:

* various ab initio methods

* semi-empirical PM3 method

* Williams IV [7] forcefield method
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Hence, as well as investigating particular aspects of lithium and alkane chemistry, 

we also investigate the applicability of different approaches to modelling of two 

“non-standard” cases: lithium complexes ^  and the non-bond interactions in 

alkanes under “high pressure” as opposed to under normal conditions.

Furthermore, on the basis of the superior results which can be obtained at 

ab initio levels, we develop a method for extracting forcefield parameters from 

the ab initio data: integrating ab initio and molecular mechanics approaches to 

molecular modelling. This is the subject of Part III of this thesis. Deriving force

field parameters from ab initio energies has become commonplace in forcefield 

development, but we investigate the approach of fitting forcefield parameters to 

the ab initio forces and a combination of both energies and forces. We hence 

develop PAROPT, a program from which forcefield parameters can be extracted 

from energies, forces and a combination of both. The details of the program 

are the subject of a forthcoming publication [8] and are presented in Chapter 5. 

The suitability of forcefield parametrization for the areas of lithium and alkane

Ab Initio A pproach —  

Forcefield A pproach —
Integrating tw o ap p ro ach es

PAROPT-

-  forcefield param eter optim ization 
program

-e x tra c ts  forcefield  p a ram e te rs  from  
ab initio da ta

-  requ ires en erg y  and  /o r fo rce  data

chemistry we study is determined. If molecular mechanics is deemed suitable, 

and has a worthwhile application, then PAROPT is henceforth applied.

The practical aspects of our work on lithium complexes (Part IV of this the

sis) is based on collaboration with the experimentalists already mentioned and 

focuses on investigating new and interesting areas of lithium chemistry via com

putation with a view to obtaining a greater understanding of processes/ mecha

nisms which are attracting great interest worldwide. Specifically, com p u tation a l 

^Lithium complexes represent non-standard cases in molecular modelling such is the diversity 

in their bonding arrangements. In contrast, organics have only a limited number of possible 

bonding arrangements.
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studies are carried out on mixed aggregation between LiCl and LDA, and the 

mechanism of amidolithium-mediated enolization. Both of the studies relate to 

computational investigations of synthetically important amidolithium type bases. 

In the former study, analysis of the effects observed at the experimental level for 

mixed aggregates of LiCl and LDA (solid state X-Ray diffraction, solution NMR 

and cryoscopy results) were evaluated via computation using suitable models. 

Based on work of our experimental collaborators at the University of Manchester, 

UMIST, computational investigations would provide a more incisive evaluation 

of the effects observed at the experimental level. Our work on this topic, “Mixed 

Aggregation between lithium diisopropylamide and lithium chloride: NMR, solid- 

state structure and ab initio calculations” has been published in [9], and is the 

subject of Chapter 6. Meanwhile, for the latter study, recent investigations have 

shown and it is now accepted that the first step in amidolithium-enolization is 

coordination of the carbonyl group of the enolizable substrate to lithium [10] 

and that the final product enolates are aggregated via bridging oxygens [11, 12], 

However, there is still much doubt over the structural/electronic features during 

the actual proton transfer. Following experimental results obtained for enantios- 

elective deprotonation of cyclic ketones [13] by our collaborators, we decided to 

investigate the probability of another possible enolization pathway than those 

already proposed in the literature: the bridging carbonyl model. The results of 

this work “Amidolithium-mediated enolization: Does proton transfer occur via 

a dimer intermediate with bridging carbonyls?” , have been accepted for publica

tion [14], and are presented in Chapter 7. Integration of ab initio and molecular 

mechanics approaches to molecular modelling for the two areas of lithium chem

istry studied was not a worthwhile application, so tha t PAROPT was not applied: 

as we shall see, results reveal that forcefields are not suitable for obtaining the 

required results for systems of this type.

Part V of this thesis, a study of the non-bond interactions in alkanes/alkyl 

groups, however, coincides with systems which can be successfully modelled via ab 

initio methods and molecular mechanics or dynamics. Indeed, forcefield investiga-
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tions of alkane molecules and systems containing alkyl groups are commonplace, 

due to the quality of the results that can be obtained, but more importantly, due 

to the unrestricted size of the systems which can be simulated (complex systems 

such as proteins and polymers). Within our theoretical group, work has been 

ongoing in the simulation by Monte Carlo and molecular dynamics methods of 

polymers such as poly(3-alkylthiophene)s (P3ATs). Recently, our group has be

come interested in high pressure simulations of P3ATs. P3AT’s are conjugated 

polymers with side chains, and which are thermochromic. This effect is probably 

because of the buckling effect of thermal distortions removing the planarity of 

the polymer main chain, and consequently opening up a gap between valence 

and conduction bands. Application of pressure has a m ajor effect on both the 

structural and electronic properties of these polymers. For example, application 

of pressure reverses this thermochromism by decreasing the torsions in the main 

chain of the polymer making it increasingly planar: the band gap decreases and 

electrical conductivities increase. Another aspect of high pressure simulations is 

to try to understand the response of alkyl chains in bilayers. Alkyl bilayers, for 

example, form a structural constituent of biological membranes, and a knowledge 

of their pressure-response would be useful in understanding the functioning of liv

ing cells under extreme conditions such as those of life forms at high temperatures 

or at ocean depths. Non-bond interactions play the crucial role in simulating sys

tems of the type just described. The Williams IV van der Waals parameter set 

[7] have been previously successfully used by our group in these simulations, but 

under normal pressure conditions. However, the Williams IV param eter set was 

derived by fitting to crystal data and lattice energies; regions of the potential 

energy surface important under high pressure conditions were not included in 

the fitting procedure. The performance of the parameter set under high pressure 

conditions is therefore questionable. In this work, we test the applicability of the 

W illiams IV parameter set to high pressure simulations of alkane/alkyl systems 

by performing computations on prototype model alkane systems. Preliminary 

analysis is based on comparing non-bond potentials obtained by ab initio com-
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putations at various levels of theory, by the semi-empirical PM3 method and by 

Williams IV forcefield computations (Chapter 9). The ab initio and PM3 quan

tum chemical calculations are able to cover any region of the potential energy 

surface: the Williams IV predicted high energy repulsive regions (regions to which 

the Williams IV parameter set was not fit) can be compared with those obtained 

from our semiempirical and high level ab initio theoretical computations. While 

the applicability of the semi-empirical PM3 method to this study is unknown, it 

is widely known that the repulsive component of the non-bond potentials can be 

easily extracted by relatively computationally inexpensive Hartree-Fock level ab 

initio calculations. However, the attractive dispersion component requires a com

bination of large flexible basis sets and correlation correction, so th a t in the past 

non-bond potential parameters were usually assigned from experiment. Recently, 

however, assigning parameters from ab initio data has increased in popularity co

inciding with greater computational power and hence, the higher level of theory 

that can be applied. Calculations at high pressures or other “non-standard” 

conditions can be easily applied, whereas experiments become complicated and 

expensive at extremes of pressure and temperature. Integration of the ab initio 

and forcefield approaches to molecular modelling is considered a worthwhile ap

plication here; from our final ab initio data (both energy and force data), alkane 

van der Waals parameters using different analytical functions are extracted using 

PAROPT (Chapter 10). Hence, we were now provided with a quality test of our 

parameter optimization program PAROPT, and the merits of fitting to energies, 

energies -|- forces and forces could be assessed as regards quality of parameters 

obtained. Finally, the validity of the Williams IV and our developed non-bond 

potential parameters is investigated for reproduction of experimental thermody

namic data in molecular dynamics simulations. Based on this, parameter sets 

are proposed for use in simulation of alkanes or alkyl groups under both normal 

and high pressure conditions (Chapter 11). The results of these studies are the 

subject of another forthcoming publication [15].
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1.3 Synopsis

Synopsis:

• Part II: Introduction

— Chapter 1: General Introduction

•  Part II: Methodology

In the methodology chapters, we introduce and describe the methods used 

with reference to, and examples in terms of, the systems studied in this 

work. Although the methodology sections may appear long, this is a nec

essary result of the decision to use many methods in this work. In fact,

the descriptions given are quite short and concise with a view to ease of 

reading, and may also prove advantageous to workers starting off in this 

field.

-  Chapter 2: Quantum Chemical Methods

— Chapter 3: Forcefield Methods

-  Chapter 4: Molecular Dynamics

• Part III: Integration o i Ab Initio and Molecular M echanics Tech

niques

In this section, details of development of our program PAROPT, for ex

traction of forcefield parameters from fits to the ah initio energies, forces or 

energies +  forces is presented.

-  Chapter 5: Forcefields from Ab Initio Surfaces

•  Part IV: Lithium Inorganic and Organometallic Studies

Our investigation of the two areas of lithium chemistry considered in this 

work are presented in the following two chapters.

— Chapter 6: Mixed Aggregation between LDA and LiCl
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— Chapter 7: Mechanism of Amidolithium-mediated enolization

•  Part V: Study of Non-Bond Interactions in Alkanes/ A lkyl Groups

Investigation of the non-bond interactions in alkanes using Williams IV 

forcefield methods, ab initio and semi-empirical computations.

— Chapter 8: Background

— Chapter 9: Ab Initio Calculations

Application of PAROPT to studies of non-bond interactions in alkanes. 

Development and testing of non-bond van der Waals param eters for use in 

simulations of alkane molecules or alkyl groups under high pressure condi

tions.

— Chapter 10; Derivation of Potential Parameters to fit the Ab Initio 

Data

— Chapter 11: Testing the Validity of the New Parameter Sets

• Part VI: Conclusions

Finally, the conclusions together with our suggestions for future work are 

presented.

-  Chapter 12: General Conclusions
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Chapter 2

Quantum Chemical M ethods

2.1 Introduction

The term ab initio  is Latin for “from the beginning” , so ab initio  methods relate 

to methods derived from first principles, purely based on theory and with no 

input from experiment. Most ab initio methods try to solve the time-independent 

Schrddinger Wave equation (SWE), which in short-hand operator form is given 

as

H'  ̂= E'i, (2 .1)

through a variational calculation, in which the total energy E  is minimized by 

varying the wavefunction describing the total system It does not mean 

that we are solving the Schr5dinger equation exactly. It means we are selecting a 

method that in principle can lead to an arbitrally good approximation to the exact 

solution of the Schrodinger equation. How “exact” is a question of computational 

effort.

The following sections detail the ab initio  techniques employed throughout the 

course of this thesis. If a more detailed description is required, it is recommended 

to refer to the standard literature [2, 3, 4, 5]. To begin with, we will take a closer 

^Exception as regards the ab initio methods employed in this thesis is M0ller-Plesset pertur

bation theory (M P P T )  [1], section 2 .6 ,  which is not variational but rather relies on p e r tu r b a tio n  

theory.

14
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look at the SWE itself.

2.2 The Schrodinger Wave Equation

The time independent SWE for an n particle (nuclei and electrons) chemical 

system is as follows

H{1,2, . . . ,  n )^ (l, 2 , . . . , n )  = E ^ ( l ,  2 , . . . , n )  (2.2)

where H  is the Hamiltonian operator, consisting of kinetic and potential energy 

terms acting on ^  is the total wavefunction of all particles in the potential field,

and E  is the energy eigenvalue corresponding to The Hamiltonian operator,

H,  can be written as follows

^  T jiuc  “I” Tgi V fiuc—nuc ^ e l —el ”1” ^ e l —nuc

The first two terms in Eq.(2.3) describe the kinetic energy of the the nuclei 

{nuc) and electrons (el), respectively, representing the one body operator part of 

the Hamiltonian, while the last three terms describe the repulsive {Vnuc-nuc and 

K / - e / )  and attractive Vei-nuc potential energy terms representing the two body 

operator part of the Hamiltonian. If the nuclear positions are denoted Ri and 

electronic positions fi, then the Hamiltonian, Eq. (2.3), for a system consisting 

of M  nuclei and N  electrons can be written in full (SI units):

^ ^ 2 M a  b > a  4 7 T £ o |^ a  -  ^ b 1
N  N  p2 M  N  y  2

or in atomic units (a.u.) as

M l  M  M  y  y

^ A=1 B>A
N  N  -I M  N  y

i = l  i > i  ' A = l  i= l  '

Atomic units will be used in all that follows: for a description of atomic units see
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2.3 Born-Oppenheimer Approximation

Since exact solutions to the SWE are not available for systems consisting of more 

than two particles, only approximate solutions may be obtained. One of the 

first approximations to be introduced, the Born-Oppenheimer Approximation, 

concerns the mobility of the nuclei in a system. Since the masses of the nuclei 

are much greater than those of the electrons, v̂ ê can consider the nuclei station

ary and the Schrodinger equation can be solved for the electrons moving in the 

stationary potential generated by the fixed nuclei. Thus the Born-Oppenheimer 

approximation may be considered a “clamped” nuclei approximation. This means 

that the Hamiltonian operator may be approximately written in terms of two sep

arate operators, the nuclear operator and the electronic operator H e i ,  where 

H g i  is independent of any movement of the nuclei. The electronic operator may 

be expressed as

H e l  =  7 e  +  V n - n  +  K - e  +  V e - n  ( 2 . 6 )

This gives an electronic SWE of the following form

[ R i ] )  =  [ ^ ] )  (2.7)

where Eg; depends parametrically on the positions of the nuclei, defining a poten

tial energy surface (PES) for the nuclear coordinates. The nuclear Hamiltonian 

may be expressed as

=  r„ +  Ea(H,) (2.8)

giving the nuclear SWE:

[Tn +  =  £ ; ^ ( ^ )  (2.9)

with E  representing the total molecular energy.
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2.4 Hartree-Fock Theory

2.4.1 Introduction

Hartree-Fock (HF) theory is the underlying approximation to nearly all methods 

of computational chemistry, both ab in it io  and semi-empirical. The HF method  

is often (for molecules) synomously known as the molecular orbital (M O)  method. 

The essential idea of Hartree-Fock is that, for a closed shell system  (system with  

no unpaired electrons), the electrons are assigned two at a tim e to a set of molec

ular orbitals so that the lowest energy molecular orbitals are filled first. Systems 

with unpaired electrons are referred to as open shell system s. Unoccupied higher 

energy orbitals are referred to as virtual orbitals within the HF approximation.

Hartree-Fock theory gives us the freedom to vary the molecular orbitals to 

best suit the molecule in question, where each (spatial) molecular orbital, is 

expanded in terms of a set of K  basis functions (most often chosen to resemble 

atomic orbitals), (j)̂ , centred on the atoms of the molecule;

V'i =  E  (2-10)

with each molecular orbital i expanded as a linear combination of K basis func

tions. This m ethod is commonly called the linear combination of atomic orbitals 

- molecular orbital (LC A O -M O )  approach. The aim is to find the value of the 

coefficients C^i that give the best molecular orbitals. The number of basis func

tions chosen for the system reflects the “basis set size” (section 2.7). The essence 

of the HF approximation is that it reduces a many electron problem to a single 

electron problem.

2.4.2 Theoretical Background

MO theory is an approach to quantum mechanics which uses one-electron func

tions or orbitals to approximate the full wavefunction. To begin with, what is 

known as the “Hartree Approximation” reduces a m any-electron problem to a
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one electron problem:

^   ,fAr) Ri 'tpiifi)'ip2{r2)'ip3{r3) '0;v(nv) (2-11)

where the all electron wavefunction, or ^ '( f i ,r 2 ,r 3 , ...... ,f/v ), is described eis

the simple product of one electron wave functions, 4’i î)  ̂ the orbital functions. 

An effective Hamiltonian operator h{i) can be defined to  act only on the electron 

i and the problem can be rewritten as a system  of one electron wave functions:

hiipiin) =  eii>i{fi) (2 .12)

However, the “Hartree Approximation” makes no distinctions w ith respect to 

spin, and the one electron wavefunctions have to be described not only in terms 

of the position of the electron, fj, but also in terms of the spin, Sj. Si can be 

one of two orthogonal spin states, or /3(w), corresponding to spin up {u =  

+ |)  and spin down (a; =  — | ) ,  respectively. The single electron wavefunction 

is therefore written more correctly in the form of a so called one electron spin 

orbital {Molecular Orbital (MO)): ^

X(x) = x(^s) = <
■0(t̂ Q !(w )

or (2.13)

\

However, an N  electron wavefunction expressed as a function of N  spin orbitals;

^  =  ^ '{ f i ,r 2 ,f3 , , fV)  «  Xi(n)X2(^2)X3(r3)........................................(2-14)

is still unacceptable, as it does not have the property of antisymmetry. The Pauli 

exclusion principle  states that a many electron wavefunction must be antisym

metric with respect to the interchange o f the coordinates x  (both space {f} and 

În most of the cases, the spatial orbital, will be chosen to be the same for both

spin states a(w) and 0{uj), in which case HF calculations will be referred to as a restricted 

HF (RHF) calculations. In unrestricted  HF (UHF) calculations this constraint is lifted, with 

possible applications lying mainly in the field of dissociation processes and in the treatment of 

radicals. This in effect means that in RHF calculations each of the two electrons in a particular 

molecular orbital are constrained to have the same molecular orbital coefficients (C/ti in Eq. 

(2.10)) while in UHF calculations, the two electrons are allowed to have different coefficients.
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spin(s)) of any two electrons. W hat is needed therefore, is an approximation 

which is as easy to handle as the Hartree one and also respects Pauli’s Principle. 

One solution to this lies in the use of Slater Determinants. The simplest anti

symmetric wavefunction which can be used to describe the ground state  of an N  

electron system is a single Slater determinant

• • •  Xk{xi)

X i { x 2 )  X j { ^ 2 )  • • •  X k { X 2 )

X i i ^ N )  X j i ^ N )  ■ ■ ■  X k ( x N )  

where $  represents the Slater determinant. The mathematical properties of the 

Slater determinant guarantee the above mentioned property th a t is necessary for 

any multielectron wavefunction: antisymmetry. Antisymmetry, the exchange of 

the positions and spins of any two electrons, is equivalent to the exchange of two 

rows in the determinant and results in a change of sign in The Pauli principle 

which states that two electrons cannot be at the exact same point in space corre

sponds to two rows of the determinant being equal. This would make the overall 

determinant zero, hence meaning th a t the probability of this happening is zero.

What remains is to specify a method for fixing the expansion coefficients in 

Eq. (2.10). This is the realm of HF theory. HF theory is based on the variation 

principle in quantum mechanics. The variation principle tells us tha t the given 

a normalized wavefunction, then the expectation value of H, the Hamiltonian 

operator, is an upper bound to the ground state energy, E^xacu that is if

=  1 (2.16)

then

^ E e x a c t (2.17)

The equality holds only when is identical to the ground sta te  wavefunction, 

'^exact- Simply put, this principle states tha t if  an arbitrary  (trial) wavefunction  

is used to calculate the energy, then the value calculated is never less than the 

true energy. Thus and accordingly, the variation principle tells us that the best

\/M
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HF wavefunction of a Slater determ inant functional form is the the one th a t gives 

us the lowest possible energy:

Esi =  i m \ ^ )  (2-18)

The variational flexibility in the wavefunction, ^ s h  is in the choice of spin orbitals, 

Xi) ■■■yXk Eq. (2.66). By minimizing Esi, which is the H F energy, w ith respect to

the choice of spin orbitals one can derive an equation called the HF equation,

which determines the optimal spin orbitals.

2.4.3 The Hartree-Fock Equation

For convenience, the Hamiltonian, H, of the electronic Schrodinger Wave equation 

is divided into a one-electron term, Hi(i) ,  and a two-electron term , 

defined as follows

1 M y
ff.w = (2-19)

A = 1

=  -  (2 .20)
Tij

H  =  E H i W  + Z E H j O . j )  (2.21)
i = l  i = l j > i

Hi{i) represents the one electron H am iltonian consisting on kinetic energy and 

nuclear a ttraction . H 2 {i , j )  is the two electron repulsion interaction.

Due to the electron-electron interaction Ham iltonian, H 2 {i , j ) ,  the correspond

ing Schrodinger equation constitu tes a m any-body problem and therefore, with 

the exception of a few simple cases, solutions cannot be found directly. This 

problem can be overcome using the HF approxim ation. As already stated, the 

essence of the HF approximation is th a t it reduces a m any electron problem into 

a single electron problem, and the explicit electron-electron interaction, H 2 {i, j) 

(Eq. (2.20)), can be replaced with the Hartree-Fock potential, VHp{i),  which can 

be understood as the average “field” or average po ten tia l experienced by the *-th 

^More precisely, minimizing Esi with respect to  the expansion coefficients (7̂ *: ^
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electron due to all other electrons. Replacing the symbol for the one-electron

Hamiltonian, Hi,  with h, Eq. (2.21) can now be rewritten:

H  = J2(h{i)  + VHF{i)), (2 .22)
i = l

and the Schrodinger equation which initially depended on the coordinates x  (spa

tial and spin coordinates) of all coordinates can be reduced to a set of equations:

N

+VHF{i))^{xi ,X2,Xs,  ,Xn ) =  E' ^ ( x i ,X2,X3, ......., f^y) (2.23)
i::=l

{ h { i ) + V H F { i ) ) X i { x i )  =  S i Xi i ^ i )  (2 -24)

f{'i)Xi{xi) =  eiXiixi) (2.25)

Eq. (2.25) is the Hartree-Fock equation with /j representing the one electron 

Fock operator for electron i. The eigenvalues are interpreted as orbital ener

gies. These orbital energies have a simple physical interpretation: they give the 

amount of energy necessary to take the electron out of the molecular orbital, 

which corresponds to the negative of the experimentally observable ionization 

potential {Koopmans’ Theorem). The energies of Slater determinants from a HF 

calculation are readily expressed in one- and two-electron integrals, so that for a 

closed shell ground state the average Hartree-Fock potential experienced by an 

electron i (two-electron integral part) can now be expressed as

VuF{i) =  ~ ^ i j )  (2.26)
j=i

and the corresponding Slater determinant energy written;

E =  E h u  +  \ ' t  {J.j -  Kii)  (2-27)
i ^ i j

where

ha =  {i\h\i) = j  X i M ^ X i M d x ^  (2.28)

and is the average kinetic and nuclear attraction energy of an electron d e sc rib e d  

by the wavefunction Xi(a:i).

Ji j  =  = /  /  X * { ^ i ) X i { x i ) — X * j { x 2 ) X j M d x i d x 2  (2.29)
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-  (i j l j i )  =  [  f  Xi i ^i ) Xj { ^i ) — X*j{x2)Xi{^2)dxidx2 (2.30)
J J T \2

Eq. 2.28 corresponds to the one-electron integrals. The Coulomb tw o -electron 

integrals, Jij,  describe the repulsion between two electrons, each localized in one 

orbital Finally, Kij ,  for which a classical picture cannot be drawn, is known as 

the exchange integral.

2.4.4 Self-Consistent Field M ethod

So far we have discussed solving the HF equations in terms of the the molecular 

orbitals, but the molecular orbitals are written as a linear com binations of basis

functions (recall Eq. (2.10)) so that the spatial part of the HF equation, Eq.

(2.25), can now be rewritten:

N  N

f { i )Y .C . i ( t> u  =  £iY.Cui(^>' (2 -31)
l/=l v=\

Multiplying both sides by 0* and integrating gives;

E  c„i /  (2.32)
u = l  ^ 1’= 1

(2.33)
l / = l  l / = l

where F  is called the Fock matrix  and S  is called the overlap matrix. Rearrang

ing this equation gives rise to the Roothan[Q]-Hall[7] equations for closed shell 

molecules, which allow the solution of the HF equations using matrix techniques;

N

YliFfj,„ -  €iS^^)c^i =  0 =  (2.34)
u=l

This equation is a secular equation because it will have a non-trivial solution (i.e. 

Cui ^  0) only when the “secular determ inant” equals to zero. Si as before is the 

one-electron energy of the molecular orbital |̂;(i) w ith the eigenvectors C„i, the 

basis function expansion coefficients as given by Eq. (2.10). (w'ritten in full) 

are the elem ents of the iV x iV overlap matrix,

V  =  =  /  ^*^.WM^)dx,dy,dzi (2-35)
În effect, coulomb repulsion between the charge clouds |x i(x i)p  and \xj{x2)l̂ -
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Construct a Trial Wavefunction

Convergence Test
no

yes

Stop

Diagonalize Transformed Fock Matrix

Update the Wavefunction

Construct the Fock Matrix

Specify the Molccular System

Figure 2.1: Principal Structure of the SCF loop algorithm used in Hartree-Fock 

Computations.

while the elements of the N X N Fock matrix are

N AT

=  ifji \F\u)  =  i f i \ h \ u)  +  ^  ( /^ z ^ IA c t)  -  - i n X W a )
\ = l  (7 = 1  ^

1 (2.36)

The two-electron integrals {^u\Xa) and (/iA |w ) are now the two electron integrals 

over atomic basis functions (as opposed to integrals over spin orbitals, Eq. (2.29) 

and Eq. (2.30)). The two-electron integral part of this equation is multiplied by
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the elements of the one-electron density matrix-.^

OCC

P,„ =  2X :C u C i, (2.37)
i

Summation is over occupied molecular orbitals only, with the factor of two indi

cating that two electrons occupy each spatial molecular orbital. The procedure 

used for solving the Hartree-Fock-Roothan equations is called the Self-Consistent 

Field (SCF) method. To give a better idea of the com putational procedure, the 

SCF algorithm is presented in Fig. 2.1. The algorithm is so called as the processes 

are repeated in Fig. 2.1 until self-consistency is reached, i.e the fields {vn p ii) )  no 

longer change and the spin orbitals used to construct the Fock operator are the 

same as its eigenfunctions. If the energy and wavefunction change w ith respect 

to the last iteration is less than a given convergence limit, the actual matrices 

are accepted, or else the steps shown in Fig. 2.1 have to be repeated.

The solution of the Hartree-Fock eigenvalue equation yields a set Xk (Eq. 

(2.15)) of orthonormal spin orbitals with orbital energies The N  spin orbitals 

with the lowest energies are the occupied spin orbitals, while the remaining set 

members of X k - n , the virtual orbitals, are unoccupied. The Slater determinant 

formed from the occupied spin orbitals is the Hartree-Fock ground state wave

function.

2.5 M ulliken Population Analysis

It is desirable to allocate the electrons in some fractional manner along the various 

parts of a molecule (atoms, bonds, etc.). The electron probability distribution 

function, p{f ) ,  is a three-dimensional function defined such that p{ f^df  is the 

probability of finding an electron in a sm all volume elem ent df ,  at some point in 

space, f .  For a single determinant (HF) wavefunction in which the orbitals are 

expanded in terms of a set of N  basis functions, electron density surfaces can 

®The significance of the density matrix is that it describes the electron density of the m olecule  

(see Mulliken Population Analysis, section 2.5).
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be obtained;

P{  ̂= E E  (2-38)

where P̂ iu are the elements of the density m atrix already introduced (Eq. (2.37)). 

Methods to allocate electrons to individual basis functions and thus to define 

atomic charges is addressed in this thesis by Mulliken Population Analysis  [8]. 

Integration of Eq. (2.38) gives

j  p { ^ d f = j 2 E P , ^ S , .  =  n  (2.39)
II U

where 5̂ 1/ is the overlap matrix over basis functions (Eq. (2.35)) and n is the 

total number of electrons. As each basis function is normalized (5^^ =  1), then 

the diagonal terms in Eq. (2.39) are just which represents the number of 

electrons directly associated with a particular basis function (its net population). 

The off-diagonal components of Eq. (2.39) occur in pairs, P^vS ,̂v and Pv^iSvn, of 

equal magnitude and give the overlap population:

-  2F^^5^^ (/i ^  v) (2.40)

so that we can now write
N  N  N

S  +  S  S  Q m*' =  ^ (2.41)
H ix< V

However, it is more desirable to partition the total charge among the individual 

basis functions. A way to do this is to  divide the overlap populations, Qm,, 

equally between and (f)i, and add this to the population  value for each basis 

function. Thus, for (f>̂  we get a gross population:

9„ =  +  E  (2.42)

and the sum of qf̂  over the basis functions on an atom  A  can be used to define a 

gross atomic population for atom A:

A

(Ia = E%-  (2-43)

Most importantly, a total atomic charge on A  can now be defined as Za. — <lAi 

where Z/  ̂ is the atomic number of A.
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2.6 M 0ller-Plesset Perturbation Theory

The Hartree-Fock method will never give the correct solution to the Schrodinger 

equation even if a very large and flexible basis set is used. The very best Hartree- 

Fock wavefunction which can be obtained is known as the ''''Hartree-Fock lim if  

and the variation principle tells us that the corresponding Hartree-Fock energy 

will always be an upper bound to the true exact energy. A major shortcoming 

of the Hartree-Fock method is that electrons interact with each other only via 

the average electron density. Each electron is considered independent of all other 

electrons. However, in reality the electrons are correlated to a certain extent so 

as to minimize repulsions and avoid each other as much as possible. This effect 

is called ''''electron correlatiori'. There is an instantaneous repulsion between 

electrons (c./. Fig. (2.2)) and the difference in energy between the exact result 

and the Hartree-Fock limit is called the “correlation” energy:

M0ller-Plesset perturbation theory (MPPT) [1], is one method of retrieving the 

correlation energy and is the method used to do so throughout the course of this 

thesis. M PPT accounts for electron correlation effects by treating it as a pertur

bation to the Hartree-Fock Hamiltonian. The total Hamiltonian of the system 

is divided or partitioned into two parts: a zero-order part, Hq (the Hartree-Fock 

Hamiltonian), which has known eigenfunctions and eigenvalues, and a perturba

tion, V:

A here is a dimensionless parameter which is eventually set to 1. Assuming, there

fore, that A =1, the perturbation is the difference between the exact Hamiltonian 

operator (inexact) and the sum of one-electron Fock operators (Hq), i.e.

correla tionexact (2.44)

H e x a c t  — H o  +  X V (2.45)

H e x a c t  =  +

V — Hexact H q
N NN N

(2.46)

(2.47)
i i< j

N N

Ho — E /(^) ~  [ (̂ )̂ +  Vffpd)] (2.48)
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2.2: (a) Hartree-Fock electron density: electrons interact only with av

erage electron field, (b) Correlated electron density: direct electron-electron 

correlations lead to diffuse density and longer bond lengths.

Subtracting Eq. (2.48) from Eq. (2.47), we can write Eq. (2.46):

V =  (2.49)
i< j i

Restoring A in Eq. (2.45) for derivation purposes, '^exact and Eexact, the exact 

ground-state wavefunction and energy of a system (within a given basis set), 

may be expanded in powers of A according to Rayleigh-Schrodinger perturbation 

theory [2]:

In e x a c t )  =  1^^“^) +  A l ^ ^ ^ ^ ) - i - A 2 |^ ^ 2 ^ )  +  ...

Eexact =  +  A^(') -h A2^(2) ^  (2.50)

Using these expansions, the Schrodinger wave equation can now be written;

[H o  4- A V ) | ' I 'e ia c « )  =  E g x a c tV ^  exact )  ( 2 .5 1 )

or in full
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[i?o  +  AV] . [ | ^ ( ° ) )  +  A|^r(i)) +  A2|^(2))-f-...] =

E° + XÊ '̂* + + ..] . [ |^ °) +  -f a2|^(2)^ (2.52)
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Expanding and equating coefficients of A" gives rise to the so called “/cth order 

Schrodinger equations”;

=  [kth order] (2.53)
1 = 0

So, the equations to second order are written:

[0th order] (2.54)

+  =  £;(0)|^W) +  S(i)|^(o)) [1st order] (2.55)

Ho\¥^^) +  +  £(i)j^ (i)) +  £;(2)|^(o)^j2nd orderp.56)

By left multiplying these equations by and taking advantage of orthonor

mality conditions, we arrive at the various energy corrections,

(kth order energy) (2.57)

E(°) (0th order energy) (2.58)

e W (1st order energy) (2.59)

£;(2) (2nd order energy) (2.60)

£;(3) =  ( r̂(0)|V| (̂2)^ (3rd order energy) (2.61)

For the ground state wavefunction,

occ

=  ^0  and Ê °̂  =  '^ £ i ,  (2-62)
t

where 'Jq is the Hartree-Fock ground state wavefunction and £{ are the one elec

tron energies defined by Eq. (2.34). The basis of the MPPT approach is consid

ering excited HF determinants, and expanding the ground state (or any state) 

wavefunction as a linear combination of excited determinants we get

=  (2-63)

which written in full is

= c f i s f )  +
S D T
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where J2s corresponds to the sum over single excitations, J2d corresponds to the 

sum over double excitations, etc.. Eq. (2.64) can be written

!>!.«) = cri'i'f>+Ec:<‘>'?a+ E  e  c:2<‘'>p;k)+...
a > b ,r> s a>b> c , r >s> t

(2.65)

What remains is to solve the set of equations given by Eq. (2.53) for (Eq.

(2.65)) and then determine the kih  order energies given by Eq. (2.57). The 

methods are referred to by the highest order (/^th) energy term  considered, that 

is, truncation after second order (fc=2) gives MP2, after th ird  order {k = 3) gives 

MP3, and so forth.

For the zeroth order wave function defined in terms of the spin orbitals:

=  Xi(a:i)X2(a:2)-.XJv(a;iv), (2.66)

the energy is merely the sum of the orbital energies

i
occ r occ

= ^  (a|/i|a) +  ^  [(a6|a6) -  (abjba)] 
a L b

occ r occ

a L b
occ

= E
a

For the 1st order energy, we have

  £<■> =

®We label th e  occupied  spin orbitals (x )  o f  '5' by a , b, c,... and th e  unocuppied virtual 

orbitals by r, s, t,....
’̂ Note th a t for sim plicity  here, these eq u ation s are derived u sing  p h ysics notation  for the 

two-electron integrals, e.g. { i j \ k l )  com pared to  the ch em istry n o ta tio n  (roim d brackets) al

ready in troduced. In physics n ota tion  { i j \ \ k l )  =  { i j \ k l )  - { i j \ l k )  and th e  form o f the 

two-electron integral is different to  the chem istry  { i j \ k l )  tw o-elec tron  integral: {i j \kl )  =  

Ix*{xx)x*j{x2)^Xk{xi)xMdxidx2.
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= (2-68)
i < j  i

1 OCC occ

2 occ

=  - 2 E ( “'>II“ '>) (2-69)
a,b

Hence, the M0ller-Plesset energy to first order is the Hartree-Fock energy ®;
OCCocc -1 occ

= ^ S a - - ^ { a b \ \ a b )
“  ^  a, b

= +  (2.70)

and the first correction to the Hartree-Fock energy (inclusion of electron correla

tion) is not until second order. After some algebra, the second order energy 

Eq. (2.60), can be written;

Summation is over all but the the ground state of the system. To get the second 

order energy, we need to determine which of the excited determinants in Eq. 

(2.64) (or Eq. (2.65)) can couple with the ground state wavefunction through V. 

The ground state of Eq. (2.64) (or Eq. (2.65)) must be zero due to interme

diate normalization {Cq^̂  =  0 for all A: 0 due to intermediate normalization).

Single excitations also do not couple with the ground state reference determinant 

(i.e C5  ̂ =  0) {Brillouin’s Theorem), but double excitations dc.

i>j i
= (a6||rs) (2.72)

where (o6||rs)  is a two-electron integral over spin orbitals. Due to the two particle

nature of V, higher order excitations are unable to couple with the reference

wavefunction. Summing over all possible double excitations, Eq. (2.71) simplifies:

52  (2.73)
a > b , r > s

®The sum of the orbital energies is not the H F  energy as it sums each c o u l o m b  and

exchange interaction twice.
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Thus, for the MP2 energy,

E’̂ ^̂  = Ê ^̂  + + Ê ^̂

= +  (2.74)

For higher order derivations, the algebraic derivation is similar to th a t just done 

for MP2. However, the derivation is drastically more tedious, and the expressions 

far more complicated, so that if the derivations are required, we direct the reader 

to the literature [2], The expressions for the MP3 energy, however, still only 

involve doubly excited determinants. For the MP4 energy, the sum is over all 

single, double, triple and quadrupole excitations (MP4(SDTQ)). Thus the step 

from third order to fourth order is an expensive one.

MP2 is relatively economic to evaluate and gives a reasonable proportion of 

the correlation energy. Higher order terms become more and more expensive. 

MP3 is commonly used but does not seem to give much improvement over MP2. 

MP4 methods give very accurate results and are a noticeable improvement on 

MP2. However, they are very expensive computationally and their present day 

use is hence limited to a combination of small systems and small basis sets.

2.7 Basis Sets

2.7.1 Introduction

Molecular orbitals are expanded as a linear combination of atomic orbitals (LCAO) 

or more correctly, “linear combination of basis functions” , c.f.  Eq. (2.10). The K  

basis functions collectively are the basis set. Chosen basis functions not only have 

a major bearing on the results of the calculation, but also on the computational 

effort required.
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2.7.2 Slater and Gaussian T ype Orbitals

There are two principal types of basis functions in use, Slater type orbitals 

(STO’s) and Gaussian type orbitals (G T O ’s). STO’s have the form

(t>̂ {r,C) = N x ^ y ^ z ’̂ e-^^ (2.75)

while G TO ’s have the form

a) = (2.76)

GTO

STO0

Radius

Figure 2.3; Radial dependence of a  Slater type orbital (STO) compared to that 

of a Gaussian type orbital (GTO).

In both cases N  is a. norrnalizayion constant, r  is the distance from the nu

cleus, and the superscripts I, m  and n denote angular quantum numbers for 

the associated cartesian coordinates. C and a  are additional parameters through 

which the shape of the functions can be optimized. The radial characteristics of 

both types of functions are displayed in Figure 2.3.

GTO’s have some deficiencies and as a  result of this they do not represent the 

electron density of the real situation as well as the STO ’s: STO ’s have a finite 

slope at r  =  0 and fall off proportional to ~  e~^‘̂ for large values of r. Gaussian 

functions on the other hand have zero slope and fall off too fast for large r due 

to their ~  dependence. This in effect means th a t Gaussians functions do
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not describe the nuclear cusp (region close to nucleus) in a satisfactory way and 

also that they are too short range in their description.

However, integrals over Gaussian-type functions which contain the exponen

tial exp i—T"̂ ), rather than the exp{~r)  of ST O ’s, are much easier to evaluate and 

the deficiencies of the single Gaussian function can be largely overcome by using 

more G TO ’s per basis function. For this reason and for com putational efficiency 

reasons, the individual basis functions usually consist of several G T O ’s combined 

together in a linear fashion with fixed coefficients, i.e contracted. These functions 

are called contracted Gaussian functions and we might define a basis function as

(t)^  ̂ =  c ie-'’!"' -f 0 2 6 '^^"' +  cse'*®’"' (2.77)

where the contracted gaussian basis function, , is formed from three gaus- 

sian primitives   ̂ w ith the values of Cj and 6; fixed. These values are commonly 

derived by fitting the above expression to an STO using a least squares method. 

The parameters bi and Cj are not varied in the variational calculation, only the 

coefficients of Eq. (2.10).

The basis functions which are not important in a calculation will simply ap

pear with small or zero coefficients, C^i. However, it is important to include 

basis functions that really do count for something and exclude poor basis func

tions since they increase the com putational cost for no real gain. Hence choosing 

a proper basis set is imperative and there are many diflferent possibilities from 

which to choose.

2.7.3 M inim al Basis Sets

The essential idea of the minimal basis set is that we select one basis function for 

every atom ic orbital that is required to describe the free atom . All sub-shells are 

completed however. For example, the minim al basis set for the methane molecule 

(we investigate (CH 4 ) 2  in Chapter 6) consists of 4 Is orbitals, one per hydrogen 

atom, and the set of Is, 2s and three 2p orbitals for carbon. The total basis set

^The individual gaussian functions which make up a basis function are known as primitives.
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comprises 9 basis functions. Several minimal basis  ̂ sets are in common use, but 

by far the most common are the STO-nG basis sets devised by John Pople and his 

group [10]. The most common of these is ST0-3G, where a linear combination 

of three GTOs are fitted to an STO. The ST0-3G basis set for methane thus 

consists of a total of 9 contracted functions built from 27 primitive functions.

Other commonly used STO-nG basis sets are ST0-4G  and ST0-6G where 

each STO is fitted to 4 and 6 GTOs respectively.

Another feature of the STO-nG basis set, as indeed of most of the basis sets 

devised by the Pople group, is that the exponents (the constant weight of 

inside the exponential part of the function) are the same for both the 2s and the 

2p orbitals. The coefficients however differ. This procedure makes the evaluation 

of integrals faster, but it has some defects.

2.7.4 “Split Valence” and “Double-Zeta” Basis Sets

It is not easy easy to minimize the energy with respect to the exponents because 

they appear in the equations in a non-linear way. Thus arises the technique 

of splitting each minimal basis set orbital into two separate orbitals, one large 

(small exponent) and one small (large exponent). In each molecular orbital both 

orbitals of the set appear and they mix in the ratio which gives the lowest energy. 

The combination of a large orbital and a small orbital is essentially equivalent to 

an orbital of intermediate size. Figure 2.4 illustrates this principle with respect 

to the mixing of s and p orbitals.

The advantage of using this procedure is tha t the mixing coefficients in the 

molecular orbitals now appear in a linear fashion and the resulting orbital will 

be of a size th a t best fits the molecular environment since it is obtained from 

minimizing the energy.

We can choose to scale only the valence orbitals of the minimal basis set in 

this way, giving rise to the split valence basis set, or we can scale all the orbitals

^Apart from the STO-nG basis sets, another very common minimal basis set is the MINI 

basis set of Huzinaga and coworkers [9].
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• + A

Figure 2.4: Schematic illustration of the ’’split valence” method for s orbitals

(top) and p orbitals (bottom).

of the minimal basis set in this way, giving rise to double-zeta (DZ) basis sets.

• S p lit V alence B asis Sets: The two most common split valence basis sets 

are again from the Pople group. These are the 3-21G and the 6-31G basis 

sets. They are both read the same way. For example, the 6-31G basis set, 

a basis set which is commonly used throughout the course of this thesis, 

consists of core orbitals, which are not split, each described by 6 GTO’s, 

while each valence orbital is split into one orbital constructed from 3G T 0’s 

and one orbital which is a single GTO.

• D o u b le  Z e ta  B asis S ets: In a double-zeta (DZ) basis set, every member 

of a minimal basis set is replaced by two functions. In this way both core 

and valence orbitals are scaled in size.

Results obtained with split valence and double-zeta basis sets, due to their 

much increased flexibility, are a significant improvement on those obtained with 

a minimal basis set.

2.7.5 E xten d ed  B asis Sets

The most im portant additions to basis sets are polarization functions and diffuse 

basis functions. Also, split valence basis sets may be used where valence orbitals
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are split into three, rather not two, basis functions. An example of this would 

be the 6-31IG  basis set where each of the valence orbitals are described by three 

c o n tr a c te d  basis functions. Basis sets with orbitals split into three functions for 

all orbitals, both core and valence, are called triple zeta (TZ) basis sets.

Figure 2.5: Schematic illustration of the effect of adding a p polarization func

tion on, for example, the s orbital of a hydrogen atom (top), and of adding a 

d polarization function on a p orbital (bottom).

Orbitals that have more flexible shapes in a molecule are needed than the 

standard s, p, d, etc., shapes in the free atoms. For example, the influence of 

another nucleus will distort or Polaris the electron density near another nucleus. 

It is clear therefore tha t the effect of adding polarization functions, c.f. Figure 

2.5, on an atom is necessary. Polarization functions are normally added as single 

GTO’s. 6-31G* or 6-3lG(d) means d orbitals on second and third row atoms. 6- 

310** ov 6-31 G(d,p) means same as 6-31G*, except that p functions are added on 

hydrogens. The latter method of defining the basis set, i.e., explicitly specifying 

the polarization functions used, allows for the possibility of specifying additional 

polarization functions. For example, the basis set 6-3lG(3df,p) adds three d-type 

and one /-type  function to second and th ird  row atoms, while one p type function 

is added to hydrogen.

In some cases the normal basis functions we use are not adequate. This is 

particularly true in the case of anions where the electronic density is more spread 

out over the molecule. To model this correctly we have to use some basis functions 

which, unlike polarization functions, are themselves more spread out. This means
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GTOs with small exponents. The use of diffuse sp shells (set of diffuse s and p 

orbitals) on atoms in the second and third rows is denoted by a +  sign, while 

also adding diffuse s functions on hydrogens is symbolized by + + . Examples of 

basis sets of this type are 6-31+G* m d  6-31++G**.

2.8 Semi-empirical M ethods

2.8.1 Introduction

The purpose of semi-empirical methods in this work is for comparative purposes 

using methods which are generally considered to lie between forcefield and semi- 

empirical methods in accuracy. A concise introduction to the semi-empirical 

methods applied in this work will be presented here. If a more detailed description 

is required, we direct the reader to the standard literature [11], as well as the 

references given throughout the course of this section.

Ab initio quantum chemical methods are limited in their applicability because 

of their heavy demands of cpu-time and storage space on disk or in the computer 

memory. At the HF level, the problem is the large number of two-electron in

tegrals that have to be calculated; HF calculations scale as approximately the 

fourth power of the number of basis functions (Â )̂.  ̂ The size of the system that 

can be computed via HF is therefore limited and this holds much more strongly 

for correlated treatments. Hence, there is a need for more approximate meth

ods that retain characteristics of the quantum chemical approach, in particular 

the calculation of a wavefunction from which electronic properties can be de

rived, but do not have large requirements on computational power. In principle, 

it makes sense to neglect or parametrize some of the time consuming two-electron 

integrals. This is the basis of semi-empirical quantum chemical methods. In this 

section, a brief overview of the two semi-empirical methods, MNDO (Modified 

®In practice, this can be reduced to something close to the third power for larger molecules, 

because of the fact that integrals between orbitals centered on distant atoms need not be

calculated as they will be practically zero anyway, 
for example scales as N^.
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Neglect of Diatomic Overlap) [12] and PM3 (Parametrized Model 3) [13] applied 

in this work are presented. The popularity of MNDO-like (MNDO, A M I  [14], 

PM3) methods to a small degree is promoted by the non-commercial distribution 

of AMPAC and MOPAC programs, which are based on these methods [15]. The 

MNDO and PM3 methods were designed or parametrized to reproduce the heats 

of formation and structures of a large number of organic molecules. Trends in vi

brational frequencies of related systems are usually reproduced by semi-empirical 

methods, but the errors are not as nicely systematic (and therefore correctable 

by a standard factor) as in ah initio calculations (see Chapter 6).

2.8.2 Approximations

Semi-empirical methods are based on the HF approach. However, only valence 

electrons are considered in minimal basis sets using STO type atomic orbitals. 

The core electrons are accounted for in a fixed core composed of the nucleus 

and inner shell (non-valence) electrons. A Fock matrix is constructed and the 

HF equations are solved iteratively. The main approximations are in the con

struction of the Fock matrix. Recall how the Fock m atrix elements are expressed 

as integrals over atomic basis functions. W ith semi-empirical methods, there are 

“rules” for how to evaluate every integral appearing in the Hartree-Fock-Roothan 

equations, so th a t the secular determinant can be built up (m atrix element by 

matrix element) and solved for the molecular orbitals. All semi-empirical meth

ods make use of the ‘zero-differential overlap (ZDO) approximation’ to  some ex

tent. This approximation simply says that the differential overlap between many 

atomic orbitals will be small and thus the electron repulsion integrals including 

these differential overlap terms will have negligible values. The next step is to 

replace many of the remaining integrals by parameters, which can either have 

fixed values, or propose functional forms th a t depend on the distance between 

the atoms on which the basis functions are located. In modern semi-empirical 

Dttethods these parameters are however mostly devoid of this physical significance: 

they are just optimized to give the best fit of the computed molecular proper-
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ties to corresponding experimental data. Furthermore, in MNDO and PM3 all 

parameters are atomic (i.e. there are no diatomic parameters).

There is a natural progression in the quality of the Fock m atrix among the 

different semi-empirical methods. In the CNDO (Complete Neglect of Differen

tial Overlap) approximation [16], the one-centre integrals of a type {ii\ii) and 

two-centre integrals of a type {ii\kk) are the only ones taken into account 

In the INDO approximation (Intermediate Neglect of Differential Overlap) [17], 

the one centre Coulomb integrals with all four orbitals i, j ,  k and I belonging 

to one atom additionally are taken into account. In the NDDO (Neglect of Di

atomic Differential Overlap) [18, 19], additionally orbitals i and j  belonging to 

one atom, and k and / belonging to another are taken into account. For MNDO 

and PM3 which are based on the NDDO approximation, integrals are no longer 

parametrized but approximated using classical multipoles where possible.

The basic assumptions of all semi-empirical methods may be summarized as 

follows:

• Born-Oppenheimer approximation

• Certain differential overlap integrals are small and can be neglected

• Other terms in the m atrix elements of the Hamiltonian are parametrized 

to fit experiment

• Core orbitals don’t participate in bonding and are of minimal importance 

in determining the physical properties of a molecule

2.8.3 MNDO and PM3 Methods

MNDO methods are confined to closed shell molecules and the valence electrons

in them, these being assumed to move in the the field of the fixed core. Valence

shell MO’s are expressed as a linear combination of a minimal basis set (i.e AO’s

which take the form of STO’s) via Eq. (2.10), and coefficients are found from the 

^^Note return to chemistry notation for two-electron integrals
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Roothan-Hall equations (Eq. (2.34)), which in MNDO assumes the form;

-  eiS^,)C,i = 0 (2.78)

where not introduced before, is the Kronecker delta. The Kronecker delta is 

simply an overlap integral for orthonormal basis functions, i.e ii n = u, then 

Sfiu =  Ij '̂Ĵ d ^  u, then 5̂ ,̂ =  0. Assuming from here on that the AO’s

and and are centred on atom A  and (/)x and at atom S , the MNDO Fock 

matrix elements are:

1 ^
Ffiu =  ~ X / ■̂ Ao-(/̂ î (A(7) (2.80)s B a

F^X =  ^ ^  P^^{[iu\Xa) (2.81)
^  1/ <r

where is the bond order (density) matrix defined as before (Eq. (2.37)). The 

other terms appearing in the Fock matrix are:

• one-centre one-electron energies which represent the sum of the K.E. 

of an electron in an atomic orbital ■0̂  at atom A, and its potential energy 

due to the attraction by the core of atom A.

• one-centre two-electron repulsion integrals (Coulomb inte

grals).

• {^v\vjj) =  one centre two-electron exchange integrals.

• Pn\- two-centre one-electron core resonance integrals {/3ab  =

• two-centre one-electron attractions between an electron in the dis

tribution (j)ij,(j)v at atom A  and the core of atom B.

• (|Uî |Acr): two-centre two-electron repulsion integrals.
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The total energy of a molecule, Etot, is the sum of the electronic energy Eei and 

the repulsions £ '“3 ® between the cores of atom  A  and B\

E,^, = E , i - ^ Y . Y . E T b (2.82)
A< B

The MNDO electronic energies are calculated from restricted single determ inan- 

tal wave functions with the various terms in the Fock m atrix  and the repulsions 

E ab  ̂ determ ined either from experimental d a ta  or from semi-empirical expres

sions which can be adjusted to fit experimental da ta. The in troduction of ad

justable param eters, in a way, compensates both  for the deficiencies of the  single 

determinantal MO approach (i.e neglect of electron correlation) and for the ad

ditional errors due to the simplifying assumptions of the  NDDO scheme. For 

example, the evaluations of the one-centre terms and hfj,  ̂ are based on

a procedure where theoretical energies of several valence states of the atom  and 

its ions are fitted to the corresponding spectroscopic values. The procedure al

lows independent calculation of all one-electron terms. By deriving parameters 

from experimental da ta , some allowance is made for the correlation effects that 

are formally neglected in the Hartree-Fock approach. Meanwhile, the two-centre 

repulsion integrals are evaluated from a semi-empirical model which also takes 

correlation effects into account. The two-center repulsion integrals rep

resent the energy of interaction between the a charge distributions e(j)̂ (j)„ at atom 

A  and a t atom  B.  MNDO approxim ates the energy as the sum over all

interactions between the multipole moments Mim of the two charge distributions, 

where the subscripts I and m specify the order and orientation {x,y  and z) 

of the multipoles. The electronic interaction of these m ultipoles can hence be 

computed analytically as integrals over m ultipole m om ents. W ith  a minimal sp 

basis set for valence electrons, there are only four m ultipoles to  be considered;

• [q] represents the monopole of the charge d istribu tions ss  and PaPa-

• [|Uq] the dipole of the distributions sp^.

• [Qaa] the linear quadrupole of the d istribu tions p^pa  and 
^^Multipole, dipole and quadrupole (/ =  0,1 and 2, respectively).
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• [Qap] square quadrupole of the distributions papp. 

where a  and P = x, y or z. (Example; a two-center integral of type (ssjspz) =

The core-electron attractions, and the core-core repulsions, E ^ ^  take

the following functional forms:

(2.83)

E ab  ̂ = ZAZsis^s'^ls^s^)  (1 exp{-aARAB)  +  exp{-aBRAB))  (2.84)

Hence, the core-electron attraction, Eq. (2.83), is proportional to the repulsion 

with valence s electrons on atom B.  The expression for E ^ b  ̂ (Eq. (2.84) includes 

an exponential term of the form exp{—aRAB), with an adjustable a  parameter, 

so that the net repulsion between neutral atoms vanishes in the limit R ab  co

in both Eq. (2.83) and (2.84), the effect of the atomic core is simulated by 

the valence-shell charge distribution ss which, like the core, has no multipole 

moments higher than the monopole.

The remaining quantities in the MNDO method are the one-electron resonance 

integrals which provide the main contribution to the bonding energy of a 

molecule. They are assumed to be proportional to the corresponding overlap 

integral Sf,x-

I3^x=\{^ + h)  (2-85)

The overlap integrals between the STO AO’s are evaluated analytically, the or

bital exponents (C) being treated as adjustable parameters.

The semi-empirical PM3 (Parametrized Model 3) method [13] is so named 

because it is the third parametrization of the MNDO-type model, with MNDO 

and AMI [14] being the first and second, respectively It is nearly identical 

in form to AMI but uses different philosophies for determining its parameters. 

PM3 is useful for a wide variety of systems, particularly organics.

^®PM3 is best described as Modified Neglect of D iatom ic Overlap, Parametric Model 3, or

MND0-PM 3.
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Like AM I, PM3 has a single key change from MNDO: a new term  to  model 

internuclear interactions is introduced in order to correct for the excessive long 

range repulsions in the MNDO core-core repulsion. This new term  largely corrects 

this deficiency;

E a b ^ — Z A Z s i s ' ^ s ^ l s ^ s ^ )  (1 + e x p ( - a A R A B )  +  e x p { - a B R A B ) )

S  [ (^k^M-KiRAB ~ 4 f )  + a^exp{ -bf {RAB -  c^ f ) ]  (2-86)

where the new a, b and c parameters in the gaussian functions are optimizable 

parameters and are associated with the atom indicated in the  superscript. (Only 

the first term  in this expression is present in MNDO (Eq. (2.84).)

In MNDO, there are 12 variables per element which could be regarded as 

parameters. Seven of these are optimized parameters: Uss, Upp, Ps, Pp, Cs, Cp, 

and a .  The remaining five, gss- ,  9 s p ,  9 p p ,  9p2 and h g p ,  while adjustable param eters 

in principle, are assigned values determined from atomic spectra. In PM3, a 

second set of param eters is introduced, the a, b and c param eters of Eq. (2.86). 

By assigning up to four gaussians (i.e. fc <  4), as many as 12 more atomic 

parameters are introduced.

2.8.4 Strengths and Limitations of M NDO and PM 3

Semi-empirical m ethods in general are usually many orders of m agnitude faster 

than ah initio  m ethods and for some  classes of com pounds can yield results as 

good or even better. However, as w ith forcefields, semiempirical methods can 

produce extrem ely inaccurate results when applied to  classes of molecules not in

cluded in the original fitting procedure. An arguable “streng th” of semi-empirical 

methods in comparison to Hartree-Fock, is th a t electron correlation is included 

implicitly through param etrization. On the negative side, charged species are 

much less accurately treated than  are neutrals. Anions are particularly  difficult 

because the A O ’s used in the LCAO m inim al basis set are no t very diffuse, as 

they have the  same form as the valence orbitals of neu tra l atom s.

'̂‘Note that in hydrogen the parameters involving p  orbitals are absent.
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Finally, a quick note on some of the key strengths and lim itations of the 

MNDO and PM3 methods in particular. MNDO overemphasizes the effect of 

steric crowding. By contrast, 4-membered rings are much too stable. PM 3 does 

much better with the energies of 4-membered rings, but still predict them  to 

be planar rather than puckered as is known to be the case from experiment. 

For transition states, MNDO overestimates most reaction barriers because of its 

tendency to overestimate repulsions between atoms separated by van der Waals 

distances. PM3 largely corrects this problem. The hydrogen bond is virtually 

non-existent with MNDO, while PM3 attempts to treat hydrogen bonding in a 

more realistic manner.

Generally, PM3 is considered to be an improvement over MNDO.

2.9 D ensity Functional Theory

It would not be apt to finish this section without mentioning the quantum  chem

ical method which has become increasingly popular during the past few years. 

Density functional theory (DFT) has emerged as a computationally inexpensive 

method for including electron correlation. DFT was originally developed for use 

in solid state physics, and computes the electron correlation energy (and in some 

cases the exchange energy) as a functional of the electron density.

E  = F[p] (2.87)

More sophisticated functionals that depend on both the density and the gradient 

of the density have been developed for quantum chemical applications. These are 

known as “non-local” or “gradient-corrected” functionals.

Although DFT is only slightly more costly that H F , in m any quantum  chem

ical studies non-local DFT has been found to yield results as good as the more 

tested correlated methods such as M0ller-Plesset theory, for m any chemical prop

erties including structures, reaction energies, and vibrational frequencies. DFT 

also corrects many of the qualitative failures of HF. However, D FT is a relatively 

new method with many potential shortcomings: poor treatm ent of transition
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states (particularly relevant in our case excited states inherently not treat

able; requires both a basis set and integration grid; and again, im portantly in 

relation to this thesis, DFT functionals are poor for determining van der Waals 

energies

2.10 Computational Procedures

There are several procedures that can be carried out with a quantum chemical 

program. Throughout the course of this thesis the following three methods are 

predominant:

• Single point calculations

• Geometry optimization calculations

• Vibrational frequency calculations

2.10.1 Single Point Calculations

This procedure calculates the energy, wave function, and other requested prop

erties at a single fixed geometry. It is frequently carried out after a geometry 

optimization, but with a larger basis set or a more superior method than the 

basis set and method used to optimize the geometry. This method is used for 

computational efficiency reasons and is based on the thesis th a t optimum geome

tries are relatively insensitive to size of basis set and the level of theory involved. 

For example, in Chapter 6, lithium complex geometries are optimized at the 

HF/6-31G* and MP2/6-31G* levels, but higher estim ates of the energy differ

ences between geometries (relative energies) can be explored using single point 

was therefore not suitable for our study of the mechanism of amidolithium mediated 

enolization in Chapter 7, where transition states were located and reaction barrier heights

computed.
^®See Part V, determination of alkane vdW parameters. DFT was not suitable for application 

in this work.
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energy computations at the HF/6-31+G** and MP2/6-31+G** levels, respec

tively. These single point energy calculations at geometries optimized at a lower 

level can be denoted HF/6-31+G**//HF/6-31G* and M P2/6-31+G **//M P2/6- 

3lG*, respectively.

2.10.2 Geom etry Optimization Calculations

Calculations of this type calculate the wave function and energy at a starting 

geometry and then proceed to move to a new geometry which will give a lower 

energy. This process is repeated until the lowest energy geometry close to the 

starting point is obtained. There exist many sophisticated algorithms to im

plement this procedure and which give rapid convergence to the geometry with 

lowest energy (e.g. Newton-Raphson methods). For a review of many of these 

methods, see [20, 21].

It is im portant to recognise that optimizations will not necessarily find the 

geometry of lowest energy, that is the global minimum with the lowest energy 

geometry. It may find a local minimum, that of another isomer, or may even find 

a transition state. This will occur particularly if we restrict the symmetry of the 

molecule and do not give the program the full degrees of freedom of the molecule. 

Optimum structures can be characterized, however, by carrying out vibrational 

frequency calculations.

2.10.3 V ibrational Frequency Calculations

Just because all the gradients following an optimization are brought to zero 

(within a certain tolerance) does not necessarily mean that a minimum has been 

located. If the geometry obtained from an optimization is a local, or indeed 

global, minimum, all the frequencies will be real and positive. Getting such a 

result confirms we have obtained a local or global minimum. If we have a tran

sition state or any other stationary point other than a minimum, some of these 

frequencies will be imaginary. If we restrain the symmetry in the optimization, 

we may get more than one imaginary frequency. Frequency calculations therefore
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should be carried out as a m atter of routine following a geometry optimization 

so that the located stationary point may be characterized.

Also, vibrational frequency and intensity predictions by quantum  chemical 

means can provide useful Raman and I.R. “fingerprints” for the identification of 

experimentally observed new species (see Section 1.5.5).
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Figure 2.6: Schematic representation of a C-C bond stretching potential: real

istic Morse potential model and its Harmonic approximation.

Harmonic vibrational frequencies of a molecule can be calculated from just 

information at its equilibrium geometry by expanding the potential energy surface 

as a Taylor series, truncating after the second term, and considering infinitesimal 

displacements. Expanding the potential energy about the equilibrium position 

can be written;

3N a y  i  3AT g 2 y

I" =  ^  + 5 E  ( 5 7 ^ ) 0  A fli A + ... (2.88)

where R \ ,R l ,  ...Rlj^, are the Cartesian coordinates of the N  nuclei. The first term 

Rlj^) adds only a constant - the energy scale can be chosen so that this 

number is zero - and therefore can be ignored for the purpose of vibrational 

calculations. Since V is a minimum at the equilibrium geometry, all {§^)o =  0,
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and therefore the second term in Eq. (2.88) v a n i s h e s . I f  all terms of order 

higher than second are neglected, the potential becomes a quadratic function of 

nuclear displacements AR i, such that

1 3N
V{ Ru . . . . ,Rsn) ^ -  E  F ^ j A R i A R j  (2.89)

i , j = l

where the force constants, Fij, are given by

Eq. (2.89) is known as the harmonic approximation. For example, consider a 

bond stretch. This corresponds to replacing the Morse type curve of Fig. 2.6 by 

the parabola (harmonic curve) shown in the same figure.^* As can be seen, this 

approximation may be satisfactory for small displacements from the equilibrium 

position, but it cannot possibly be accurate for large distortions of the bond 

length. This is true for all modes of vibration of a molecule, not just bond 

stretches.

A transformation of the cartesian coordinates to mass-weighted coordinates,

Qi = (^ i)^  A Ri, followed by rotation of the coordinates to coincide with the 

principal axes of the quadratic form in Eq. (2.89), gives an expression for V 

containing only squared terms:

1 3N

V  = - E ^ i Q l  (2.91)
i= l

where Qj are coordinates relative to the principal axes and are called “normal 

coordinates”. Furthermore, each of the 3N  equations in Eq. (2.91) is a harmonic 

oscillator with a quadratic force constant Aj. The ZN normal mode vibrational 

frequencies are then calculated simply as the square root of these force constants 

naultiplied by some conversion factor, F, to convert to wavenumbers:

Fy/Xi  (2.92)LOi

^^This is why the vibrational analysis is valid for optimum geometries only.
®̂For a better description of Morse and harmonic type bond potentials, see Chapter 3 “Force-

field Method” (section 3.3.2).
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In practice, the vibrational frequencies are therefore obtained by calculating 

the force constant (Hessian) matrix, mass weighting it, and then diagonalizing it 

to obtain the eigenvalues. These eigenvalues are then converted to the 3 N  normal 

mode vibrational frequencies (wj) by Eq. (2.92) above. For a non-linear poly

atomic, six (five for a linear molecule) of the cuj will be zero as they correspond 

to translational and rotational (rather than vibrational) degrees of freedom. The 

remaining 3N-6 degrees of freedom are usually specified by internal coordinates 

such as bond lengths, bond angles, and torsions. If the structure is not perfectly 

minimized, the first order terms in the Taylor expansion of the potential surface 

in Eq. (2.88) do not vanish. In turn, they introduce terms th a t couple the net 

rotations of the molecule with the internal motions and both perturb the inter

nal vibrational frequencies and give apparent frequencies for the three rotations. 

Thus, the magnitude of the six “zero” frequencies is a good indication of the 

quality of the calculation. A complete review of the calculation of vibrational 

spectra and their use is given by Hess et al. [22],
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Chapter 3

Forcefield Methods

3.1 Introduction

A significant drawback to ab initio  methods is the com putational effort required 

to calculate the electronic energy of the system. Obviously, this effort increases 

with the size of the system: ab initio methods are lim ited to systems with a 

relatively small num ber of atoms. In forcefield methods, the calculation of the 

electronic energy is bypassed by writing E^i as a  param etric function of the nuclear 

coordinates. Consequently, systems with large number of atom s may be simulated 

at low com putational cost. The param eters which enter the param etric function 

are fitted to  experim ental or high level theoretical data.

Forcefield dynamics are governed by classical mechanics, i.e Newton’s second 

law (Chapter 4), and for the tim e independent phenom enon, the  problem reduces 

to calculating the energy at a single geometry. Often the  interest is in finding 

geometries of stable molecules, and possibly interconversions between different 

conformations. The problem is then reduced to  finding energy m inim a (and 

possibly some first order saddle points) on the  potentia l energy surface (PES).

52
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3.2 W hat Is a Forcefield?

The PES of a system can be written as an analytical expression in terms of a set 

of defined coordinates. The functional form of this expression and the parameters 

needed to fit the potential energy surface constitute the forcefield. Importantly, 

the results of any classical mechanics or dynamics calculation depend directly on 

the forcefield: the quality of the forcefield, its applicability to the system at hand, 

and its ability to predict the particular properties measured in the simulation, 

directly determine the validity of the results.

3.3 P otential Energy Expressions 

3.3.1 Introduction

The potential (forcefield) energy contains information about the interaction be

tween the particles in a system. In practice, the forcefield energy is written as a 

sum of terms, each describing the energy required for distorting the molecule in a 

particular way. For example a forcefield may employ all or some of the following 

terms

^ F F  ^bond Wangle ^bond—bond ^bond—angle ^ to rs + V vdW  +  Vel (3-1)

Vbond is the energy function for stretching a bond between two atoms; Vangie rep

resents the energy requires for bending an angle; V^ond-bond and Vbond-angie are 

cross terms which describe coupling between internal coordinates; Vtors describes 

the torsional energetics; and finally, the non-bond interactions are described by 

Vydw and Vei, the van der Waals (vdW) and electrostatic contributions, respec

tively. Given such an energy function of the nuclear coordinates, geometries and 

relative energies can be calculated. Stable molecules corresponding to minima 

on the PES can then be located, by minimizing as a function of the nuclear 

coordinates.

^The terms in this expression represent the ones which may be parametrized using the 

forcefield parameter optimization program developed in this work, PAROPT (Chapter 5).
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3.3.2 B ond Stretching Energy

There are two common types of functions which are used to describe bond stretch

ing. The one we use depends on the system we wish to model.

i i

#
R

Figure 3.1: Bond length definition, R, for atoms i-j.

Vb is the energy function for stretching a bond between two atoms, i and j.  

Written as a Taylor expansion around the “equilibrium” bond length, and 

terminating at second order we get

The Vo term is normally set to zero (zero point for energy scale), and the second 

term is zero as the expansion is around the equilibrium value. Thus, in its simplest 

form, the bond stretching energy can be written as

This is the harmonic bond potential, with the potential quadratic in its displace

ment from the minimum. Kb represents the harmonic force constant whose value 

describes the “stiffness” of the bond. The harmonic form is the simplest possible 

and is sufficient for most equilibrium applications. However, this potential does 

not have the correct limiting behaviour so that dissociation can never occur. The 

correct limiting behaviour is that for a bond stretching towards infinity, the en

ergy should converge towards the dissociation energy. A simple function which 

satisfies this criteria is the Morse potential:

Db is the dissociation energy or well depth, and a  is related is related to the force 

constant as a  =

(Ru -  4 ) = -  4 ) + K)" (3-2)

(3.3)

(3.4)
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The Morse potential function reproduces the actual behaviour quite accu

rately over a large range of Rij. However, at long bond lengths the restoring force 

is quite small so tha t distorted structures, which may be either poor starting  ge

ometries or ones th a t develops during a simulation, will display slow convergence 

towards equilibrium. In most simulations, molecules bond lengths deviate very 

little from their equilibrium values, such th a t the simple harm onic function is 

usually sufficient.

3.3.3 Angle Bending Energy

Vangie IS the energy required for bending an angle formed by three atom s i- j-k  

(Fig. 3.2), where there is a bond between i and j ,  and between j  and k. Similarly 

to Vbond, Vangie IS usually expanded as a Taylor series and truncated  a t second 

order, giving the harmonic approximation:

Ka and are the angle force constant and equilibrium angle param eters, re

spectively.

Angles in rings, especially small rings, pose special problems as regards trans

ferability of atom types (see Section 3.4). This is due to  the  very different equi

librium angles for such rings, requiring a number of different atom  types for each 

atom  depending on the size and also the component atom s of th e  ring. For ex

ample, the lithium  atom s involved in the four-membered ring structures, la - ld  

through to 4, Fig. 7.5, Chapter 7, would each, ideally, require different angle term

i

F igure 3.2: Angle definition, 9, for atoms i-j-k.

(3.5)
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I

Figure 3.3: Torsion angle definition, (f), for atoms bonded according to sequence 

i-j-k-l.

param eters for accurate forcefield simulations. However, this is not practical. The 

extra time consuming effort required for parameterization of forcefields has to be 

weighed up against the likely transferability and applicability of parameters.

Finally, as for the stretch energy term, the energy cost for deviations from 

equilibrium angles is so large th a t most molecules only deviate a few degrees. 

Therefore, again, the harmonic term is adequate for most applications.

3.3.4 Torsional Energy

Vtors is the energy associated with rotation around a j - k  bond in a  four atom  

sequence i-j-k-l, where i-j, j -k ,  and k-l are bonded. A torsion angle (0) is 

defined as in Figure 3.3.

Torsion potentials are necessarily periodic, and in contrast to  bond stretching 

and angle bending, the energetic cost of distorting the molecule is usually low. 

One may therefore expect conformational changes to  occur. To encompass the 

periodicity, Vtors can be written as a Fourier series:

V tors ^  Ar,cos {n(t)ijki) (3.6)
n = l

If n  =  1, then the rotation is periodic every 360°, if n  = 2 , the  ro ta tio n  is periodic 

every 180°, if n  =3, then the rotation is periodic by 120°, and so on. The An 

parameters determine the size of the barrier for ro ta tion  around the j - k  bond. 

The first three term s in the Fourier series are in general capable of reproducing
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F ig u re  3.4: C-C-C-C torsional energy profile of potential used to describe rota

tion around the central C-C bond in the simulations of n-butane performed in 

Chapter 11. The potential takes the form of Eq. (3.7).

most experimental data. These are known as triple cosine potentials. By suitable 

combinations of A i, A 2 and ^3 parameters, fairly complex rotational profiles may 

be constructed. It is customary to shift the zero point of the potential by adding 

a factor of 1.

As an example, the triple cosine C-C-C-C torsion potential used in the molec

ular dynamics simulations of n-butane in Chapter 11 is of the form

The energetics of rotation using this potential is shown in Figure 3.4 . The poten

tial has a rotational period of 360°, with the minimum at 180° corresponding to 

the cis conformer, the minima at ±  60° corresponding to the gauche conformer 

with a sharp rise in the potential as it approaches the trans conformer 0°. It is 

worth noting, the factor 1/2 included in the triple cosine equation is such that 

the An parameters directly give the barrier height if only one term  is present.

Vt or s  {(Pijkl )  = [1 +  COs{^ijkl)] + -^ 2  [1 -  COs(20yfc()] - A 2  [1 +  COs(30ijfc,)]

(3.7)
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3.3.5 Cross Terms

Cross terms describe couplings between the standard internal coordinates such

as bond lengths and bond angles. They complicate the forcefield so therefore are 

not commonly used.

Examples of cross terms, would be bond-bond, angle-angle and bond-angle 

terms for atom sequence i-j-k-l:

These terms can also be seen to arise from the Taylor series expansion, bu t in 

this case, the potential is a function of two variables.

3.3.6 van der Waals Energy

V v d w ,  together with Vei, describe the non-bond attraction  or repulsion between 

atoms. Vydw may be interpreted as tha t part of the interaction which is not 

related to electrostatic energy due to atomic charges. vdW  interactions in alkanes 

is the source of our studies in Part V. At large interatom ic distances, Vvdw 

is zero, while at small separations, the potential becomes very repulsive. The 

repulsion is due to the overlap of the electron clouds of the two atom s, as the 

negatively charged electrons repel each other. At interm ediate distances, however, 

there is a slight attraction between the two electron clouds. This is due to the 

phenomenon known as electron correlation (discussed in C hapter 2). Simply, this 

attraction may be considered due to induced dipole-dipole interactions. Even if 

a molecule, or part of a molecule, has no perm anent dipole m om ent, the  m otion 

of the electrons may create a slightly uneven distribution a t a given tim e. This 

dipole moment will induce a charge polarization in the neighbour molecule, or 

different part of the same molecule, creating an a ttraction . This a ttrac tio n  varies 

as the  inverse sixth power of the separating distance {R~^). T he induced dipole- 

dipole interaction is only one of such term s, there are also contributions from

^bim d—bond — ^ b b  ^o) (3.8)

(3.9)

(3.10)
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Figure 3.5: Schematic representation of the various non-bond interactions be

tween diatomic and triatomic molecules.

induced quadrupole-dipole, quadrupole-quadrupole, etc. interactions. These vary 

as R~^, etc.. The force associated with this potential is often referred to as 

“dispersion” or London forces and it is the main interaction between non-polar 

molecules such as alkanes.

In reality, there are many body contributions to the van der W aals energy. 

These interactions can be split up into one body, two body, three body, etc. 

interactions:

VvdW =  +  E E E VsiRi, Rj ,  Rk) +  ■■■ (3 -11)
i i j>i i 3>ik>j>i

In terms of importance, the three body or higher order term s are typically a few 

percent of the two body contributions. Furthermore, since the param etrization  of 

vdW interactions is typically against experimental or ab in itio  d a ta  where all the 

many-body effects are present, the derived param eters represent w hat is known

as effective pair potential.

VvdW (3 .12)
i j>i

This effective pair potential is often the sole function used for m odelling fluids  ̂

^For example, in Chapter 11 we model liquid methane within the rigid body approximation 

in molecular dynamics simulations using only intermolecular atomistic vdW interactions. For 

simulations of flexible models such as n-butane (also Chapter 11), intramolecular terms are also 

necessary for accurate simulations, while for polar molecules inclusion of electrostatic terms is 

required.
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and in many cases takes the form of a Lennard-Jones potential [2];

dj is the well depth parameter responsible for cohesion and aij is the size param 

eter, representing the repulsion at distances Rij < aij. This potential displays 

the basics of intermolecular interactions, an attractive tail representing van der 

Waals forces of attraction, a minimum which is slightly negative at a distance 

corresponding to the two atoms “touching” each other, and the positive repulsive 

wall at short separations. The Lennard-Jones function is effective for many sys

tems but, as we shall see in Part V, it is far too repulsive at very short distances. 

There are, however, many different functions which may be used to describe the 

vdW interactions. The ones considered in our study of the non-bond interactions 

in alkanes are introduced in Chapter 10, section 10.2.1.

In situations where the particles of molecules we are simulating carry charges 

or indeed are polar, then vdW terms alone are not sufficient and electrostatic 

terms must be added.

3.3.7 Electrostatic Energy

The electrostatic part of non-bonded interactions is due to the internal distri

bution of the electrons, creating positive and negative parts of the molecule. 

This may be modelled by assigning point charges to each atom. The interaction 

between point charges is given by the Coulomb potential:

Qi and qj are the charges on atoms i and j ,  respectively, and e =  CrCo is the dielec

tric constant. Accurate description of the electrostatic interactions is im portant 

in the description of the lithium complexes which we study in P art IV, Chapters 

6 and 7.

Finally, sofware packages and forcefields vary in their criteria for calculation 

of OT^ramolecular non-bond interactions. For example, the AM B ER  [3] and ESFF
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[4] forcefields, implemented in the Discover [5] program, use a 1-4 criteria, while 

the DL^POLY molecular dynamics package [6], uses a default of 1-5, with an 

optional switch to turn on the 1-4 interactions. 1-4 vdW interactions means that 

vdW interactions for atoms at the end of a four atom bond sequence, i-j-k-l, 

are evaluated. 1-5 vdW interactions has an equivalent meaning for a five atom 

sequence i-j-k-l-m.

3.4 A tom  Types and Transferability

The idea of molecules being composed of atoms which are structurally similar 

in different molecules is implemented in forcefield models as atom types. The 

atom type depends on the atomic number and the type of chemical bonding it is 

involved in. For example, you could have an sp^, sp"̂ , or an sp hybridized carbon 

atom. The atoms to which the carbon is bonded then determine which atom type 

the carbon is assigned. Each atom type has its own defined set of parameters. In 

many cases parameters and atom types are easily assigned and their values are 

transferable over a large range of molecules. For example, all C-H bond lengths 

are roughly constant in all molecules, between 1.06 and 1.11 A. The C-H stretch 

vibrations are also similar, between 2900 and 3300 cm“ \  implying th a t the C-H 

force constants are also comparable. If the C-H bonds are further divided into 

groups (types), such as those attached to single, double, or triple bonded carbon, 

the variation within these groups becomes even less.

Atom types should be, but not always are, transferable. Certain systems are 

extremely difficult to model by forcefield methods due to the non-tranferability 

of atom types. We investigate both lithium complexes and alkanes via forcefield 

methods. In the course of this thesis we shall see how difficult it is to model 

lithium complexes by forcefield models, and in contrast, how alkanes pose far less 

problems. Successful forcefield calculations depend on the availability of proven 

and suitable forcefield parameters.
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3.5 Obtaining Forcefield Param eters

Forcefield parameters are derived from experimental data or theoretical data. As 

a general rule of any forcefield, being able to reproduce known experimental data 

of model systems is a crucial requirement if a forcefield is to be applied to  new 

systems with confidence. Forcefields from experimental data are in general better, 

within the range of applicability of the parameters, and provide accurate results 

based on the properties they are fitted to. Obviously, the larger the amount of 

experimental data available, the more effective the forcefields are likely to be. 

However, forcefields of this type are limited in their applications and can only 

be used with confidence to give “good” results for the quantities to which they 

were fitted to. In many cases theory provides the only method by which we can 

obtain data to be fitted to, but with modern day computer power, the level of 

theory which can be used greatly enhances the quality of the theoretical results. 

Furthermore, because ab initio methods can explore any region on the potential 

energy surface (regions which are inaccessible by experiment), parameters from 

ab initio data can provide parameters which are more accurate than their exper

imental counterparts. In Part III (Chapter 5), we introduce the program which 

we have developed to extract forcefield parameters from ab initio data: we have 

aptly called it PAROPT.
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Chapter 4 

Molecular Dynamics

4.1 Introduction /  Computer Sim ulation

Computer simulation is the means by which we model a real system by apply

ing suitable computational methods and approximations. Present day computer 

simulations are restricted to very small systems. For example, in Chapter 11, 

our simulations of liquid n-butane and methane are of 125 and 216 molecules in 

cubic cells, respectively. However, by applying the laws of statistical mechanics, 

we can effectively and accurately calculate the macroscopic properties of such 

systems. Simulation cells containing a small number of molecules will not rep

resent the bulk properties of a real liquid because of surface properties, but this 

can be readily overcome by the introduction of periodic boundary conditions. Pe

riodic boundary conditions are in effect equivalent to having an infinite lattice of 

simulation cells, each one being identical to the central one. W hen a molecule 

leaves the central cell through one side, its periodic image re-enters through the 

opposite side.

For simulation purposes, either Monte Carlo or molecular dynamics methods 

can be used. The former is not a dynamic method, just sampling of the phase 

space, and is generally used to investigate static properties of liquids while the 

latter is used for dynamical properties. Molecular dynamics using the DL_POLY 

program [1] is the method employed for the simulations carried out in this thesis.
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In this chapter, a concise description of molecular dynamics is presented. 

For a more thorough description, we refer the reader to the standard literature 

[2, 3, 4, 5]. But first we introduce the area of statistical mechanics, which provides 

the link between properties calculated in our molecular dynamics simulations and 

reality.

n  %
\ ■
•  •

r-, * •

A

\ \ \

F igu re  4.1: Periodic boundary conditions in a two-dimensional system. The 

centre box is replicated throughout space to form an infinite lattice. When a 

molecule leaves the centre box, its image reenters from the opposite side. It is 

not necessary to store the coordinates of all images in a simulation, ju st the 

molecules in the central box.

4.2 Statistical M echanics

For a complete coverage of statistical mechanics, we suggest the reader to refer 

to the various textbooks [6, 7, 8]. Statistical mechanics provides the link between 

microscopic and macroscopic properties. For example, supposing we consider a 

simple one-component system contained in a volume V. Macroscopically we can 

define the thermodynamic state of this system using the number of particles, N,
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the volume, V, and the temperature, T. Microscopically, this system is defined 

by the positions, r, and momenta, p, of the individual particles at a particular 

time. The positions and momenta at a particular time represent a point in phase 

space. Integrating the equations of motion generates an ensemble of points in 

phase space, with each of the points representing a particular microscopic state 

of our system. By constraining certain parameters in the macroscopic state, 

the trajectory or time evolution of the space points will move on a surface of 

phase space. The surface is defined by the constraint parameters which describe 

the thermodynamic state of the macroscopic system. According to the ergodic 

theorem [2], it is assumed that in time a system will follow a trajectory that 

eventually will visit all microscopic states consistent with the imposed external 

constraints. The fundamental concept of the ergodic theorem provides us with 

a connection between a macroscopic property, G, and its time average over all 

microscopic states, Gt,'.

1 M
G =  G, =  {G.>,.„, =  — E G i  (4.1)

2 =  1

where Gi is the value of the ith state and M is a large number of states. For 

a system in equilibrium, the instantaneous property Gi fluctuates around the 

equilibrium value, {Gi). The instantaneous fluctuation SGi at time t is given by

5G,{t) = G ,{ t ) - {G ,) .  (4.2)

4.3 General Concept of M olecular D ynam ics

Molecular dynamics solves the classical equations of motion for a system of atoms 

interacting according to a potential energy forcefield as described in Chapter 

3. The solution for the equations of motion of a molecule represents the time 

evolution of the molecular motions (i.e the molecular dynamics “trajectory”). 

Given the force and mass for each atom, Newton’s equation of motion
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where Fi is the force, m* is the mass and Oj is the acceleration of atom i, can 

be numerically integrated to predict where atoms will move within a short time 

interval (i.e. a timestep). By using successive timesteps, a time dependent trajec

tory can be constructed for all atoms which thus represent the molecular motions. 

The length of time that can be simulated (although it is problem dependent) is 

typically on the order of pico to nano seconds.

Dynamics simulations are useful in studies of a variety of systems such as 

inorganic complexes, biological molecules or polymers, in a variety of states, for 

example crystals, aqueous solutions, or in the gas phase. The advantage of molec

ular dynamics over molecular mechanics is that it is not restricted to harmonic 

motion about a single minima. It allows molecules to cross energy maxima and 

explore other stable configurations. Real molecules find their conformational 

global minimum by fluctuating around an ensemble of configurations within en

ergetic reach (as determined by the system temperature). In molecular dynamics 

simulations, this global minimum can be found (eventually). The conformational 

search capability of dynamics is one of its most important uses. Also, by us

ing certain algorithms for controlling the temperature and pressure of simulated 

systems, molecular dynamics allows one to generate statistical ensembles (sec

tion 4.6) from which various energetic, thermodynamic, structural and dynamic 

properties can be calculated.

4.4 T heory  of M olecular D ynam ics

Molecular dynamics solves Newton’s equation of motion, Eq. (4.3). This can be 

written and computed directly as the derivative of the potential energy V  with 

respect to the atomic coordinates according to the following equation:

dV d^fi
(4.4)

The force on atom i can be determined exactly from this equation. A standard 

numerical method for solving this differential equation for future positions in time 

(i.e. for the trajectory), is the finite difference method: the motion of a particular
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particle can be expressed in a Taylor series. If the position at time t is r{t), the 

position after a short time interval 5t is:

r{t + 5 t )=r{ t )  + ^ 5 t + ^ ^  + o{5t^) (4-5)

Therefore, the numerical solution to the equations of motion depend on knowl

edge of position f(t), the velocity the acceleration and also suitable 

approximations that account for contributions of higher terms.

The general idea of a dynamics calculation is as follows:

• Coordinates f{t  =  0) are the only coordinates required as input, initial 

velocities are assigned and the acceleration is calculated from Eq. (4.4).

•  f{t  +  5t) can now be estimated and these new coordinates replace the orig

inal.

• The velocity and acceleration are then updated (the acceleration is updated 

by computing the gradients at the new coordinates).

•  One cycle is now complete and this process is repeated for the length of the 

simulation.

In DL_POLY, the integration algorithms used to solve Newton’s equation of 

motion are all based around the Leapfrog Verlet scheme. N V E ,  N V T ,  N P T  

and N a T  ensembles (section 4.6) are available with the program, together with 

a selection of thermostats and barostats (sections 4.7-4.8).

4.5 The Leapfrog A lgorithm

The Leapfrog algorithm is the basis by which all the ensembles employed by 

DL_PQLY are constructed and it works as follows:

If Vave is the average velocity during the time interval between t and t + St, 

then the position at the end of the time interval is:

r{t +  5t) =  f{t) + (4.6)
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If assume the velocity changes linearly during 6t, then the average velocity can 

be equated to the instantaneous velocity at 6t/2\

Vave = v{t + St/2) (4-7)

Likewise, the instantaneous velocity can be calculated from the average acceler

ation from {t — 5t/2) to {t +  5t/2):

v{t + St/2) — v{t — 5t/2) + Save^t (4-8)

Now, if assume the acceleration is linear from {t — St/2) to {t +  St/2), then the

average acceleration is the instantaneous value at t:

ttave =  a{t) (4.9)

which when replacing in Eq. 4.8 gives the following equation for the velocity:

v{t +  St/2) =  v{t — St/2) +  a{t)St (4-10)

Meanwhile, combining Eq. 4.6 and 4.7 gives the following equation for updating 

the coordinates:

f{t  +  St) = f{t) +  v{t +  5tj2)St (4-11)

Equations (4.10) and (4.11) are known as the Leapfrog method as the velocity 

is out of phase with the positions by half a timestep. The cycle to compute the 

next coordinates in time is

• compute the acceleration, — ^  at time t
’  m  or ^

• update the velocity at time {t + St/2) from its value at time { t - S t / 2 )  using 

Eq. 4.10

• finally, update the coordinates for time {t +  St) from its value at time t 

using Eq. 4.11.
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4.6 Statistical Ensem bles

Although integrating Newton’s equations of motion allows you to explore the 

constant-energy surface of a system, one may want to keep the tem perature 

and pressure of the system constant during the molecular simulation, to mimic 

experimental conditions.

The thermodynamic state of a system can be described by a small set of 

variables. Such a set of parameters is called an ensemble. Depending on which 

state variables (for example, the energy, E, volume, V, temperature, T, pressure, 

P, and number of particles, N) are kept fixed, different statistical ensembles can 

be generated. A variety of structural, energetic, and dynamic properties can then 

be calculated from the averages or the fluctuations of these quantities over the 

ensemble generated.

The simplest ensemble we can have is the microcanonical (constant N V E )  

ensemble, where the total energy E,  the volume V  and the number of particles 

N  are conserved. Other examples are the canonical (constant N V T )  and the 

isothermal-isobaric (constant N P T )  ensembles. The N V T  ensemble is the most 

used ensemble in statistical mechanics, while the N P T  is the most realistic for 

most experiments. The N V T  ensemble is obtained by controlling the tem perature 

scaling during the equilibration stage and by temperature bath coupling during 

the data collection phase. In contrast, the N P T  ensemble allows control over 

temperature and pressure. The unit cell vectors are allowed to change and the 

pressure is adjusted by adjusting the volume. This is the ensemble of choice 

when the correct pressure, volume and densities are im portant in a simulation. 

The following sections deal with how the ensembles generated in this thesis were 

created in practice, by regulation of temperature and/or pressure by therm ostats 

and/or barostats, respectively.
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4.7 Temperature

4.7.1 Introduction

From kinetic theory, it is known that the kinetic energy is related to the temper

ature. From the principle of equipartition of energy, we know tha t at a certam 

temperature, every degree of freedom contributes /jbT/2 to the kinetic energy. 

The temperature can be calculated from the average kinetic energy:

W p)) = ( E ^ )  = ^  (4-12)

where N f  is the number of degrees of freedom. From this, the instantaneous 

temperature can be calculated, which is defined as

= ^  = (4.13)
NjkB Nf k s  rrij

The system temperature from a simulation is calculated as the time average of the 

instantaneous temperatures using Eq. 4.1, thus yielding the system temperature 

whose average should be equal to the macroscopic temperature.

For the N V T  and N P T  ensembles, the average system tem perature is main

tained close to a requested target temperature, Tq. When this is done, the equa

tions of motion are modified and the system no longer samples the microcanonical 

ensemble. One way of attaining a constant temperature is by coupling the sys

tem to a heat bath or thermostat. The thermostat used predominantly in the 

molecular dynamics simulations from this thesis is the Nose-Hoover therm ostat 

[9],

4.7.2 Nose-Hoover Thermostat

The Nose-Hoover algorithm was developed by Hoover [9] following some pioneer

ing work by Nose [10]. It is an example of an extended system therm ostat, where 

an extra term is added to Newton’s equation of motion to represent coupling with 

the thermal bath.
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In the Nose-Hoover algorithm, Newton’s equations of motion (Eq. (4.3)) are 

modified or extended:
dfjt)  ^  

dt

dv{t) f{t)
dt m

The friction coefficient, x, is controlled according to

dx{t) 1 / T

v{t) (4-14)

(4.15)

T f V T o  “

where tt is a specified time constant or thermostat relaxation time which is 

normally in the range [0.5,2] picoseconds (ps).

For DL_POLY, in accordance with the Leapfrog algorithm, Eq. 4.15 is sub

stituted into Eq. 4.10 for the acceleration a{t):

dt

m
m

5t"
f { t  + 5t) = r{t) +

(4.17)

(4.18)

Energy is allowed to flow in and out of the system as a rate controlled by x- X is 

stored at half-timesteps and is computed as follows:

5t( 5t^

X(t) =

x [ t -
5t ( T  ^

H n I ---- 1
T t To

f  5t \  (  6t^
X * - - 2

(4.19)

(4.20)

4.7.3 Berendsen Therm ostat

Another widely used thermostat is the Berendsen [11] therm ostat. Its strength 

lies in the fact that the method is straight forward and easy to implement. How

ever, although the Berendsen method leads to something close to the N P T  en

semble, unfortunately it does not yield well-defined equations of motion and there 

is no readily identifiable conserved quantity. On the other hand, it is useful as a 

“driving” force, pushing a system towards equilibrium. The larger the deviation 

of T from To, the larger is the “driving” force on the system and the faster is
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the change in T. The Berendsen thermostat has been used in our work for that 

purpose, changing to the more “realistic” Nose-Hoover method when close to 

equilibrium. It is known as the ‘'scaled velocit]/' method for obvious reasons-.

4.8 Pressure 

4.8.1 Introduction

In N P T  ensembles, the system is coupled to a barostat or “pressure bath” where 

the basic cell is then allowed to adjust its size in response to deviations to the 

internally calculated instantaneous pressure, P , from its target value, Pq.

The instantaneous pressure may be calculated as

where fij =  f j  — fi, and fij is the force exerted by i, acting on j .  The second part 

in the brackets is called the virial.

The pressure is, in fact, a 3 X 3 tensor, representable by £ :

where each element of the tensor is the force that acts on the surface of an 

infinitesimal cubic volume that has edges parallel to the x, y, and z  axes. The 

first subscript refers to the normal to the plane on which the force acts, and the 

second subscript refers to the direction of the force. In the isotropic situation, 

the pressure tensor is diagonal:

(4.22)

(4.21)

(4.23)

f  p  p  p  \
XX x y  ^ x z

P' = p  p  p=  ^ y y  ^ y z

y Pzx Pzy Pzz j

(4.24)

E = P  0 1 0 (4.25)
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where the scalar quantity P is the pressure.

4.8.2 Hoover Barostat

DL_POLY uses the Melchionna [12] modification of the Hoover algorithm for the 

barostat, in which the equations of motion are modified to include the Nose- 

Hoover thermostat. As a result, the N P T  ensemble is returned.

For isotropic fluctuations of the simulation cell, the equations of motion are

modified:

= v{t) + -  Ro) (4.26)

where r] is the barostat friction coefficient and R q is the system centre of mass.

Eq. (4.15) becomes

The time derivative of x  remains as in Eq. (4.16), while the corresponding value 

for Tj is;

where rp is a specified time constant for pressure fluctuations or barostat relax

ation time, P  is the instantaneous pressure, Pq is the target pressure and V  is 

the system volume.

These equations are then implemented into the Leapfrog algorithm scheme in 

a similar manner as for the Nose-Hoover thermostat equations.

4.8.3 Berendsen B arostat

In accordance with the Berendsen therm ostat, the Berendsen barostat [11] is a 

simple and straightforward scaling method of controlling the pressure. In the 

Berendsen method, the system is made obey the equation;

dP  (P  _  p  )

where the parameter Tp is the barostat relaxation time and determines the 

strength of the coupling of the system to pressure imbalances. At each timestep,
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the volume of the system is scaled isotropically by a factor 77 and the molecular 

coordinates and cell vectors by 77̂ /̂ :
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Chapter 5

Forcefields from ab initio Energy 

Surfaces

5.1 Introduction

Theoretical techniques applied to such problems as the structure, energetics or 

interactions of molecules include molecular dynamics simulations, Monte Carlo 

simulations, m inim izations, and normal mode analysis. These techniques offer 

the possibility of the complex understanding of molecular systems in term s of 

fundamental molecular forces, and thus provide us w ith an understanding of 

the intra and m^ermolecular interactions at a level inaccessible by experim ental 

methods alone. For large systems such as proteins or polymers, all of the above 

theoretical techniques require and depend on the reliability of an analytical rep

resentation of the energy surface of the molecules, the forcefield (See C hapter 3, 

Forcefield Methods). In brief again, the  energy is given as a sum  of simple analyt

ical functions th a t express the energy required to  d istort the internal coordinates 

from some set of standard values, as well as term s for the interactions between 

nonbonded atoms. The reliability and accuracy of the  results of any simulation 

based on this energy representation depends bo th  on its analytical form and the 

accuracy to which the force constants have been derived.
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Thus, it is of critical importance to derive accurate potential functions and 

constituent parameters, as well as to assess the lim itations of these determined 

quantities. This can only he done by collecting a range o f experimental data and 

assessing the degree to which the derived energy function and parameters are 

capable of reproducing these data. Also, one of the m ost im portant issues in the 

derivation of forcefields is the transferability o f the functional form s and potential 

parameters from  the model compounds to the molecules of interest.

5.2 Background

One m ethod for obtaining forcefield param eters involves generating a set of ener

gies for the chosen molecule by ab initio  means and by fitting these set of energies 

to a suitable potential function ^ This is the m ethod we apply, but we also fit the 

classical forces  ̂ for a given analytical function to the corresponding values ob

tained from ab initio  calculations. Using either energies, forces, or a combination 

of both, we are able to obtain enough information about the potential energy 

surface in the carefully chosen sampled regions of the potential energy surface 

(PES) to  derive successful param eter sets. It is important to note that the de

gree to which the surface is fitted allows us to judge the adequacy of a particular 

functional form  and thus to compare a variety o f analytical representations. One 

of the objectives o f forcefield parameter fitting is to find  the analytical form  that 

best describes a given ab initio potential surface (see Chapter 10).

5.3 F itting Energies or Forces?

As already stated, we make use not only of ab initio  energies, bu t of the first 

derivatives on the ab initio energy surface w ith respect to the nuclear cartesian

For example, a suitable set of energies needed to describe a particular bond stretching 

vibration would be generated by performing energy calculations at various elongations of the 

chosen bond, with every other internal coordinate optimized.
The forces are the negative values of the potential energy gradients with respect to the 

nuclear coordinates.
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coordinates. The strength of fitting forcefield parameters to ab initio forces lies 

in the amount of information about the ab initio surface th a t is contained in the 

derivatives. A molecule with N  atoms has 3iV forces compared to one energy 

value for each molecular configuration. Thus the forces alone provide 3N  times 

more information about the PES than does the energy, and a relatively small 

number of carefully chosen configurations can provide ample information about 

the energy surface. Nevertheless, fitting energies, with much fewer data points 

than the forces and with no information about the shape of the energy surface, 

is still the most popular and a generally efiS’ective method for producing new 

forcefield parameters. The merits of fitting forces (or energies +  forces) has been 

less widely established, so that fitting suitable ab initio energies remains the 

method of choice.

It is worth noting that fitting the second derivatives of the potential energy 

with respect to the cartesian coordinates provides 3 N X 3 N  data points per con

figuration plus information about the curvature at each chosen point on the po

tential energy surface, but as noted by Pople [1], the calculation of both first and 

second ab initio derivatives requires four to five times more computation time 

than the evaluation of the gradients, and seven times more than for a standard 

Hartree-Fock energy calculation.

5.4 The M ethod

Once suitable configurations are determined for the particular forcefield optimiza

tion in question, a set of ah initio calculations are carried out to determine the 

energy and the first derivatives at each of these configurations. The task then 

is to fit the ab initio relative energies, forces, or a combination of both with a 

corresponding analytical expression. An analytical expression, for example, may 

take the form;

Vf f  -  +
b e

+ ( 2 ^ 1  [1 +  cos{(f)ijki)] +  2 ^ 2  [1 -  cos(2(^i^.fe,)] +  ^ ^ 3  [1 +  cos{?>(j)ijki)]j
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+ E
i>j q ” )  {rI + E ( ? ? )  (5-1)

i>jHj / \  t j  >

The first three term s in the expression represent the intram olecular part of the 

potential with a harmonic bond stretching potential, a harmonic angle bending 

potential and a triple cosine torsion potential, respectively, while the last two 

terms represents the non-bond m termolecular van der Waals (vdW) and electro

static interactions w ith a Buckingham [2] and a Coulomb potential, respectively. 

The potential energy expression (Eq. 5.1) contains the  following forcefield pa

rameters, Kb, bo, Kg, 9q, A i ,  A 2 , A 3 , Bij, aij Cij, qi and qj, so tha t, for example, 

for a fully flexible atomistic n-butane simulation, 30 forcefield param eters values 

are required: 4 bond, 6 angle, 9 torsion, 9 vdW  and 2 Coulombic parameters. 

Although in some cases simultaneous param etrization of param eters is appropri

ate, it is more normal for each term  to be param etrized individually. Indeed, 

depending on the application, certain param eters can be adopted from other 

forcefields for th is procedure. This is especially true for alkane param etrizations 

where transferability of param eters is usually not a problem. Our developed 

program, PA RO PT, has the  capability of fitting param eters to the energies se

quentially (sequential forcefield method) or simultaneously (consistent forcefield 

method) but also to  include the ah initio forces in the forcefield param eter ex

traction procedure. As already stated , forces will contain a significantly greater 

amount of inform ation about the ab initio energy surface than  the energies alone, 

but they also take a significantly longer tim e th an  the energies to  calculate. Fur

thermore, there is substantially  m ore effort involved in program m ing forcefield 

param etrization from forces (or energies +  forces) compared to  energies, bo th  in 

the development and testing of the code, but also in relation to  the cpu time 

required by the finished program. Using forces, the  x, y  and 2  components of the 

forces for each atom  i are calculated from the gradients of the potential energy 

with respect to  the cartesian coordinates of the atom  in the x, y and z directions, 

respectively:

~ d V

dRx{i)
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where Fj{i), F^{i)  and F j( i )  are the total forces on an atom i in the x, y and 

z directions, respectively. The ab initio gradients can be readily obtained by 

performing standard energy +  gradient computations. To calculate the corre

sponding classical force components for an expression such as Eq. (5.1), this 

reduces to summing over the force components due to each individual forcefield 

term (bond stretch, angle bend, torsion, etc.): Eq. (5.2) can be rewritten as

The whole procedure must be repeated for each configuration considered in the 

fitting procedure. To put this in perspective as regards parameterization of say 

the torsional potential in n-butane, an energy calculation for each configuration

27 torsion angles, while if using forces, then 324 individual atomic forces have to 

be calculated and summed for these 27 torsion angles. Nevertheless, the aim is 

to obtain better and more effective forcefield parameters, and if we can obtain 

them by including forces in the fitting procedure, then the extra effort, both in 

terms of manpower and computation, may be viewed as worthwhile.

Continuing, once either the forcefield and ab initio energies or forcefield 

and ah initio forces have been computed for all configurations, we then form the 

sum of squared deviations which for the energies is:

(5.2)

nterm

Fl{i) = E
nterm

nterm

(5.3)

of n-butane requires the calculation and summing of the torsion energy due to

N

(5.4)

^Relative as opposed to absolute energies.
În some cases, the absolute residual may be more appropriate, see Chapter 10.
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and for the forces is

(5.5)
1 = 1

and for energies +  forces combined is

(5,6)

where and represent the forcefield and ab initio  potential energies of 

the rth configuration, respectively, and F [ f  and represent the forcefield and 

ah initio j i h  force of 3M force components (where M is the number of atoms 

in the system) for configuration i, respectively W e  and W p  in Eq. (5.6) 

represent suitable weights on the energies and forces, respectively. Minimizing 

X ,̂ or w ith respect to the potential param eters results is the best fit 

of the given analytical form to the ab initio surface for either energies, forces 

or energies +  forces, respectively. It is clear th a t by fitting various analytical 

forms in this way th a t one can determine which form reproduces the ab initio 

surface best. It is im perative th a t any new forcefield param eters derived are 

validated; in C hapter 11, we validate our developed alkane vdW  param eters in 

molecular dynamics sim ulations for reproduction of experimental therm odynam ic 

data. This is a means by which we can measure the predictive power of the new 

forcefield param eters. This indeed should be a m atter of routine. It is worth 

noting also, th a t the more elaborate the forcefield potential function, and the 

greater the num ber of forcefield param eters employed in the function, the better 

the fit will be to  the ab initio data.

5.5 Im plem entation

5.5.1 Introduction

This section of the chapter describes the development and testing  of our FO R

TRAN param eter extraction program, PA RO PT.

®a:, y and z force components included implicitly in the 3M forces: this is in comparison to 

the previously used explicit representation of each component in Eq. (5.2) and Eq. (5.3).
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5,5.2 Forcefield P oten tia l Term s A pplied  in  Program

The CVFF (Consistent Valence F o r c e F ie ld )  ® functional form serves as the ba

sis for our development of the program. The following CVFF terms may be 

parametrized using PAROPT:

Epo, = E  041 -  + 5: K,{e -
b e

+  + cos{n(f) -  (?io)] +  J2Yl^i>b'{b -  bo){b' -  Uq)
4> b y

+ E  E  Koe'{e -  e,){o' - e ’,) + Y.T. K̂ eib -  b,){e -  ô)
6 6’ b e

bTij

The terms in this expression, in order of sequence, are the Morse bonding poten

tial, the harmonic bond angle potential, the cosine torsion potential, the bond- 

bond cross term potential, the angle-angle cross term potential, the bond-angle 

cross term potential, the Lennard-Jones non-bond potential [3]  ̂and the Coulomb 

non-bond potential, respectively.

In practice, not all of these terms will be required for forcefield calculations. 

The ones we chose depend on the system we wish to model and properties which 

we wish to reproduce. By developing our program in terms of all the above 

terms in Eq. (5.7), the program was written with a view to being a more general 

program, which could be used to predict the behaviour of many different systems. 

For example, although cross terms complicate a forcefield and may not seem that 

important, Hagler et al. [4] cite th a t in his parameter fitting procedures, to 

obtain “reasonable” results for harmonic spectra, as well as for the energetics 

and equilibrium geometries, that cross terms should be included in the fitting 

procedure. However, for most practical cases cross terms are omitted.

CVFF is a Class I (first generation) forcefield designed to reproduce the geometries and 

relative energies of mainly peptides and proteins but has been extended to handle more general 

systems containing similar functional groups. (The so called Class II (second generation) type 

forcefields strive to also reproduce vibrational frequencies).
^PAROPT also  offers th e  a l te rn a tiv e  choice o f a  B u c k in g h a m  p o te n tia l ,  see Eq. (5.1).
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5,5.3 C alculation  o f Forces

The program was written to calculate forcefield parameters for any of the 8 terms 

in Eq. (5.7) by either fitting the forcefield energies to the ab initio energies (which 

can be calculated directly from this expression), the forcefield forces to the ab 

initio forces, or by fitting a combination of energies +  forces.

The forces in PAROPT are calculated analytically by

• rewriting energy expression in terms of the cartesian coordinates

• then analytically differentiating this expression with respect to each carte

sian coordinate.

Hence, the analytical derivatives for the 8 potential energy terms with respect to 

cartesian coordinates for each atom (in each direction x, y and z) is calculated. 

The chain rule was used to calculate all derivatives. We present two examples 

to demonstrate the implementation of the calculation of forces in PAROPT. The 

first example is for the harmonic bond angle term, and the second comparatively 

less complex example is for the Coulomb potential term. For examples of other 

terms from Eq. (5.7), we refer the reader to Appendix B.

Harmonic A ngle P oten tia l

The force components per atom i {Fx{i), Fy{i),F;^[i)') can be calculated using the 

chain rule, for example, Fx{i)-

Potential :V{9)  — K q{6 — 9qY (5.8)

(5.9)

d V  {9) 89 dcos9
89 ' dcos9' dR^{i)' (5.10)
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where
= -2Ke{e  -  9o)

de
(5.11)

di
(5.12)

and

dcosO d Rji.Rjk
dRx{i)  dRx( i )  \Rj i \ \Rjk\

 ̂ ( 9RjjRjk\  g ( d\Rji\.\Rjk\
\Rji\\Rjk\ [  d R , ( i )  i V 9 Rx(^)

(5.13)

by substitution of Eq. (5.11), (5.12) and (5.13) into (5.10), we obtain the following 

equation for Fx{i):

lated by Eq. (5.14), substituting and in the equation by the

appropriate derivative.

The harmonic angle potential calculation of forces is implemented in the

PAROPT program with the following FORTRAN code:

C—IDENTIFIES BOND ANGLES 
DO 100 I=1,NAT0M 
DO 100 J=1,NAT0M 
DO 100 K=1,NAT0M

F^{i) =  2K q{9 -  9o){sin9) ^

(5.14)

where

and

(5.16)

Similarly, ^^.(j), F^{k), Fy{i),  Fy{j ) ,  Fy{k),  Fz{i),  F^{j)  and ^^(fc) are calcu-

IF(ANGLE(I, J,K) .EQ.DTHEN
C VECTOR 1 = RJI, VECTOR 2 = RJK 

VXl = RXd)-RX(J)
VX2 = RX(K)-RX(J)
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VYl = RY(I)-RY(J)
VY2 = RY(K)-RY(J)
VZl = RZd)-RZ(J)
VZ2 = RZ(K)-RZ(J)

C-------FIND COS OF ANGLE & THE ANGLE ITSELF
VLENl = sqrt(VXl**2+VYl**2+VZl**2) 
VLEN2 = sqrt(VX2**2+VY2**2+VZ2**2)

SMALL = .OOOIDO

COSTHE = (VX1*VX2+VY1*VY2+VZ1*VZ2)/(VLEN1*VLEN2)

THETA_RAD = ACOS(COSTHE)
THETA(I,J,K) = THETA_RADh<57.2957795D0

RVLNl = l.ODO/VLENl 
RVLN2 = 1.0D0/VLEN2 
RVLNl2 = RVLNl*RVLN1 
RVLN22 = RVLN2*RVLN2 
VL1DV2 = VLEN1*RVLN2 
VL2DV1 = VLEN2*RVLN1

DVECll = RVLN12*(VLlDV2x=VX2-CGSTHE*VXl) 
DVEC12 = RVLN22*(VL2DV1*VX1-C0STHE*VX2) 
DVEC21 = RVLN12*(VL1DV2*VY2-CDSTHE*VY1) 
DVEC22 = RVLN22*(VL2DV1*VY1-C0STHE*VY2) 
DVEC31 = RVLN12*(VL1DV2*VZ2-C0STHE*VZ1) 
DVEC32 = RVLN22*(VL2DV1*VZ1-CQSTHE*VZ2)

SINTHE = MAX(SMALL,SINTHE) 

RSNTHE = l.ODO/SINTHE

DVECll = -DVECll+RSNTHE 
DVEC21 = -DVEC21*RSNTHE 
DVEC31 = -DVEC31*RSNTHE 
DVEC12 = -DVEC12+RSNTHE 
DVEC22 = -DVEC22+RSNTHE 
DVEC32 = -DVEC32*RSNTHE

DTHETAIXCI,J,K) 
DTHETAKXCI,J,K) 
DTHETAJXd, J.K) 
DTHETAIYCI,J,K) 
DTHETAKYCI,J,K) 
DTHETAJYCI,J,K) 
DTHETAIZCI,J.K) 
DTHETAKZCI,J,K) 
DTHETAJZd, J,K)

DVECll
DVEC12
-DVEC11-DVEC12
DVEC21
DVEC22
-DVEC21-DVEC22
DVEC31
DVEC32
-DVEC31-DVEC32

C—  MATCHES UP EACH ANGLE WITH ITS QUAD. ANGLE_PPS 
DO 200 L=l,NTANGLES
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IF((ATDMCC(L) .EQ.NAMEA(I) . AND . ATOMEE(L) .EQ.NAMEA(K)
& .AND.ATOMDD(L).EQ.NAMEA(J))
& .OR. (ATOMCC(L).Eq.NAMEA(K).AND.ATOMEE(L).EQ.NAMEA(I)
& .AND.ATOMDD(L).EQ.NAMEA(J)))THEN

THL = ,0174532D0*THETA0(L)

Cl = -2.0D0*K2(L)*(THETA_RAD-THL)

C--------CALCULATES FORCE ON ATOM I IN X DIRECTION DUE TO
C--------ANGLE I,J,K

F2IX(I,J,K)=C1*DTHETAIX(I,J,K)
C------- CALCULATES FORCE ON ATOM J IN X DIRECTION DUE TO
c--------angle I,J,K

F2JX(I,J,K)=C1*DTHETAJX(I,J,K)
C------- ETC.

F2KX(I,J,K) = C1*DTHETAKX(I,J,K)
F2IY(I,J,K) = C1*DTHETAIY(I,J,K)
F2JY(I,J,K) = C1*DTHETAJY(I,J,K)
F2KY(I,J,K) = C1*DTHETAKY(I,J,K)
F2IZ(I,J,K) = C1*DTHETAIZ(I,J,K)
F2JZ(I,J,K) = C1*DTHETAJZ(I,J,K)
F2KZ(I,J,K) = C1*DTHETAKZ(I,J,K)

ENDIF 
200 CONTINUE 

ENDIF 
100 CONTINUE

There can be trouble with the harmonic bond angle and especially if the value 

of 0Q =  180°: (sin0)~̂  goes to oo for ^ =  180°. We thus introduce the cutoff 

SMALL in the program, so th a t Sin 0 is always at least slightly greater than zero.

Coulomb N on-B ond Interactions

Potential : V{rij) =  ^  (5.17)
ETij

îj

Applying the chain rule again to determine the force components for each 

atom, we obtain
av(r,i)
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where

and

dViUj) _  QiQi
'  I]

duj  _  r^ji) -  r^{j)

(5.19)

(5.20)
5rx(i) f'ij

Substituting equations (5.19) and (5.20) into (5.18), we get

F 4 i)  =  (5,21)

Fy{i) and Fz{i) are calculated in a similar manner but with the derivative drx (i)
replaced by derivatives and respectively. Note also, that by Newton’s

3rd Law, F^{j) =  -F ^ (0 , Fy{j)  =  - Fy { i )  and F^{j) =  ~F^{i).

The implementation in PAROPT is as follows;

KCAL = 332.0636D0

C  CALCULATES F0RCE11(I,L) (X,Y,Z COMPONENTS)
C  FOR INTERMOLECULAR ATOM PAIRS
C  OR FOR (1,>4) INTRAMOLECULAR INTERACTIONS

DO 200 I=1,NAT0M 
DO 200 J=1,NAT0M

IF(NONBGND(I,J).EQ.1.AND.J.GT.I)THEN
LRU = SQRT((RX(I)-RX(J))**2+(RY(I)-RY(J))**2+

& (RZ(I)-RZ(J))**2)
F8X(I,J) = (KCAL*CHARGE(I)*CHARGE(J)*

& (RX(I)-RX(J)))/(LRIJ**3*EPS)
F8Y(I,J) = (KCAL*CHARGE(I)*CHARGE(J)*

& (RY(I)-RY(J)))/(LRIJ**3*EPS)
F8Z(I,J) = (KCAL*CHARGE(I)*CHARGE(J)*

& (RZ(I)-RZ(J)))/(LRIJ=t=*3*EPS)
C----AND BY NEWTON'S 3RD LAW

FBX(J.I) = -F8(I,J)
F8Y(J,I) = -F8(I,J)
F8Z(J,I) = -F8(I,J)
END IF 

200 CONTINUE

The constant KCAL is used to convert the forces from atomic units (a.u.) to kcal 

mol~^A~\

5.5.4 Sum m ation of Forces

The interaction forces have to be summed and the total force on each atom 

obtained. The force on an atom is first summed over the individual terms. For
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example, calculation of the contribution to the total force on a particular atom, 

i (Eq. (5.3)), due to torsion deformations (tors) is calculated;

natom natom natom
F tors,x(^) ^  ^ ^ 2  Fx{i, j ,  k , l )  +  Fx{j,h k , l )  +  Fx{j, k , i , l )  +  Fx{j, k ,  l , i )

j  k I
(5.22)

so that atom i can be any atom in the torsion i - j - k - l .

k

This is implemented as follows:

C-CALCULATES TOTAL FORCE ON EACH ATOM IN EACH DIRECTION(X,Y,&Z) 
C-DUE TO TORSIONS.
C-NOTE THAT THIS FORCE IS DUE TO EACH TORSION ANGLE THE ATOM IS A 
C-PART OF,BE THE ATOM I, J, K, OR L IN TORSION(I,J,K,L).

DO 300 1=1,NATOM 
F3X(I)=0 
F3Y(I)=0 
F3Z(I)=0
DO 350 J=l,NATOM 
DO 350 K=l,NATOM 
DO 350 L=l,NATOM
F3X(I) = F3X(I)+F3IX(I.J,K,L)+F3JX(J,I,K,L)+

& F3KX(J,K.I,L)+F3LX(J,K,L.I)
F3Y(I) = F3Y(I)+F3IY(I,J,K,L)+F3JY(J.I,K,L)+

& F3KY(J,K,I,L)+F3LY(J,K,L,I)
F3Z(I) = F3Z(I)+F3IZ(I,J,K,L)+F3JZ(J,I,K,L)+

& F3KZ(J,K,I,L)+F3LZ(J,K,L,I)
350 CONTINUE 
300 CONTINUE

Once all the individual terms have been summed, then the total force on an

atom in each direction due to all 8 terms in Eq. (5.7) (or terms applied) has to

be calculated in accordance with Eq. (5.3). This is implemented:

C----CALCULATES THE TOTAL FORCE ON EACH ATOM
C--- IN each direction for THE PARTICULAR
C--- CONFIGURATION (FT)

DO 100 1=1,NATOM 
FX_TOT(I) = F1X(PT,I) + F2X(PT,I) + F3X(PT,I) + F4X(PT,I) 

F5X(PT,I) + F6X(PT,I) + F7X(PT,I) + F8X(PT,I)
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FY_TOT(I) = F1Y(PT I) + F2Y(PT,I) + F3Y(PT,I) + F4Y(PT,I) 
F5Y(PT,i) + F6Y(PT.I) + F7Y(PT,I) + F8Y(PT,I) 

FZ_TOT(i) = F1Z(PT i) + F2Z(PT,i) + F3Z(PT,I) + F4Z(PT,I) 
F5Z(PT,i) + F6Z(PT,I) + F7Z(PT,I) + F8Z(PT,I)

100 CONTINUE

where PT is the number of the configuration being considered and the procedure 

has to be repeated for every configuration.

5.5.5 Procedure for A d ju stm en t/ A ccep tan ce/ Rejection  

of Param eters

PAROPT uses Metropolis simulated annealing [5, 6, 7, 8] in a variational de

termination of the optimum set of forcefield parameters. Metropolis simulated 

annealing performs a global search for the deepest minimum and requires a target 

function (x^ (Eq. (5.4)), (Eq. (5.5)) or 11̂  (Eq. (5.6)) in our case), configura

tional parameters (the forcefield parameters), a random configuration generator 

(a random number generator), a temperature-like control parameter and finally 

an annealing schedule (a “cooling” pattern during the search). In practice, a 

parameter is selected at random, its value modified by a random amount, the pa

rameter is accepted or rejected, and this process is repeated until an optimum set 

of parameters is obtained. An abstract temperature, T, is introduced which is re

duced by a certain factor at constant intervals to “cool” and improve convergence

of the system towards the optimum parameter set. This is implemented:
DAMP = 2500.ODO

DIVl = FLOAT(I)/COOL 
IF(I.LT.COOL)THEN 
T = T_0

ELSEIFdNT(DIVl) .EQ.DIVDTHEN 
T = RFAC * T 

END IF

where Tq is the initial temperature, and the system is cooled every DAMP number 

of iterations by a constant factor, RFAC. For each iteration, the amount the 

randomly selected parameter, pp{i)^ is modified is determined:
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pp{i) = pp{i) + l].a) (5.24)

c(i) is the maxinmm amount a parameter is allowed to vary, where the product of 

the random number i?[—1,1] between -1 and +1, and a  (a tem perature dependent 

variable) determines this amount. Lowering T  every constant DAMP number of 

iterations will decrease the degree by which the parameters are allowed to vary 

as the simulation progresses (i.e. “cool” the system). The target function in 

the form of the least square sum difference between either the ab initio and 

forcefield energies(x^), forces (r^) or energies +  forces (11̂ ) is then determined. 

Minimizing the target function with respect to the forcefield parameters, the 

difference, A, between the target function values in consecutive iterations can 

be determined. The modified parameter is then either accepted/ rejected in 

accordance with the the Metropolis algorithm [9]. The basics of the method for 

parameter acceptance/rejection can be seen graphically in Fig. 5.1. All moves 

which lower the target function, A < 0, are accepted, while all moves with A > 0 

may be either accepted or rejected. To determine whether the A > 0 moves are 

accepted or rejected, the quantity P  is introduced:

At a certain temperature, T, for moves with A > 0, if the generated random 

number between 0 and 1 is below the curve corresponding to P  in Fig. 5.1, then 

the new parameter set will be accepted. If not, then the new parameter set is 

rejected and the previous set restored. Thus, if R[0,1] <  P, then the move is 

accepted although it increases the value of the target function. By accepting such 

moves, the system is able to “escape” local minima in the search for the global 

set of optimum parameters. The parameter ad justm ent/ acceptance/ rejection 

process is repeated DAMP number of iterations at a particular tem perature, T. 

At the end of the every DAMP number of iterations, T, which is initially high 

(To), is lowered by a factor, RFAC. The search procedure in thus repeated at a 

series of temperatures T\, T2 ,...., Tjv —>• 0. Lowering the tem perature will result 

in less of the higher “uphill” moves being accepted. Usually, one arrives at the 

global minimum by the time the T  gets very low provided that the cooling has

(5.25)
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exp(-A/T)

REJECT

ACCEPT

0 A

F igure  5.1: Accepting Parameter Adjustments using the Metropolis algorithm 

in our program, PAROPT. All moves with A < 0 are accepted, while some of 

moved with A > 0 are also accepted (see text).

been slow. To ensure that the global minimum has been attained, it is better to 

follow the practice of reheating and recooling the system.

The acceptance/rejection criteria is implemented as follows:

RAND0M_NUM3 = XRAND(SEEDS)

IF(DELTA.It.0.0)THEN 
NACCPT = NACCPT + 1 
GOTO 520 

ELSEIF(DELTA.ge.0.0)THEN 
P = EXP(-DELTA/TEMP)
IF(RAND0M_NUM3.LE.P)THEN 

NACCPT = NACCPT + 1 
GOTO 520 

ELSEIF(RAND0M_NUM3.GT.P)THEN 
PP(M) = PP_OLD(M)
LSQ_E = LSQ_E_old 
LSQ_F = LSQ_F_old 

ENDIF 
END IF 

520 CONTINUE

where NACCPT is the number of accepted parameters. Every 500 steps the 

acceptance ratio (RATIO) of all moves is evaluated. The desired ratio is 0.5, 

and if this condition is not satisfied adjustments are made so th a t approximately 

this RATIO can be obtained. The best practice for obtaining the desired ratio is
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adjusting the initial temperature, To, until a RATIO of ~  0.5 is obtained. Once

a suitable Tq has been determined, PAROPT can readily maintain the RATIO

close to 0.5 throughout the course of the optimization by adjusting the maximum

amount the parameters are allowed to vary (i.e adjusting the value of c{i), Eq.

(5.24), for all parameters). If RATIO < 0.5, then the bounds on the parameters

are decreased by a factor 0.05, while if RATIO > 0.5, the bounds are increased

by a factor 0.05. This is implemented in PAROPT as follows:

DIV3 = FLOAT(i)/500.0 
IF(INT(DIV3),eq.DIV3)then 
RATIO = REAL(NACCPT)/500 
IF(RATIO.gt.0.5)THEN 
DO 700 M=1,NUMPPS 
C(M) = C(M)*1.05 

700 CONTINUE
ELSE
DO 710 M=1,NUMPPS 
C(M) = C(M)*0.95 

710 CONTINUE
END IF
NACCPT = 0 

ENDIF

An example of convergence of forcefield parameters to their optimum values taken 

from Chapter 10 is shown in Fig. 5.2.
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Figure 5.2: Illustration of PARO PT optimization of parameters'. Simulated an

nealing optimization of parameters allows the parameters to escape their lo

cal minima in search of their global minimum values. The example 250000 

iteration run above is taken from one of our optimizations of alkane vdW pa

rameters (Chapter 10) and shows the optimization of the absolute energy error 

(ABSerr) over the complete run (top), and its convergence over the last 200000 

steps (bottom).
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5 .5 .6  T h e  P A R O P T  P ro g ra m  A lg o r ith m

No Converged?

Yes

Stop

Calculate A

(1) Input Cartesian Coordinates
(2) Input ab initio Energies/Forces
(3) Specify Initial Guess Parameter Set

(1) Randomly Select a Parameter
(2) Modify Parameter Value by a 

Random Amount, e
e.g. (pp(l),pp(2),pp(3),........,pp(n))
— -(pp(l),pp(2),pp(3) +e ,......,pp(n))

if A < 0 , Accept New Parameter Set

if A > 0 , Accept if R < exp(- A /T), 
Else Reject + Restore Old 
Parameter Set.

Figure 5.3: The PAROPT parameter optimization algorithm.
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5.5 .7  M P I P ara lle l V ersion  o f P A R O P T

CALL M PIJN IT  (IE R R O R )|

CALL M PI_COM M _RANK {MPI_COIVlM_WORLD, RANK, lE R R O R ) 

CALL M Pl_COM M _SIZE (M PLC O M M _W O R LD , SIZE, lE R R O R )

sets up communicator with size and 
rank (s ize -V _______

M ASTER P R O C E S S  (RANK 0) RANDOMLY 
S E L E C T S  PARA M ETER AND A D JU ST S  IT BY 
A RANDOM  AMOUNT

CALL M P L B C A S T  (P P , M X PPS, M PI_D O U B L E_PR EC ISIO N , 0, 
M PI_COM M _W ORLD, lE R R O R )

master process broadcasts new parameter 
set to each worker (all other ranks)

DO J  =  1, NUM.. CONFIG

sets up h op  O ffe r  every configuration 
considered

EACH RANK (INCLUDING M ASTER)
CO M PU TES ITS OWN SH A RE O F EN ER G IES /  F O R C E S

CONTINUE

CALL M P L  G ATHER( EF_D IFFSQ  (RANK+1) , 1 , M PI_D 0U B L E _PR E C IS10N , 
FD IFFSQ , 1, M PI_D O U BLE_PRECISIO N , 0, 
M PLCO M M _W O RLD , lERROR)

master "gathers" results of energy/force 
calculations from  each worker(rank) 
including itself

A CA LCU LA TED  I

PA R A M ETER  A C C EPTED  /  R E JE C T E  )

NO
C O N V ER G ED ?

Y ES

CALL M PI_FIN ALIZE(IERROR)

ST O P

Figure 5.4: Flowchart of MPI version of PAROPT
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Chapter 6 

M ixed Aggregation between LDA  

and LiCl

6.1 Introduction

There has been much interest recently in structural facets of the chemistry of 

amidolithium complexes [1]. As organic chemists strive to put their understand

ing of the selectivities of their synthetic transformations on a more fundamental 

plane, structural data from inorganic and computational chemists assumes ever 

increasing importance. Synthetic, mechanistic and NMR spectroscopic studies 

of lithium am ide/ lithium halide aggregates have shown th a t such species have 

superior selectivity over pure amide bases in enolization reactions [2, 3]. Here we 

present our computational studies of the L\C\-lithium diisopropylamide (LDA) 

system, one of central importance in non-aqueous base synthetic methodology. As 

an introduction, the related experimental work of our experimental collaborators 

is presented. This forms the background and basis for our computational inves

tigations [4].

101
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6.2 Experim ental Background

6.2.1 Introduction

While the importance of aggregation  ̂ in organolithium derivatives is now gener

ally accepted [1, 5], no definitive structural data on the contributions of inorganic 

additives to the synthetically important lithium bases existed when we began our 

investigations. However, a growing body of evidence of so-called “added salt ef

fects” was evolving in the literature [3, 6], culminating in the identification of 

mixed aggregates of LDA, LiCl and LiBr by low-temperature NMR spectroscopy 

[2], In this section, the results of our experimental collaborators are presented.

The combined aim of our group (both theoretical and experimental) was to de

lineate between various proposed structural alternatives for LiCl-LDA complexes. 

Decomposing the solid state X-Ray diffraction, solution NMR and cryoscopy re

sults of our experimental co-workers, the computational aim was to investigate the 

effects observed at the experimental level by performing forcefield, semi-empirical 

and ab initio calculations using suitable models. This also enabled us to measure 

the relative success and/or failures of the different theoretical methods applied 

to the systems under investigation.

6.2.2 Synthesis

Efforts of our group to synthesize a mixed aggregate were centred on the LDA/LiCl/TMEDA 

system, which resulted in the isolation of (LDA)2 LiCl(TMEDA) 2  (1) (TMEDA =

N, N, N’, N’-tetramethylethylenediamine) (Fig. 6.1), an LiCl “monomer” trapped 

between two LDA.TMEDA “monomers” [4, 7]. 1 constitutes, to our knowledge, 

the first isolated odd-number-runged ladder in alkali-metal chemistry, and the 

first in which a chloride ion forms a component [8]. For the synthesis of (1),

^The simultaneous interaction of a metal center with more than one anion leads to aggrega

tion. The more numerous and bulky the substituents at the anionic center become, the higher 

the steric crowding and the lower the extent of aggregation. ‘Mixed’ aggregation refers to two 

different types of anions (organic, inorganic).
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F igure  6.1: Schematic view of the mixed aggregate lithium trimer ladder struc

tures considered in this study.

instead of using a neat Lewis base donor solvent such as THE, a stoichiomet

ric quantity of the popular chelating donor TMEDA was used. The deficiency 

of electronegative centres (seven in total to be shared between three lithiums) 

means that those bonds which do exist are stronger than is the case for each 

bond in a four- or higher coordinated lithium situation. This, coupled with the 

absence of excess donors, would appear to be the factor which allows isolation of 

the single component ‘heterodimer’ 1 from an LDA/LiCl mixture. Subsequent 

to the isolation of 1, compounds 2 [9], 3 and 4 [10] (Fig. 6.1) were synthesised 

by different workers, each of these compounds having an identical core to 1. In 

the isolation of 2, it would appear that the LiCl performs an essential function 

of removing steric strain while allowing each amide to  bond to two lithiums. For 

all syntheses, it appears that generation of LiCl in an excess of amide is the most 

important point. The probability of two lithium chloride monomers encountering 

each other before they encounter an amide is then kept to a minimum.
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6.2.3 Solid State Structure

X-Ray diffraction analysis revealed the structure of compound 1 to be the three- 

rung ladder shown in Figures 6.2 and 6.3. As already stated, this was the first 

observation of a ladder with an odd number of rungs. Prior to  this, it was widely 

thought that all ladders were derived from lateral association of dimers [1,11]. In

-V

N(5

F igu re  6 .2: Graphical view of the mixed lithium  trimer aggregate, 

(LDA)2 LiCl(TM EDA ) 2  (1 ) , prepared by our experimental collaborators [4, 7].

these ladders, an amide anion in the middle of the ladder is forced to share its two 

lone pairs among three lithium  ions, resulting in asymmetry in the Li-N distances 

caused by lone-pair directional effects, thereby suggesting that a tetrameric amide 

ladder can be rationalized as a dimer of dimers [11], Returning to 1, there remains 

some asymmetry in the bond lengths and angles w ithin the core of 1 (see Table 

6.1, selected bond lengths and angles): the approximate C2 axis running along the 

central LiCl bond is not crystallographic. The lack of sym m etry was also found
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T able 6.1: Selected bond lengths (A) and angles (°) for 1 t

Bond Lengths (A) Bond Angles C)
Li(l)-Cl 2.478(3) Li(2)-Cl-Li(3) 136.47(9)

Li(2)-Cl 2.364(3) Li(2)-Cl-Li(l) 68.63(9)

Li(3)-Cl 2.384(3) Li(3)-Cl-Li(l) 67.94(9)

L i(l)-N (l) 2.021(3) N(l)-Li(l)-N(2) 159.9(2)

Li(l)-N(2) 2.022(3) N(l)-Li(l)-Cl 99.22(11)

Li(2)-N(l) 2.070(3) N(2)-Li(l)-Cl 100.86(11)

Li(3)-N(2) 2.074(3) N(l)-Li(2)-Cl 101.53(12)

N(2)-Li(3)-Cl 102.43(12)

Li(l)-N(l)-Li(2) 83.78(12)

Li(l)-N(2)-Li(3) 83.14(12)
^Atom numbering scheme as for Figures 6.2 and 6.3

in the subsequently synthesized analogues 2, 3 and 4. Was this experimentally 

observed effect the remnants of the dimer association/lone pair directional effects 

seen for the pure ’laterally’ associated lithium amides, or merely a packing effect? 

We address this question in our computational studies.

A structural point not previously discussed regards deviation from planarity 

of the core of compound 1. Fig 6.3 shovŝ s the pronounced distortion above and 

below the mean plane defined by the anions amounting to an 18.6° dihedral angle. 

This phenomenon is common to other lithium ladder structures [11, 12], and only 

appears upon tetra-coordination of the outermost lithium ions. It seems most 

likely that the distortion in 1 is simply a consequence of steric effects: for these 

outermost lithiums to remain in-plane, the lithium-solvent vector must become 

eclipsed with the amido nitrogen-substituent bond vector. Twisting out of plane 

minimizes this repulsion. This structural artefact of the tetra-coordination of the 

outer lithiums is also addressed via computation.
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F igure  6.3: Elevation view of 1 showing displacement of the outer lithium atoms 

from the plane defined by the three anions.

6.2.4 Solution Behaviour  

Introduction

Here, the results of the NMR and cryoscopy work of our co-workers are presented 

and either of two fluxional processes are proposed. It is im portant that a better 

understanding of such processes is striven for, due to their relevance to the extent 

of selectivity in the reactivity of complexes such as 1 as bases. Indeed, it is possi

ble that proton transfer from substrate to amide in enolization  ̂ occurs at one of 

the intervening points in a fluxional process such as the fluxional processes pre

sented for 1 in Figures 6.4 and 6.5, rather than from ground state structures, as is 

^Lithium amide bases are commonly used as reagents in the process of enolization. The 

inclusion of added halide salts has an effect on structure that leads to the possibility of lithium 

amide bases with increased selectivity.
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so often supposed. Unfortunately, at the time of this work, calculational methods 

to address the situation accurately at acceptable cost were not readily available. 

We do, however, later in our studies and with the aid of significantly greater 

computational resources, address the mechanism of amidolithium-mediated eno- 

lization via a substrate coordinated LiNH2 dimer. Much progress had been made 

when we began this study, and it was now generally accepted that in the absence 

of added halide, amidolithium-mediated enolizations occurred via a lithium dimer 

intermediate. The results of th a t investigation are presented in Chapter 7, but 

the solution behaviour of the LDA/LiCl/ligand system presented here serves as 

a good introduction to the phenomenon of fluxion in lithium chemistry, crucial 

to the discussion in Chapter 7.

Experimental Results

The behaviour of the LiCl/THF/LDA system has been well-studied in solution 

by Collum and co-workers [2], who found that the major component in an approx

imately 2:1 amideichloride system, among less abundant monomeric and dimeric 

components, was a 2:1 aggregate. However, our co-workers successful synthesis 

of 1 , a single mixed aggregate of defined stoichiometry, allowed complementary 

NMR study of a single species in a non-coordinating solvent (toluene) where 

fiuxional processes were easier to address.

The NMR and ^Li spectrum for the ground (static) state were precisely 

as expected for a single species of identical structure to th a t of the solid state. 

In toluene, it is reasonable to assume a non-dissociative mechanism, and this as

sumption was supported when relative molecular mass determinations by cryoscopy 

in the closely similar solvent benzene gave a result of 469.1 ±  5 a.m.u.. The slight 

lowness of this result is ascribed to impurities in the sample and benzene used, 

but some partial dissociation can not be completely discounted. In further sup

port of a non-dissociative mechanism, it is instructive to note th a t in the closely 

similar compound 2 in which additional donor atoms, facilitative of dissociative 

processes, were available, no equilibration of the lithium environments was ob-
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served, even up to 65 °C [9]. Moreover, all the methylene proton resonances 

remained distinct at this high temperature, so that exchange of bound and un

bound amine was slow. This stark difference in behaviour between compounds 

1 and 2 suggests that a rate-determining step in the fluxional process involves 

rupture of a Li-N bond as shown in Fig. 6.4, a process highly unlikely for the 

extensively chelated compound 2 [9]. Such an amido-Iithium bond cleavage (i) is

known to occur in bulky pure amidolithium complexes, giving rise to open dimer 

geometries [13]. From this ‘open trim er’ intermediate, stage (ii) represents the 

transition from chelating to intramolecularly bridging TMEDA. While crystal- 

lographic precedent exists for intermolecular bridging [14, 15], intramolecularly 

bridging bonding modes have yet to be discovered for TMEDA. However, in 

(LiCl)4{Me2NCH2CH2N(Me)CH2CH2NMe2}3 the solid-state structure contains 

an intramolecular bridge between two amine nitrogen atoms linked by an ethy

lene group which serves as a reference point for intermediates of type (ii) [16]. A 

fluxional process (iii) is proposed using the chloride ion as a fulcrum, around which

(i)

F ig u re  6.4; Scheme 1.
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which the amido and TM EDA ligands exchange in a pseudo-rotation mechanism  

reminiscent of the hydride exchange mechanism of BaHg [17]. Stage (iii) results 

in the generation of another open trimer intermediate from which the three-rung 

ladder may be reformed (iv) w ith chemically exchanged lithium environments.

"V 4_ Cl-

\
"N  

Lie I 

Nb

^  A 'r

Cl-

•LL

'M e

-Nb

Lib 

- N  n :
L J

F ig u r e  6 .5: Scheme 2.

The process in Fig. 6.4 may not be the only fluxional mechanism in operation 

for compound 1. Indeed it is possible that Li-Cl bond cleavage would be a 

process w ith a lower enthalpic barrier. Fig. 6.5 presents a suggested alternative/ 

additional fluxion, but one where it is difficult to envisage a process resulting 

in chemical exchange of lithium. It has also been shown for m ixed dimers of 

LDA and LiCl by M NDO calculation that opening via Li-Cl bond cleavage is less 

favourable overall than opening by Li-N bond cleavage [18].

6.3 Com putational D etails

Computational studies were carried out using the forcefields A M BER [19] and 

ESFF {Extensible Systematic Force Field) [20]  ̂ at the classical level, using 

MNDO 4 at the semi-empirical level and at the ab initio Hartree-Fock level.

ESFF was under development at the time of these computations, and supplied by Biosym 

Technologies, San Diego, via the Discover/ Insight II sofware packages.
At the time of these studies, new MNDO type parameters had been published for lithium,

PM3 parameters [21] (see Chapter 2, section 2.8.3), but they were as yet less well tested than
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The Hartree-Fock computations were performed using 6-31G* basis sets ® [22] 

for all atoms except the carbon and hydrogen atoms, which were modelled with 

unpolarised 6-31G basis sets [22], Forcefield and MNDO calculations were per

formed using Discover and MOPAC [23] Version 6 [24], respectively, via software 

programs from BIOSYM Technologies, San Diego, run on a Silicon Graphics IP6 

workstation. Ab initio calculations were performed using TURBOMOLE [25] on 

a Hewlett Packard 735 workstation. Stationary points on the potential energy 

surface (PES) were located at the Hartree-Fock level using standard gradient 

optimization procedures and characterised by calculation of the Hessian matrix 

and successive analysis of the vibrational normal modes. In some cases, opti

mizations were symmetry constrained as described in the text. Where stationary 

points from these optimizations contained imaginary frequencies, symmetry was 

relaxed until all-real normal modes were obtained.

The computational models which were applied in our (mainly structural) 

studies are presented in Fig. 6.6.

Me20

1 ,

0Me2
Lib'

L-ia^ 1
V h

H H

,CI

'u:

Lib

H

H2O

H2O-LI'

H

-CU

■Li:

OH2

‘Mb

H

F ig u re  6.6: Computational models 5, 6 and 7 of 1.

MNDO and appeared on the comparative results that had so far been published to  have their 

own less well-defined deficiencies [15]. They are, however, put to the test in our studies of the 

mechanism of amidolithium-mediated enolization (Chapter 7).
®A11 6-31G basis sets are as catalogued in HONDO Version 7.0 and included with TURBO-

MOLE. The 6-31G* basis sets were derived using the following additions: Li, single diffuse p  

function with exponent 0.015; N, single d function with exponent 0.8; O, single d function with 

exponent 0.8; Cl, single d function with exponent 0.65.
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6.4 Ab Initio Results

6.4.1 Introduction

The Hartree-Fock com putations relate to the unsolvated structure 6 and the 

dimethyl ether solvated 5 (see Fig. 6.6).

6.4.2 Solution Structure

Despite the crystallographic characterization of four examples (Fig. 6.1) of 2:1 

lithium am ide/chloride complexes [7, 9, 10], there remained controversy over their 

preferred geometry in solution. The alternatives are a six-membered ring struc

ture or a three-runged ladder. A six-membered ring structure is favoured by 

those authors who first identified these species in solution, notwithstanding the 

above solid state structural evidence. Their supposition was supported by MNDO  

calculations on the molecules with all alkyl substituents explicitly represented, 

which found no ladder minimum; Collum and Romesberg found a six-membered 

ring the most stable for unsolvated (LDA)2 LiCl [26]. We arrive at the same 

conclusion at the ab initio  H F/6-31G * level for the simplified model 6, with a 

C2v planar ring optimum geometry obtained (see Table 6.2 for bond lengths and 

angles). Hence, attem pts to locate an unsolvated ladder minim um  failed, indi

cating that the steric effects for this model were unimportant. Pure (LiCl) 3  [15] 

and (LiNH2 ) 3  [27] share the planar ring structural preference at all calculational 

levels. The angles at nitrogen (99.9°) for 6 compare with 98° in (LiNH 2 )s at 

6-31G [27]. This widening is consistent with an approximate sp^ hybridization  

scheme for nitrogen, such that overlap w ith lithium  is maximized. The widening 

of this angle is compensated for by a sharp (93.5°) angle at chloride, which has 

less directional constraints in its bonding. The Li„-N distance in 6 (1.952 A) is 

very close to  that of (LiNH2 )s (1.95 A) calculated at the similar 6-3IG level [27]. 

The shortening of the Li(,-N distance (to 1.92 A) supports a view of 6 as to some 

extent an ion pair of diamidolithium cation and chloride anion', it is presumably 

linked to the fact that Lib has to bond with only a single amide, the Li-Cl in-
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T able 6.2: Selected Bond Lengths (A) and Angles (°) for computational models 

5, 6 and 7 of 1 ^

Complex

HF/6-310* MNDO

5 6 6 7

Lia-N 1.977 1.952 2.03 2.04

Lift-N 1.968 1.918 2.00 2.05

Li«-Cl 2.688 4.012 4.45 3.21

Life-Cl 2.509 2.266 2.48 2.72

Li-N-Li 91.0 99.9 98.4 93.2

Lifi-Cl-Lift 130.9 93.5 82.3 118.8

N-Li„-N 163.1 147.0 145.4 168.8

N-Life-Cl 104.9 139.9 147.6 111.9

^See Fig. 6.6 for atomic labels.

teraction being more predominantly ionic. Further evidence for this comes from 

inspection of the total electron density contour plot (Fig. 6.7(a)) We see that 

while most electron density resides as expected on the anions, bonding density 

between Li and N retains significant levels, with levels between Cl and Li very 

low in comparison. It also graphically illustrates that the lithium  atoms have a 

negligible effect on the spherical charge distribution of the chloride, while sub

tle distortions are present in the amido anions, evidence of lone-pair directional 

effects, perhaps enhanced by polarisation from the lithiums.

However, the unsolvated case is unlikely to be confirmed crystallographically, 

since there is nothing to prevent further aggregation via chloride. Furthermore, 

it is known from amide chemistry that solvation can drastically change struc

tural preferences [1], therefore the solvated cluster 5 presents the more realistic 

structural model. Attempts to model solvation with water molecules (model 7)

at HF/6-31G* were plagued by hydrogen bonding artefacts. The chlorine extri-
®Discussed in greater detail in section 6.4.4.
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cated itself from the amidolithium structure, preferring to hydrogen bond with  

the coordinating waters. An echo of this tendency is found in the solid state  

structure of compound 2, in which the secondary amine arms hydrogen-bond to  

the chloride ion [9]. It was therefore neccessary to model THF more closely with  

dimethyl ether molecules (5).

HF/6-31G * com putations revealed a true minimum for 5 as a three runged 

ladder with C2 symmetry. Hence, while ab initio treatment of the unsolvated 

case 6 yielded a most stable ring structure, solvation here reproduced the three- 

rung ladder admirably. The evidence fo r  six-membered ring geometries in the 

solution state [26] was thus substantially weakened, since the gas phase calculation 

is free of packing affects. Upon solvation by four dimethyl ether molecules, bonds 

to lithium lengthen in general (Table 6.2), with the obvious exception of the 

transannular Lia-Cl contact. The lengthening is, as expected, greatest for Lij, 

since their demand for electrons is satiated by the new bonds to ether oxygens. 

These new bonds cause a sharpening of the N-Lib-Cl angle to 105° (c.f. 102° for 

1). The other major change caused by solvation is, of course, the inversion of the 

N-Li(j-N angle. This angle is not as sharp as that found experimentally (163°, 

c.f. 160° for 1), and this is further manifested in the significantly overestimated  

transannular Lia-Cl distance. Inclusion of electron correlation might be expected  

to shorten the bonds to  chlorine significantly, though the size of the molecule 

precluded the use of a higher level of theory. However, overall, the important 

geometrical features of 1 were well-reproduced; Hartree-Fock theory treats well 

the stronger ionic forces but will not handle dispersion forces as we shall discover 

more throughout the course of this thesis.

6.4.3 N on-Planarity and A sym m etries in Solid State Struc

ture o f 1

Full geometry optim izations of the com putational m odel 5 of 1 under C 2V sym

metry at 6-31G* located a stationary point with some imaginary frequencies, 

revealing that distortion above and below the mean anion plane for 1, Fig. 6.3,
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Table 6.3: Comparison of averaged bond lengths (A) and plane displacements 

(A) between 1 and its analogues ^

Ua-Cl Lifc-Cl§ Lia-N§ Lii-N§ Displacement^’̂ Source

1 2.48 2.37 2.02 2.07 0.68 this work, Ref. [4]

2 2.46 2.36 2.00 2.02 0.05 Ref. [9]

3 2.33 2.35 2.09 2.11 0.31 Ref. [10]

4 2.36 2.34 2.09 2.06 0.25 Ref. [10]

5tt 2.69 2.51 1.98 1.97 0.14 this work, Ref. [4]

^All atomic labels as in core of the computational models from Fig. 6.6. ^Arithmetic 

mean values. ^Distance of Lit above/below anion plane. '̂ ''̂ 'Computed model.

were fundamental to the bonding in such systems and not just a relic of pack

ing effects. However, the degree of distortion, measured as the magnitude of 

the displacements in Table 6.3, is an obvious result of the steric effects. We 

see from Table 6.3 that the repulsion is much greater for compound 1 than 

for compounds 2, 3 or 4, or the computated model 5. The smallest displace

ment is see in compound 2. In this case, any distortion from planarity in order 

to minimise eclipsing steric interactions involving lithium-nitrogen bond vectors 

would result in more serious eclipsing interactions elsewhere in the chelate ring 

which contains both bridging amido anion and neutral ammine donor [9]. The 

next smallest displacement occurs for compound 5, the simple computed model 

(LiNH2)2LiCl(OMe2)4- In this case, the small displacement is a result of the 

sterically undemanding hydrogen substituents on the amido groups. Next comes 

compound 4, with the closely similar compound 3 having a marginally greater 

distortion arising from the greater steric demand of tetramethylethylenediamine 

versus dimethethylaminoethyl methyl ether ligands [10]. Both of these distor

tions are distinctly smaller than that in 1, perhaps because the trimethylsilyl 

substituents in 3 and 4 were held further than the isopropyl subsituents in 1 

from the Li-neutral donor bond vector because of the comparative lengths of
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N-C and N-Si bonds.

Continuing, relaxation of the symmetry of 5 to C2 allowed location of a “true” 

minimum, indicating that the small asymmetries in the Li-N and Li-Cl lengths in 

compounds 1-4, which were introduced in section 6.2.3, were the result of crystal 

packing forces, and not of a fundamental tendency o f lithium  ladders to organise 

themselves into oligomers of dimers [1, 11]. The lone pair directional effects 

responsible for such patterns of long and short bond lengths in amidolithium  

ladders [1, 11] are thus absent for chloride.

6.4.4 Electron D ensity Contour P lots  

Introduction

Further interesting comparisons may be drawn over the relative bond lengths 

within the common cores of compounds 1-4  ̂ (Fig. 6.3). The shortest Li-N 

bonds are found in 2, a result of the chelated structure negating ligand-ligand  

repulsions [9]. Next shortest are those in 1. Significantly longer are those in 3 and 

4, a result of the poorer basicity of hexamethyldisilazide versus diisopropylamide 

[10]. This is mirrored in the shorter LiCl lengths of 3 and 4  relative to 1 and 

2, with the lengths in 2 lying intermediate between those in 1 and those in 3 

and 4, in keeping with the half-silyl, half-alkyl amido groups of 2 [9]. In short, 

1 represents the closest approach to a contact ion pair between chloride and a 

diamidotrilithium cation, a conceptualisation put forward previously for mixed 

halide/am ide lithium complexes [10, 28]. This concept is consistent with our 

findings on analyses of the H F/6-31G * electron density contour plots of 6 and 

5 (Fig. 6.7(a) and (b), respectively) plotted through the anion plane and also, 

by investigation of the changes in the Mulliken population atom ic point charges 

between 6 and 5 (described in section 6.4.5).

Bond lengths for 5 cannot reliably be compared due to known underestimation of bond 

lengths by the Hartree-Fock method. Inclusion of correlation effects in our computations would 

have rendered the calculated bond lengths more reliable, but at the time of this work, and due 

to the large size of the system, this was beyond our computational capabilities.
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(a)

Figure 6.7: HF/6-31G* electron density contour plots of (a) 6 and (b) 5 plotted 

through the anion plane. Note that in (b), the outer lithiums lie marginally 

above and below this plane.

Results

Comparing contour plots Fig. 6.7(a) and (b) for 6 and 5, respectively, we ob

serve some interesting changes to the electron density distribution upon ether 

coordination. In general, charge separation has increased from Fig. 6.7(a) to 

Fig. 6.7(b), as expected for solvation by polar molecules. More specifically, the 

chloride is seen to be almost totally anionic, with virtually no perceptible distor

tion from spherical charge distribution, and negligible levels of electron density at 

the minima between chlorine and lithium. In contrast, distortions from spherical 

symmetry in the amide anions are increased, giving support to their formulation 

of sp^ hybrids. The two Li  ̂ atoms seem also to be loosening their grip on the 

amide anions as a result of ether coordination. However, changes to Lia appear
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minimal. This is again consistent with the existence of a contact ion pair between 

chloride and a diamidolithium cation.

6.4.5 M ulliken Population Analyses

More quantitative changes are reflected by Mulliken population analyses (Ta

ble 6.4); as expected, upon ether coordination (from 6 to 5) Lij becomes more 

positive (+0.633 to 0.688) and Cl more negative (-0.674 to -0.757), but N be

comes marginally less negative (-1.267 to -1.237) and Lin significantly less posi

tive (-F-0.570 to -1-0.425). Of course, the absolute values of such Mulliken charges 

have relative meaning, but the changes in these values, and analyses of the elec

tron density contour plots Fig. 6.7(a) and (b), indicate that solvation reinforces 

the description of such mixed-anion complexes as contact ion pairs of w-shaped 

diamidolithium cations and chloride anions.

Table 6.4: Mulliken atomic charges computed at the HF/6-31G* level of theory 

for 5 and 6̂

Partial Charge

5 6

Lia +0.425 +0.570

Lib +0.688 +0.633

Cl -0.757 -0.674

N -1.237 -1.267

^Atoms labelled according to Fig. 6.6.

6.4.6 A bsolute Energies

Finally, the absolute energy values of free dimethyl ether, 5 and 6 calculated at 

HF/6-31G* are given in Table 6.5.

An intriguing comparison can be made between the computed solvation energy 

for 5 and for similar pure amide ladders. The difference between the energy of 5
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(-1209.4240854 a.u.) and the sum of the energies of 6 (-593.2823319 a.u.) and of 

four free dimethyl ethers at the same basis (4 X -154.0162955 a.u. =  -616.065182 

a.u.) is -0.0765711 a.u. or -48.0 kcal mol~^ By comparison, the solvation energy 

for four waters on (LiNH2 ) 4  was computed at ST0-3G to be -142.9 kcal mol"^ 

[11]. Assuming that such a huge discrepancy cannot be ascribed to the difference 

in basis sets and solvating molecules (from H2O to Me2 0 ), one im portant differ

ence remains. For (LiNH2 )4 , an unsolvated ladder minimum was located, and it 

was from this minimum that the solvation energy was computed, thus giving a 

value more closely related to the Li-0 bond enthalpies. Since for (LiNH2 )LiCl 

no such ladder could be located, the computed quantity consists of four Me2 0 -Li 

bond enthalpies and the re-organisation energy from ring to ladder. It would ap

pear from the above data that approximately 100 kcal moI“  ̂ is required for this 

reorganisation process! Again excluding consideration of discrepancies between 

different basis sets (huge approximation, see below), it is likely that this the 100 

kcal/mol is an overestimate, since the strength of the transannular Li-Cl bond was 

significantly underestimated at HF/6-31G*, but it still remains starkly in con

trast to the computed energy difference between the eight-membered ring and 

four-rung ladder forms of (LiNH2 ) 4  (7.4 kcal mol“  ̂ at 6-31G) [11]. Apparently, 

lithium chloride only reluctantly forms mixed ladders with lithium amide, under 

the influence of coordinating Lewis base donors. The reason th a t such ladders 

have been observed experimentally is based upon steric arguments. In compound 

1, there exits a three-coordinate and two four-coordinate lithium  atoms. In the 

absence of LiCl, the lithium atoms of LDA can only achieve three-fold coordina

tion [14].

It must be noted that the comparisons made above must be treated with 

caution. It is not normal to standard practice to make comparisons of this type 

for different basis sets. Nevertheless, it proposes an interesting result which may 

or may not be confirmed by further computational studies.
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Table 6.5: Absolute energies in Hartrees (a.u.), calculated at the HF/6-31G* 

and MNDO levels of the computational models 5, 6 and 7 of 1, and of the 

free coordinating solvents, water or dimethyl ether

HF/6-31G* MNDO

Water - -12.9144983

Dimethyl Ether -154.0162955 -

5 -1209.4240854 -

6 -593.2823319 -31.3029498

7 - -83.0224670

6.5 Forcefield Results

All attem pts to use molecular mechanics in order to gauge steric effects and 

assess the alternative mechanisms of fluxion discussed were plagued by inappro

priate atom types in the forcefields tested. Chemically absurd structures were 

obtained in each case, this artefact in the main owing to the difficulties in mod

elling lithium via forcefield methods. Both forcefields tested, AMBER [19] and 

ESFF [20], failed in their attem pts to find chemically logical minima. Geometri

cally distorted structures were obtained for structures 5 and 6 in contradiction 

to the almost planar HF minima. For example, using the ESFF forcefield, an 

unsolvated ladder minimum in the form of a highly distorted chair-like structure 

was located. Solvation of the lithiums improved the quality of structures ob

tained little, so tha t at this point, it was decided to abandon the forcefields in 

favour of more reliable semi-empirical quantum chemical methods. Performing 

calculations at the semi-empirical MNDO level offered a more reliable computa

tionally inexpensive method to draw comparisons with the Hartree-Fock results. 

The forcefield results obtained are too poor to be compared; they simply can not 

be used to model these systems.
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6.6 MNDO Results

6.6.1 Introduction

To allow valid comparisons w ith the ab initio Hartree-Fock results at accept

able cost, full geometry optim izations using the semi-empirical molecular orbital 

method with MNDO param eters [23, 24] of the model compounds 6 and 7 (Fig. 

6.6) were carried out. Using hydrogen in place of the isopropyl substituents, and 

water in place of ether/am ine neutral electron pair donors, these simplifications 

were designed to circumvent the known problem of overestimation of steric effects 

in crowded molecules by the MNDO param etrization [29].®

6.6.2 Solution Structure

Note th a t attem pts to find unsolvated ladder m inim a failed w ith all calculational 

methods. In agreement w ith Collum and Romesbergs’s location of a most stable 

structure for unsolvated (LDA)2 LiCl at MNDO in the form of a six-membered 

ring [26] (and w ith our HF/6-31G* com putations for 6), we also found a six- 

membered ring most stable for com putational model 6 at MNDO (see Table 6.2 

for bond lengths and angles).

As already stated , it is known from amide chemistry th a t solvation can dras

tically change the structural preferences [1], therefore the solvated model 7 rep

resents the more im portan t structural problem at MNDO. Collum and Romes- 

berg found via MNDO th a t coordination of TH F to  the central lithium  was not 

favourable [26], concurring w ith the accepted wisdom in the field of pure ami- 

dolithium solvation [1]. It is now accepted th a t coordination of further Lewis 

bases occurs at the outer lithium  atom s only, as in com pound 7  ̂ and in all crys

tallized 2:1 lithium  am ide/chloride complexes. However, for (LDA)2 LiCl(TH F ) 4  

at MNDO, a distorted six-membered ring was found to be the minimum [26].

*See Chapter 2, section 2.8.4, for discussion of the deficiences of the MNDO method and 

parametrization.
®And in compound 5 computed at HF/6-31G*.
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This may be characterized as somewhere interm ediate between the ‘three-rung’ 

ladder and the six-membered ring of the unsolvated case. The result is largely 

due to the sharpening of the N-Li-Cl angle in order to accommodate its two new 

substituents. However, convergence to anything resembling the crystallographic 

geometry was not obtained. The minimum for our simplified model 7 was essen

tially the same as th a t for the fully substituted case, showing a distorted ring 

and not a ladder; overestim ation of steric repulsion due to alkyl substituents at 

MNDO appears not to be a problem in this case. Collum and Romesberg rea

soned th a t the  ladder observed in the solid state  was therefore a result of packing 

forces [26]. However, a further possibility exists th a t the distorted ring geometry 

of 7 is an artefact of the known tendency of MNDO to  underestim ate the stability 

of four-membered rings [29].

6.6.3 A bso lu te  Energies

The absolute energies of free water, 6 and 7 calculated at MNDO are given in 

Table 6.5.

Com puting the solvation energy for 7 at MNDO as we did for 5 a t H F/6- 

31G*, we see th a t the difference between the energy of 7 (-83.0224670 a.u.) and 

the sum of the  energies of 6 (-31.3029498 a.u.) and of four free w ater molecules 

(4 X -12.9144983 a.u. =  -51.6579932 a.u.) is -.061524 a.u. or -38.6 kcal m ol“ .̂ 

Recalling from section 6.4.6, the “approximate” estim ate for the reorganisation 

of 5 from ring to ladder was approxim ately 100 kcal m ol“ .̂ Using the same logic, 

and again taking the solvation energy value (-142.9 kcal mol~^) calculated at 

H F /S T 0-3G  for coordination of four waters on (LiNH2 ), where no structural re

arrangem ent takes place, MNDO predicts th a t slight d istortion of the unsolvated 

ring requires approxim ately 100 kcal m orM ! This is a  substantial overestimate 

by any standards.
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6.7 Conclusions

6.7.1 G eneral C onclusions

From an experimental point of view, generation of LiCl monomers in solution is a 

neccessary prerequisite for efficient isolation of mixed 2:1 lithium amide/chloride 

complexes. Such complexes have a near-planar three-runged ladder core with the 

displacement of the outer lithium atoms above and below the plane. This was 

found by computation to be fundamental to the bonding in such systems but the 

degree of the distortion is most likely to reduce eclipsing interactions of the amide 

substituents with the coordinate bonds to the Lewis base donor molecules. In 

toluene solution, an intramolecular fluxional process occurs which is postulated 

to involve an open trimer and intramolecularly bridging TMEDA, resulting in 

equilibration of two lithium environments in 1.

MNDO calculations predict a six-membered ring geometry for both solvated 

and unsolvated (LiNH2 )2 LiCl, whereas HF/6-31G* ab initio calculations predict 

six-membered unsolvated, but three-rung-ladder solvated geometries. This is 

in better agreement with experiment but still the transannular Li-Cl bond is 

underestimated. The best description in such complexes is that of a contact ion 

pair between chloride and diamidolithium w-shaped cation.

On the subject of reactivity rationalisation (the key reason behind the de

sire to characterize solution behaviour of alkali metal-organic species), a simple 

explanation can be put forward as to the enhanced E /Z  selectivity of ketone 

enolization by LDA in the presence of 0.5 molar equivalents of LiCl. The ge

ometry around the three-coordinate lithium in compound 1 is considerably more 

restricted than in native LDA. In 1, the angle between the two amide groups 

binding the lithium is 160°. For LDA, dimeric in THF, and in which it must be 

assumed th a t ketone would displace one THF ligand on lithium, the angle would 

be nearer 252° [30]. If an incoming ketone was to bind the central atom in 1, 

it would have to approach with its arms folded back, predisposing itself to E- 

enolization. Our proposal has been elaborated by W illiard and co-workers, who
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invoke open intermediates reminiscent of those in Scheme 1 in their enolization 

mechanism [10]. The simplicity of this theory is misleading however. It explains 

the situation only at low conversion rates, and assumes that the central lithium 

is solvatable without total disruption of the core.

6.7.2 G eom etry Com parisons Between M ethods

While MNDO copes well with Li-N bond lengths, it seriously overestimates Li-Cl 

bond lengths as well as mistaking overall minimum geometry. Ah initio HF/6- 

31G* marginally underestimates Li-N distances but significantly overestimates 

Li-Cl distances, though less so than MNDO. Correlation would be expected to 

recover some of this overestimation, but it is possible tha t diffuse functions may 

also be required to accurately reproduce crystallographic bond lengths. Of course, 

there remains the possibility that the Li-Cl bond is simply more susceptible to 

polarizability effects than other bonds in the molecule, and it is also possible that 

some of the discrepancy is the result of the averaged position of the lithium atom 

(measured) being different from the minimum position. Such quantum-vibration 

effects would become manifest in a pairing of such disparate masses as that of Li 

and Cl.

The forcefield results were disappointing and had no realistic chemical mean

ing. The AMBER forcefield is a Class I forcefield and was parametrized against 

a limited number of compounds related to proteins and nucleic acids. The only 

lithium atom type (Li+) supplied with the forcefield was adopted from other work 

[31]. Hence, in optimizations involving lithium, the metal-ligand (M-L) stretch 

and bending terms are ignored, and instead the geometry around the metal is de

fined exclusively by van der Waals and electrostatic contributions. In theory, for 

an alkali metal such as lithium where the bonding is predominantly electrostatic, 

this approach may be expected to give reasonable results, but it cannot possibly 

be used to model transition metals where the d orbitals will have a preferred

bonding arrangement. However, with only one set of parameters to describe all

Although possibly ascribable to the reduced steric requirements of the simple model used.
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lithiums, whether they be one, two, three, etc. -coordinated, it is not surprising 

that the AMBER forcefield gave poor results. Using ESFF, due to the nature of 

the forcefield, we had hoped for much improved results. The ESFF forcefield un

like other forcefields such as AMBER th a t target accuracy for a limited number 

of functional groups, targets widest possible coverage of the periodic table. The 

objectives of the forcefield, are to provide a usable forcefield covering inorganic 

and organometallic compounds and to provide a foundation for future compatible 

forcefield development. ESFF atom types are determined by hybridization, for

mal charge and symmetry rules. Parameters and charges are “generated” based 

on the model configuration, local environment and derived rules. Charges, for 

example, are determined by minimizing the electrostatic energy with respect to 

the charges under the constraint that the sum of the charges is equal to the net 

charge on the molecule. Formal charge assignments must also add to the net 

charge and are particularly importantly when calculating the bond stretching 

parameters for metals. Hence, instead of one atom type using AMBER, differ

ent ESFF lithium atom types and parameters based on the symmetry, oxidation 

state and coordination numbers of the metals were used in the optimization of 

our computational models 5 and 6. ESFF aims primarily to predict reasonable 

structures. However, the results which we obtained for 5 and 6 proved to be 

equally as poor as those of AMBER. The ESFF forcefield is still available for use 

with Cerius^ via the old Biosym Technologies Discover/Insight II software but 

has long since ceased being developed and in recent times has taken a backseat to 

the “Universal” Force Field (UFF) [32], UFF is also a rule based parameter set 

developed independently of ESFF, although both forcefields have many features 

in common. The UFF forcefield “attem pts” to model every element in the peri

odic table. We investigate the applicability of present-day forcefields to modelling 

lithium complexes using the popular UFF forcefield in the following theoretical 

study of the mechanism of amidolithium-mediated enolization (Chapter 7). The 

results are presented in greater detail than here, providing a comprehensive eval- 
'̂^With which we performed our AMBER and ESFF computations.
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uation of the applicability of modern day forcefields (UFF) to structural studies 

and relative energetics of compounds containing lithium.
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Chapter 7

M echanism  o f

A m idolithium -M ediated

Enohzation

7.1 A m idolithium -m ediated Enolization

7.1.1 In troduction

Enolization, as the first step of aldol condensation, is one of the most widely prac

ticed synthetic procedures in chemistry. Modern synthetic methods often involve 

the use of amidolithium bases to effect such transformations [1]. Consequently, a 

large and growing body of knowledge is accumulating in the hope th a t the selec- 

tivities of the reaction will ultimately be controllable and predictable [2]. Due to 

the efforts of numerous groups worldwide, something approaching a consensus is 

emerging over some issues in the chemistry of enolization and subsequent aldol 

addition.

7.1.2 B ackground

It is widely accepted that synthetically im portant amidolithiums (such as LDA) 

exist in ether solutions predominantly (and in some cases exclusively) as ring

129
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dimers (Fig. 7.1) [3]. It is further accepted that the first step in enolization is co-

Figure 7.1; Bis((//2-di-isopropylamide)-tetrahydrofuran-lithium): example of an 

amidolithium ring dimer in ether solution from [3(b)]. (Blue-Nitrogen; Green- 

Carbon; Red-Oxygen; White-Hydrogen; Yellow-Lithium)

ordination of the carbonyl group of the enohzable substrate to lithium (Fig. 7.2) 

[4]. There is also considerable evidence th a t the product enolates are aggregated 

via bridging oxygens (Fig. 7.3) [5, 6], and that immediately after enolization the 

amine produced by protonation of the amidolithium remains coordinated (Fig. 

7.4) [6],

W hat remains to be settled is the most crucial part: what are the structural 

and electronic features at work during the actual proton transfer? Ireland’s orig

inal model [7] was developed to explain the E /Z  selectivity of enolizations of 

simple ketones such as 3-pentanone. The original conjecture of a chair-like six- 

niembered ring transition state has since been modified: ab initio computations
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F igure  7.2: Bis((/i2-Hexamethyldisilazido-N,N)-(t-butyl isobutyrato-0)- 

lithium): coordination of the carbonyl group of the enolizable substrate to 

lithium prior to enolization. Example taken from [4(b)]. (Blue-Nitrogen; 

Green-Carbon; Pink-Silicon; Red-Oxygen; White-Hydrogen; Yellow-Lithium)

show that the six-membered ring shows major deviations from the chair form [8], 

as a result of the weak directionality of the bonds to lithium, and a preference 

for a linear geometry about the migrating proton. It was further found th a t the 

transition state was very reactant-like, suggesting that an explanation for E/Z 

preferences might lie in the conformational preferences of the reactant substrate 

[8], More recently, the concept of open-dimer transition structures has gained 

credence. Here, a larger, 8-membered ring transition state, with less strain at 

crucial angles, has been suggested [9]. In this case, there is no need for the 

widely held assumption that the highly abundant dimers dissociate to reactive 

monomers in (sometimes unobservably) small concentrations. They must simply
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F igure  7.3: Hexakis(/i3-2-t-Butylethenolate)hexa-lithium: example from [5] of 

a product enolate aggregated via bridging oxygens. (Green-Carbon; Red- 

Oxygen; White-Hydrogen; Yellow-Lithium)

rupture one Li-N bond, to make available the necessary lone pair on one nitrogen 

to accept the hydrogen from the ketone. These open dimers have been the sub

ject of crystallographic [10] and NMR characterization [11]. However, the only 

computational evidence available on their reactivity is at the semi-empirical level 

[12].

7.1.3 Purpose of This Work

In the course of studies by our experimental collaborators directed at under

standing the nature of enantioselective deprotonation of cyclic ketones [13], we 

were forced to consider alternative enolization models. The conformational data 

collected on the homochiral amidolithium complexes [13] did not explain the ob-
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F igure 7.4: Bis((yU-(l-Dimethylaminopropen-l-olato)) - (N,N,N’-trimethyl-l,2- 

ethylenediamine-N,N’) - lithium) example from [6] of a product enolate aggre

gated via bridging oxygens, and of the secondary amine produced by enoliza- 

tion still coordinated. (Blue-Nitrogen; Green-Carbon; Red-Oxygen; White- 

Hydrogen; Yellow-Lithium)

served selectivities. Here we present our investigation of a further possible enoliza- 

tion mechanism: the bridging carbonyl model. In essence it is similar to the Ireland 

model, though instead of requiring that the amidolithium dimers dissociate to re

active monomers, they are required merely to undergo a bridge/term inal ligand 

rearrangement. While the evaluation of the energetics of such bridge/term inal 

fluxions remains beyond the scope of this work, such intramolecular rearrange

ments are commonplace in other main-group dimeric complexes [14], Further

more, such a putative intermediate is well on the way to the crystallographically 

confirmed bridged enolate structure with coordinated amine [6]. The thesis is
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that carbonyl oxygen migrates to a bridging position before and not after eno- 

lization. The oxygen of the substrate now being coordinated to two Lewis acidic 

lithium ions, its enolizable hydrogen may be expected to be further activated to 

reaction. Forcefield, semi-empirical and ab initio  computations are carried out 

to investigate this thesis.

7.1.4 O utline o f C o m p u ta tio n s/ R esults

Universal ForceField (UFF) [15], semi-empirical Parametric Model 3 (PM3) [16], 

and ab initio  (Hartree-Fock and MP2) computations are performed to investigate 

the viability of the bridging carbonyl intermediate in amidolithium mediated eno- 

lizations. For our computations, we chose the prototype system of the simplest 

possible amide, LiNH2 , and the simplest possible enolizable substrate, acetalde- 

hyde. The computations relate to the different dimer structures la, lb,  Ic, Id, 

2, 3 and 4, which are displayed schematically in Fig. 7.5. For comparative pur

poses, additional ab initio computations were performed for the corresponding 

monomer species 5, 6 and 7, together with their ether solvated forms of 8, 9 and 

10, respectively.

Computational details of the UFF, ab initio and PM3 computations are given 

in section 7.2. The results of our computations are presented and discussed 

in section 7.3. Finally, the viability of the proposed model is discussed in the 

conclusions, section 7.4, together with the analysis of the relative abilities of 

the different computational methods which were applied for the systems under 

consideration.

7.2 C om putational D etails

7.2.1 U niversal F orceF ield (U F F ) C alculations

All classical forcefield computations were performed using the MSI software pack

age, Cerius , on a Silicon Graphics (SGI) workstation. Optimum stationary 

points on the potential energy surface (PES) were located using the standard
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procedures incorporated in the Cerius^ program. All optimum geometries lo

cated on the PES were minima, as it was not possible to locate the transition  

states of enolization using U FF [15]. S tarting geometries for the optim izations 

were taken from the corresponding optim a obtained from ab in i t io  optimizations 

at the M P2/6-31G* level of theory.

7.2.2 Ab Initio  Calculations 

Software/Hardware

Preliminary com putations were carried out using TURBOM OLE [17] on a Hewlett 

Packard 735 workstation. All subsequent calculations were performed using 

GAMESS 96 [18] on the single nodes of an IBM SP2. The freedom with GAMESS 

to freeze chosen internal coordinates during optim izations enabled us to locate 

transition states using the “reaction coordinate” m ethod [19, 20].

M ethods/Basis Sets

All calculations perform ed were either spin restricted Hartree-Fock (RHF) or 

MP2 frozen core (MP2-fc) These consisted of RHF/6-31G* and M P2-fc/6- 

31G* optim izations, and also selected higher level estimates at the  R H F/6- 

31+G **//R H F/6-31G * and M P2/6-31+ G **//M P 2/6-3 lG * levels 2 . Hence, op

timizations were carried out using 6-31G* basis sets  ̂ and higher level estim ates 

were obtained using 6-31-hG** basis sets For the 6-31G* com putations, 6-31G* 

^MP2 calculations were frozen-core, MP2-fc, with only valence electrons taken into account 

in the evaluation of the correlation energy. Core electron pair correlations is almost constant 

over the entire energy surface and therefore has little effect on the relative energies and the

vibrational frequencies which depend on the relative energies.
^ 7 /’ denotes at the optimum geometry computed by.
^6-310 [21] basis sets are as catalogued in HONDO Version 7.0 and included with TURBO

MOLE [17], The 6-31G* basis sets were derived using the following additions: Li, single diffuse 

P function with exponent 0.015; N, single d function with exponent 0.8; 0 ,  single d function 

with exponent 0.8; C, single d function with exponent 0.0845.
^Pople’s 6-31G basis sets for H [22](a), Li [22](b), and C, O [22](c) are included with

GAMESS 96. The 6-31+G** basis sets were derived with the additions of single d polarization
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basis sets were used on all atoms except carbon, which were modelled with a 6- 

31G basis set [21], This choice of basis set may seem not optimal for the problem 

at hand, but this choice was made purely for practical (computational) reasons: 

using 6-31G basis sets on carbon atoms reduces the number of basis functions 

from 168 to 144 for our dimer computations, thus enabling us to perform calcu

lations at the MP2-fc level Our perogative here was that any error introduced 

by this choice of basis set would be minimal when compared to the error due to 

the neglect of the crucial effects of electron correlation. In any case, the effect of 

using 6-31G basis sets instead of 6-31G* basis sets on carbon atoms was evaluated 

at the Hartree-Fock level for monomers 5 , 6 and 7 , with the results compared 

for geometries, relative energies and vibrational frequencies. As we shall see, the 

effect on the inclusion of the d polarization functions has minimal effects on the 

computed results (section 7.3). Furthermore, our estimates of high level energies 

at 6-31+G** indicate small effects of basis set expansion on the relative ener

gies beyond the 6-31G* basis set (section 7.3.1); Basis Set Superposition Error 

(BSSE) [25] was not corrected for. Finally, the effects of inclusion of zero point 

energies (ZPE’s) are evaluated.

Location of M inimum Stationary Points

Minimum stationary points on the potential energy surface were located using the 

standard gradient optimization procedures incorporated in the GAMESS 96 pro

gram [18] and characterized by computation and analysis of the resulting Hessian 

functions [23] and single sp diffuse polarization functions [24] as follows: Li, single diffuse d 

function with exponent 0.02 and single diffuse sp function with exponent 0.0074; ; C, single d 

function with exponent 0.8 and single diffuse sp function with exponent 0.0438; ; N, single d 

function with exponent 0.8 and single diffuse sp  function with exponent 0.0639; ; O, single d

function with exponent 0.8 and single diffuse sp  function with exponent 0.0845.
®We were computationally prohibited from performing MP2-fc calculations with 6-31G*

basis sets on all atoms, the mark-up in computational time going from 144 basis functions (6- 

31G* basis sets on all atoms except carbon) to 168 basis functions (6-31G basis sets on carbons, 

6-31G* basis sets on all other atoms) for the 22 dimer atoms being too expensive even at the 

Hartree-Fock level of theory.
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matrix. In some cases, optimizations were symmetry constrained as described in 

the text. Where minimum stationary points from the optimizations contained 

imaginary frequencies, symmetry was relaxed until all-real normal modes were 

obtained. All correlated MP2-fc minima structures were found from their cor

responding uncorrelated Hartree-Fock counterparts using the same basis sets. 

(Example Z-matrices used in the optimizations are given in Appendix A.)

Location o f Transition States

For the Hartree-Fock transition states, the “reaction coordinate” method [19, 20] 

was used to locate structures as close as possible to the true transition states. 

Using this method, at various intervals along the chosen internal coordinate, 

all other internal coordinates are optimized and the maximum energy structure 

obtained is a “good guess” as to what the actual transition state is. We then use 

this maximum energy structure from the “reaction coordinate” computations to 

determine the “true” Hartree-Fock transition state by the standard saddle point 

location methods employed in the GAMESS 96 program. The corresponding 

MP2 transition states were in turn readily found by utilizing the newly found 

lower level Hartree-Fock transition states as “good guesses” to the “true” MP2 

transition states. This technique has been found to be particularly successful for 

the location of MP2 transition states [26]. The success of this method is based on 

the fact that often,  but not always, the qualitative shape of a potential energy 

surface is fairly insensitive to the level of theory.

7.2.3 P M 3 Sem iem pirical C alcu lations

All PM3 [16] calculations were carried out using GAUSSIAN 98 [27]. Optimum 

stationary points on the potential energy surface using the PM3 hamiltonian 

were located using the standard procedures incorporated in the GAUSSIAN 98 

software program. Start geometries from these optimizations were taken from 

the corresponding stationary points obtained by the fully ab initio MP2/6-31G* 

optimizations. Geometries were not symmetry constrained and each optimiza-
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tion was routinely followed by a vibrational frequency computation at the newly 

optimized geometry.

7.3 Results and Discussion  

7.3.1 A bsolute and R elative Energies

The energetics of our forcefield, ab initio and semi-empirical calculations are pre

sented in Figures 7.6-7.8 and Tables 7.1-7.3, and relate to the structures depicted 

in Fig. 7.5.

+4.1 (+10.8) kcal/mol

-27.7(-33.7)
V kcal/mol'+0.3 (+6.0) kcal/mol

+57.2 (+53.7) 
kcal/mol

+34.4 (+34.0) 
kcal/mol

-80.7(-87.2)
kcal/mol -56.1 (-55.0) 

kcal/mol

4

Figure 7 .6 : Relative energy profiles of monomer versus dimer intermediate pro

ton transfer pathways at the RHF/6-31G* and MP2-fc/6-3lG* levels of theory. 

(RHF/6-31G* values given in parentheses).

The discussion continues with respect to the relative energies from Figures 

7.6-7.S, and proton transfer enthalpy barriers from Table 7.1. The corresponding 

absolute energies are given in Tables 7.2 and 7.3. Our prototype system of the
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Figure 7.7: Relative energy profiles of solvated monomer versus dimer interme

diate proton transfer pathways at the RHF/6-31G* and MP2-fc/6-3lG* levels 

of theory. (RHF/6-31G* values given in parentheses).

simplest possible amide, LiNH2 , and the simplest possible enolizable substrate, 

acetaldehyde, gives rise to four reactant minima, the C2h structures of la  and lb, 

and the 02^ structures of Ic and Id at the ah initio RHF/6-31G* and MP2/6- 

31G* levels. The differences in energy of these are modest, the lowest in energy 

being lb, which minimizes the steric repulsions of the methyl groups while the 

carbonyl-bound hydrogen engages in hydrogen bonding with the amide nitrogens. 

Since this could not happen in the more frequently encountered ketones, and 

since enolization must proceed with a methyl C-H directed towards the amide, 

all further discussion at RHF/6-31G* and MP2/6-31G* is chosen to be with 

reference to structure la, in which the methyl groups are appropriately disposed 

to react, and which is only 1.13 kcal/mol higher in energy at the MP2-fc/6-3lG* 

level than global minimum lb  (Table 7.2). Merely on grounds of consistency, we 

also chose the optimum UFF la  “structure” ® as our reference point for discussion 
GGomGtry of optimizGcl Is. is almost idGnticSil to tli3jt of I d ,  while geom etry of Xb is almost 

identical to th a t of Ic .  It is im portant to  note th a t none of the optim um  l a ,  l b ,  I c  and I d  

UFF structures, whose energies are (quoted in Table 7.3, Qualitatively resemble the structures
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+ 6.1 kcal/mol

+45.9 (+95.9) 
kcal/mol

-60 .4  kcal/mol

-5 4 .3  (-49.1) 
kcal/mol

4

F ig u re  7.8: Relative energy profiles of dimer interm ediate proton transfer pa th 

way computed w ith the forcefield U FF and by the semi-empirical PM3 method 

(UFF values given in parentheses). It was not possible to locate the transition 

state 3 using UFF. Also, the optimum l a  geometry for U FF is a highly dis

torted, chemically intuitive structure and bears no resemblance to  the l a  in 

Fig. 7.5.

at the forcefield level. Likewise, PM3 optimizations were also perform ed starting  

from the l a  structural form of term inally coordinated acetaldehyde. Continuing, 

there is indeed a local minimum 2 (located by all com putational m ethods applied) 

with neutral aldehydes bridging the two lithium  atoms, despite th is arrangem ent 

never being observed crystallographically. We shall see la ter now our com puted 

results at the  MP2/6-31G* level give a good indication as to  why th is may be. 

This minimum lies 34.0 kcal/m ol and 34.4 kcal/m ol above the  reactan t l a  local 

minimum at the RHF/6-31G* and MP2-fc/6-31G* levels, respectively, w ith C 2 /1  

shown in Fig. 7.5 or indeed have any reasonable chemical structure. Their designation as la , 
lb , Ic  and Id  merely indicates the (qualitative structure of the starting geom etries of these 

complexes prior to optimization. All UFF computations were performed using the M P2/6-31G *  

optima as the starting geometries for the respective optimizations.
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Table 7.1: Classical activation energy barriers, AE^ (kcal/mol), computed for 

the monomer and dimer proton transfer pathways at the semi-empirical PM3 

level and at various levels of ab initio theory ^

Monomer Monomer

(solvated)

Dimer

PM3 - - +6.1

RHF/6-31G* +10.8 (+9.2) +8.1 (+6.6) +6.0 (+4.5)

RH F/6-31+G **//RH F/6-3lG * +14.6 +11.7 +10.1

MP2/6-31G* +4.1 (+2.7) +1.9 (+0.8) +0.3 (-0.8)

M P2/6-31+G**//M P2/6-31G* +5.2 +3.1 +0.4

^ZPE corrected barriers given in parentheses. It was not possible to locate the transition 

state using the forcefield UFF. / /  denotes “at the geometry computed by”.

and Cj symmetry, respectively (Figures 7.6 and 7.7). At the semi-empirical PM3 

level of theory, 2 lies 45.9 kcal/mol above the l a  minimum (Fig. 7.8). (UFF also 

located the minimum 2. However, it predicts this minimum to be 95.9 kcal/mol 

(!) higher in energy than l a  (Fig. 7.8).)

Most importantly, the transition state of enolization, 3, was located This 

transition state has Ci symmetry at both the RHF/6-31G* and MP2/6-31G* 

levels of theory, consistent with the thesis that the symmetry of a transition state 

can be no greater than the symmetry of the stationary points it connects ® [28]. 

At the RHF/6-31G* level, it requires only 6.0 kcal/mol (Figures 7.6 and 7.7, 

Table 7.1) to reach this reactant-like transition state from the bridged ketone 

intermediate, 2. The inclusion of electron correlation leads to an even earlier 

transition state and a lowering of the transition state barrier, but certainly not 

to the degree we anticipated. Significantly, at the MP2/6-31G* level, the already

'^The transition state was located at the RHF/6-31G*, MP2/6-31G* and PM3 levels. It was 

not possible to locate the transition state using UFF.
^This means of course that a transition state still may or may not possess symmetry common 

to both reactant and product.
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Table 7.2: Absolute energies (in Hartrees) of free acetaldehyde and the Li 

monomer and dimer structures depicted in Fig. 7.5 calculated at the RHF/6- 

31G*, MP2/6-31G* and M P2/6-31+G**//M P2/6-31G* levels of theory

RHF/6-31G* MP2/6-31G* M P2/6-31+G**//M P2/6-31G*t

MeC(0)H -152.8713 -153.2339 -

la -431.9803 -433.0744 -

lb -431.9837 -433.0762 -

Ic -431.9822 -433.0750 -

Id -431.9791 -433.0733 -

2 -431.9261 -433.0196 -433.3884

3 -431.9165 -433.0192 -433.3878

4 -432.0555 -433.1478 -433.5083

5 -215.9474 -216.4916 -216.6791

6 -215.9302 -216.4850 -216.6708

7 -215.9839 -216.5292 -216.7113

8 -369.9890 -370.9080 -371.2673

9 -369.9761 -370.9050 -371.2623

10 -370.0290 -370.9499 -371.3032

Me20 -154.0170 -154.3871 -

V / denotes “at the geometry computed by”.
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T able 7.3: Absolute energies of free acetaldehyde and the Li dimer structures 

depicted in Fig. 7.5 calculated using the forcefield U FF and the semi-empirical 

PM3 m ethod

U FFt PM3^

M eC (0)H -15.62 -21.7722

la -34.11 -58.3421

lb -30.84 -58.3380

Ic -30.84 -

Id -34.12 -

2 61.76 -58.2690

3 - -58.2593

4 12.66 -58.3555

^Units kcal mol~^. la ,  lb ,  Ic and Id merely denote the starting geometry for the UFF 

optimizations taken from the corresponding MP2/6-31G* la,  lb ,  Ic and Id optima, 

respectively. The final UFF optima structures were not even remotely similar to their 

starting geometries, l b  and Ic  converged to the same nonsensical structure. ^Units 

Hartrees (a.u.).

low energy barrier decreased dram atically to a mere 0.3 kcal/m ol (Figures 7.6 and 

7.7, Table 7.1), indicating th a t the bridged ketone interm ediate 2 is a very shallow 

local minimum and is itself close to the transition state  geometry. In  order to 

check these results and consistent with the thesis th a t reaction p a th  geometries 

are relatively insensitive to basis set, we then computed the barrier a t the  higher 

M P2-fc/6-31+G **//M P2/6-31G * level This lead to  an increase in the  barrier 

height by just 0.1 kcal/m ol (see Table 7.1), indicating our result a t the M P2-fc/6- 

31G* level is accurate. A related higher order saddle point w ith  Cj symmetry, 

located a t both the RHF/6-31G* and M P2/6-31G* levels of theory had two 

®This is in effect an estimate of what the barrier height would be at the higher MP2-fc/6- 
31+G** level using the geometry computed at the lower MP2-fc/6-31G* level.
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imaginary frequencies indicating that enolization is indeed a stepwise process 

It is worth noting at this stage, that the effect of inclusion of ZPE’s on the reaction 

proton transfer barriers was analyzed and found to be minimal: the barriers were 

lowered by almost identical amounts across all reaction pathways (RHF/6-31G* «  

1.5 kcal/mol, MP2/6-31G* 1.0 kcal/mol), and by a much smaller amount than

that found on inclusion of electron correlation effects (Table 7.1). Therefore, in 

line with recent convention in the area of organolithium computational work, ZPE 

effects have been neglected in the discussion. Continuing, at the semi-empirical 

PM3 level of theory, transition state 3 lies a similar 6.1 kcal/mol (Fig. 7.8) 

to the RHF/6-31G* result (6.0 kcal/mol) above its bridged ketone intermediate 

2. Finally, the enolization is completed by two sequential proton transfers which 

lead highly exothermically, RHF/6-31G* (-87.2 kcal/mol), MP2-fc/6-31G* (-80.7 

kcal/mol) and MP2-fc/6-31-)-G**//MP2-fc/6-3lG* (-75.6 kcal/mol) to the global 

enolate 4 (Figures 7.6 and 7.7). These values are in comparison to a value of 60.4 

kcal/mol at the semi-empirical PM3 level (Fig. 7.8). (Again, it was not possible 

to calculate this value using UFF (Fig. 7.8)).

For comparative purposes, the corresponding monomer species 5 , 6 and 7 

(Fig. 7.5), previously modelled at the uncorrelated RHF/3-21+G level by McKee 

[8], were recomputed at the RHF/6-31G* and MP2-fc/6-31G* levels. At these 

levels, it requires a further 19.7 kcal/mol (RHF/6-31G*) or 22.9 kcal/mol (MP2- 

fc/6-3lG*) to split the dimer into two monomers from 2 (Fig. 7.6). Thus as a 

putative intermediate, the ketone-bridged dimer 2 is competitive in energy with 

the monomer 5 (Cs symmetry). Furthermore, the computed activation energy 

for proton transfer to reach transition state 6 (Ci symmetry) is 10.8 kcal/mol 

at the RHF/6-31G* level, compared to the significantly smaller 4.1 kcal/mol 
^°At the M P2/6-31G * level, both reactant 2 and product 4 have a centre of inversion (Cj 

symmetry) in common, while at the RHF/6-31G* level, 2 has also a horizontal plane of symme- 

try making its point group Cj2 h -  Attempts to locate a transition state w ith sym m etry common 

to both reactant and product and with both aldehydes enolizing sim ultaneously, Cj symme

try, located a saddle point which had two imaginary frequencies at both the R H F/6-31G * and 

M P2/6-31G* levels of theory.
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barrier at the MP2-fc/6-31G* level (Fig. 7.6 and Table 7.1). Estimating the 

barrier height at a higher level of theory, as we did for the dimer, the barrier 

increases slightly to 5.2 kcal/mol at the M P2-fc/6-31+G**//M P2/6-3lG* level 

(Table 7.1). Hence, the monomeric activation energy barriers for proton transfer 

are 4.8 kcal/mol higher at the RHF/6-31G*, 3.8 kcal/mol higher at the MP2- 

fc/6-31G* level, and 4.8 kcal/mol higher at the M P2-fc/6-31+G**//M P2-fc/6- 

31G* level than the corresponding barriers for the dimeric transition state 3. 

Hence, in conclusion, the bridging ketone intermediate is easier to access from 

the reactant global minimum than is a monomer intermediate and results in a 

significant decrease in activation enthalpy relative to the monomer intermediate 

at all levels of theory studied. However, for a more accurate assessment of the 

relative probability of monomeric or dimeric paths for the reaction, account must 

be taken of the fact that enolization reactions normally proceed in ether solvents.

While in the case of the bulky amides used, the dimeric structures are un

likely to co-ordinate external donors other than the carbonyl substrates, it is 

likely that monomers will co-ordinate at least one ether molecule. The effect of 

this on energetic pathways was investigated by computation of reactant solvated 

monomer 8, transition state 9 and product 10 (Fig. 7.5). Free dimethylether 

was also computed. In line with conventional wisdom, both the dimeric reactant 

la  and product 4 were more stable than their solvated monomeric analogues 

8 and 10, by 22.8 (RHF/6-31G*) or 20.4 (MP2/6-31G*) kcal/mol, and 19.8 

(RHF/6-31G*) or 13.9 (MP2/6-31G*) kcal/mol, respectively (Fig. 7.7). Solva

tion by dimethylether reduces the monomer activation enthalpy from 10.8 to 8.1 

kcal/mol at the RHF/6-31G* level, from 4.1 to 1.9 kcal/mol at the MP2-fc/6- 

31G* level, and from 5.2 to 3.1 at the M P2-fc/6-31+G**//M P2-fc/6-31G* level 

(Table 7.1). While this is still higher than for the bridged dimeric transition state, 

two solvated reactant monomers 8 are only 22.8 (RHF/6-31G*) or 20.4 (MP2- 

fc/6-31G*) kcal/mol less stable than dimer l a  plus two free dimethylethers (Fig. 

7.7). Hence, the solvated monomer reaction precursor 8 is easier to access than 

the carbonyl-bridged dimeric reaction precursor 2, which lies 34.0 (RHF/6-31G*)
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or 34.4 (MP2/6-31G*) kcal/mol above the dimer minimum l a  (Fig. 7.7). Thus, 

while the bridging ketone intermediate is easier to access from the reactant global 

minimum than an unsolvated monomer intermediate and results in a significant 

decrease in activation enthalpy relative to the monomer intermediate at all levels 

of theory studied, and both reactant and product dimers resist further solvation 

by Me20, a solvated monomer transition state is more stable. In enthalpic terms 

therefore, both the postulated dimer 2 and the solvated monomer 8 seem worthy 

of further consideration.

7.3.2 G eom etry Analysis

Selected geometric parameters of the UFF, PM3, RHF/6-31G* and MP2-fc/6- 

31G* optimum la ,  2, 3 and 4 dimer structures and free acetaldehyde are dis

played in Table 7.4. For optimum monomers 5, 6 and 7, and optimum solvated 

monomers 8, 9 and 10, at the RHF/6-31G* and MP2/6-31G* levels, the selected 

geometric parameters are shown in Table 7.5. Graphical images of the MP2-fc/6- 

31G* optimum structures of lb ,  2 and 4 are displayed in Figures 7.9, 7.10, and 

7.13, respectively, while the RHF/6-31G* and MP2/6-31G* transition states can 

be compared from Figures 7.11 and 7.12, respectively.

It is widely known and accepted that Hartree-Fock geometry optimizations 

yield bond distances too short compared with experiment. This error can be 

partly corrected for by the inclusion of electron correlation effects by methods 

such as MP2 (compare RHF/6-31G* and MP2/6-31G* bond lengths in Tables 

7.4 and 7.5). The RHF/6-31G* structural details of the dimeric pathway (Table 

7.4) has much in common with that of the monomer described in the earlier 

work of McKee at the RHF/3-21+G level [8], and recomputed here as 5, 6 and 

7. Significantly, the most notable comparisons are the bond lengths in the pre- 

enolization intermediates 2 and 5. In 2, C-C is shorter, and C=0 is longer, than 

in 5 at both levels of theory. This effect, although very small at the RHF/6- 

31G* level, is greater at the MP2-fc/6-31G* level where the C-C bond length 

in 2 is 1.488 A compared to 1.506 A in 5, and the C = 0  bond length in 2 is
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Table 7.4: Selected optimum geometric parameters of free acetaldehyde and 

dimers la ,  2, 3 and 4 calculated using the forcefield UFF, at the semi-empirical 

PM3 level and at the ab initio RHF/6-31G* and MP2/6-31G* levels

UFF PM3 RHF/6-31G* MP2/6-31G*

free M eC(0)H 

C-O/A 1.217 1.209 1.197 1.236

C-C/A 1.488 1.499 1.498 1.519

l a

C-O/A 1.254 1.221 1.205 1.245

c-c/A 1.483 1.501 1.491 1.509

n -h /A 2.709 3.535 2.645 2.502

C-H-N/o 106.2 126.0 154.8 159.7

2

C-O/A 1.253 1.231 1.217 1.258

C-C/A 1.481 1.495 1.484 1.488

n -h /A 2.774 2.808 2.426 2.064

C-H-N/° 153.4 147.8 155.2 149.9

C-O/A 1.244 1.244 1.268

C-C/A - 1.473 1.430 1.465

N-h /A - 1.753 1.543 1.777

C-H-N/“ - 151.5 157.8 153.3

4

C-O/A 1.384 1.326 1.317 1.344

C-C/A 1.325 1.347 1.340 1.370

n-h /A 1.043 1.005 1.007 1.024
C-H-N/° 80.1 122.5 137.6 147.1

^Parameters shown relate to aldehyde undergoing enolization
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Table 7.5: Selected ab initio optimum geometric parameters of monomers 5, 6, 

7, and solvated monomers 8, 9 and 10, calculated at the RHF/6-31G* and 

MP2/6-31G* and levels of theory

Monomer Parameter RHF/6-31G* MP2/6-31G*

5 C-O/A 1.212 1.250

C-C/A 1.489 1.506

n -h /A 2.577 2.408

C-H-N/° 152.8 157.0

6 C-O/A 1.240 1.272

C-C/A 1.433 1.456

n -h /A 1.468 1.573

C-H-N/° 157.8 155.9

7 C-O/A 1.306 1.335

C-C/A 1.348 1.377

n -h /A 1.009 1.029

C-H-N/° 135.6 145.4

8 C-O/A 1.209 1.248

C-C/A 1.490 1.507

N-h /A 2.413 2.315

C-H-N/° 155.8 159.4

9 C-O/A 1.236 1.267

C-C/A 1.435 1.461

n -h /A 1.480 1.613
C-H-N/° 158.4 156.1

10 C-O/A 1.302 1.332
C-C/A 1.349 1.378
N-h /A 1.009 1.028
C-H-N/° 141.9 149.0
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F ig u re  7.9; Graphical image of the MP2/6-31G* “global” minimum geometry 

of terminally coordinated acetaldeyde, lb  (Ca/* symmetry). (Blue-Nitrogen; 

Green-Carbon; Red-Oxygen; White-Hydrogen; Yellow-Lithium)

1.258 A compared to 1.250 A in 5. This perhaps offers an explanation for 

the reduced energy barrier to proton transfer at both levels from monomer to 

bridged dimer, but in particular for the substantial reduction at the MP2-fc/6- 

31G* level, from 4.1 kcal/mol to 0.3 kcal/mol, compared to from 10.8 kcal/mol to 

6.0 kcal/mol at the RHF/6-31G* level. It would appear th a t placing the ketone in 

a bridging position perturbs the ground state parameters to be closer to those of 

the transition state, in which the relatively shortening and lengthening of bonds 

progresses further and that this effect is entirely evident from our MP2-fc/6- 

31G* results. As noted by McKee at the RH F/3-21+G level, the transition state 

is quite reactant like, but not to the degree predicted by our M P2-fc/6-3lG* level
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Figure 7.10: Graphical image of the MP2/6-31G* optimized 2 structure, Q  

symmetry.

calculations. The effect of electron correlation on the transition states is in the 

form of earlier, more reactant-like, monomer and dimer transition states In 

2, the N- • -H distance is 2.064 A at MP2/6-31G* compared to 2.426 A at the 

RHF/6-31G* level favouring the formation of an earlier transition state. Also, 

the C- • --H- • "N transition state angles are seen to deviate more from linearity 

on inclusion of the correlation. These artefacts are consistent with the findings 

^^Calculations at the MP2-fc/6-31G* level reveal th a t the M P2-fc/6-31G* monomer and 

dimer transition state geometries were 1.38 kcal/mol and 3.2 kcal/m ol, respectively, lower 

in energy th an  the energies of the corresponding RHF/6-31G* transition  states geometries 

(M P2-fc/6-31G*//RHF/6-31G*). This indicates tha t the geometry changes between Hartree- 

Fock and M P2 transition states are energetically significant. Hence, although reaction path 

geometries are relatively insensitive to the size of basis set, the inclusion of electron correlation 

is crucial.
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Figure 7.11: Graphical image of the HF/6-31G* transition state, 3, Ci sym

metry. Bondlengths are in A, while angles are in degrees. (Blue-Nitrogen; 

Green-Carbon; Red-Oxygen; White-Hydrogen; Yellow-Lithium)

of Hartree-Fock versus MP2 investigations of other reaction types [29], Solvation 

of the monomer 5 to give 8 causes the C-0 and C-C bond lengths to be closer 

to those in la , with which it has in common that the carbonyl is terminally co

ordinating to a three-co-ordinate lithium ion. This, however, does not stop the 

activation energy from 8 to 9 from being lower than from 5 to 6. The answer 

niay lie in the increased basicity of the nitrogen in 8 over that in 5, owing to the 

fact that in 8 the lithium ion has partially loosened its hold on nitrogen in order 

to bond with the ether oxygen.

Comparing the PM3 optimum dimer geometric parameters with the ab initio
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ii

I . , . '

Figure 7.12: Graphical image of the MP2/6-31G* transition state, 3, Ci sym

metry. Bondlengths are in A, while angles are in degrees. (Blue-Nitrogen; 

Green-Carbon; Red-Oxygen; White-Hydrogen; Yellow-Lithium)

computed optimum param eters (Table 7.4), we see th a t in general PM 3 repro

duces the structural features fairly well for most structures, w ith m ost notably  the 

optimum param eters of the PM3 transition state similar to  those of the  M P2/6- 

31G* transition state, although PM3 overestimates the height of the  activation 

barrier: the PM3 barrier of 6.1 kcal/m ol is in contrast to a barrier of 0.3 kcal/m ol 

at MP2/6-31G* (Table 7.1). The overestimation of the barrier by the PM3 

method may well be attribu ted  to the much larger N-H distance in 2 of 2.808 A 
compared to  2.064 A at the M P2/6-31G* level (indicating underestim ation of the 

basicity of nitrogen in 2 by the PM3 m ethod), the M P2/6-31G * value being more
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Figure 7.13: Graphical image of the MP2/6-31G* optimized 4 structure, Cj 

symmetry. (Blue-Nitrogen; Green-Carbon; Red-Oxygen; White-Hydrogen; 

Yellow-Lithium)

favourable to proton transfer. The shortening of the C-C bond and lengthening 

of the C -0 bond between l a  and 2 is reproduced well, although the acetaldehyde 

groups in l a  twist above and below the ring giving rise to a C-H-N angle of 126° 

compared to the 154.8° (RHF/6-31G*) and 159.7° (MP2/6-31G*) ab initio. PM3 

bond lengths are predicted to be too short, lying on average somewhere between 

the RHF/6-31G* and MP2/6-31G* values. In general, nevertheless, PM3 proved 

to be relatively good for reproducing the observed geometric features, although 

unreliability of the method in certain cases must also be stressed.

Finally, the structural performance of the UFF forcefield is assessed. Qualita

tively, the UFF optimum l a  structure for terminally coordinated acetaldehyde is
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a modelling disaster while, in comparison the optimum geometries for 2 and 3 

are qualitatively reasonable. However, this may well be in part attributed to  the 

quality of their starting  geometries which were the corresponding MP2/6-31G* 

minima. Quantitatively, many of the geometric param eters (mainly angle) and 

relative changes in geometric param eters between structures are unsatisfactory. 

For example, from Table 7.4 we see th a t the UFF C-H-N value of 80.1 ° for 4 

compares to  a value of 147.1 ° a t M P2/6-31G*. As a further example, the  relative 

lengthening of the C = 0  bond and shortening of the C-C bond from lb  to 2 is 

not observed using UFF. Despite the fact th a t the carbonyl oxygen has to bond 

with two lithium s in 2 compared with one in la , the C==0 bond gets slightly 

shorter rather than  longer, with the C-C bond decreasing in length by a mere

.002 A.

The poor performance of the U FF forcefield may be sourced to  the difficulties 

in modelling lithium  and the inadequacies of the lithium  forcefield parametriza- 

tion in UFF. This point will be addressed further in the conclusion, section 7.4.3.

7.3.3 V ibrational Frequency Analysis

Introduction

A more sensitive probe of the perturbations in bonding is the relative vibrational 

frequencies of the bonds in question. These were com puted for all species a t the 

RHF/6-31G* and M P2/6-31G* levels, and for free acetaldehyde for reference. 

The performance of the semi-empirical PM3 m ethod for the dimers la , 2, 3 

and 4, and acetaldehyde was also investigated. S tandard single scaling factors 

of 0.8953, 0.9434 and 0.9761 proposed by Radom [30] for RHF/6-31G*, MP2- 

fc/6-31G* and PM3 frequencies, respectively, were applied in each case. The

^^UFF’s optimum geometry for la  resulted in twisting of both the H3 CC(0 )H substrate 

groups below a non-planar “boat” shaped ring in a chemical unreasonable manner giving rise 

to a value of 106.2° for C-H-N compared to  159.7° at M P2/6-31G *. The angles at nitrogens m 

the ring are 13.9° compared to 75.4° at M P2/6-31G *, and at lithiums are 137.6° compared to 

104.6° at M P2/6-31G *.
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Table 7.6: C -0 scaled harmonic stretching frequencies (lu/  cm 'i) calculated at 

the PM3, RHF/6-31G* and MP2-fc/6-31G* levels of theory t

PM3 RHF/6-31G* MP2/6-31G*

MeC(0)H 1936.1 1770.5 1623.1

la 1889.4 1739.3 1610.5

2 1844.0 1692.9 1575.5

3̂ 1752.8 1611.1 1547.3

4 1381.1 1210.2 916.2

5 - 1718.9 1605.7

6 - 1605.6 1597.6

7 - 1225.7 1187.1

8 - 1727.7 1606.9

9 - 1621.4 1636.0

10 - 1228.1 1187.6

^PM3, RHF/6-31G* and MP2-fc/6-31G* frequencies scaled by 0.9761, 0.8953 and 

0.9434 standard frequency correction factors [30], respectively. ^Parameters shown 

relate to aldehyde undergoing enolization.

results of the frequency calculations are tabulated in Table 7.6. However, as we 

shall see, for correlated methods such as MP2, the use of different scaling factors, 

reflecting the difference in anharmonicity among the vibrational modes, is far 

more important than for a non-correlated method such as Hartree-Fock which 

can yield reliable vibrational frequencies once a standard single scaling factor has 

been applied.

Hartree-Fock Versus M P2 Frequencies

initio harmonic vibrational frequencies {co) are typically larger than the funda

mentals (v) observed experimentally [31], A major source of this overestimation 

IS the neglect of the anharmonicity effects. Errors also arise due to incomplete
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incorporation of electron correlation and the use of finite basis sets. For example, 

Hartree-Fock theory overestimates vibrational frequencies because of improper 

dissociation behaviour, a shortcoming which can be partially corrected for by 

the inclusion of electron correlation effects by methods such as MP2. Shown in

HF/small basis set 
HF/large basis set 

MP2/large basis set

BOND LENGTH

Figure 7.14: Schematic representation of diatomic bond stretchmg potentials 

from ab initio calculations at three levels of theory. The “MP2/large basis 

set” potential due to its inclusion of electron correlation will be closest to the 

“true” experimental potential.

Fig. 7.14 is the potential energy representation for stretching a bond calc 

at three levels of theory. Hartree-Fock calculations give a good accou 

energy surface close to equilibrium. At larger deviations from equilibriu 

Hartree-Fock potential begins to deviate from the true experimental pote 

due to neglect of electron correlation. The degree of deviation depends 

size of the basis set. Small basis set potentials (“HF/small basis set ) will be 

steep giving force constants and corresponding vibrational frequencies wh’ 

too high. Larger basis sets (“HF/large basis set”) will give a better representa

tion, while inclusion of electron correlation by methods such as MP2 ( MP2/larg 

basis set”) will lower the potential at large distances towards the actual true 

potential curve. However even the “true” experimental curve, if replaced by the 

harmonic approximation will yield frequencies too high due to the neglect of the
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anharmonicity effects.

Hartree-Fock vibrational frequencies are in general too high by about 7% rel

ative to the experimental harmonic values, and by 10-13% relative to the anhar- 

monic ones. As well as incorrect dissociation behaviour just discussed, another 

source of Hartree-Fock overestimation of vibrational frequencies is due to the 

bond lengths being too short. In going from Hartree-Fock to MP2, therefore, 

part of the change in the frequencies observed is due to the changes in the geom

etry, with, for example, longer bond lengths in general giving rise to smaller force 

constants. MP2 m ethods due to their inclusion of electron correlation effects 

lower the force constants and thus the corresponding vibrational frequencies.

Fortunately, the overestimation of Hartree-Fock harmonic vibrational frequen

cies is found to  be relatively uniform, and as a result generic frequency scaling 

factors may often be applied. Good agreement between the anharmonic experi

mental frequencies and scaled theoretical Hartree-Fock harm onic frequencies can 

then be obtained. Unfortunately, the same is not true of MP2 frequencies. MP2 

calculations due to their inclusion of electron correlation, account for the an

harmonic nature  of the potential energy surface. However, as anharmonicity 

contributions are not uniform across different vibrational modes, the use of a sin

gle scaling factor for MP2 vibrational frequencies can lead to significant errors. 

The unreliable nature of using single scaling factors for MP2 frequency predic

tions has been well publicized and the use of different scaling factors (for different 

vibrational modes) has been proposed by several authors [32].

Accordingly, our discussion continues in earnest w ith respect to  the more 

reliable singly scaled RHF/6-31G* (0.8953) frequencies.

Observed Theoretical C-O Frequency Shifts

The relevant C-O stretching frequency shifts at the RHF/6-31G*, M P2-fc/6-3lG* 

and PM3 levels are tabulated  in Table 7.7.

Analyzing the RHF/6-31G* level frequency shifts, we see a decrease of «  31 

in the C = 0  frequency upon coordination of the aldehyde (acetaldehyde)
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Table 7.7: Theoretical PM3, RHF/6-31G* and MP2-fc/6-31G* computed C -0 

stretching frequency shifts (cm ^’̂ ) on coordination of acetaldehyde to l a ,  5 

and 8, and also from l a  to  2

PM3 RHF/6-31G* MP2/6-31G*

free M eC(0)H  ^  l a -46.7 -31.2 -12.6

free M eC (0)H  ^  5 - -51.6 -17.4

free M eC(0)H  —> 8 - -42.8 -16.2

l a  -> 2 -45.4 -46.4 -35.0

tC-0 shifts calculated based on PM3, RHF/6-31G* and MP2-fc/6-31G* frequencies 

scaled by 0.9761, 0.8953 and 0.9434 standard frequency correction factors [30], respec

tively, and as tabulated in Table 7.6.

to the amidolithium as in la .  This is close to th a t found by Lochmann [4] 

for ester carbonyls deeming th a t both the RHF/6-31G* level of our frequency 

calculations and the single scaling factor (0.8953) applied is adequate for the 

application in hand. For a closer comparison, [(Me2 CO )2 LiBr2 ], crystallographi- 

cally confirmed by Dunitz and coworkers as possessing term inal ketone carbonyl 

groups [33], was re-synthesized for spectroscopic characterization. Its infra-red 

spectrum showed a coordination shift of 40 cm“  ̂ with respect to free acetone, 

in reasonable agreement w ith the RHF/6-31G* prediction. The monomer 5, and 

the solvated monomer 8, had similar predicted C = 0  frequencies to th a t of la ,  

making infra-red spectroscopy of dubious use in differentiating between monomer 

and dimer structures, but significantly, the bridging carbonyl in 2 has a stretching 

frequency 46 cm '^  lower than  the term inal carbonyl in l a  at the RHF/6-31G* 

level, suggesting th a t spectroscopic confirmation of dimer 2 may be feasible if it 

exists. Of course, the interm ediate will be extremely short lived in any realistic 

case, with only an extra  0.3 kcal/m ol required to activate 2 over the energy bar

rier and on to the enolate product 4. Note th a t PM3, although overestimating 

the individual scaled frequencies, was in general agreement with RHF/6-31G* for
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the calculated frequency shifts while none of the trends were reproduced by 

the overly low, scaled MP2-fc frequencies .

Imaginary Frequencies o f Transition States

Unlike minimum stationary points which have all real frequencies, first order 

saddle points, more commonly known as transition states, have one and only one 

imaginary frequency (i.e one negative eigenvalue in the diagonalised force con

stant matrix). This corresponds to the energy being a maximum in one direction 

and a minimum in all other directions. The value of the imaginary frequency is 

directly related to the broadness of the activation energy barrier.

At the transition state, the vibrational normal coordinate (eigenvector) asso

ciated with the imaginary frequency is the reaction coordinate. The transition 

state imaginary frequency corresponds to the motion along the reaction path and 

thus provides an indication of the barrier width to proton transfer. Tabulated 

in Table 7.8 are the imaginary frequencies of the monomer and dimer transi

tion states at the PM3, RHF/6-31G* and MP2/6-31G* levels. We note that 

the calculated dimer transition state imaginary frequency at the MP2/6-31G*

^^The PM3 scaled C -0  frequencies (Table 7.6) are much too large. This is an artefact of 

the inadequacies of the 0.9761 single scaling factor proposed by Radom [30]. Radom in his 

study, derived scaling factors for obtaining fundamental frequencies from harmonic frequencies 

at 19 levels of theory through a least square fitting approach to  experimental data. The root 

mean square error of the PM 3 fits to  experimental fundamental frequencies were the largest 

of any of the m any theoretical methods investigated in his study. Nevertheless, on analysis 

of the frequency shifts (Table 7.7) which are not entirely sensitive to the value of the scaling 

factor, the calculated shifts from free acetaldehyde to la ,  and from l a  to  2 are in reasonable

agreement with the RHF/6-31G* computed values.
'̂‘The MP2-fc/6-31G* scaled C -0  frequencies (Table 7.6) are too low. This too is an artefact

of the inadequacies of the single scaling factor, 0.9434, proposed by Radom [30]. Radom found 

that although frequencies computed a t the MP2-fc/6-31G* levels are generally of compara

ble reliability to the RHF/6-31G* values, they occasionally show large errors, as is the case 

here. This combined with the discussed argument of using different scaling factors for different 

MP2 frequencies may be used to  account for the inability of the M P2-fc/6-3lG* singly scaled 

frequencies to  reproduce any of the experimental or RHF/6-31G* (Table 7.7) trends.
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Table 7.8: Monomer, solvated monomer and dimer unsealed harmonic transition 

state imaginary frequencies {co/ cm” )̂ calculated at the PM3, RHF/6-31G* 

and MP2-fc/6-31G* levels

PM3 RHF/6-31G* MP2-fc/6-31G*

Monomer - 1563.7i 883.4*

Solvated Monomer - 1487.4* 657.0*

Dimer 283.0? 1239.7* 236.6*

level, 2 3 6 . cm“  ̂ (unsealed), is approximately 5 times less than the RHF/6- 

31G* value, 1239.7* cm“  ̂ (unsealed), which indicates that the energy barrier is 

considerably broader than that predicted by the latter frequency. The monomer 

and solvated monomer MP2-fc/6-31G* transition states imaginary frequencies 

are also much less than the corresponding RHF/6-31G* values, but to a lesser 

degree, again indicating a much broader energy barrier than that predicted at 

the RHF/6-31G* level. Meanwhile, the PM3 dimer imaginary frequency value 

of 283.Oi is similar to the MP2/6-31G* value, consistent with both methods pre

dicting similar transition state geometries (Table 7.4) and as discussed in section 

7.3.2.

7.3.4 B asis Set Effects

The effect of using 6-31G basis sets instead of 6-31G* basis sets on carbon 

atoms in this work was evaluated for monomers 5, 6 and 7, and acetaldehyde at 

the Hartree-fock level: Hartree-Fock calculations at the RHF/6-31G*(full) and 

RHF/6-31G*(full)//RHF/6-31G* levels, as well as at the RHF/6-31G* level, 

were performed and results compared for geometries, relative energies and vi

brational frequencies of 5, 6 and 7. The difference between the 6-31G* and 

6-31G*(full) basis sets is that the 6-31G*(full) basis set has 6-31G* basis sets on 

all atoms including carbons [21].

The results of these computations are presented in Fig. 7.15 and Table 7.9.
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RH F/6-31G * R H F /6-3 lG *(fu ll)//R H F /6-31G* RHF/6-31G*(full)

(-215.9302 a.u.) (-2^ .9 7 1 2  a.u.) (-215.9714 a.u.)

-HlG.SyT”^ \ +13.3  /  6 \  +13.3
kcal/m ol/ | k c a l/m o l/ \ kcal/m ol ^

1-33.7 — ^ ---------------
, \ kcal/mol  ̂ \kcal/m ol 5 \ -30.7

-215.9474 a.u.) \ (-215.9924 a.u.) \  (-215.9926 a.u.)  ̂ kcal/mol

7
(-215.9839 a.u.)

7 7
(-216.0201a.u.) (-216.0204 a.u)

Figure 7.15: The monomer proton transfer path of 5, 6 and 7 calculated at 

three levels of theory, RHF/6-31G*, RHF/6-3lG*(full)//RHF/6-31G*, and 

RHF/6-31G*(full). The absolute and relative energies are in Hartrees (a.u.) 

and kcal/mol, respectively. The purpose of this diagram is to show (a) that the 

pathway geometries are relatively insensitive to basis set and (6) the minimal 

effect inclusion of d polarization basis functions on the carbon atoms has on 

the relative energies.

From Fig. 7.15, we see that there is on average only a difference of 0.1 kcal/mol 

between the energies of the optimum RHF/6-31G* and RHF/6-31G*(fulI) geome

tries calculated at the RHF/6-3lG*(full) level (RHF/6-3lG*(full)//RHF/6-31G* 

and RHF/6-31G*(full) energies, respectively). Strikingly similar geometric pa

rameters confirm this observation (Table 7.9). For the relative energies, we see 

that the monomer proton transfer barrier for transition state 6 increases slightly 

from 10.8 kcal/mol at the RHF/6-31G* level to 13.3 kcal/mol at the RHF/6- 

31G*(full) level. Most importantly, calculations at the RHF/6-31G*(full)//RHF/6- 

31G* level also gave a barrier of 13.3 kcal/mol, further indicating the similarity of 

the reactant path geometries between basis sets. Completion of proton transfer to 

the enolate product 7 takes place with similar exothermic values (RHF/6-31G* = 

-33.7 kcal/mol, RHF/6-31G*(full) =  -30.7 kcal/mol, R H F/6-3lG *(fu ll)//R H F/6- 

31G* =  -30.7 kcal/mol). For the vibrational frequencies (Table 7.9), we computed 

a C-0 shift of 52 cm“  ̂ at the RHF/6-31G* level compared to a shift of
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Table 7.9: Comparison of selected geometric parameters and C -0 stretching 

frequencies of free acetaldehyde and monomers 5, 6 and 7 calculated at the 

RHF/6-31G* and RHF/6-3lG*(full) levels of theory ^

C-O/A C-C/A N-H/A C-H-N/o C-0 str/cm

MeC(0)H

5

6 

7

1.197 (1.188) 

1.212 (1.202) 

1.240 (1.232) 

1.306 (1.292)

1.498 (1.504) 

1.489 (1.495) 

1.433 (1.431) 

1.348 (1.345)

2.577 (2.594) 

1.468 (1.442) 

1.009 (1.010)

152.8 (152.1)

157.8 (158.6) 

135.6 (139.1)

1770.5 (1819.7) 

1718.9 (1764.3)

1605.6 (1642.8)

^RHF/6-31G* values, RHF/6-31G*(full) values in parentheses. ^̂ ^Scaled by standard 

single scaling factor of 0.8953 [30].

55 cm"’̂ at the RHF/6-3lG*(full) level on coordination of free acetaldehyde to 

monomer 5. In conclusion, all properties calculated are similar between the two 

basis sets, 6-31G* and 6-31G*(full), and the exclusion of the d polarization func

tions on carbon atoms for the larger systems is justified.

Continuing our discussion with respect to the possible improvement of our 

computed results using larger basis sets, we have just seen that reaction path 

geometries are relatively insensitive to the size of basis set. This enabled us 

to estimate with confidence the relative energies (transition state barriers) using 

the larger 6-31+0** basis set (Table 7.1). Furthermore, as regards the computed 

frequencies using the 6-31G* basis set, Radom has reported in his studies that 

HF/6-31G* represents a very good compromise between computational effort and 

reliability of the singly scaled calculated harmonic frequencies. Using larger basis 

sets does not appear to lead to a significant overall improvement in the computed 

Hartree-Fock frequencies [30].
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7.4 Conclusions

7.4.1 G eneral C onclusions

The RHF/6-31G* and M P2-fc/6-3lG * computations seem to support the  thesis 

that the carbonyl oxygen migrates to  a bridging position before and not after 

enolization, provided th a t the prerequisite bridge/term inal fluxion is assumed to 

be a low energy process. The activation enthalpy of such a dimeric interm ediate 

2 for acetaldehyde enolization by LiNH2 is significantly lower than for the un

solvated monomer 5. Inclusion of electron correlation effects w ith MP2/6-31G* 

are imperative in the accurate determ ination of these transition state  barriers. 

However, when the efi'ect of solvation is included, the situation becomes less clear- 

cut. Solvation of 5 with dim ethylether gives 8, in which the activation enthalpy 

of enolization is reduced from th a t of 5, but not for to the very low near zero 

level found for 2. However, solvated monomer 8 is more easily accessible than 2 

from la. Indeed, our results point to solvated monomers being at least as likely 

a route to enolization. This being the case, crystallographic studies may not 

be the best source of information; this study began because observed enantiose- 

lectivities could not be reconciled with crystallographically observed substituent 

conformations in a dimeric amidolithium complex [13]. These conformations are 

likely to be different in a reactive monomer. Furthermore, at present no ener

getic comparisons exist for the bridged ketone or solvated monomer versus the 

open dimer models, since the extreme flatness of the potential surface of open 

dimers has so far frustrated attem pts of our group to locate transition states 

with our lim ited com putational resources. The open dimer contains elements of 

the monomer: its formation is likely to be accompanied by further solvation; the 

environment around the enolizing nitrogen is monomer-like, leading to probable 

alteration of substituent conformation. But an open dimer remains dimeric and 

therefore does not require the full dissociation enthalpy. This compromise may 

indeed prove to  be the answer. A definitive com putational treatm ent will require 

inclusion of larger substituent groups and consideration of entropy effects at real
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temperatures.

Bearing in mind the approximations in the model and the computational 

methods employed here, the safest conclusion must remain that the transition 

states are reactant-like, and activation enthalpies for enolization are very small 

and similar for all routes considered. IR spectroscopy should provide a tool to 

distinguish the bridged dimer 2 from other possibilities.

7.4.2 Search For Experim ental Evidence

Efforts for experimental confirmation of intermediate 2 are centered on the re

sults obtained from our vibrational frequency computations and spectroscopic 

confirmation. Of course, as already stated, the intermediate is no doubt going 

to be short lived with only an extra 0.3 kcal/mol (MP2-fc/6-31G*) required to 

activate 2 to the ultimate enolate product 4 . In fact, although 2 is a stationary 

point characterized as a minimum, it is also just a shoulder (even though it has 

all real normal m o d e s ) . F o r  this reason it is quite clear why crystallographic 

evidence of a bridged dimer intermediate has not yet been found. Prospects 

for obtaining experimental (spectroscopic) evidence, will depend upon at least 

stopped-flow methods, together with selection of amide substrates more likely 

to adopt terminal positions in the ground state. Such amide substrates come in 

the form of the diazapentadienyl anion, in which the nitrogen centred negative 

charge is delocalized over a 5-atom 7r-framework [34]. A compound in which 

the the neutral ligand hexamethylphosphoric triamide is found in a bridging role 

while the diazapentadienyl anion adopts a terminal position has been prepared 

[34]. Currently, only reduced ketones (eq. benzophenone) [35], or minor canoni

cal contributions such as the ketone-enamide form of a deprotonated enaminone 

[36], point to such a bridging capacity of carbonyls between two lithium atoms. 

Our experimental group is actively searching for an analogue which will crystallo-

Both dimer barriers, with (-0.8 kcal/mol) and without (0.3 kcal/mol) ZPE correction (Table 

■̂1) are effectively zero; there is ample precedent for low barriers going negative on inclusion 

of ZPE (h ttp :WWW. c c l .n e t /c g i-b in /c c l /m e s s a g e . cgi?1998+08+12+005) .
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graphically confirm the bridging capacity of a neutral ketone: one recent attempt 

in which 2-adamantanone was combined with diazapentadienyllithium complex 

resulted in a dimer with bridging oxygen, but only after the diazapentadienyl 

anion had acted as a C-nucleophile on the carbonyl carbon [37],

7.4.3 R elative Performances of the Computational M eth

ods

UFF Computations

The combination of requirements for too many atom types, combined with the 

lack of sufficient reference data to which forcefield parameters can be fitted, has 

sparked development of forcefields with reduced parameter sets. In the UFF 

forcefield, atomic parameters are derived using general rules based only on the 

element, its hybridization and its connectivity. The idea is to derive di-, tri- 

and tetra- atomic parameters from atomic constants like atomic radii, ionization 

potentials, electronegativities, polarizabilties, etc.. UFF contains a “parameter 

generator” that calculates forcefield parameters by combining atomic parame

ters. These atomic parameters are combined using a prescribed set of physically 

realistic equations that generate forcefield parameters for bond, angle, torsion, 

inversion, vdW and Coulombic terms. An important difference from other 

forcefields, is that charges are calculated using the charge equilibration method 

[38]. The UFF forcefield is, in principle, capable of covering molecules composed 

of elements from the whole periodic table. However, as we found with the AM

BER and ESFF forcefields in the last chapter, it is again apparent here that 

modelling compounds involving lithium using forcefields is abundant with prob

lems: UFF proved to be totally inadequate for application to the study of the 

mechanism of amidolithium-mediated enolization.

UFF reproduces the ordering of the relative stability of la , 2 and 4 in Fig. 

7-8, but this was the extent of the “applicability” of UFF to this study. Further- 
®For the “generator equations” , see Rappe et al. [15].
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more, although qualitatively reasonable optimum geometries for 2 and 4 were 

obtained, it m ust be stressed th a t all forms of optimum terminally coordinated 

acetaldeyde were chemically unreasonable, with the structure designated la for 

UFF in Fig. 7.8 merely a label for the structure obtained from UFF optim ization 

of the corresponding M P2/6-31G* la optimum geometry. To further add to this, 

it was not possible to compute the barrier for proton transfer using U FF, due 

to its inability to  locate transition state  3. The numerical values for the relative 

energetics which were calculated, give rise to  completely misleading information 

about the “true” energetics (compare Figures 7.6 and 7.8). The UFF relative 

energies were up to a factor of almost three greater than those calculated at the 

MP2/6-31G* level.

The problem in modelling lithium  complexes with forcefields is undoubtedly 

the large am ount of geometrical variations found in bonding around lithium 

atoms. In the last two chapters lithium  atoms have been in two- and three- coor

dinate monomers, four- and six-membered rings, three-runged ladders, octahedral 

hexamers, etc.. These are only a few of many possibilities such is the nature of 

flexibility in bonding around lithium. The source of this flexibility is th a t bonds 

formed by lithium  are predominantly ionic, which implies th a t the bonding does 

not depend on which way the  orbitals are pointing Therefore, any forcefield 

composed of specific force constants and natural angles, torsions, etc., will have 

limited usefulness. We have also seen th a t solvation has a major effect on the ge

ometrical preferences of lithium  complexes; solvation of (LiNH2)2 LiCl by Me2 0  

transforms it from a six-membered ring to a three-runged ladder (HF/6-31G*). 

Forcefields s im p ly  cannot m ode l  such changes.  In theory, specific  param etriza- 

tions for a series of compounds w ith similar bonding around lithium  may be 

performed. This of course is fine, bu t has only limited applicability to the type 

of bonding around lithium  to  which it was fitted. It  is also f i t t in g  to  the user  s 

expectations!  Finally, this study has shown th a t potential surfaces can be very 

shallow, so th a t they are susceptible to  m ajor influence from packing forces, etc..

^^Modelling transition metal complexes whose bonding depends on which way the metal s d 
orbitals are pointing would be less problematic.
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These effects are very difficult to quantify.

In conclusion, computations using AMBER and ESFF (last chapter), and 

UFF (this chapter) have all highlighted the difficulties in modelling lithium com

plexes via forcefields. Except in the simplest of cases, due to the varied nature 

of bonding both in direction and number of bonds to lithium, the related non

transferability of lithium atom types means that forcefield optimizations of non

standard lithium inorganic or lithium organometallic compounds can never  be 

performed with confidence. Further convincing evidence of this, is the lack of 

published forcefield investigations on systems of this type.

Ab Initio C om putations

The poor performance of the UFF forcefield here is in sharp contrast to our ab 

initio computations which yielded both qualitatively and quantitively accurate 

results for all properties. And although the ab initio  calculations were at a far 

greater computational cost than both the forcefield and PM3 calculations, this 

was entirely necessary  if the structural, energetic and vibrational frequency details 

of the enolization mechanism were to be accurately evaluated.

With regard to the relative performances of the RHF/6-31G* and MP2/6- 

31G* methods for the different properties, we found that inclusion of electron 

correlation effects with MP2-fc/6-3lG* was absolutely necessary for accurate 

determination of (i) the optimum geometries, and (ii) the proton transfer enthalpy 

barriers for the different routes of enolization which we assessed: the MP2-fc/6- 

31G* monomer, solvated monomer and dimer activation enthalpy barriers are 

significantly lower than the corresponding RHF/6-31G* barriers. Although the 

accuracy of our calculations may improve by using larger basis sets, our higher 

level estimates with the 6-31+G** basis set at the MP2-fc/6-31+G**//MP2-fc/6- 

31G* level show relatively minor changes from our MP2-fc/6-31G* calculated 

results. Meanwhile, RHF/6-31G* vibrational frequency calculations proved to 

be a more reliable source of information than the MP2-fc/6-3lG* level computed 

frequencies.
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PM3 Computations

Despite its publicised deficiencies [39] and approximate nature, PM3 gave sur

prisingly good results, although some critical deficiencies were observed and will 

also be emphasized here. For transition states, MNDO overestimates most reac

tion barriers because of its tendency to overestimate repulsions between atoms 

separated by van der Waals distances [40]. The PM3 parametrization was largely 

expected to correct this problem. For this reason, and the known overestima- 

tion of the stability of four-membered rings by MNDO, we chose PM3 for this 

study. PM3 located the transition state 3 admirably with a similar activation en

ergy to RHF/6-31G* (6.1 kcal/mol compared to 6.0 kcal/mol at RHF/6-31G*), 

and more importantly a similar geometry to MP2/6-31G* optimum: an early 

transition state with an N-H value of 1.753 A in comparison to 1.777 A at the 

MP2/6-31G* level was successfully located. PM3 transition states have recently 

been reported to be tighter than in Hartree-Fock ab initio calculations [39], but 

the ab initio calculations were therefore performed without inclusion of the crucial 

effects of electron correlation. Our results reveal that on inclusion of correlation 

effects, similar transition states for MP2/6-31G* and PM3 methods are obtained, 

at least for the systems studied here. Hence, the overcorrection of the core repul

sion functions when going from MNDO to PM3 found in [40], was not observed 

here. In fact, the activation enthalpy barrier for dimer enolization using PM3 (6.1 

kcal/mol) was largely overestimated compared to the MP2/6-31G* barrier (0.3 

kcal/mol) (Table 7.1). A possible explanation for this is the underestimation of 

the basicity in reactant 2 by PM3 (N-H = 2.808) compared to the MP2/6-31G* 

(N-H =  2.064 A) method (Table 7.4), which means that the PM3 optimum for 

2 is much further from its transition state 3 than predicted at the MP2/6-31G* 

level. Furthermore, PM3 activation energies tend to increase with substitution, 

regardless of electronic effects [41]. Hence, although the PM3 dimer activation 

energy for our prototype system was not accurate, its accuracy is likely to de

crease even further on substituting with larger substrates. Meanwhile, we saw in 
See also C hapter 2, section 2.8.3.
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Chapter 6 how MNDO failed to reproduce the overall minimum geometry of the 

LiCl(LiNH2)2 mixed aggregate. There remains the possibility that PM3 would 

also do so here for la,  lb ,  Ic and Id. We merely started our computations 

from the ab initio determined l a  structure, the optimum energies for lb ,  Ic 

and Id not being determined. To investigate this point, the global minimum 

at the RHF/6-31G* and MP2/6-31G* levels, lb,  was recomputed using PM3. 

The resulting energy for l b  (-58.3380 a.u.) is higher than that of l a  (-55.3421 

a.u.), indicating that PM3 does in fact mistake the global minimum. Finally, on 

the plus side, the PM3 method reproduced the general trends observed for the 

RHF/6-31G* computed vibrational frequencies.
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Chapter 8

Background

8.1 Aims of this Work

The functional form and parametrization of nonbonded interactions pose a ma

jor difficulty in developing reliable empirical forcefields. The nonbonded inter

actions of carbon and hydrogen atoms play a crucial role in understanding the 

mtramolecular and in^ermolecular interactions of organic molecules. These in

teractions are important in the determination of the conformations of molecule 

and crystal structure. In addition, nonbonding interactions play a crucial role in 

determining the three-dimensional structures of proteins and polymers. Accurate 

nonbonding interactions are also required by those who carry out simulations in 

condensed phase. In alkanes, van der Waals (vdW) interactions dominate the 

non-bond energy. Our interest in these interactions stems from the need within 

our research group for a set of alkyl vdW parameters which would be accurate 

under high pressure/density conditions. The Williams IV [1] parameter set has 

previously been used by our group with great success for simulation of alkyl poly

mers, e.g. poly(3-alkylthiopene) [2], under standard conditions. However, doubts 

exist over the performance of the Williams IV parameter set under high pressure 

conditions, due to their determination from experimental crystal structure mea

surements and the lattice energy of hydrocarbons.

One of the difficulties of determining atom-atom interaction potentials from
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experimental measurement is that only limited information on the potential en

ergy surface (PES) is obtained. From the measurement of crystal structure, the 

shape of the intermolecular interaction potential near a minimum can be revealed, 

because molecules locate on the equilibrium position where the intermolecular en

ergy becomes minimum. Hovs^ever, other regions of the potential are not covered. 

Hence, only equilibrium vdW distances were considered in the parametrization 

procedure of the Williams IV set. This, therefore, questions the ability of these 

parameters to provide reliable results under high pressure conditions where the 

repulsive component of the interactions has added importance. While it can be 

difficult to confirm the details of the shape of the nonbonding potential purely 

from experimental measurements, in contrast, the intermolecular energy can be 

calculated for any chosen region of the PES by theoretical means: this experi

mental difficulty can be eliminated. The intermolecular energy of any orientation 

or point on the PES can now be calculated.

The most reliable theoretical method for obtaining nonbonding interaction 

potentials is to carry out ab initio calculations. As we shall see, the requirements 

of a large flexible basis set and electron correlation correction are difficulties in 

using ab initio methods. Large flexible basis sets and electron correlation correc

tion are neccessary to accurately evaluate the attractive dispersion interaction, 

which is one of the important intermolecular interaction terms. The dispersion 

interaction is also one of the major interactions in hydrocarbons.

The aim of this work is to extract alkane C-C, C-H and H-H vdW forcefield 

parameters from ab initio data which accurately describe equilibrium, attractive, 

and, importantly, repulsive regions of the PES, so that the vdW parameters force- 

fields will be valid over a large pressure range for use in molecular dynamics (MD) 

or Monte Carlo (MC) simulations. Ideally, we require that these set of param

eters perform with at least comparable accuracy to the Williams IV parameter 

set under normal conditions. The basic premise is that the developed potential 

functions should be able to account for the structure, densities, and properties 

such as the heats of evaporation of simple model compounds, if they are to be
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able to provide accurate information on more complex questions involving poly

mer structure and binding. To derive the hydrocarbon vdW param eters, a model 

system from which we could obtain our ab initio non-bond interaction results 

was required. The model we selected was the smallest hydrocarbon dimer, the 

(CH4)2 dimer.

Rowley et al. [4] have recently published two sets of alkane vdW  forcefield 

parameters determined from high level ab initio energy computations on the 

methane dimer PES. Testing the applicability of new param eters to reproduce 

experimental therm odynam ic properties from statistical mechanics in MD or MC 

simulations is a prerequisite part in the development of successful vdW  parameter 

sets [3, 5, 6]. Rowley’s param eters, however, are as yet untested. So as well as 

developing our own new sets of vdW  parameters and testing their performance 

in MD simulations, we also test the performance of the newly published Rowley 

parameter sets. Therm odynam ic quantities calculated as statistical averages from 

these simulations can then be compared with experiment, and results obtained 

using the Williams IV param eter set. For further comparisons, MD simulations 

with other forcefields from the literature are performed: the widely used MM3 

[7] and OPLS-AA [8] empirical forcefields; and the param eter sets of Tsuzuki et 

al. derived from high level ab initio data, which we will denote as Tsuzuki (1994) 

[9] and Tsuzuki (1998) [10] from here on.

Our aims, therefore, in this study could be categorized as follows:

• Analyze the  description of repulsion (and attraction) using the W illiams IV 

param eter set when compared with high level ab initio data.

• Develop sets of param eters from high level ab initio com putations  ̂ whose 

performance may then be tested and compared w ith the W illiams IV pa

rameter set for reproducing experimental thermodynamic quantities in MD

simulations. The param eter sets are then applied to  high pressure simula-

The semi-empirical PM3 method was also tested, but as we shall see computations reveal 

this method is inadequate for accurate determ ination of alkane non-bond energies. Meanwhile, 

DFT methods have been proved inadequate elsewhere [11] (see section 8.3.5).
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tions, and the performance of the parameter sets (Williams IV included) 

compared against experiment for simulations which sample different regions 

of the PES than those used to derive the Williams IV parameter set.

•  Develop the first successful set of modified Morse analytical vdW func

tion parameters  ̂ for predicting both micro- and macroscopic properties 

of alkanes. To date, all developed vdW Morse parameters sets have been 

disappointing in this respect [12, 13, 14].

• Test the relative performances of different vdW analytical functions in

-  describing the PES of our chosen model, the methane dimer

-  in reproducing experimental thermodynamic data from MD simula

tions.

• Investigation of isotropic versus anisotropic atomistic models.

• Test the performance of the most recently published, but as yet untested, 

alkane vdW parameter sets. Rowley et al. [4] determined these Morse vdW 

parameter sets from high level ab initio data.

• Finally, and importantly, test the performance of our new parameter op

timization program, PAROPT, in developing new forcefield parameters. 

This study serves as a challenging validation study of the capabilities of 

our newly developed program.

8*2 Inter molecular Energy

8.2.1 Breakdown of Intermolecular Energy

A simple empirical representation of the intermolecular interaction energy is a

sum of pairwise additive atom-atom interaction energy terms with each term 
^Modified Morse vdW functional form will be introduced in Chapter 10, section 10.2.1
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describing the sum of several energy components. A non-bond atom-atom inter

action energy term can be partitioned as

E{total) = E{repulsion) -f E{dispersion) 4- E{Coulombic) (8.1)

Many different equations have been proposed to describe this atom-atom inter

action energy term [15, 16, 17]. The parameters of these equations are fitted to 

reproduce experimental or theoretical data. The functional forms parametrized 

in this study will be discussed in Chapter 10, section 10.2.1.

8.2.2 Com putation of Intermolecular Energy

The dominant components of the intermolecular energy of molecules which have 

polar functional groups are the repulsive and Coulombic energy components. 

The dispersion energy component is relatively small. Thus the large part of the 

interaction energy can be obtained by Hartree-Fock (HF) level ab initio compu

tations which cannot evaluate the dispersion energy  ̂ [18]. On the other hand, 

the Coulombic component of the interaction energy of non-polar molecules such 

as alkanes is small The major components of the intermolecular interaction are 

the repulsive and dispersion energy components. An accurate evaluation of the 

dispersion energy is therefore neccessary to obtain the intermolecular interaction 

potentials. Since the dispersion energy component has its origin in electron corre

lation, the calculation of electron correlation is neccessary to estimate this highly 

important hydrocarbon energy component. MP2 and MP4(SDTQ) are the meth

ods of correlation treatment we chose for this purpose As already mentioned
^HF-SCF procedure accounts for only the the zero and first order contributions to the inter- 

molecular energy, which consists of exchange repulsion, electrostatic, and various deformation 

terms [19], so therefore a post-SCF method is neccessary to evaluate the dispersion energy [20]. 

A HP calculation can evaluate only part of the electron correlation (dispersion energy) between 

electrons with the same spin.
^For example, in CH4 , the tetrahedral arrangement of the four shghtly polar C-H bond 

produces a molecule that is not polar; CH4  has no dipole moment. Also, its higher moments 

(quadrupole, octupole, etc.) are also either very small or zero, particularly as the partial charges 

On C and H are very small.
^For a description of these methods, we refer the reader back to Chapter 2.
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at the start of this chapter, and as we shall see, electron correlation treatm ents 

with small basis sets seriously underestim ate the dispersion interaction, so that 

a combination of a large flexible basis set and electron correlation correction 

are neccessary to  accurately evaluate the dispersion interaction [11, 21]. On the 

other hand, reasonable SCF results for the zero and first order contributions to 

the intermolecular energy can be obtained with moderate size basis sets [21].

8.2.3 Param etrization of Intermolecular Energy

The vdW energy {Evdw) together with the electrostatic potential (Eg;) describe 

the non-bond energy in forcefield simulations. vdW energy is the interaction be

tween the electron clouds surrounding the nuclei resulting from induced dipole 

- induced dipole, etc., interactions. is the only interaction between rare

gas atoms and is the main interaction between non-polar molecules like alka- 

nes. Param etrization of vdW  functions is achieved by fitting the parameters to 

experimental properties, theoretical data, or a combination of both (semiempiri- 

cal). Alkane vdW  param eters have been derived from experimental data such as 

crystal structure and lattice energies [1, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26], heat of sublimation 

data [22], liquid heats of vaporization and densities [27, 28], and virial coeffi

cients [29, 30, 31]. Semiempirical potentials are also frequently derived [31, 32]. 

As stated in the introduction, one of the difficulties in determining atom -atom  

interaction potentials from experimental measurement is th a t experimental mea

surement gives only limited information of the potential surface. The non-bond 

interaction potential of m ethane has been determined from the compressibil

ity of gaseous m ethane [34]. Although the measurement of the compressibility 

of methane [35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40] gives the interaction energy of methane, the 

anisotropy of the m ethane-m ethane interaction is not revealed from this measure- 

ment. The nonbonding interaction of hydrogen atoms of hydrocarbon molecules 

has large anisotropy [1, 9, 10, 23, 24, 26].  ̂ Experim ental measurements in the

®Hence, by making the sites non-spherical (anisotropic) in forcefield parametrizations, a 

much more accurate description of the molecular shape can be developed than is possible with
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gas and in the liquid phase only give information on the spherically averaged 

intermolecular interaction potential, and thus the anisotropy of intermolecular 

interactions is not revealed. If, however, the intermolecular interaction energy 

can be estimated precisely by theoretical calculations, these deficiencies in the 

experimental measurement can be overcome and the intermolecular interaction 

of any orientation of the supermolecule (see section 8.3.4) can be calculated. Ah 

initio calculations have recently been applied more widely to the study of in

termolecular interactions and parameters for analytical potential functions have 

been derived from such properties as dimer energies [4, 9, 10, 19, 41], which is 

the method we apply. The level of accuracy of theoretical calculations depends 

on the level of the approximation. In the past, vdW interactions were difficult to 

calculate accurately by electronic structure methods, computations of this sort 

requiring a combination of electron correlation and large basis sets with corre

sponding large CPU times. Because of this and depending on what properties the 

parameters were needed to reproduce, vdW parameters were usually assigned, if 

possible, from experimental data. With the present day improvements in com

puter power, assignment of parameters from computational data has become 

increasingly popular.
spherical sites (isotropic). A way to do this is to relocate the position of the hydrogen atom 

vdW centre an optimum factor towards the connected carbon atom.
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8.3 The CH4 D im er M odel 

8.3.1 Introduction

Methane (CH4 ) is the smallest member of the alkane class of molecules Serving 

as a paradigm for alkane intermolecular interactions, the methane dimer serves as 

our model for the determination of alkane vdW non-bond interaction parameters 

from ab initio computations.

Numerous methods for deriving CH4  dimer potentials have been investigated. 

They have been the focus of several empirical [42, 43, 44] and semiempirical 

studies [32, 33]. In the latter case, all methane studies have employed SCF 

molecular orbital calculations to obtain the parameters for the repulsive region 

of the PES, and isotropic dispersion terms have been added empirically to allow 

for attractive interactions. Schindler et al. [32] \  for example, derived potentials 

using a semiempirical approach with an ab initio SCF treatment of the repulsive 

and electrostatic parts of the dimer potential for different intermolecular dis

tances and orientations of the dimer, while the dispersion energy, which cannot 

be calculated at the SCF level, was accounted for via empirical estimates. The 

resulting potentials gave reasonable results for thermodynamic properties such 

as pressure, residual internal energy, isochoric heat capacities and radial distri

bution functions. Another strategy involves independent parametrization of the 

hydrogen parameters by adjusting them to the H2 -H2 PES [45, 46], then using 

methane dimer energy data to fit the remaining parameters. This approach has

^Methane is the major component of natural gas. In this context knowledge of the thermo

dynamic properties of methane is required for the processes of liquification, separation, storage, 

pumping and transport of natural gas, etc.. Moreover, methane serves as an important raw 

material for the production of hydrogen, alcohols, and many other products of the chemical 

industry. Due to increasing efforts in the optimization of chemical plants, it is necessary to 

provide accurate thermodynamic properties of methane. Furthermore, since methane is the 

first compound of the group of alkanes, it is often referred to as a reference liquid. This is the

purpose it serves in the present study.
^It should be noted that the parameters produced here were for united atom potentials, not

for atomistic potentials which we derive.
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been criticized by some, claiming th a t atomic parameters are not transferable 

across different chemical environments [47]. Nevertheless, this m ethod of fitting 

has yielded successful param eters sets in the literature [9, 10]. On the basis of 

this, we too adopt this as one of our approaches for deriving new vdW  param eter 

sets. Hence, as well as performing ab initio computations on the m ethane dimer 

PES, ab initio com putations on the H2 -H2 PES were also performed in th is study. 

H-H vdW param eter sets were then derived from fits to the resultant H 2 -H 2 PES 

data and adopted for our fits to the methane dimer PES {sequential forcefield 

method). However, fitting all C-C, C-H and H-H param eters simultaneously to 

the methane dimer PES was the main focus of our research {consistent forcefield 

method).

Despite its undoubted importance, no truly reliable potential is available for 

the methane-m ethane system as yet and hence, it is still the focus of ongoing 

research. The most recently published param eter sets of Rowley et al. [4] are 

the highest level so far, but their validity remains untested. As stated in the 

introduction, we validate the performance of these new param eter sets in MD 

simulations as part of this work.

8.3.2 B asis Set Effects on Interm olecular Energy of (C H 4 ) 2

The basis set effects on the calculated non-bonding interaction of hydrocarbon 

molecules have been studied extensively [11, 21, 48, 49, 50]. Since the SCF in

teractions in the alkane dimers, including the methane dimer, remain virtually 

unchanged for all but the smallest basis sets [21, 48, 49], SCE basis set saturation 

IS achieved easily for th is apolar group of compounds. Starting from the 6-311G* 

basis set, the use of improved basis sets has little effect on the repulsive compo

nent of the m ethane dimer interaction energy computed as the HE interaction 

energy [21], This is due to the dom inating exchange repulsion term  in the SCE
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interaction energy  ̂ [19], However, the dispersion energy is the m ain contributor 

to the correlation energy in the m ethane dimer [19, 21, 48, 49], The difficulty of 

the evaluation of the dispersion energy, calculated as the electron correlation en

ergy by ab initio is the basis set dependence of the calculated dispersion energy 

[21, 48, 49]. The results show th a t the calculated dispersion energy is greatly 

underestimated if a small basis set is used and th a t a large basis set including 

multiple polarized functions is neccessary. For example, analytical potentials [14] 

derived from MP2 com putations of methane dimer energies using a medium size 

basis set [19] were found to  be unsatisfactory, although only a limited number of 

energy points (31) were used in the fitting procedure. This represented one of the 

first attem pts to  fit m ethane-m ethane potential param eters solely based on theo

retical methods. Tsuzuki et al. [21], following a comprehensive study of the basis 

set efi^ects on the intermolecular interaction energies of methane dimer, found that 

the calculated dispersion energy is increased by the improvement of the basis set 

up to the 6-311G(3d,3p) basis set. The further improvement of the basis set by 

augmentation of sets of diffuse functions on carbons and hydrogens, /  functions 

on carbon, and d functions on hydrogen had little effect on the calculated disper

sion energy. In principle, (CH4 ) 2  interaction energies should be calculated with 

a very large basis set such as the Dunning correlation consistent cc-pV5Z basis 

set ® [52]. However, large basis sets require very large CPU time, and it is time 

consuming with present day computers to carry out M0ller-Plesset perturbation 

theory calculations using the cc-pV5Z basis, which employs 622 basis functions 

and 772 primitive Gaussians for a methane dimer. Recently, however, Tsuzuki 

^In contradistinction to the apolar alkanes, associations of more polar molecules such as the 

water dimer, in which the prevailing SCF terms are electrostatic, lead to considerably slower

convergence with improving basis sets [51].
Augmented correlation consistent basis sets, aug-cc-pVXZ (X refers to the level of complete

shell functions added to the basis set), that contain a large number of polarization and diffuse 

functions were developed by Dunning and coworkers [52] specifically to improve the quality 

of calculated dispersion energies. However, the largest and most accurate of these basis sets 

•'C'PVQZ (Q =  quadruple) and cc-pV5Z have 350 and 622 basis functions, respectively, with 

464 and 772 primitive Gaussians, respectively, for computation of the methane dimer.
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et al. [50] have found in contradiction to their previous study [21], th a t the aug

mentation of diffuse polarization functions with low exponents to the 6-31IG** 

basis set is effective to evaluate the dispersion interactions. The augmentation 

of the diffuse polarization functions improves the basis set flexibility of the tail 

region which is important to evaluate the attractive interactions accurately. They 

propose the aug(df,pd)-6-311G** medium sized basis set for accurate evaluation 

of the dispersion interaction of hydrocarbon molecules. The aug(df,pd)-6-311G** 

basis set has 172 basis functions and 214 primitive Gaussians ® for the methane 

dimer. Despite its relatively much smaller size, the calculated interaction energies 

of hydrocarbon molecules using the the aug(df,pd)-6-31lG** basis set are close 

to those with the huge cc-pV5Z basis set [50]. The effect of further augmentation 

of several polarization functions to the aug(df,pd)-6-31lG** basis set was found 

to have negligible effect [50]. We apply this basis set, as well as analyzing the 

relative performance of other basis sets, to the determination of the intermolec- 

ular methane dimer energies (and forces) from which we derive vdW forcefield 

parameters.

8.3.3 Level of Electron Correlation Correction

The electron correlation energy, corresponding to the difference between the SCF 

energy and the energy obtained with electron correlation correction, is essentially 

the attractive dispersion energy. Although large flexible basis sets are required 

for recovery of the correlation energy, the differences between the order of M0ller- 

Plesset perturbation method applied are small. Rowley [4] performed a limited 

study (based on a Umited number of energy computations) of the effect of MP 

level on the methane dimer potential. He found that although sometimes the 

trend MP2 > MP3 > MP4(SDTQ) for lowering the energy was observed, more 

often than not, it was it was the order MP3 > MP2 > MP4(SDTQ). However, the 

®Using GAUSSIAN 98 [53]. 190 basis functions and 232 primitive Gaussians using GAMESS 

96 [54]. GAUSSIAN 98 uses 5 and 7 basis functions for d and /  shells, respectively. GAMESS 

96 uses 6 and 10 basis functions for d and /  shells, respectively.
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difference between the MP2 and MP3 results was generally small. Meanwhile, 

Tzsuki et a l.’s [21] more extensive com putations generally revealed the trend  MP2 

> MP3 > M P4(SDTQ). The difference between MP2 or MP3 correlation energies 

and MP4(SDTQ) correlation energies were approximately less than  10%. On the 

other hand, MP4(SDQ) considerably underestim ated the electron correlation en

ergy, suggesting the im portance of triple excitation for these methods. Although 

level of correlation correction is not as im portant as the choice of basis set [4], 

if very accurate potentials are required, then ideally MP4(SDTQ) should be the 

method of choice.

8.3.4 Basis Set Superposition Error (BSSE) Correction

The methane dimer intermolecular energies in this work are calculated using the 

supermolecule approach (Chapter 9). Using this approach, the intermolecular 

interaction energy is obtained from subtraction of the monomer energy from the 

supermolecule (dimer) energy:

E{inter) — E  [super molecule) — E{monomers)  (8.2)

If the energies of supermolecule and monomers are not calculated in a basis set 

consistent manner, then basis set superposition error (BSSE) [55] may appear. 

This is particularly true in the case of weakly interacting systems like alkanes. To 

obtain correct intermolecular interaction energy, BSSE correction is neccessary.

The BSSE can be explained as follows. In a vdW interacting dimer, as the 

intermolecular monomer-monomer distance becomes smaller, basis functions from 

one molecule can help compensate for the basis set incompleteness on the the 

other. The dimer will therefore be lowered in energy and the strength of the 

attraction overestimated. An approximate way of correcting for BSSE, and the 

method which we apply, is the counterpoise (CP) method [56]. For the CH4 

dimer supermolecule, considering the monomers as A  and B,  the uncorrected 

intermolecular interaction energies are calculated using the following equation:

E,nt = E[AB] -  E[A] -  E[B] (8.3)
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where E[AB] denotes the total energy of the dimer AB, and E[A] and E[B] 

denote the energies of the monomers, A and B, respectively. To estimate the 

error due to BSSE by the CP method requires additional energy calculations. 

The energies of each of the two methane monomers are calculated at its particular 

dimer configuration geometry, but with the full dimer basis functions. Hence, for 

example, the energy of subsystem A  is calculated in the presence of its own 

basis functions and all the basis functions of B  but with B's electrons and nuclei 

excluded. These additional basis functions are commonly referred to as ghost 

functions. For simplicity, we will call this particular energy E[A{B}].  Vice versa, 

E[B{A}] is calculated. These energies are lower than the energies calculated for 

either subsystem with its respective basis functions alone, E[A] and E[B]. Based 

on this terminology, the BSSE can be calculated:

564 =  E[A] -  E[A{B}] (8.4)

Ses = E[B] -  E[B{A}] (8.5)

B S S E  = 5tA +  See (8.6)

E Z ^  = Eint + B S S E  (8.7)

where Ef°l^ is the CP corrected interaction energy.

The BSSE as a function of different basis sets has been calculated for the 

intermolecular interaction energy of the CH4 dimer [21]. The CP method of 

correction used in these calculations revealed that the BSSE’s are considerably 

large if small basis sets are used. The use of improved basis sets decreases the 

BSSE but the BSSE’s are still large and therefore cannot be ignored. Us

ing Dunning’s correlation-consistent basis sets the BSSE is hugely reduced for 

the methane dimer, however with the aug(df,pd)-6-31lG** basis set, the BSSE 

is relatively large in comparison [50]. BSSE’s rapidly increase as the distance 

between the two CH4 dimer molecules becomes small.
BSSE is zero if the basis sets on A /B  are complete.
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8.3.5 Density Functional Theory (DFT)

Finally, it is worth noting at this stage that defects of DFT (density functional 

theory) computation of the interaction energy for the methane dimer using com

mon functionals have been accentuated by Tsuzuki et al. [21], The disper

sion interaction of methane and ethylene dimers is not covered with the density 

functional calculations using the BLYP, BPW91 and B3LYP functionals. Fur

thermore, the potentials calculated with these functionals did not agree with the 

potentials obtained by the Hartree-Fock method, indicating that repulsion also 

is not accurately calculated with these functionals Hence, DFT methods were 

not considered further in this study.

Becke’s exchange and Lee, Yang and P a rr’s correlation functionals (BLYP) [57, 58], Becke s

exchange and Perdew and W ang’s correlation functionals (BPW91) [57, 59], and Becke s 3

parameter functionals and Lee, Yang and P a rr’s correlation functionals (B3LYP) [58, 60]. 
^^The repulsion interaction in the m ethane dimer was considerably overestimated.
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Chapter 9

Quantum Chemical Calculations

9.1 Introduction

This chapter presents the ab initio calculations performed on the hydrogen dimer 

and m ethane dimer potential energy surface (PES). However, we focus mainly on 

the non-bond interactions in the m ethane dimer, the model used for our study of 

non-bond interactions in alkanes; the calculations on the H2 -H2 PES presented 

here are merely for extraction of H-H van der Waals (vdW) param eters to be 

adopted in the alkane vdW  param eter fitting procedures of Chapter 10. W ith 

the exception of a limited number of semiempirical PM3 [1] energy calculations 

on the m ethane dimer PES, all computations here are ab initio using different 

different basis sets and levels of correlation correction. Finally, one of the main 

aims in this chapter is to evaluate the effectiveness of the W illiams IV potential, 

both in the attractive and repulsive regions, when compared w ith high level ab 

initio data.

9-2 Geom etries

The different m utual orientations of (1 1 2 ) 2  and (CH4 ) 2  considered in this study 

are shown in Fig. 9.1, and Figures 9.2 and 9.3, respectively. Fig. 9.1 displays 

the four orientations of the H 2 dimer studied. Fig. 9.2 represents the six main

195
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ORIENTATION B
ORIENTATION A

 R - - - - *

ORIENTATION C ORIENTATION D

--R --------

F igure 9.1: Intermolecular orientations of (H2 ) 2  considered in this study, 

orientations of the m ethane dimer, while Fig. 9.3 depicts the four supplementary

the eclipsed conformations A, C, D and F from Fig. 9.2.

For the hydrogen dimer computations, the geometry of a single hydrogen 

molecule was optimized a t the M P2/6-31lG(2p) level. This optimized geometry, 

in which the H-H bond distance was 0.7466 A, was used for all com putations of 

the intermolecular interaction energies of the H2 -H2 system. Four directions of 

approach (orientations) consisting of 60 configurations (15 per orientation) were 

considered on the PES. For the individual configurations, uniform sampling of 

the PES was applied in steps of 0.2 A around the  minimum for each orientation, 

while two points per orientation were sampled to  describe the ta il regions of the 

potentials.

For the (CH4 ) 2  ab initio  com putations, all m ethane dim er molecules were also 

treated as rigid and their geometries were taken from the value of an M P3/6- 

3 llG (3d,3p) optim ization for the equilibrium bond length, i?o =  1.082 A  ̂ [2], 

^This is close to  the value of the experimental equilibrium bond length, Rq = 1.085 A, as 

given in the literature [3].

orientations of the  m ethane dimer which consist of staggered conformations of
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ORIENTATION A

O R IE N T A T IO N  B

O R IE N T A T IO N  C

ORIENTATION D

O R IE N T A T IO N  E

O R IE N T A T IO N  F

Figure 9.2: The six m ain intermolecular orientations of (CH4 ) 2  considered in 

this study.
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ORIENTATION G

ORIENTATION H

ORIENTATION I

ORIENTATION J

Figure 9.3: Supplementary staggered configurational (St 90°) intermolecular ori

entations of the main (CH4 ) 2  eclipsed orientations from Fig. 9.2 (A, C, D, F) 

considered in this study.

and the bond angles as the values of the angles for an ideal tetrahedron, 9q = 

109.4712° (i.e. symmetry). The main orientations A-F were selected in such 

a way as to incorporate the most repulsive situation, orientation A (Head to 

Head), the least repulsive situation, orientation F (Tail to Tail), and some in

termediate geometries. These six different mutual orientations have previously 

been used in similar studies [4]. Thirteen different configurations, defined by the 

intermolecular carbon-carbon distance {Rc-c)  were considered for each orien

tation. Configurations were chosen in a similar manner to the H2  dimer, with 

uniform sampling of the PES in steps of 0.2 A around the minimum for each 

orientation, while two points per orientation were sampled to describe the tail
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regions. Since the curves of the potential energy for the individual orientations 

depend smoothly and monotonously on the intermolecular distance and similarly 

smoothly on the orientation angles, a larger number of calculated points would 

not render the pair potential more complete. Of course, the high symmetry of 

methane keeps the number of necessary orientations small. Nevertheless, the ef

fect of conformational sampling of the methane dimer PES was also investigated 

in the parametrization procedure, with the performance of fitted parameters for 

the six main orientations compared with the parameters obtained from fitting 

to the ten orientations (six main (Fig. 9.2) +  four supplementary (Fig. 9.3)). 

As already mentioned, the four supplementary orientations consist of staggered 

orientations of the eclipsed main orientations A, C, D and F. The individual 

configurations for the four supplementary orientations were chosen in a similar 

manner to the configurations for the main orientations.

9.3 Com putational Details

All ab initio energy computations on the hydrogen dimer PES were carried out 

using the GAUSSIAN 98 program [5]. Initial molecular orbital calculations for 

the methane dimer were performed using the GAMESS 96 program [6] to analyze 

the basis set effects on the intermolecular energy and compare with Williams IV 

forcefield results. All subsequent computations were performed using GAUSSIAN 

98 The intermolecular interaction energies were calculated as described in the 

“Introduction” (Chapter 8, section 8.3.4) with BSSE [7] correction by the CP [8] 

method.

All computations for the H2 dimer were at the MP4(SDTQ)/aug(pd)-6-311G**

level of theory The aug(pd)-6-311G** basis set is derived from a standard Pople

^The switch to GAUSSIAN 98 was forced due to the lack of implementation of MP4 methods

into the GAMESS 96 software package.
^As with the methane dimer, the calculated (1 1 2 ) 2  interaction energies depend strongly on

the basis set used [9]. Whereas the interaction energies of the repulsive and Coulombic energy

components are not affected by a change of basis set, the dispersion energy component depends

strongly on the basis set used. Meanwhile, while MP3 level calculations on the H2 -H2 PES
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6-311G** basis set [10] which has one set of p functions on the hydrogen atoms 

(exponent oip =  0.75), We augment these with a set of diffuse p  and d polariza

tion functions (exponents ap = 0.1875 and =  0.25). The Gaussian exponents 

of the p polarization functions are half those of the Pople 6-311G(2p) basis set 

(exponents ap = \.h and 0.375)

For the methane dimer, to begin with the basis set effects on the intermolecu- 

lar energy were analyzed at the MP2 level using a number of basis sets of different 

quality and sizes for orientation F (most attractive main orientation) and the re

sulting intermolecular energies compared with those obtained for the Williams 

IV parameter set using our newly developed program, PAROPT. The minimal 

ST0-3G basis set [12], Dunning’s valence triple-zeta basis set [13] with multiple 

polarization (TZP(3d,3p)), the multiple polarised extended Pople 6-31lG(3d,3p) 

basis set [10] and the Tzsuki et al. [11] proposed augmented 6-311G** extended 

Pople basis set [10] (aug(df,pd)-6-311G**) are all investigated. All basis sets 

except the aug(df,pd)-6-311G** basis set are included with GAMESS 96 and 

GAUSSIAN 98. The TZV(3d,3p) basis set has three sets of d polarization func

tions on carbon atoms (exponents = 2.880, 0.720, and 0.180) and three sets 

of p polarization functions on hydrogen atoms (exponents ap =  4.000, 1.000, and 

0.250). Pople’s multiple polarised 6-311G(3d,3p) basis set has three sets of d po

larization functions on carbon atoms (exponents a^ = 2.504, 0.626, and 0.1565) 

and three sets of p  polarization functions on hydrogen atoms (exponents a^ = 

3.000, 0.750, and 0.1875). Finally, the aug(df,pd)-6-311G** basis set is derived 

from a standard Pople 6-311G** basis set with one set of d polarization functions 

on carbon atoms (exponent ad — 0.626) and one set of p polarization functions on 

hydrogen atoms (exponent ap = 0.75). These are augmented with a set of diffuse 

d and /  polarization functions on carbon atoms (exponents aa =  0.1565 and a j  

=  0.2) and a set of diffuse p and d polarization functions on hydrogen atoms 

gave a well depth close to that found at the MP4(SDTQ) level, its value at the MP2 level was

considerably underestimated [9].
‘‘Note that this basis set is derived from Tsuzuki et. al’s hydrocarbon aug(df,pd)-6-311G**

basis set [11] which we adapt for use with the hydrogen dimer.
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(exponents cxp 0.1875 and — 0.25) Finally, PM3 [1] energy computations 

using GAMESS 96 for orientation F were also performed in order to evaluate 

the merits or non-merits of a semi-empirical method for the determination of the 

intermolecular energy.

Following analysis of the basis set affects for orientation F and comparing 

with the Williams IV results (presented in section 9.5.1), interaction energy and 

force computations were performed at the MP2/aug(df,pd)-6-311G** level for 

orientations A-J (130 configurations), and interaction energy computations at the 

MP4(SDTQ)/aug(df,pd)6-311G** level for orientations A-F (78 configurations) 

The 3900 BSSE corrected intermolecular force components from these (30 per 

configuration) were calculated in a similar fashion to the corrected intermolecular 

energies [14, 15]. The forces, which consist of all possible first derivatives, contain 

a wealth of quantum mechanical data with explicit information about the change 

in energy that will occur as the structure is altered.

9.4 Interaction Energy Results for (112)2

The results obtained for the hydrogen dimer energy computations for orientations 

A, B, C and D are displayed in Fig. 9.4 and tabulated in Table 9.1.

The MP4(SDTQ)/aug(pd)-6-31lG** computations on the H2 -H2 PES yielded 

more attractive potentials than the previously reported computations at the MP2, 

MP3 and MP4(SDTQ) level using several basis sets [9]. The lowest calculated 

minimum interaction energy in [9] for our orientation C was -0.032 kcal mol“  ̂

(H2 -H2 distance of 3.6 A) calculated at the M P4(SDTQ)/6-31lG(3pd) level 

®The Gaussian exponents of the carbon d  and hydrogen p  polarization functions of the 

aug(df,pd)-6-311G** basis set ( ad(C) =  0.626 and 0.1565, «p(H) =  0.75 and 0.1875) are half 

those of the Pople 6-311G(2d,2p) basis set (ad(C) =  1.252 and 0.313, ap(H) =  1.5 and 0.375).

The polarization functions in the aug(df,pd)-6-311G** basis set are not contracted.
®Lack of computational resources disabled our efforts to calculate forces at the

M P4(SDTQ)/aug(df,pd)-6-311G** level.
’̂ The 6-311G(3pd) basis set [16] includes three sets of p functions (op — 3.0, 0.75 and 0.1875)

and a set of d functions (aa =  1.0) on the hydrogen atoms.
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Table 9.1: Intermolecular interaction energies of hydrogen dimer obtained by ab 

initio MP4(SDTQ)/aug(pd)6-31lG** computations I'

Orientation^

A B C D

2.0 7.139

2.2 3.161 2.815 3.449

2.4 2.721 1.492 1.291 1.544

2.6 1.275 0.659 0.542 0.605

2.8 0.555 0.258 0.190 0.168

3.0 0.214 0.076 0.035 -0.018

3.2 0.062 -0.001 -0.025 -0.085

3.4 -0.001 -0.027 -0.043 -0.098

3.6 -0.022 -0.033 -0.043 -0.090

3.8 -0.026 -0.030 -0.037 -0.075

4.0 -0.023 -0.025 -0.030 -0.060

4.2 -0.018 -0.019 -0.023 -0.047

4.4 -0.014 -0.015 -0.018 -0.037

4.6 -0.010 -0.011 -0.014

4.8 -0.007 -0.023

5.0 -0.006 -0.008

5.2 -0.004

6.4 -0.004

6.6 -0.001 -0.001

6.8 0.000

^Energies in kcal/mol. These energies were corrected for BSSE by the counterpoise 

method [8]. ^Orientations as shown in Fig. 9.2. § Intermolecular distance in angstroms

(A).
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0.25
Orientation A 
Orientation B 
Orientation C 
Orientation D

0.2

0.15

0.05

-0.05

- 0.1
3 3.5 4 4.5 5 5.5 6 6.5

R /A

Figure 9.4: Intermolecular interaction energies for the hydrogen dimer as a func

tion of the intermolecular distance in the attractive region computed at the 

MP4(SDTQ)/aug(pd)-6-311G** level of theory. Orientations A-D as in Fig. 

9.1.

We compare a minimum value of -0.043 kcal mol"^ (H2 -H2 distance also 3.6 A) 

at the MP4(SDTQ)/aug(pd)-6-311G** level, which is an increase in the well 

depth of 34%. The difference between between the aug(pd)-6-311G** and 6- 

311G(3pd) basis set is: 6-31lG(3pd) has an extra p function with exponent 3.0; 

the d function in the 6-311G(3pd) basis set has an exponent 1.0 compared to 

0.25 in aug(pd)-6-311G**. This indicates that the increased flexibility in the tail 

region from the lower d exponent in the aug(pd)-6-311G** basis set is the crucial 

factor in lowering the well depth to such a large degree.
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Figure 9.5: Basis set effects on intermolecular energy, intermolecular interac

tion energies for the methane dimer as a function of the carbon-carbon inter

molecular distance for orientation F (see Fig. 9.2) computed using different 

basis sets at the MP2 level. The intermolecular energy calculated at the semi- 

empirical PM3 level is also shown together with the MP4(SDTQ)/aug(df,pd)- 

6-31IG** and WiUiams IV calculated energies for comparison.

9.5 Interaction Energy Results for (CH 4 ) 2

9.5.1 Basis Set Effects

A comparison of the effect of the different basis sets on the intermolecular energy 

of the methane dimer computed at the MP2 level for orientation F is shown in 

Fig. 9.5. Shown also in Fig. 9.5 are the interaction energies calculated at the 

semi-empirical PM3 level and using the Williams IV parameter set. The choice 

of basis set largely affects the calculated intermolecular energy of the methane 

dimer. As expected, the minimal ST0-3G basis set is extremely inadequate for
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calculation of the intermolecular interaction energy. Increasing the basis set size 

to TZV(3d,3p) and 6-31lG(3d,3p) shows a huge improvement due to their greater 

recovery of the dispersion interaction by inclusion of three d and three p  polariza

tion function on C and H, respectively, plus the splitting of valence orbitals into 

three basis functions per orbital. This increases the flexibility of the basis set with 

each basis function contributing an extra coefficient to the basis function expan

sion equation Eq. 2.10 (Chapter 2). From Fig. 9.5, we see that the 6-311G(3d,3p) 

recovers slightly more of the correlation energy than does the TZP(3d,3p) basis 

set. Although the TZP(3d,3p) has an extra basis function (80 basis functions) 

compared to 6-311G(3d,3p) (79 basis functions), the extra TZP(3d,3p) s func

tion helps only in the description of the valence-core region. Meanwhile, the 

6-311G(3d,3p) has lower exponents for the polarization functions, giving a better 

description of the tail regions of the potentials where the dispersion interaction 

is important. The lower exponents of the 6-311G(3d,3p) basis set, plus the inclu

sion of the apparently unimportant s function in the TZP(3d,3p) basis set for the 

recovery of electron correlation, results in the slightly better description of the 

intermolecular potential by the 6-311G(3d,3p) basis set in Fig. 9.5. Finally, the 

shghtly larger but still medium sized aug(df,pd)-6-31lG** basis set reduces the 

well depth by a further 12% from the 6-31lG(3d,3p) basis set computed at the 

MP2 level. The increased flexibility, especially in the tail regions of the potentials 

obtained by halving the Pople 6-311G(2d,2p) polarization function exponents is 

clearly effective in the evaluation of the methane dimer dispersion energy. Inclu

sion of the /  shell on carbons, and d shell on hydrogens, improves the description 

even more. Shown also in Fig. 9.5 is the intermolecular energy computed at the 

MP4(SDTQ) level with the aug(df,pd)-6-31lG** basis set which has a minimum 

another 12% lower than at the MP2/aug(df,pd)-6-311G** level. From the plot, 

we can see these high level ab initio computations produce a potential with an 

incredible likeness to that using the Williams IV parameter set in the attractive 

region. Although the TZV(3d,3p) and 6-31lG(3d,3p) basis sets are similar in size 

*̂0 the aug(df,pd)-6-311G** basis set, it appears that the aug(df,pd)-6-31lG**
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basis set has more suitable basis functions for the apphcation in hand, hence its 

effectiveness considering its relatively modest size. Finally, consistent with the 

literature, from Fig. 9.5 we see that the choice of basis set is more im portant 

than choice of level of electron correlation correction for recovery of the dispersion 

energy [17, 18]. It was on the basis of these preliminary computations th a t we 

performed our further computations of the methane dimer for orientations A-J 

at the MP2/aug(df,pd)-6-311G** level for interaction energies and forces, and 

orientations A-F at the MP4(SDTQ)/aug(df,pd)-6-311G** level for high level 

interaction energies. Hence, the other less effective levels of theory from Fig. 9.5 

were discarded at this stage. Using the aug(df,pd)-6-311G** basis set enabled us 

to perform computations arguably on a par with high level cc-pV5Z basis set [19] 

(see Chapter 8, section 8.3.2) computations, but at a much lower computational 

cost.

9 .5 .2  Analysis of Effect of Diffuse Polarization F u n ction s

The intermolecular energy of the methane dimer can be divided into two compo

nents, the repulsion and the dispersion energy. The repulsive energy component 

can be evaluated by the HF method, whereas electron correlation must be used 

to evaluate the dispersion energy component. In order to further evaluate details 

of the basis set effects and interpret the effectiveness of the aug(df,pd)-6-311G** 

basis set, the interaction energy for orientation C was separated into the HF (re

pulsive) energy component and the dispersion energy component for the 6-311G** 

[10] and aug(df,pd)-6-311G** basis sets at the MP4(SDTQ) level (Table 9.2) 

Shown also in Table 9.2 are the corresponding uncorrected interaction energies 

and BSSE for the two basis sets. We see that reducing the d polarization function 

exponents on C and p polarization function exponents on H in the 6-31IG** basis 

®The 6-311G** basis set used for this purpose is standard, consisting of Pople’s 6-311G 

[10] basis set with a set of d polarization functions on C’s with exponent 0.626, and set of p 
polarization functions on H’s with exponent 0.75.



in d iv id u a l  c o m p o n en ts  from  com p u ta tio n s w ith  a re la tively  sm all basis set (M P 4 (S D T Q )/6 -3 1 1 G * * ) and the sam e b asis set, 

but with lower polarization exponents, and augmented with diffuse polarization functions (MP4(SDTQ)/aug(df,pf)-6-311G**). 

t

Tjtt
^ C - C

interaction

energy BSSE§

interaction 

energy 

-f BSSE§

Repulsive

Energy^’̂

Dispersion

Energyll’̂

3.2 (4.216) 2.558 (0.580) 1.079 (4.796) 3.637 (6.586) 6.529 (-1.790) -2.892

3.4 ( 1.740) 0.398 (0.425) 0.884 (2.165) 1.282 (3.410) 3.384 (-1.245) -2.102

3.6 ( 0.535) -0.501 (0.317) 0.701 (0.852) 0.200 (1.736) 1.726 (-0.884) -1.526

3.8 (-0.004) -0.777 (0.233) 0.533 (0.229) -0.244 (0.867) 0.864 (-0.638) -1.108

4.0 (-0.212) -0.774 (0.170) 0.392 (-0.042) -0.382 (0.423) 0.423 (-0.465) -0.805

4.2 (-0.266) -0.670 (0.125) 0.284 (-0.141) -0.386 (0.200) 0.201 (-0.341) -0.587

4.4 (-0.255) -0.545 (0.093) 0.206 (-0.162) -0.339 (0.091) 0.091 (-0.253) -0.430

4.6 (-0.220) -0.430 (0.069) 0.150 (-0.151) -0.280 (0.038) 0.038 (-0.189) -0.318

4.8 (-0.179) -0.334 (0.050) 0.111 (-0.129) -0.223 (0.013) 0.013 (-0.142) -0.236

5.0 (-0.143) -0.257 (0.037) 0.082 (-0.106) -0.175 (0.002) 0.002 (-0.108) -0.177

5.2 (-0.112) -0.197 (0.027) 0.060 (-0.085) -0.137 (-0.002) -0.002 (-0.083) -0.135

5.8 (-0.054) -0.089 (0.011) 0.023 (-0.043) -0.066 (-0.004) -0.004 (-0.039) -0.062

7.4 (-0.009) -0.014 (0.000) 0.001 (-0.009) -0.013 (-0.001) -0.001 (-0.008) -0.012

tEnergies in kcal/moL M P4(SDTQ )/6-31lG ** values in parentheses. Orientation C as in Fig 9.2. ^^Intermolecular (C-C) distance in 

angstroms (A). ^BSSE’s were corrected by the counterpoise method [8]. ^Repulsive energy component calculated as the Hartree-Fock 

energy. ^^Dispersion energy component calculated by the MP4(SDTQ) method.
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set, combined with augmenting them with diffuse d and /  functions on carbons 

and p and d functions on hydrogens has a major effect on the BSSE, uncorrected 

and corrected intermolecular energies, plus the dispersion components from the 

corrected energy. However, the repulsive component changes little between basis 

sets.

6
BSSE corrected — 

BSSE not corrected —5

4

3

2

1

0

1
6 6.5 72.5 3 3.5 4 4.5 5 5.5

R(C-C)/ A

Figure 9.6: To show the effect of BSSE: Intermolecular methane dimer interac

tion energies, both corrected and uncorrected for BSSE, as a function of inter

molecular separation (carbon-carbon distance) for orientation F computed at 

the MP4(SDTQ)/aug(df,pd)-6-311G** level of theory. We see th a t the closer 

the molecules get, the more important the BSSE correction is; BSSE correction 

shifts the position of the energy minimum.

Specifically, analysis of Table 9.2 reveals:

• the BSSE increases greatly as the methane molecules get closer and hence 

its greater importance at shorter distances; it also shifts the position of the 

minimum (see also Fig. 9.6);

• the intermolecular interaction energy reaches its minimum if the carbon-
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carbon distance is 4.4 A and 4.2 A with the 6-311G** and aug(df,pd)- 

6-311G** basis sets, respectively; the corresponding uncorrected minimum 

interaction energies are -0.255 and -0.670 kcal/mol, respectively; the BSSE’s 

of these dimers are 0.093 and 0.284 kcal/mol, respectively; these BSSE’s 

are 36% and 42% of the uncorrected interaction energies, respectively; the 

ESSE corrected minimum interaction energies are hence -0.284 and -0.386 

kcal/m ol, respectively; the well depth a t the MP4(SDTQ)/6-311G** level is 

therefore 26% smaller than at the M P4(SDTQ)/aug(df,pd)-6-311G** level.

•  the change of basis set has little effect on the repulsive energy component.

•  in contrast, the dispersion energy changes greatly between the two basis 

sets: the calculated dispersion energies using the 6-311G** basis set are 

much smaller than  the corresponding values for the aug(df,pd)-6-311G** 

basis set; for example, the magnitude of the dispersion energy at R c -c  =  

4.2 A is 42 % smaller at the MP4(SDTQ)/6-311G** level (-0.341kcaI/moJ) 

than  a t the M P4(SDTQ)/aug(df,pd)-6-311G** level (-0.587 kcal/moJ); the 

m agnitude of the difference increases as the C-C distance is reduced.

The above points are indicative of the importance of choice of basis set and BSSE 

correction in determ ining the intermolecular interaction energies for the m ethane 

dimer. Note th a t the BSSE using the aug(df,pd)-6-31lG** basis set is large, and 

although BSSE in general decreases with im p ro v em en t of basis set [17], th is was 

not the case with the aug(df,pd)-6-311G** basis set.

9.5.3 Sem iem pirical E stim ated Interm olecular E nergy

The results of the semiempirical PM3 computations for orientation F are dis

played in Fig. 9.5. We see th a t the method produces interm olecular energies 

quite different from the more reliable ab initio methods.  ̂ This m ethod of com- 

® Although predicting the minimum depth reasonably well for this orientation, PM3 predicts 

the potential to be too shallow as well as incorrectly predicting the position of the potential 

well.
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putation was hence subsequently abandoned in favour of the high level ab initio 

computations. In any case, Metzger, Gerguson, and Glauser had carried out a 

more thorough investigation of the application of semiempirical methods for the 

same purpose [20]. Using the dimer approach with various semiempirical and 

molecular mechanics models in addition to MP2/6-311G(2d,2p) ab initio calcu

lations to determine the methane-methane interactions for four different orienta

tions, they found that the semi-empirical methods produced incorrect results in 

which the dimer was unbound, hence it may be concluded that the semiempirical 

methods are unsuited for the treatment of dispersion forces.

9.5.4 Final Ab Initio Potentials

The final computed intermolecular interaction energies of the methane dimer as a 

function of the carbon-carbon distance for orientations A-F at the MP2/aug(pd)- 

6-311G** and MP4(SDTQ)/aug(pd)-6-31lG** levels are tabulated in Tables 9.3 

and 9.4, and for orientations G-J at the MP2/aug(pd)-6-31lG** level in Table 

9.5. The energy profiles obtained for the methane dimer energy computations at 

the MP4(SDTQ)/aug(pd)-6-311G** level for orientations A-F are displayed in 

Fig. 9.7.

W

3

3 4 5 6 7 8

R (C -C )/ A

F ig u r e  9 .7 : Intermolecular interaction energies for the m ethane dim er as a func

tion of the carbon-carbon intermolecular distance for orientations A-F (Fig. 

9.2) computed at M P4 (SDTQ)/aug(df,pd)-6-311G**. BSSE corrected by the 

CP method.

O rientation A —  
O rientation B
Orientation C  .....=
O rientation D — ' 
O rientation E 
Orientation F  • -'
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Table 9.3: Intermolecular interaction energies for orientations A, B and C, of 

the methane dimer (c./. Fig. 9.2) obtained by Ab Initio MP2/aug(df,pd)-6- 

311G** and MP4(SDTQ)/aug(df,pd)-6-31lG** computations ^

Orientation

A B C

3.2 (3.703) 3.637

3.4 (3.119) 3.015 (1.362) 1.282

3.6 (1.188) 1.086 (0.276) 0.200

3.8 (2.540) 2.413 (0.276) 0.188 (-0.179) -0.244

4.0 (1.031) 0.916 (-0.115) -0.186 (-0.331) -0.382

4.2 (0.319) 0.225 (-0.251) -0.307 (-0.347) -0.386

4.4 (0.008) -0.066 (-0.273) -0.315 (-0.310) -0.339

4.6 (-0.111) -0.168 (-0.247) -0.279 (-0.258) -0.280

4.8 (-0.142) -0.185 (-0.208) -0.231 (-0.207) -0.223

5.0 (-0.137) -0.168 (-0.168) -0.185 (-0.164) -0.175

5.2 (-0.119) -0.142 (-0.133) -0.146 (-0.128) -0.137

5.4 (-0.098) -0.115 (-0.105) -0.114

5.6 (-0.079) -0.091

5.8 (-0.063) -0.072 (-0.063) -0.066

6.0 (-0.052) -0.056

6.4 (-0.032) -0.036

7.4 (-0.013) -0.013

7.6 (-0.011) -0.011

8.0 (-0.007) -0.008

 ̂Energies are in kcal/mol with the MP2/aug(df,pd)-6-311G** energies given in paren

theses. BSSE was corrected for using the counterpoise method [8], ^Intermolecular 

(carbon-carbon) distances are in angstroms (A) .
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Table 9.4: Intermolecular interaction energies for orientations D, E and F, of 

the methane dimer (c./. Fig. 9.2) obtained by Ab Initio MP2/aug(df,pd)-6- 

311G** and MP4(SDTQ)/aug(df,pd)-6-311G** computations t

Orientation

R c-c^ D E F

2.8 (5.436) 5.275

3.0 (5.062) 4.926 (3.535) 3.387 (2.006) 1.862

3.2 (2.080) 1.956 (1.226) 1.098 (0.460) 0.343

3.4 (0.630) 0.526 (0.186) 0.082 (-0.172) -0.263

3.6 (-0.021) -0.104 (-0.231) -0.311 (-0.381) -0.450

3.8 (-0.273) -0.337 (-0.358) -0.419 (-0.408) -0.458

4.0 (-0.338) -0.386 (-0.360) -0.404 (-0.364) -0.401

4.2 (-0.321) -0.357 (-0.315) -0.347 (-0.301) -0.327

4.4 (-0.276) -0.302 (-0.259) -0.283 (-0.240) -0.259

4.6 (-0.226) -0.244 (-0.207) -0.224 (-0.188) -0.202

4.8 (-0.180) -0.194 (-0.163) -0.175 (-0.147) -0.156

5.0 (-0.142) -0.152 (-0.127) -0.136

5.4 (-0.071) -0.074

5.6 (-0.070) -0.074 (-0.062) -0.066

7.0 (-0.014) -0.014

7.2 (-0.014) -0.014 (-0.013) -0.013

 ̂Energies are in kcal/mol with the MP2/aug(df,pd)-6-311G** energies given in paren

theses. BSSE was corrected for using the counterpoise method [8]. ^Intermolecular 

(carbon-carbon) distances are in angstroms (A).
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Table 9.5: Intermolecular interaction energies for the supplementary staggered 

methane dimer orientations G, H, I and J from Fig. 9.3 obtained by ab initio 

MP2/aug(df,pd)-6-311G** computations ^

R c-c^

Orientation

G H I J

2.8 4.680

3.0 1.640

3.2 3.689 3.503 0.277

3.4 1.357 1.332 -0.268

3.6 0.273 0.332 -0.434

3.8 2.538 -0.180 -0.089 -0.438

4.0 1.030 -0.331 -0.237 -0.382

4.2 0.319 -0.347 -0.263 -0.313

4.4 0.008 -0.310 -0.240 -0.248

4.6 -0.111 -0.258 -0.202 -0.194

4.8 -0.142 -0.207 -0.164 -0.151

5.0 -0.137 -0.164 -0.130

5.2 -0.119 -0.129 -0.103

5.4 -0.098 -0.072

5.6 -0.079 -0.064

5.8 -0.063 -0.063

6.4 -0.032

7.0 -0.014

7.2 -0.013

7.4 -0.013

8.0 -0.007

 ̂ Energies are in kcal/mol. BSSE was corrected for using the counterpoise method [8]. 

^Intermolecular (carbon-carbon) distances are in angstroms (A).
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9.5.5 Com parison o f  Ab Initio Potentials w ith  W illiam s IV  

P otentials

Displayed in Fig. 9.8 are the MP2/aug(df,pd)-6-311G** and MP4(SDTQ)/aug(df,pd)-

the vital role in condensed phase interactions) for the main orientations A-F 

where they can be compared directly with the Williams IV computed interaction 

energies. Fig. 9.9 plots the potentials on a larger scale to show the repulsive 

regions. Table 9.6 compares the positions and well depths of the minima for 

the main orientations (A-F) obtained using the Williams IV parameter set and 

those from the ab initio MP2/aug(df,pd)-6-311G** and MP4(SDTQ)/aug(df,pd)- 

6-311G** computations Also, together with standard percentage and stan

dard deviation (a ) calculations, to provide a more accurate picture of the perfor

mances of the ab initio levels in comparison to the Williams IV parameter set, 

two different statistical quantities were calculated. First of all, the root-m ean- 

square percent (R M Sper)  deviations between the MP2/aug(df,pd)-6-31lG** and 

Williams IV, and MP4(SDTQ)/aug(df,pd)-6-311G** and Williams IV energies 

were calculated from

where N  is the number of energy points, and Ea.i. and Ewui refer to the ab 

initio and Williams IV energies, respectively. The other useful quantity which 

we calculate is the average absolute percent deviation (AB Sper) of the ab initio

^°As computations for supplementary orientations G-J were only performed at the 

MP4(SDTQ)/aug(df,pd)-6-311G** level, the results for these orientations will not be consid

ered here. Furthermore, our interest in the supplementary orientations lies only in the effect 

conformational sampling of the PES has on the derived vdW forcefield parameters (Chapter 10 

and 11.
^^Based on energy computations in steps of 0.2 A for the carbon-carbon distance. Although 

more accurate minima could easily have been calculated with the Williams IV parameter set, 

we wanted to be consistent with the ab initio computations where the energy calculations were 

performed in steps of 0.2 A.

6-311G** intermolecular interaction energies in the attractive region (which plays

RM Sper (9.1)
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F ig u re  9 .8 : For orientations A-F (see Fig. 9.2), the comparison of the 

intermolecular interaction potentials of (CH 4 ) 2  in the attractive region 

obtained by ab initio computations at M P 2/aug(d f,pd )-6-31lG ** and 

M P4(SD TQ )/aug(df,pd)-6-31lG ** levels of theory with those obtained using 

the Williams IV  parameter set. Energies are in kcal/mol and were corrected 

for BSSE using the counterpoise method. For the W illiams IV  energies, the 

H vdW  interaction sites were relocated 1.04 A from their respective C atoms 

[21].
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F ig u r e  9 .9 : The potentials in Fig. 9.8 plotted on a different scale to show the 

repulsive regions.
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energies from the Williams IV energies:

ABSper = - (9.2)

The rms percent and average absolute percent deviations of the M P2/aug(df,pd)- 

6-311G** and MP4(SDTQ)/aug(df,pd)-6-31lG** energies from the Williams IV 

energies are shown in Table 9.7. As well as the standard RMSper  and ABSper  

values, RMSper~^, RM Sper~ , ABSper^ ,  and ABSper~  values are also given.

part of the potential, where the Williams IV dimer energies are greater than zero. 

Conversely, RMSper~  refers to the attractive region of the potentials. AB Sper^  

and ABSper~  have analogous meanings for the average absolute percent devia

tions.

Simply viewing the ah initio and Williams IV energy profiles for the attractive 

regions of orientation A-F in Fig. 9.8 reveal that the MP2/aug(df,pd)-6-31lG** 

energies are quite close to the Williams IV energies for the most repulsive orien

tations A-C. The MP4(SDTQ)/aug(df,pd)-6-311G** potentials are much more 

attractive. However, for orientations D-F, the M P 4 ( S D T Q ) / a u g ( d f , p d ) - 6- 31 l G * *  

energy profiles are almost a superimposed version of the Williams IV potentials 

with the MP2/aug(df,pd)-6-311G** method underestimating the degree of at

traction. Comparison of the ab initio minima with those of the Williams IV 

parameter set for the location and magnitude of minima (Table 9.6) reveal that 

the carbon-carbon distances of the minima are the same for all three methods with 

the exception of orientation E where the energy minimum at the M P2/aug(df,pd)- 

6-311G* level is at 4.0 A compared to 3.8 A at the MP4(SDTQ)/aug(df,pd)-6- 

311G** level and using the WilHams IV parameter set Meanwhile, the depths 

of the potentials of dimers A-F computed at the MP2/aug(df,pd)-6-311G** level 

are 5% smaller, 11% larger, 19% larger, 10% smaller, 12% smaller and 10% 

smaller, respectively, than those obtained using the Williams IV parameter set 

with an average absolute percent deviation {ABSper  value) of 0.11 and a stan- 

^^The slightly largor miniinum carbon-carbon distance at the MP2/aug(df,pd)-6-311G* level 

can be attributed to the incomplete recovery of electron correlation by the MP2 method.

RMSper~^ denotes the rms percent deviation of dimer energies for the repulsive
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Table 9.6: Comparison of location of minima (carbon-carbon distance) and cor

responding well depths (e) for orientations A-F computed using the Williams 

IV parameter set, and the MP2/aug(df,pd)-6-311G**,MP3/aug(df,pd)-6- 

311G** [22] and MP4(SDTQ)/aug(df,pd)-6-311G** ab initio levels^

Orientation^

A B C D E F

Williams IV 

Position of minimum 4.8 4.4 4.2 4.0 3.8 3.8

e -0.150 -0.245 -0.291 -0.377 -0.411 -0.454

MP2/aug(df,pd)-6-311G** 

Position of minimum 4.8 4.4 4.2 4.0 4.0 3.8

e -0.143 -0.273 -0.347 -0.338 -0.361 -0.409

MP3/aug(df,pd)-6-311G**  ̂

Position of minimum 4.8 4.4 4.2 4.0 4.0 3.8

€ -0.161 -0.290 -0.358 -0.349 -0.368 -0.410

MP4(SDTQ)/aug(df,pd)-6-311G** 

Position of minimum 4.8 4.4 4.2 4.0 3.8 3.8

e -0.185 -0.315 -0.386 -0.386 -0.419 -0.458

^Units for position of minima and e are in A and kcal/mol, respectively. Well 

depths were corrected for BSSE using the counterpoise method. For consistency, 

position of all minima based on energy calculations in steps of 0.2 A. ^Orientations 

as shown in Figure 9.2. ^Taken from [22].
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Table 9.7: Root-mean-square percent (RMSper), Eq.(9.1), and average abso

lute percent deviations (ABSper), Eq.(9.2), of MP2/aug(df,pd)-6-31lG** and 

MP4(SDTQ)/aug(df,pd)-6-311G** methane dimer energies from the corre

sponding Williams IV forcefield values ^

Method RMSper ABSper RMSper+ ABSper+ RMSper ABSper

MP2 0.60 0.23 1.14 0.51 0.25 0.14

MP4(SDTQ) 2.63 0.49 5.29 1.48 0.36 0.17

1'Methane dimer energies relate to orientations A-F, Fig. 9.2. RMSper and ABSper 

values given are based on a total of 78 Williams IV energies {RMSper, ABSper), 

comprising 66 negative energies [RMSper~, ABSper~) and 24 positive energies 

{RMSper'^, ABSper^).

dard deviation (cr) value of 13 % emphasizing the large variance between the six 

orientations. The depths of the potentials of the dimers A-F computed at the 

MP4(SDTQ)/aug(df,pd)-6-31lG** level are 23%, 29%, 33%, 2%, 2% and 1%, 

respectively, larger than those obtained using the Williams IV parameters set 

with a corresponding ABSper  value of -(-0.15 and again large a value of 15 %.

Meanwhile, from Table 9.7, we see that the dimer energies at the MP2/aug(df,pd)- 

6-311G** level are closer to the Williams IV energies than are the MP4(SDTQ)/aug(df,pd)- 

6-311G** energies for all reported statistical quantities. However, the differ

ences between the ah initio and Williams IV potentials are quite large, but 

especially so in the repulsive regions. This is particularly true in the case of 

MP4(SDTQ)/aug(df,pd)-6-311G** where the RMSper+ and ABSper^  values 

of 5.29 and 1.48, respectively, indicate incorrect description of the repulsive re

gions by the Williams IV parameter set when compared with high level ab initio 

data (see also Fig. 9.9). It is worth reiterating that the Williams IV parame

ter set were fitted to crystal data and hence repulsive regions of the potentials 

were not considered in the fitting procedure. In the attractive regions, the dif

ferences between the M P 2 / a u g ( d f ,p d ) - 6- 31l G  and MP4(SDTQ)/aug(df,pd)-
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6 31IG  energies and the Williams IV energies are more com parable th an  in 

the repulsive regions, where the R M S p er~  and ABSper~  values indicate rea

sonable agreement between the ah initio and Williams IV energies. Again, the 

higher level M P4(SDTQ)/aug(df,pd)-6-31lG** energies show the larger differ

ences. It is worth noting that the greater recovery of dispersion energy by the 

M P4(SDTQ)/aug(df,pd)-6-311G** m ethod compared to the M P2/aug(df,pd)-6- 

31IG** m ethod can be used to explain how the differences between the  two 

m ethods are larger in the repulsive region where the dispersion energy becomes 

greatest

Possible reasons for the difference between the W illiams IV potential and 

M P4(SDTQ)/aug(df,pd)-6-311G** could be: the  W illiams empirical potential 

param eters were optimized to various hydrocarbon molecules, hence they may be 

different from the true potential parameters of the m ethane dimer; the crys

ta l derived param eters include many-body effects; errors in BSSE correction 

by the counterpoise method; inadequacies of the Buckingham exp-6 description 

(employed by W illiams IV) of non-bond interactions for all orientations of the 

m ethane dimer The la tte r point is investigated w ith respect to our own fits 

obtained using the Buckingham exp-6 analytical function (and other functional 

forms) to  the ab initio d a ta  (Chapter 10).

9.5.6 Level of Correlation Correction Effects

Finally in this chapter, the effect of level of correlation correction on our com puted 

interaction energies is evaluated. The intermolecular potential calculated by the 

HF m ethod does not have a minimum, because this m ethod can not evaluate the 

attractive dispersion interaction (see Fig 9.10). From Fig. 9.8, we see th a t due to

^^Just as the magnitude of the difference in dispersion energy between two basis sets of 

different size increases as the C-C distance gets smaller (recall section 9.5.2), this will also be

the case with different levels of correlation correction.
^^Comparisons with the MP4(SDTQ)/aug(df,pd)-6-311G interaction energies reveal that

orientations D-F are described well by the Williams IV set, but orientations A-C are described 

relatively poorly (Fig. 9.8).
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Figure 9.10: HF/aug(df,pd)-6-311G** versus MP2/aug(df,pd)-6-31lG**: Plot 

showing the shortcomings of the Hartree-Fock method in determining the in- 

termolecular interaction energies of the methane dimer (orientation F) due 

to its neglect of the attractive dispersion component of the interaction. The 

HF/aug(pd,df)-6-311G** energies are primarily repulsive with no attractive 

well. BSSE was corrected by the counterpoise method.

the underestimation of the dispersion energies at the MP2 level (MP2/aug(df,pd)- 

6-31IG**), the calculated potentials are shallower and well depths smaller than 

those obtained at the MP4(SDTQ) level (MP4(SDTQ)/aug(df,pd)-6-311G**). 

The magnitude and position of the potential well depths also serves as a measure 

of the attractive interaction computed using the different methods. From Table 

9.6, we see that the MP2 potential well depths for orientations A-F are 23%, 

13%, 10%, 12%, 14% and 11% (average 14 %), respectively, smaller than those 

at the MP4(SDTQ) level using the same basis set. Included in Table 9.6 for 

comparison are the M P3/aug(df,pd)-6-31lG** energies as calculated by Tsuzuki 

et al. [22]. The M P3 minimum interaction energies for orientations A-F are 13%, 

8%, 7%, 10%, 12%, 10% (average 10 %), respectively, smaller than those at the
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M P4(SDTQ) level using the same basis set. Hence, in this work we observe the 

trend MP2 <  MP3 < MP4(SDTQ) in agreement with the findings of Tsuzuki 

et al. [17] and in contradiction to the more recent study of Rowley et al. [18]

(C hapter 8, section 8.3.3).

9.6 Conclusion

Semiempirical methods are unsuitable for the treatm ent of dispersion forces, 

and hence com putation of non-bond potentials. Meanwhile, highly accurate po

tentials can be obtained via ab initio com putations with medium sized flexi

ble basis sets and electron correlation correction. For the H2 -H 2 system, the 

M P4(SDTQ)/aug(pd)-6-311G** method, and for the CH4-CH4 system, the M P2/aug(df,pd)- 

6-311G** and M P4(SDTQ )/aug(df,pd)-6-31lG ** m ethods yielded quality ab ini

tio potentials: the im portant point here was flexibility of the  basis sets in the tail 

regions of the potentials. The trend MP2 <  MP3 < MP4 for recovery of electron 

correlation eflfects is observed, while inclusion of BSSE correction in determina

tion of the intermolecular energies is crucial.

Deficiencies of the W illiams IV param eter set have been highlighted for the 

m ethane dimer. In the repulsive regions, the magnitude of the Williams IV poten

tials show relatively large deviations from the M P4(SDTQ)/aug(df,pd)-6-311G** 

computed interaction energies, while in the attractive regions, the interaction 

energies are underestim ated for all six main orientations. On the basis of this, 

vdW  param eters derived from fits to the M P4(SDTQ)/aug(df,pd)-6-311G** PES 

should produce superior performing param eter sets in comparison to  the  W illiam s 

IV set. The purpose of the less accurate M P2/aug(df,pd)-6-311G** d a ta  on the 

other hand is to analyze the effects of conformational sampling and inclusion 

of ab initio  forces on the quality of the derived forcefield param eters (Chapters 

10 and 11). A further point is tha t large variances in the degree of agreement 

between the ab initio  and Williams IV potentials was observed: orientation de

pendent. This may indicate deficiencies of the exp-6 functional form employed 

by the W illiams IV set. Ŵ e investigate this point in C hapter 10.
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Ideally, the ab initio interaction energies should be compared with experi

mental interaction energies. However, the only available experimental data  are 

the spherically averaged intermolecular potentials of methane dimer [23, 24, 25, 

26, 27, 28]. The carbon-carbon distance of the potential minima scatters in the 

range of 3.84-4.27 kcal/mol. The depth of the potential scatters in the range of 

0.33-0.46 kcal/mol. These averaged potential are not suitable to compare directly 

with our calculated interaction energies. However, the MP2/aug(df,pd)-6-31lG** 

and MP4(SDTQ)/aug(df,pd)-6-311G** well depths and minima carbon-carbon 

distances (Table 9.6) are in general agreement with the experimental results. 

Another experimentally deduced isotropic potential indicates that the effective 

methane-methane energy minimum is approximately 0.4 kcal/mol at a C-C dis

tance of 3.85 A [29]. This is in good agreement with our ab initio computations 

(Table 9.6). The good agreement between the ab initio results and experiment 

also suggests that the analytical models developed from these results (Chapter 

10) should provide quality MD simulation results (Chapter 11).
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Chapter 10 

Forcefield Parameters to Fit the  

Ab Initio Data

10.1 Introduction

The size and shape of a molecule (or its component groups) are directly related 

to the volume from which other molecules, or other parts of the same molecule, 

are excluded. This factor, which in empirical conformational calculations is rep

resented by the non-bond repulsion, is one of the most important factors in 

determining the conformations of large molecules [1, 2], The higher the pressure 

conditions or equivalently, the more dense the system, the more im portant the 

description of the non-bond repulsion interactions. Work on very dense systems 

such as crystals [3], Langmuir-Blodgett films [4] and dense monolayers [5] has 

shown that the united atom (UA)  ̂ model is inadequate. It appears th a t as the 

density increases, an interlocking of the hydrogen atoms on adjacent molecules 

leads to advantageous packing effects which cannot be described by a united 

atom. Thus for very dense systems it is more suitable to use atomistic potentials 

which are able to describe the influence of hydrogen atoms on molecular packing.

^Modelling groups of atoms as single sites (united atoms). For polymers, this reduces the 

systems to something resembling “beads” of united atoms.

227
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The non-bond potential between two methane molecules can be written:

[ / ( r i 2 , W i , W 2 )  =  ( 1 0 . 1 )
a> 0

where r i 2 is the vector from the centre of molecule 1 to that of molecule 2, Wi 

=  is the orientation of molecule i, Tap is the distance between a site a

on molecule 1 and site /3 on molecule 2, and Ua  ̂ is the energy of the non-bond 

interaction between the two sites. The advantage of atomistic over united atom 

potentials (U AP’s) is that atomistic model potentials explicitly include the an

gle dependence of molecule-molecule interactions via computation of the various 

inter-site interactions. An atomistic methane dimer model has ten sites, so that 

the interaction between the two molecules consists of a sum of one C-C interac

tion, sixteen H-H and eight C-H interactions. For a symmetric molecule like 

methane, it is understandable that a UAP such as a  2C-LJ (two-centre Lennard- 

Jones) may give good results [6]. However, these parameters are unlikely to be ef

fective in their description of larger non-spherical alkane molecules. Furthermore, 

UAP’s although performing well in predicting bulk properties, their perform ance 

with respect to microscopic properties is poor owing to their isotropy f7j. For 

these reasons, all van der Waals (vdW) parameter sets developed in this work 

from fits to the in itio  data in Chapter 9 are atomistic.

The analytical function models which we use to derive our atomistic vdW pa

rameters from the ab initio data are introduced in the section 10.2.1. All functions 

fit are what are commonly known in the field of molecular simulation as pairwise- 

additive, site-site potential models consisting of terms calculated between pairs 

of atoms. In reality, there are also many body contributions, involving 3, 4, etc. 

atoms, which in terms of importance are typically a few percent of the 2-body 

contributions. The assumption of pairwise additivity has added importance in 

the condensed phase, but non-additive forces have been shown to be very small 

in methane trimers [8]. More recently, non-additivity has been investigated with 

respect to methane trimers, tetramers and pentamers [9]. These computations 

revealed that the pairwise additivity assumption is still reasonably good at liquid 

densities, but illustrate that N-body effects calculated from clusters of molecules
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could be incorporated into more sophisticated models.

Finally, the parameter sets in this work are derived by fitting to interaction 

energies, interaction forces and a combination of both. Hence, the relative merits 

of using either interaction forces or interaction forces + interaction energies com

bined in preference to interaction energies for deriving vdW forcefield parameters 

is also investigated.

10.2 Computational D eta ils/ F itting Procedures

10.2.1 A nalytical vdW  Potential Forms U sed

Many functional forms have been derived to describe vdW interactions. The 

general requirements for a suitable functional form is that it goes very positive at 

short distances, has a slightly negative minimum, and goes towards zero at large 

distances.

For the H2 dimer, parameters were derived by fitting to an exp-6 -1 type pair 

potential, the Buckingham equation [10]:

E i j  =  A i j e x p { - R i j / a )  -  B ijR ^ ^  + qiQjRr/

This consists of an exp- 6  function to describe vdW interactions together with 

explicit inclusion of a Coulomb term for electrostatic interactions.

For the CH4 dimer, different functional forms are fit to the ab initio data 

and performances of the models compared with respect to quality of the fits, 

their reproduction of the methane dimer interaction potentials (both overall and 

for the individual orientations) and their reproduction of experimental thermo

dynamic properties from molecular dynamics (MD) simulations (Chapter 11). 

These functions are:

• the widely used Lennard-Jones 12-6 (LJ 12-6) [11] potential:
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where R* is the minimum energy distance and e is the depth of the energy 

well. This can alternatively be written in the following form:

where a, the collision diameter, is defined as the value of R  when E l j { R)

where e is the well depth parameter, R* is the minimum energy distance 

and a  is a free parameter which determines the shape of the potential.

Example energy profiles for the three different functional forms are displayed 

in Fig. 10.1 and Fig. 10.2 where their distinct individual features can be di

rectly compared. The exp-6 profile is obtained using the Williams IV [13] C-H 

parameter set values. To allow valid comparisons between functional terms, the 

LJ 12-6 and LJ 9-6 energy profiles are obtained by fixing the two LJ parameters 

for well depth (e) and position of minima {R*) at the Williams IV values. Mean

while, Morse e and R* values were also fixed at the Williams IV values, while 

the parameter a  was obtained by a least squares fit to the Williams IV exp-6 

potential.

From Fig. 10.1 and Fig. 10.2, we see that although the LJ 12-6 function 

describes the attractive region of the potential well (Fig. 10.2), it is much too hard 

in the repulsive region (Fig. 10.1). Despite its hardness at short distances, the LJ 

12-6 function is widely used owing to its computational efficiency. However, there 

is no reason to choose the repulsive part to be 12, in fact there is evidence that

12

(10.4)

=  0 .

•  the Buckingham or Hill [12] type (exp-6) potential;

EBuck{R) =  A e x p ( -R la )  -  BR~^ (10.5)

where A, B,  and a  are suitable constants.

•  and the modified Morse potential:

EMorseir)  = exp [ -a { R  -  R*)]Y)  (10.6)
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Figure 10.1: Comparison of exp-6, LJ and Morse potentials in the repulsive re

gions: Comparison of the Williams IV exp-6 C-H non-bond potential with LJ 

12-6, LJ 9-6 and Morse potentials obtained using the Williams IV equilibrium 

non-bond distance of 3.304 A and well depth of -.0486 kcal/mol. The third 

Morse parameter a is obtained via a least-squares fit to the Williams IV po

tential from R(C-H) =  1-8 A. It is clear that the LJ functions are too repulsive 

at short distances. The exp-6 Williams potential on the other hand, turns over 

at short distances and goes towards —oo. The Morse function offers a good 

compromise.

9 or 10 gives better results. 12 is merely chosen for historical and computational 

convenience. The LJ repulsive exponent may hence be softened to a degree by 

using its 10-6 or 9-6 form instead (Fig. 10.1) The source of the problem with 

the LJ functional form is that since the equilibrium distance R* and well depth 

(hardness) parameter e in Eq. (10.3), or equivalently, the collision diameter (a) 
^The LJ 12-6 potential is one of a number of n-m type potentials (LJ n-m) which 

can be used to  describe vdW interactions according to  the general equation E y d w i R )  —

Hence, a LJ 9-6 potential takes the  form of E ^ d w i R )  =
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Figure 10.2: Comparison of exp-6, LJ and Morse potentials in the attractive 

regions: Attractive part of potentials in Fig. 10.1. There is little difference 

between the functionals in this region. However, the Morse function does not 

have the dependence and is shallower than the other potentials.

and well depth (e) parameters in Eq. (10.4), fixes the two forcefield parameters, 

there is no additional flexibility in the LJ function to fit the form of the repulsive 

interaction.

The repulsion is due to the overlap of the electronic wavefunctions. The elec

tron density falls off exponentially with distance from the atom. Therefore some 

vdW functional forms, e.g. Buckingham (exp-6) Eq.(10.5), employ an exponen

tial form for the repulsive part of the potential. However the problem with the 

exp-6 function is that at short distances the energy “turns over” and goes to

wards -o o  (Williams IV, Fig. 10.1). Such a function is therefore not suitable for 

describing very short range interactions.

The third type of vdW form is the less widely used three param eter modified 

Morse potential. From Fig. 10.1, we can see that in the repulsive region, the 

Morse potential provides a ‘good’ fit to the exp-6 potential having the added 

bonus of not “turning over” at short distances. Meanwhile, in the attractive
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region, although it provides a good description of the potential well, the Morse 

function does not have the commonly used dependence at long distances 

and is shallower than the other potentials (Fig. 10.2). Furthermore, all alkane 

vdW Morse parameters reported in the literature thus far have produced poor 

performance [7, 14, 15] Nevertheless, owing to its fiexibihty in describing repul

sion which becomes important under high pressure conditions, and its apparently 

more than reasonable description of attraction (Fig. 10.2), we develop and test 

our own set of Morse vdW parameters as well as testing the performance of the 

recently published untested Morse vdW parameter set of Rowley [9 ].

Finally, no electrostatic terms are included in the fits to the methane dimer 

PES: in apolar alkanes, vdW interactions dominate the intermolecular energy 

and since the improvement of fits via inclusion of charges has been found to 

be relatively minor in previous methane dimer studies [16, 17], we consequently 

exclude charges from our fitting procedures. Furthermore, their contribution 

to the computed liquid properties in the validation process (MD simulations, 

Chapter 1 1 ) would be negligible in any case [7, 16, 18, 19].

10.2.2 (H 2 ) 2  and (CH 4)2  Forcefield Models

The models of the H2  and CH4  dimers from which we can extract our optimum 

vdW parameter sets are presented. For the H2 dimer, several studies have shown 

that the H-H non-bonding interaction is highly anisotropic [20, 21, 22] and tha t 

the hydrogen molecule has a quadrupole [23, 24, 25]. In order to incorporate 

the anisotropy of the non-bonding interaction, we therefore adopt the approach 

of Tsuzuki et al. [26] and slightly relocate the interaction centre of hydrogen 

towards the connected atom as shown in Fig. 10.3, where R Fi is the factor of the 

relocation of the non-bonding interaction centre. To incorporate the coulombic 

^For example, Nagy et al. [7] derived alkane Morse function potential parameters by fit
ting to methane dimer energies, crystal cell parameters and sublimation heats for seven alkane 
compounds. Although the function fitted very well to the dimer energies and crystal data, 
disappointing results were obtained for liquid methane and butane densities and heats of evap

oration.
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interaction between the quadrupoles, e''“ is put on the hydrogen nucleus and e~ is 

put a little inward on the nucleus. The position of e~ represents the centre of the 

distribution of the electrons of one hydrogen atom, as shown in Fig. 10.3, RF2 

being the factor of the relocation of the distribution of the electrons. The three 

parameters {A, B  and a) of the Buckingham equation (exp-6-1), Eq. (10.5), were 

optimized via an ABSerr residual fit using this model.

vdW interaction centres

H H

H H -

R* = R X RF1
RF = R eduction Factor

Coulomb interaction centres

e  <1

Rc =  R X RF2

Figure 10.3: Hydrogen dimer model-. Interaction centres for incorporation of 

the anisotropy of the non-bonding vdW interaction and the quadrupole- 

quadrupole interaction applied in this work.

Meanwhile, as already mentioned in Chapter 8, several studies have shown 

that the non-bonding interaction of hydrogen atoms in hydrocarbon molecules 

has large anisotropy [13, 16, 27, 28, 29]. In order to evaluate the importance 

of this anisotropy, an isotropic hydrogen model (Fig 10.4, Model I) and an 

anisotropic hydrogen model (Fig 10.4, Model II) were employed for optimiza

tion of the methane dimer non-bonding interaction parameters. Model II models
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MODEL I

H - -------------------------------

MODEL II

R* = R X RF
RF = Reduction Factor

Figure 10.4: Methane dimer models: The models used for the optimization of 

non-bonding vdW interaction parameters in this work.

the anisotropy of the non-bonding interaction of hydrogens by relocating the in

teraction centre of the hydrogen atoms by a factor (1 - RF) the C-H bond length 

towards the connected carbon atoms (Fig. 10.4). The C-C, C-H and H-H param 

eters of exp-6, LJ 12-6 and 9-6, and Morse analytical functions were optimized 

using both of these models from fits to the MP4(SDTQ)/aug(df,pd)-6-311G** 

interaction energies. For the MP2/aug(df,pd)-6-31lG** ab initio data, fits of 

exp-6 vdW parameters only were performed.

10.2.3 PAROPT Details

All parameters were developed using our parameter optimization program, PAROPT. 

The abstract Temperature in PAROPT was manually adjusted to yield an ap

proximately 50% acceptance ratio at the start (see Chapter 5 for PAROPT de

tails). PAROPT then maintains approximately this acceptance ratio during the
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Metropolis [30] simulated annealing schedule.

Because of the dominant magnitudes of some of our higher energy repulsive 

ab initio points in a least-squares fit to prevent bias of the vdW fitted equations 

to these points we chose to use an absolute residual fit (ABSerr) to the ab initio 

data:

ABSerr = ^ ' £ \ ^ F F - V a i \  (10.7)
'''' i= l

where N  is the number of configurations, and Vff  and Vai refer to the forcefield 

and ab initio interaction energies, respectively. The effect of such a choice is to 

dampen the effect of the outermost repulsive points in the regression compared 

to the weighting of such points offered by a least-squares (RMSerr) fit

R M Serr  =
N

m  -  V a i f  (10.8)
i=l

The ABSerr fit offers a more robust physical fit than does a least-squares (RMSerr) 

fitting procedure. Therefore, the methods of fitting we applied to the ab initio 

data from Chapter 9 were as follows:

• For the complete set of hyd rogen  d im er in te ra c tio n  energies,

-  60 MP4(SDTQ)/aug(pd)-6-31lG** interaction energy points for ori

entations A-D (Fig. 9.1) as given in Table 9.1,

the vdW forcefield parameters were optimized with respect to minimization 

of the absolute error ABSerr.

•  For the complete set of m e th a n e  d im er in te ra c tio n  energ ies,

-  78 MP2/aug(df,pd)-6-311G** or MP4(SDTQ)/aug(df,pd)-6-311G** 

interaction energies for orientations A-F (Fig. 9.2) as given in Ta

bles 9.3 and 9.4, or
^In a least-squares fit, residuals are squared and hence larger residuals which are most likely

at higher energy points will dominate the fitting procedure.
^Note difference between ABSerr and RMSerr functions, and the ABSper (Eq. 9.2) and

RMSper (Eq. 9.1) functions, respectively, in Chapter 9, section 9.5.5.
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-  130 interaction energy points for orientation A-J (Figures 9.2 and 9.3) 

as given in Tables 9.3-9.5,

the vdW parameters were optimized with respect to minimization of the 

absolute error ABSerr.

• Also, for the MP2/aug(df,pd)-6-31lG** m ethane dimer interaction en

ergies, to allow valid comparisons between fitting methods (ABSerr or RM

Serr), the highest energy point was removed from each orientation’s set of 

energies, leaving

-  72 interaction energy points from Tables 9.3 and 9.4 for orientations 

A-F (Fig. 9.2) or

-  120 interaction energy points from Tables 9.3-9.5 for orientations A-J 

(Figures 9.2 and 9.3),

and the parameters optimized with respect to minimization of the roor- 

mean-square error (RMSerr). ®

• Meanwhile, for the

-  3900 MP2/aug(df,pd)-6-311G** m ethane dimer forces correspond

ing to the 130 energy points for orientations A-J as given in Tables 

9.3-9.5, and for

-  the 130 and 3900 MP2/aug(df,pd)-6-31lG** m ethane dim er ener

gies and forces com bined, respectively,

the error was reduced in the fitting procedure with respect to the following 

function:
N

S U M  =
i=l

30

W e  \Vf F “  ^ M P 2 | +  W f  ^  ~  p M P 2
J=1

(10.9)

where W e and Wp are the values of the weights used on the the energy 

and force residuals, respectively. For the fits to the methane dimer forces.
®The contribution of the removed energy points would have dominated the RMSerr expres

sion and bias the fits as described.
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W e  =  0 and Wp =  1. The use of an ABSerr function for the forces in Eq. 

(10.9) is entirely necessary due to the large magnitudes of many of the force 

components. The weighting scheme for the energies and forces combined, 

adm ittedly arbitrary, was employed so as to ensure comparable or slightly  

better fits of the final parameter sets to the forces. The values for W e  and 

W p  in the fitting procedure were adjusted accordingly as described in the 

results.

10.2.4 Physical Constraints Tested

As well as allowing the parameters for the m ethane dimer to be completely free 

in the parameter optim izations, the use of different physical constraints in the 

fitting procedures is also investigated for the reproduction of the methane dimer 

energies, section 10.4, and the quality of results obtained in the prediction of 

alkane thermodynamic quantities from MD simulations (Chapter 11). The fol

lowing physical constraints are tested in different fitting procedures as described 

in the results:

•  Geometric mean of C-C  and H-H vdW  parameters for  C-H parameters. 

Rowley [9] has shown that unconstrained independent fits of C-C, C-H 

and H-H parameters to the methane dimer energies are insensitive to  the 

values of the C-C parameters. A robust way of dealing with this problem  

is by applying the geometric mean constraint for C-H parameters in the 

optimization procedure; C-H parameters are determined as the geometric 

mean of the corresponding C-C and H-H parameters.

•  Fixing H-H parameters at those derived from fits to the H2 -H2  PES, opti

mizing the remainder. Using our interaction energy data for the H2 data  

presented in Chapter 9, we derive a set of H-H vdW  parameters which 

can be adopted and constrained in the fits to the m ethane dimer data. 

This method, like using the geometric mean constraint for C-H parameters, 

should help overcome the problem of the insensitivity of C-C parameter fits
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to the methane dimer energy data and yield more physical parameter sets. 

By fitting to the hydrogen dimer model we are using what is known as the 

sequential method of parametrization. Only a small number of parameters 

are fitted at a time, which is the advantage of the method. The disadvan

tage is that the final set of parameters is guaranteed to provide a poorer 

fit than if all the parameters are fitted simultaneously {consistent forcefield 

method).

•  Constraining the B parameters in the exp-6 functional form to be greater 

than those determined at a lower level of theory. In some cases as we shall 

see, the insensitivity of the C-C parameters to the fits meant that we had 

to impose constraints on the fitting procedures which did not employ a geo

metric mean. In the worst case scenarios, fitting unconstrained independent 

exp-6 parameters led to C-H parameters with no repulsive walls. There

fore, to overcome this problem, we either constrained B  exp-6 parameters 

to be greater than those determined at a lower level (from fits to MP3/6- 

311G(3d,3p) PES energies [16]) using a geometric mean,  ̂ or as described 

in the text.

10.2.5 Further F itting D etails

Finally, the validity of

•  conformational sampling of the MP4/aug(df,pd)-6-311G** PES (reduction 

in both the number of orientations and configurations covering the PES)

•  the use of an ABSerr fit compared to the more standard RMSerr fit

was investigated from fits to the MP2/aug(df,pd)-6-311G** interaction energy 

data.
^Our ab initio data was obtained using a superior basis set (aug(df,pd)-6-311G **) as regards 

recovery of the electron correlation, so that the assumption that the optim ized B  parameters 

in the exp-6 function should be greater than those obtained using the 6-31lG (3d ,3p) basis set 

[16] is justified.
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Jorgensen et al. have performed an abundance of work in the development 

of forcefield parameters for condensed phase alkanes and have reiterated many 

times that Monte Carlo (MC) or MD simulations from which condensed phase 

properties such as densities and heats of evaporation can be calculated are pre

requisite in the development of new forcefields [19, 31, 32], Serious failures of 

recent models for liquid hydrocarbons which were parameterized in the absence 

of fluid simulations have been highlighted by this group [19, 31]. Hence, as well 

as comparing the C-C, C-H and H-H site-site interaction energy profiles of the 

optimum parameter sets derived from fits to the MP2/aug(df,pd)-6-311G** in

teraction energies, we adopt the approach of Jorgensen to (1) determine whether 

inclusion of the supplementary orientations G-H (Chapter 9, Fig. 9.3) is critical 

in our final optimized parameter sets and (2) determine if the parameter sets de

rived from ABSerr residual fits are as effective as those derived from RMSerr fits. 

To do this, the following fits of exp-6 functions to the MP2/aug(df,pd)-6-311G** 

interaction energies using anisotropic Model II methane dimer (Fig. 10.4) were 

performed;

• Fit (1): 10 orientations (A -J)/ 130 energy points/ ABSerr fit

• Fit (2)\ 10 orientations (A -J)/ 120 energy po in ts/ RMSerr fit

• Fit (3): 6 main orientations (A-F)/ 72 energy points/ RMSerr fit

Analysis of the results obtained for the optimum parameter set from Fit (1) and 

from Fit (2) will indicate the eflfect of fitting method (ABSerr or RMSerr) on 

the quality of parameters, while analysis of the results obtained for the optimum 

parameter sets from Fit (2) and from Fit (3) will indicate the effect of confor

mational sampling on the quality of the optimum parameter sets. A further 

fitting method was applied to the MP2/aug(df,pd)-6-31lG** interaction energies 

in which all parameters were allowed complete independence (unconstrained) in 

the optimization procedure.

•  Fit (4): 6 main orientations (A-F)/ 78 energy points/ ABSerr fit
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Finally, note tha t all fits to either the M P2/aug(df,pd)-6-31lG** PES or 

M P4(SDTQ)/aug(df,pd)-6-311G** PES adopted parameters derived from lower 

level ab initio m ethane dimer interaction energy data as the starting  input pa

ram eters for PAROPT. Specifically, the C-C, C-H and H-H param eters derived 

from fits to  the M P3/6-311G(3d,3p) m ethane dim er PES were used in each case 

[16].

10.3 H 2 Dimer Results

The results of the ABSerr fit to the M P4(SDTQ)/aug(pd)-6-311G** hydrogen 

dim er interaction energies are displayed in Table 10.1 and Figures 10.5 and 10.6. 

The optim ized param eters, together w ith the ABSerr and RMSerr between the 

energies calculated using the fitted potential and those from the ab initio calcu

lations are shown in Table 10.1. The smallest ABSerr of 0.017 kcal/m ol (corre

sponding RMSerr value of 0.031 kcal/mol) was obtained when R F l =  0.87 and 

RF2 =  0.75 (Fig. 10.3). The intermolecular potentials for the individual (^.2)2  

orientations (A-D) calculated using the fitted param eters are shown in Fig. 10.5. 

O rientation A excluded, the fitted potentials agree reasonably well with the ab 

initio potentials. Fig. 10.6 compares the H-H site-site interaction energy profiles 

obtained from the H-H param eter set derived in this work, the H-H param eter

T able 10.1: Optimized H-H nonbonding parameters of the Buckingham 

equation (Eq. (10.5)) derived in this work from ABSerr fits to  the 

M P4(SDTQ)/aug(pd)-6-311G** H2 -H 2  PES da ta  (Table 9.1) using the  model 

as shown in Fig 10.3.

R F l RF2 A B a ABSerrt RM Serrt

(kcal/mol) (kcal A® mol"^) (A -i) (kcal/m ol) (kcal/m ol)

0.87 0.75 2198.443 58.0555 0.2956 0.017 0.031

 ̂ Fit obtained via reduction of the ABSerr, but corresponding RMSerr value for opti

mized parameters is given for comparison.
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set derived from fits to the MP4(SDTQ)/6-311G(3p) H2 -H2 PES [26] and the 

Williams IV H-H set. The H-H site-site potentials derived from the high level 

MP4(SDTQ) ab initio data (Tsuzuki, this work), are much more attractive than 

those of the Williams IV set, while our parameter set yields a more attractive 

potential than that of Tsuzuki et al. [26] due to a more complete recovery of elec

tron correlation by the aug(pd)-6-31lG** basis set compared to the 6-31lG(3p) 

basis set.
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Figure 10.5: Fits to the H2 dimer ab initio data: Fit of the potentials obtained 

using our newly derived parameter set to the M P4(SDTQ)/aug(pd)-6-31lG** 

interaction energies for orientations A-D.
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F ig u re  10,6: H-H vdW  exp-6 parameter sets: H-H interaction energies calculated 

using the Williams IV parameter set [13], the Tsuzuki et al. parameter set [26] 

derived from fits to the MP4(SDTQ)/6-31lG(3p) hydrogen dimer PES, and 

the parameter set derived in this work from fits to the M P4(SDTQ)/aug(pd)- 

6-31IG** hydrogen dimer PES.

10.4 CH 4 D im er R esults

10.4.1 Introduction

The results of the fitting procedures for the methane dimer are presented in 

Tables 10.2-10.10 and Figures 10.7-10.11. It is by no means certain that the 

global minimum in each case was located. However, the use of “good” starting 

parameters, Tsuzuki’s exp-6 vdW parameters determined from fits to lower level 

ab initio MP3/6-311G(3d,3p) energy data [16], and the Metropolis simulated 

annealing schedule employed in the PAROPT program is vital in the search of 

the global minimum.

10.4.2 Fits to MP2/aug(df,pd)-6-311G** Energies

Table 10.2 compares the anisotropic Model II (Fig, 10.4) fits obtained to the 

MP2/aug(df,pd)-6-31lG** interaction energy data using the different fitting meth

ods Fit(l)-Fit(4)  as introduced in section 10.2.5 for the exp-6 functional form. 

The corresponding derived parameter sets are presented in Table 10.3 and the
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Table 10.2: Anisotropic Model II (Fig 10.4) exp-6 fits to the MP2 /aug(df,pd)- 

6-311G** methane dimer intermolecular energies.

No. of No. of vdW

Parameter Fitting Orientations Parameters ABSerr

Set^ Method^ Constraints^^ (Configurations) Optimized (RMSerr)

MP2en(i) (1) ABSerr H H /G M 10 (130) 6 0.074 (0.143)

MP2en(ii) (2) RMSerr H H /G M 10 (120) 6 0.052 (0.083)

MP2en(iii) (3) RMSerr H H /G M 6 (72) 6 0.045 (0.073)

MP2en(iv) (4) ABSerr - 6 (78) 9 0.054 (0.116)

^Parameters set values given in Table 10.3.  ̂ Fitting methods (l)-(4) as described in 

section 10.2.5. GM  denotes determination of C-H parameters from the geometric 

mean of C-C and H-H parameters. HH denotes H-H parameters fixed at values derived 

from fits to the MP4(SDTQ)/6-311G(3p) H2 -H2 FES [26]. In Fit 4, no constraints were 

imposed on the fitting procedure.

site-site interactions of these potentials in Fig. 10.7. For comparison the corre

sponding site-site potentials of the popular Williams IV [13], OPLS-AA [33] and 

MM3 [34] forcefields are shown in Fig. 10.8.

From Table 10.2, we see that the quality of the RMSerr fits (MP2en(ii),MP2en(iii)) 

improves little on removal of the supplementary orien tations G-H from the fit

ting procedure, possibly indicating that inclusion of these orientations has only 

a minor effect on the derived parameter sets. Inclusion of the highest repulsive 

energy points has a dramatic effect on the RMSerr value for the ABSerr derived 

MP2en(i) and MP2en(iv) parameter sets due to the weighting of these points 

by the least-squares method. This indicates that our choice of minimization of 

the ABSerr function in the parameter optimization procedure was justified, as 

a RMSerr fit would bias the fit towards lowering the large squared residuals of 

the high energy points and in doing so sacrifice ‘good’ fits in the attractive re

gions. Finally, an ABSerr fit of 0.054 kcal/mol is obtained for the unconstrained 

optimization of all nine C-C, C-H and H-H parameters (MP2en(iv)).

Fig. 10.7 compares the C-C, C-H and H-H site-site interaction energy pro-
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Table 10.3: Buckingham (exp-6) type anisotropic Model II (Fig. 10.4) vdW pa

rameters sets derived in this work from fits to methane dimer MP2/aug(df,pd)- 

6-31IG** interaction energies.

Parameters^ Parameter Sef̂ ^

MP2en(i) MP2en(ii) MP2en(iii) MP2en(iv)

RFt 0.89 0.87 0.87 0.89

^ c - c 4978.140 1625.937 2577.836 5950.128

B c - c 451.043 453.5495 458.9402 450.5179

o c - c 0.3289 0.3707 0.3538 0.3782

2105.0 2105.0 2105.0 2310.342

B h- h 51.71 51.71 51.71 51.8852

OiH-H 0.2975 0.2975 0.2975 0.2977

10 3237.126 1850.026 2329.452 5643.429

B c - h 152.7201 153.1439 154.0513 156.2706

OLc-K 0.3128 0.3321 0.3244 0.2589

^Units for A’s and B’s are kcal mol \  while units for a ’s are in A .  ^^See Table 10.2 

for details of the quality of the fits. For parameter sets M P2en(i)-(iii), H-H param eters 

were taken from fits to to the MP4(SDTQ)/6-311G(3p) H2 -H2  FES [26], ^C-H bond 

reduction factor.
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files of the derived parameter sets (MP2en(i)-MP2en(iv). These can be compared 

with the site-site potentials obtained for commonly used empirical forcefields such 

as the Williams IV in Fig. 10.8. Due to the limited number of configurations 

considered in our parameter refinements, it appears that by using nine indepen

dent vdW parameters in the optimization procedures, the physical meaning of 

the parameters has been sacrificed for the benefit of better fits to the ab initio 

data (MP2en(iv)). Fitting six parameters with the H-H values fixed at their 

values obtained from a fit to the MP4(SDTQ)/6-311G(3p) H2-H2 PES [26] and 

C-H parameter values determined from the geometric mean of C-C and H-H pa

rameters (MP2en(i)-(iii)), yields the more ‘physical’ parameters but this has a 

simultaneous increase in the residuals as we see from Table 10.2.

Viewing the site-site interaction energy profiles for the MP2en(iv) parameter 

set (Fig. 10.7), we see that the energy profiles for this parameter set derived 

from nine independent parameter optimizations (all parameters unconstrained) 

are completely difiFerent to those for parameter sets MP2en(i)-(iii). For MP2en(i)- 

(iii), the dominant methane dimer attractive interaction is provided by the C-C 

interactions consistent with the widely used empirical parameter sets Williams 

IV, OPLS-AA and MM3 in Fig. 10.8, while for MP2 en(iv), the C-C interac

tions are primarily repulsive in nature with the C-H interactions dominating the 

attraction between CH4 molecules. This is indicative of the insensitivity of the 

C-C parameters to the fits to the methane dimer energies previously observed by 

Rowley [9]. The 8:1 ratio of the C-H to C-C interactions in the methane dimer, 

the fact that many of the C-C interactions are effectively shielded in many of 

the orientations (A, B and C of the main orientations (Chapter 9, Fig. 9.2), 

G and H of the supplementary orientations (Chapter 9,Fig. 9.2)), and the fact 

that the C-C distance is larger than most of the C-H or H-H separations, means 

that there is less certainty about the true nature of C-C interaction parameters. 

Hence, although not ideal, the use of a geometric mean for C-H parameters with 

the H-H parameters fixed (MP2en(i)-MP2en(iii)) is an effective way of dealing 

with the insensitivity of the C-C parameters to the final fit and yields the more
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physically meaningful MP2en(i)-(iii) parameter sets. Nevertheless, it must also 

be noted that unconstrained independent parameter sets provide the best fits 

to the ab initio data, and that unphysical alkane vdW parameter sets derived 

from fits to  theoretical data have previously been found successful for reproduc

ing experimental thermodynamic properties from molecular simulations [17]. We 

investigate this point in Chapter 11.

An im portant point from Fig. 10.7 is that the MP2en(i)-(iii) parameter sets 

yield very similar C-C, C-H and H-H site-site energy profiles. On the basis of 

this too, our use of an ABSerr rather than the RMSerr function in the optimiza

tion procedure was satisfactory, and also, our approximation of conformational 

sampling of the PES was correct. However, a more critical evaluation of the 

parameter sets lies with their performance in MD simulations for reproduction 

of experimental thermodynamic properties. We shall see later in the validation 

process (Chapter 11, specifically c.f. section 11.3, Tables 11.3 and 11.4), that pa

rameter sets MP2en(i)-(iii) do indeed yield similar thermodynamic results from 

the MD simulations. In fact, the results indicate that slightly better parameter 

sets are obtained by fitting to the six main orientations rather than the six main 

+  supplementary orientations Also, thermodynamic results are similar for pa

rameter sets derived from either ABSerr or RMSerr fits. The advantage of the 

ABSerr derived parameter sets, however, is that as they include more high energy 

repulsive points in the parameter refinement: they can be used with greater confi

dence in high pressure simulations. In conclusion, our results show that inclusion 

of the supplementary orientations has little effect on the derived parameter sets 

and the approximation of refining vdW  forcefield parameters from AB Serr fits 

to the MF4(SDTQ)/aug(df,pd)-6-311G** methane dimer PES for the six main 

orientations (A-F) should yield high quality vdW parameter sets (section 10.44).

®The six orientations, therefore, possibly offer a better average description of the methane 

dimer PES than does the ten orientations.
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Figure 10.7: vdW exp-6 parameter sets d e r i v e d  from fits to the MP2/aug(df,pd)~ 

6-311G** interaction energies: The difference between parameter sets ob

tained (1) from ABSerr and RMSerr fits and (2) from using either 6 or 10 

orientations is small (top). Also, nine independent parameters unconstrained 

in the fitting procedure yielded a parameter set, MP2en(iv) (bottom), which 

completely different features to the parameter sets whose optimizations em

ployed physical constraints MP2en(i)-(iii) (top).
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Figure 10.8: Empirical vdW parameter sets considered in this work. Site-site 

potentials of widely used empirical parameters sets considered in this work: 

the Williams IV [13], OPLS-AA [33] and MM3 [34] parameter sets.

10.4.3 F its to  M P2/aug(df,pd)-6-311G ** Forces (+  En

ergies)

Table 10.4 presents the anisotropic Model II (Fig. 10.4) fits obtained to the

• 3900 MP2/aug(df,pd)-6-311G** interaction forces

•  130 (Chapter 9, Tables 9.3-9.S) and 3900 M P2/aug(df,pd)-6-311G** inter

action energies and forces combined, respectively

for orientations A-J using exp-6 functional forms as described in section 10.2.3.

The new parameter sets are presented in Table 10.5. The optimum parameter 

set derived from fits to the forces was obtained via reduction of the value of 

SUM (Eq. (10.9)) with values for the weights on energies (Wjs) and forces (W^) 

of 0 and 1, respectively For the interaction energies and forces combined, the 

optimized parameters were obtained via the reduction of SUM with values for 

We and Wp as shown in Table 10.4. As already stated, the values for the weights 

were chosen arbitrarily, so as to allow comparable or slightly better fits of the 

final parameter sets to the forces in slightly different ratios.
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Table 10.4: Anisotropic Model II (Fig 10.4) ABSerr fits of exp-6 vdW parame

ters to the MP2/aug(df,pd)-6-31lG** methane dimer intermolecular forces 

and MP2/aug(df,pd)-6-311G** methane dimer intermolecular energies and 

forces combined ^

Parameter

Set

Weights^ 

W E W f

Physical

Constraints^'^

No. of vdW 

Parameters 

Optimized RF^ SUM§

MP2for 0.0 1.0 B 9 0.99 2.983

MP2enfor(i) 70.0 1.0 B 9 0.95 8.785

MP2enfor(ii) 50.0 1.0 B 9 0.99 7.885

MP2enfor(iii) 50.0 1.0 G M 9 0.98 8.218

 ̂ 130 configurations (3900 corresponding force components) for the 10 orientations A-J 

considered in the fitting procedure. B: B  exp-6 parameters for C-C, C-H and H-H 

constrained to be greater than those derived from fits to the MP3/6-311G(3d,3p) PES 

[16]. GM: Geometric mean of C-C and H-H parameters was used for C-H parameters. 

^C-H bond reduction factor. ^Assigned weights on energies and forces (Eq. (10-9)).

Fig. 10.9 compares the C-C, C-H and H-H site-site interaction energy profiles 

for the developed parameter sets. From Fig. 10.9, we see that the site-site 

energy profiles for parameters sets MP2enfor(i)-(ii) and MP2for show  ̂ similar 

trends to the MP2en(iv) parameter set (Fig. 10.7) with the C-C interactions 

primarily repulsive and the C-H interactions dominating the attraction. The 

fact th a t the MP2enfor(i)-(ii) parametrizations did not employ a geometric mean 

in the fitting procedures as with the MP2en(iv) param etrization explains this 

similarity. Comparing the MP2enfor(i) and MP2enfor(ii) param eter sets reveals 

tha t putting less weight on the energies yields slightly less attractive C-C and C-H 

and interactions slightly more attractive H-H interactions. Meanwhile, as before 

the param eter set which employs the geometric mean constraint in the fitting 

procedure (MP2enfor(iii)) yields the more physically meaningful parameter set 

(Fig, 10.9). However, the true test of the parameter sets lies in their performance
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Table 10.5: Buckingham type (exp-6) anisotropic Model II vdW parameters 

sets derived in this work from fits to MP2/aug(df,pd)-6-31lG** methane 

dimer forces and MP2/aug(df,pd)-6-31lG** methane dimer energies and forces 

combined.^

Parameters^ Parameter Set^^

MP2enfor(i) MP2enfor(ii) MP2enfor(iii) MP2for

Fit to Energies + Forces Energies +  Forces Energies + Forces Forces

RF^ 0.95 0.99 0.98 0.99

A-C-C 5441.029 4827.748 6826.090 14993.847

B c - c 449.6108 449.5703 449.5314 450.5154

OiC-C 0.3938 0.4014 0.3545 0.3414

A h - h 1836.011 1638.479 1648.228 2064.925

B h - h 51.7268 51.7103 51.7100 52.2936

C^H-H 0.2924 0.2888 0.2861 0.2750

A c - h 6212.341 7958.881 3354.244 9357.330

B c - h 152.5431 152.4700 152.4640 152.8348

O iC -H 0.2703 0.2731 0.3185 0.2707

^30 interaction energies and 3900 corresponding force components for orientations A-J 

considered. ^Units for A’s and B’s are kcal mol“ \  while units for a ’s are in A. ^̂ See 

also Table 10.4 for details of the quality of fits obtained. ^C-H bond reduction factor.
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F ig u r e  10.9: Site-site potential curves of the vdW  parameter sets developed in 

this work from fits to the M P2/aug(df,pd)-6-31lG** interaction forces (top) 

and interaction energies and forces combined (bottom).

in MD simulations (Chapter 11).

The absolute residual contributions (unweighted) of the energies and forces 

to the value of SUM are shown for the final optimized M P2enfor(i), M P2enfor(ii) 

and M P2enfor(iii) parameter sets in Table 10.6. Also shown are the correspond

ing residuals for the MP2en(iv) and MP2for parameter sets. The M P2en(iv), 

M P2enfor(i), MP2enfor(ii) and MP2for were fitted in a similar manner; no ge-
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T ab le  10.6: Absolute residual of the exp-6 parameter sets derived from fits to the 

MP2/aug(df,pd)-6-311G** PES for the 130 ab initio methane dimer energies 

and 3900 ab initio forces'̂ '

Parameter Set^^

ABSerr MP2en(iv) MP2enfor(i) MP2enfor(ii) MP2enfor(iii) MP2for

Energies 0.058 0.072 0.092 0.091 0.178

Forces 5.102 3.745 3.285 3.668 2.983

tShown for parameter sets MP2en(iv), MP2enfor(i), MP2enfor(ii) and MP2for which 

were fit in a similar manner (no constraints imposed) and to the same the same number 

of configurations (130). The MP2enfor(iii) parameter set which employed a geometric 

mean of C-C and H-H parameters for C-H parameters is also shown. ^^See Tables 10.3 

and 10.5 for parameter sets.

ometric mean constraint; all nine parameters optimized; same orientations and 

number of configurations considered in the ABSerr fitting procedure. Results 

reveal th a t the parameters obtained by fitting MP2 forces (MP2for) and those 

obtained by fitting MP2 energies (MP2en(iv)) are not compatible, the parameters 

from fitting the forces not predicting the energies well, and vice versa. Parameter 

sets fitted to both energies and forces (MP2enfor(i)-(iii)) seem to offer the best 

compromise.

1 0 .4 .4  Fits to M P 4 ( S D T Q ) /a u g ( d f ,p d ) - 6 - 3 1 1 G * *  Energies

Table 10.7 presents the results obtained from the isotropic Model I and anisotropic 

Model II (Fig. 10.4) ABSerr fits to the 78 MP4/aug(df,pd)-6-31lG** interaction 

energies (Chapter 9, Tables 9.3 and 9.4) using different functional forms.

The traditional Lennard Jones 12-6 functional form was found to give infe

rior fits compared to other functional forms tested. As mentioned earlier, the LJ 

12-6 function, despite its hardness at short distances, is still widely used in MC
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Table 10.7: Results of isotropic Model I and anisotropic Model II (Fig 10.4) 

ABSerr fits of different functional forms to the MP4(SDTQ)/aug(df,pd)-6- 

311G** interaction energies (Chapter 9, Tables 9.3 and 9.4) using the program 

PAROPT together with the physical constraints (if any) used in the fitting 

procedure.

Parameter

Sett

Functional

Form

No. of vdW 

Parameters 

Optimized*

Physical

Contraints^t RF* ABSerr**

(-) LJ 12-6 6 I 1.00 0.175 (0.044)

(-) 9-6 6 I 1.00 0.173 (0.040)

(-) LJ 12-6 6 A 0.83 0.113 (0.047)

(-) 9-6 6 A 0.80 0.107 (0.046)

(-) exp-6 6 I,H H ,G M 1.00 0.226

(-) exp-6 6 I,H H 1.00 0.142

MP4exp-6(i) exp-6 9 I,G M 1.00 0.070

MP4exp-6(ii) exp-6 9 I 1.00 0.068

MP4morse(i) Morse 9 I 1.00 0.067

MP4exp-6(iii) exp-6 6 A ,H H ,G M 0.87 0.056

MP4exp-6(iv) exp-6 6 A ,H H ,B 0.90 0.051

MP4exp-6(v) exp-6 9 A ,G M 0.84 0.051

(-)* exp-6 9 A, G M (5 q) 0.84 0.042

MP4exp-6(vi) exp-6 9 A,B 0.86 0.042

MP4morse(ii) Morse 9 A 0.85 0.033

MP4morse(iii) Morse 9 A ,G M 0.81 0.040

tSee either Table 10.8 or 10.9 for exp-6 or Morse parameter sets, respectively. tC-H bond 

reduction factor. +̂1 =  isotropic potential (Fig 10.4, Model I); A  =  anisotropic potential 

(Fig 10.4, Model II); H H  = H-H parameters from fit to MP4/(pd)-6-311G* (112)2 PES; B 

=  B  exp-6 parameter for C-C constrained to be greater than optimum B  value for MP4exp- 

6(iii) set (see text) G M  =  C-H parameter determined from geometric mean of C-C and H-H 

parameters. G M (B a) =  C-H B  and a  parameters determined from geometric mean of C-C 

and H-H parameters, while A parameters unconstrained. **Numbers in parentheses refer to 

60 negative potential energies. *This method of fitting although giving a good fit has values 

for the C-H parameters which give a C-H site-site potential with no repulsive wall (i.e goes to 

-00 at short distances in the typical Buckingham potential fashion but before even forming a 

repulsive wall.)
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and MD simulations. However, fitting this function (parameters unconstrained) 

to our MP4/aug(df,pd)-6-311G** data yielded best residual ABSerr fits of 0.175 

kcal/mol and 0.113 kcal/mol for isotropic (Model I) and anisotropic (Model II) 

methane dimer models (Fig. 10.4), respectively. It is worth noting th a t the 

residual errors decreased substantially for these parameter sets upon removal of 

the repulsive energy points (interaction energies > 0) to ABSerr values of 0.044 

kcal/mol (isotropic) and 0.047 kcal/mol (anisotropic), emphasizing the problem 

of the function mostly lies in its description of repulsion. Nevertheless, the qual

ities of the fits were improved little by softening the repulsive exponent to 9 with 

best ABSerr residual fits for an isotropic LJ 9-6 model of 0.173 kcal/mol and 0.107 

kcal/mol for the anisotropic LJ 9-6 model. Again, fits were improved significantly 

upon removal of the repulsive energy points, with ABSerr fits of 0.040 kcal/mol 

and 0.046 kcal/mol for the isotropic and anisotropic models, respectively. How

ever, with such large overall errors, the LJ 12-6 and LJ 9-6 parameter sets can be 

used with little confidence in high pressure molecular simulations and therefore 

the parameters are neither considered further nor are their values included in the 

tables.

For fits of exp-6 function parameters to the M P 4 (S D T Q )/au g (d f,p d )-6-311G** 

ah initio intermolecular energies, a more critical evaluation of the use of different 

physical constraints was investigated for the quality of vdW forcefield parameters 

they produce. The use of physical constraints may be considered beneficial here 

due to

•  the limited number of configurations (78) considered in the fitting pro

cedure: directing parameters towards physically meaningful values rather 

than possible unphysical mathematical minima

• due to the insensitivity of the C-C parameters to the fits.

The exp-6 parameter sets derived in this work are presented in Table 10.8. For 

details of the constraints imposed in the fitting procedures for each of these 

param eter sets, and the quality of the final fits to the ab initio energies, refer to



T a b l e  1 0 .8 :  A lkane Buckingham  ty p e  (exp-6)  non-bond poten tia l param eters sets derived in th is work from  fits to  the (CH.4 ) 2  

MP4/aug(df,pd)-6-31lG** interaction energy data.

Parameters^ Parameter Set^^

MP4exp-6(i) MP4exp-6(ii) MP4exp-6(iii) MP4exp-6(iv) MP4exp-6(v) MP4exp-6(vi)

RPt 1.00 1.00 0.87 0.90 0.84 0.86

A c -c 19324.400 19612.931 23411.162 19492.898 10953.031 38069.884

B c -c 346.7572 355.7116 334.8908 337.294 386.3723 342.333

Oic-C 0.3193 0.3279 0.2785 0.3191 0.2918 0.2876

A h - h 1915.083 1907.067 2198.443 2198.443 2970.202 3261.504

B h - h 50.7296 58.0286 58.0555 58.0555 53.6585 47.7913

OLH-H 0.2732 0.2788 0.2956 0.2956 0.2895 0.2879

A c - h 6083.406 2290.670 7174.128 5122.296 5703.746 2853.689

B c - h 132.6305 132.2633 139.4355 137.8125 143.9867 149.3565

olc- h 0.2954 0.3219 0.2869 0.2764 0.2906 0.2876

tUnits for A ’s and B ’s are kcal m o r \  while units for a ’s are in A. ^^See also Table 10.7 for details of the quality of the fits to the 

M P4/aug(df,pd)-6-31lG ** energy surface points. ^C-H bond reduction factor.
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Table 10.9: Alkane Morse type non-bond potential parameters sets derived in 

this work from fits to the (CH4 ) 2  MP4/aug(df,pd)-6-311G** interaction energy 

data.

Parameters^ Parameter Set^^

MP4morse(i) MP4morse(ii) MP4morse(iii)

RF^ 1.00 0.84 0.81

^ c - c 4.75018 4.25509 3.95206

^c -c 0.023386 0.042851 0.050830

Oic-c 1.342037 1.374566 0.851513

^*H-H 3.12827 3.24144 3.303022

0.027212 0.032021 0.020814

(^H-H 1.595684 1.861946 1.974422

R*c- h 3.15125 2.49641 3.61300

^C-H 0.073774 0.035000 0.032526

Otc-H 1.63377 0.83208 1.296628

^Units for e’s, Ro's and a's are kcal m o r \  A and 1  \  respectively. ttSee also Table 

5 for details of the quality of the fits to the MP4/aug(df,pd)-6-311G** energy surface 

points. ^C-H bond reduction factor.
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Figure 10.10: Site-site potential curves of the exp-6 and Morse vdW  parameter 

sets derived in this work from fits to the M P 4 /a u g (d f ,p d )-6 -3 1 1 G * *  interaction 

energies, (a) Isotropic Model I exp-6 parameter sets: the MP4exp-6(i) set em

ploys a geometric mean for C-H parameters, while the M P4exp-6(ii) set was 

unconstrained in the optimization, (b) Anisotropic Model II exp-6 parameter 

sets which employ a geometric mean for C-H param eters. For the MP4exp- 

6(iii) parameter set, the H-H parameters are adopted from fits to the H2 -H 2  

MP4(SDTQ)/aug(pd)-6-311G** PES. (c) A nisotropic Model II exp-6 p a ra m 

eter sets derived without use of the geometric mean constraint. For MP4exp- 

6(iv), H-H parameters adopted from fits to the H2 -H2 M P4/aug(pd)-6-31lG** 

PES. (d) Unconstrained isotropic Model I (Morse(i)) and anisotropic Model 

II (Morse(ii)) Morse parameter sets developed in this work. For clarity, the 

th ird  (and as we shall see most successful (Chapter 11)) Morse param eter set 

derived using the geometric mean constraint is shown separately in Fig. 10.11.

Table 10.7. The site-site potentials of the new parameter sets are presented in 

Fig. 10.10.

For Model II anisotropic parameter sets developed using a geometric mean
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(MP4exp-6(iii) and MP4exp-6(v)), the C-C potential provides the dom inant a t

traction, Fig. 10.10 (b). The effect of adopting H-H parameters from fits to  the 

H 2-H 2 M P4(SDTQ)/aug(pd)-6-311G** FES {sequential parametrization) on the 

optim um  param eter sets compared to using the consistent forcefield method, is 

th a t more attractive H-H site-site interactions and less attractive C-C and C-H 

site-site interactions are obtained Inclusion of H-H parameters from fits to  the 

H 2 -H 2 FES, however, does not appear to  have a m ajor bearing on the quality 

of param eter sets obtained. However, it remains to  seen what effect, if any, this 

m ethod of fitting has on the quality of therm odynam ic d a ta  obtained from the 

MD sim ulations in Chapter 11. From Fig. 10.10, we see th a t for the Model II 

anisotropic exp-6 param eter sets which do not employ a geometric mean of C-C 

and H-H param eters for C-H parameters (Fig. 10.10(c)), the C-H interactions 

are predicted to be dom inant in weakly binding the  m ethane dimer (MP4exp- 

6(iv) and M F4exp-6(vi)), similar to what we found from unconstrained fits to 

the M F2/aug(df,pd)-6-31lG ** ab initio data. For these param eter sets, the B  

exp-6 C-C param eter was constrained to be greater than  or equal to the value 

of the corresponding B  param eter for the MF4exp-6(iii) parameter set This 

approach was necessary as attem pts to fit the exp-6 vdW parameters with all 

param eters unconstrained posed many problems: approach led to C-H potentials 

w ith no repulsive wall and C-C param eters with no potential well due to  their 

insensitivity in the fitting process. As a result, this method of fitting was aban

doned. Furthermore, an a ttem pt to derive a set of vdW param eters using the 

geometric mean constraint for B  and a  C-H parameters, bu t w ith  A  param eters 

unconstrained (to allow freedom to fit the shape of the repulsive wall) also failed 

(Table 10.7). Using this method, although a good fit was obtained (ABSerr =  

^Compare MP4exp-6(iii) with MP4exp-6(v) (Fig. 10.10 (b)), and M P4exp-6(iv) with

M P4exp-6(vi) (Fig. 10.10 (c))).
^°The B  value from the MP4exp-6(iii) parameter set was chosen: the M P4exp-6(iii) parame

ter set represents a “physical” parameter set. It was fit using two important physical constraints: 

geometric mean of C-C and H-H parameters for C-H parameters, and H-H parameters adopted  

from fits to the H2 -H 2 FES.
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Figure 10.11: Site-site potential curves of the Morse(iii) vdW  parameter set, 

derived from fits to the MPJ^(SDTQ)/aug(df,pd)-6-311G** interaction energies 

using the constraint of geometric mean of C-C and H-H parameters for C-H 

parameters.

0.042 kcal/mol), the resulting C-H parameters yielded a site-site potential which 

had no repulsive wall.

No such problems were encountered for unconstrained parameter fits using 

modified Morse functions. The Morse parameter sets developed in this work are 

shown in Table 10.9 and Figures 10.10(d) and 10.11. In fact, the anisotropic 

Morse potential parameter sets (MP4morse(ii) and MP4morse(iii)) yield the best 

fit of all methods tested, while the isotropic MP4morse(i) fits are slightly bet

ter than those obtained for the isotropic exp-6 parameter sets (Table 10.7). The 

isotropic MP4morse(i) set predicts the C-H interactions to be the dominant inter

actions (Fig. 10.10 (d)) consistent with the recently published findings of Row

ley for his isotropic Morse type parameter sets [9]. Meanwhile, the anisotropic 

MP4morse(ii) site-site potentials predict that the dominant interaction is pro

vided by the C-C interactions (Fig. 10.10 (d)). The MP4morse(iii) parameter 

set which employed the geometric mean constraint for C-H param eters yielded 

a parameter set (Fig. 10.11) with particularly similar features to the standard 

empirical forcefields in Fig. 10.8. If anything, Fig. 10.11 emphasized the merits
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of employing a geometric mean constraint in our parameter refinements.

10.4.5 Buckingham versus M orse vdW  Potentials

Finally, a finer critical analysis of the quality of fits obtained with the newly 

derived exp-6(vi) and Morse(ii) parameter sets is presented. These two parameter 

sets were chosen as they offered the best fits of all exp-6 and Morse derived 

parameter sets, respectively.

Table 10.10 presents the ability of the exp-6(vi) and Morse(ii) parameter 

sets to describe the six orientations of the methane dimer (A-F, Chapter 9, Fig. 

9.2), both overall and individually. Results are discussed in terms of the average 

absolute percent deviation ABSper, the function already introduced in Chapter 

9, section 9.5.5 (Eq. 9.2), but which now takes the form:

ABSper = ^  E
i=i

1 E j j -  Eai
Ea

(10.10)

Eai represents the 78 MP4(SDTQ)/aug(df,pd)-6-311G** ab in i t io  interaction en

ergies (Chapter 9, Tables 9.3 and 9.4), and E fj  the corresponding forcefield (either 

exp-6(vi) or Morse(ii)) values. As before, ABSper+ and ABSper” have analogous 

meaning for the repulsive and attractive energy points, respectively. The vari

ance, calculated as the standard deviation a, over the six orientations is also 

calculated, reflecting the relative ability of the exp-6 and Morse function types 

to describe different regions (orientations) on the methane dimer PES with equal 

accuracy. Surprisingly, the results show that the Morse function param eter set 

is the better performer of the two vdW functions in all aspects. The Morse(ii) 

parameter set describes both the repulsive and attractive regions with equal ac

curacy ( (ABSper+) =  (ABSper“ ) =  0.10)^S with importantly, the variance over 

the six orientations in both regions small (a =0.03, cr'*'=0.06). Meanwhile, the 

exp-6 (vi) parameter set also describes the attractive and repulsive regions with 

“ (ABSper+) and (ABSper“ > correspond to the mean values of ABSper+ and ABSper" over 

the six orientations, respectively, and are as defined by the appropriate value of “Mean” in 

Table 10.10.
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Table 10,10: The average absolute percent deviations (ABSper, Eq. 10.10) of 

the fitted exp-6(vi) and Morse(ii) potentials to the MP4/aug(df,pd)-6-31lG** 

interaction energies both overall and for the individual orientations ^

Parameter

Set A B

Orientation^ 

C D E F Mean a

ABSper''" 0.08 0.25 0.37 0.12 0.05 0.05 0.15 0.13

exp-6 (vi) ASBSper- 0.16 0.17 0.17 0.09 0.13 0.19 0.15 0.04

ABSper 0.14 0.19 0.22 0.09 0.11 0.16 0.15 0.05

ABSper+ 0.14 0.03 0.17 0.15 0.05 0.07 0.10 0.06

Morse(ii) ASBSper- 0.10 0.10 0.12 0.07 0.06 0.12 0.10 0.03

ABSper 0.11 0.08 0.13 0.09 0.06 0.11 0.10 0.03

I^Shown for the exp-6 and Morse type parameter sets which gave best fits to the ab 

initio data (Table 10.7). The variance over the six orientations is described by the 

standard deviation measure (cr). ^Orientations as shown in Figure 9.2.

equal accuracy ((ABSper+) =  (ABSper~) =  0.15), but thus with less accuracy 

than the Morse(ii) parameter set. However, although the variance over the six 

orientations in the attractive region is small (cr =  0.04) for the exp-6(vi) pa

rameter set, large variations occur in the repulsive region {a^ =  0.13). This 

indicates deficiencies of the exp-6 function in its description of repulsion, while 

the Morse parameter set provides excellent results overall, in both the repulsive 

and attractive regions of the potentials.

10.5 Conclusion

Reasonable fits to the H2-H2 PES interaction energy data were obtained us

ing exp-6 functions. For the methane dimer, inclusion of the supplementary 

orientations G-H (Chapter 9, Fig. 9.3) had little effect on the quality of the 

vdW parameters obtained. This in effect indicates th a t our conformational sam-
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pling of the PES (orientations A-F, Chapter 9, Fig. 9.2) for the fits to  the 

M P4(SDTQ)/aug(df,pd)-6-311G** ab initio energies was correct. Furtherm ore, 

use of an ABSerr residual over an RMSerr residual for our complete set of energy 

(and force) d a ta  was justified: this too had little effect on the quality of our 

derived param eter sets.

The fits to the methane dimer da ta  are insensitive to the C-C param eters: 

independent unconstrained param eter refinements gave C-C param eters w ith low 

potential wells w ith the  C-H potentials providing the dom inant attraction. Inclu

sion of the geometric mean constraint (C-H param eters determ ined as geometric 

mean of C-C and H-H parameters), and to  a lesser degree H-H param eters from 

fits to  the H2 -H 2 PES data, yielded more physical param eters, bu t with a si

m ultaneous increase in the final residual fits. The geometric mean constraint 

emerges as the most effective means by which we can obtain physically meaning

ful param eters. Meanwhile, the same trends were observed for fits to the forces, 

and energies -t- forces. Further analysis of the param eter sets obtained from fits 

to  the energies, energies -I- forces, and forces reveals th a t parameter sets fit to 

energies do not predict the forces well, and vice versa, th a t parameter sets fit to 

the forces do not predict the energies well. F itting  energies +  forces offers a good 

compromise.

The LJ 12-6 and LJ 9-6 functions are not suitable for application to  high 

pressure simulations. F itting  the exp-6 function also posed problems, where 

unconstrained independent param etrizations yielded optimum C-H param eters 

whose site-site potentials had no repulsive walls. However, on im posing physical 

constraints in the param eter optimizations, quality param eter sets were obtained. 

Meanwhile, the modified Morse analytical function gave excellent fits to  the  ab 

initio da ta . Whereas, the exp-6 function dem onstrated relatively large variance 

in its ability to describe the repulsive regions (orientations) of th e  m ethane dimer 

PES, the modified Morse potential described both attractive  and repulsive regions 

with alm ost equal accuracy and equal variance. Furtherm ore b e tte r average fits 

were obtained using the modified Morse potentials. To sum m arize, all three
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functional forms studied (LJ, exp-6 and Morse) will describe the attractive part 

of the potential quite well. The main difference is in the repulsive part at short 

distances: the LJ functions are unsuitable; and the modified Morse function 
performs better than the exp-6.
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C hapter 11

T esting the Validity o f the N ew  

Param eter Sets

11.1 Introduction

The new parameter sets obtained were subjected to a validation process, in which 

a range of experimental properties were computed. All macroscopic properties 

are related to molecular structure, which determines the magnitude and predom

inant type of the intermolecular forces. The dispersion interaction is responsible 

for the heats of evaporation (AHyap) of hydrocarbon molecules [1], so therefore 

performing simulations (either molecular dynamics (MD) or Monte Carlo (MC)) 

of liquid methane at its normal boiling point in the NPT ensemble serves as a 

good test of the derived parameter sets. This indeed has become the standard 

test-case conditions under which the performance of new methane van der Waals 

(vdW) parameters is evaluated [2, 3, 4, 5, 6]. Reproduction of density (5) too 

provides confidence in the evaluation of the strength of the intermolecular in

teractions. Molecular structure also determines the energy storage capacity of 

a molecule and thus the molecule’s heat capacity. Hence, NPT MD simulations 

of liquid methane at its normal boiling point using the Williams IV [7] param

eter set and our new parameter sets from Chapter 10 are carried out, and the 

heat of evaporation (AHvap), density (<5) and heat capacity at constant pressure
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(Cp) calculated at the end of each simulation run. The values obtained for these 

properties are then compared against the corresponding experimental values. Ad

ditional comparisons are made by performing extra simulation runs with some 

recently published and standard hydrocarbon vdW parameter sets taken from the 

literature (see section 11.2.5). These parameter sets have been either empirically 

or theoretically derived. To verify the transferability of the forcefields to other 

saturated hydrocarbons, the calculations were extended to NPT simulations of 

n-butane at its normal boiling point.

The Williams IV parameter set and the top performing newly developed pa

rameter sets from the NPT simulations of methane and n-butane at their normal 

boiling points were then tested for transferability to high pressure simulations. 

At high pressure, the exact shape of the potential becomes crucial for accurate 

predictions, so that performing high pressure simulations serves as a test of how 

close the parameters reproduce the exact shape of the PES (both attractive and 

repulsive regions). The high pressure simulations will sample points higher up 

the repulsive wall than the “normal” NPT simulations. The performance of the 

Williams IV parameter set which was fit to crystal data can then be critically 

analyzed by comparing with the performance of our parameter sets derived from 

high level ab initio data. Our vdW forcefields have of course been fitted to be 

useful under high pressure conditions: high energy repulsive points were included 

in their fitting procedures (Chapter 10). We are able to investigate the pressure 

range of the potentials for the performed simulations.

11.2 Computational Details of M D Sim ulations 

11.2.1 Hardware/ Software

All simulations were performed using the DL_POLY_2.0 [8] MD software package 

either sequentially or in parallel on the nodes of an IBM-SP2 parallel machine. 

Due to the its lack of implementation in DL_POLY, modifications were made 

to the DLJPOLY sourcecode to include vdW interactions via modified Morse
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potentials (Appendix C).

11.2.2 Simulation Details

MD simulations of methane and n-butane at their normal boiling points (methane 

=  111.66 K, n-butane = 272.65 K) were carried out in the NPT(isothermal, iso- 

baric) ensemble. The NPT ensemble through its correspondence with the usual 

experimental conditions has an obvious advantage over the more common canon

ical NVT (isochoric, isothermal) ensemble. Constant temperature and pressure 

conditions were maintained using the methods of Hoover [9] and as described 

in Chapter 4. As already stated, parameter sets were also tested under high 

pressure/ density conditions, where the exact shape of the FES becomes more 

important. In particular, MD simulation of gaseous methane at 298.15 K and a 

density of 35.563 mol dm~^ in the NVT ensemble were performed, and NPT MD 

simulations of n-butane at a temperature and pressure of 272.65 K and 15 Katm, 

respectively.

In all simulations, periodic boundary conditions were applied in cubic unit 

cells containing 125 or 216 molecules for n-butane and methane, respectively. 

Spherical cutoffs for the nonbonding interactions of 10 A and 12 A for methane 

and butane were used, respectively. Long range corrections were also taken into 

account [10]. A simulation timestep of 1 fs was used in all simulations.

•  For the NPT ensembles, convergence was established by monitoring the 

intermolecular energies and volume. Additionally for n-butane, the in

tramolecular energies, particularly the torsional energetics, required moni

toring. An equilibration period of 20 ps was used for the NPT simulations 

of liquid methane at its normal boiling point for each forcefield. This was 

followed by a data collection phase over 50 ps. For the NPT simulations of 

n-butane at its normal boiling point, all starting configurations were gener

ated from a 30 ps equilibration run using the Williams IV forcefield. This 

was followed by a further 30 ps equilibration using the chosen forcefield and 

finally, by data collection and averaging over the next 100 ps. The length of
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the NPT methane and n-butane simulations are not long enough to allow 

proper equilibration of fluctuation properties [6], such as the heat capac

ity at constant pressure, Cp. Also, equilibration of the torsional degree of 

freedom in n-butane would demand a factor ten increase in CPU time [11]. 

However, simulations this long are beyond the scope of this work. Never

theless, for density 6 and heat of evaporation AH^ap, 50 ps and 100 ps is 

sufficient to give accurate results for methane and n-butane, respectively.

•  For the gaseous high pressure NVT methane simulations at 298.15 K and d 

=  35.563 mol dm“ ,̂ equilibration was checked by monitoring the pressure, 

intramolecular and intermolecular energy until stabilization was reached. 

No significant drift in the averages of these quantities occurred during av

eraging. An equilibration period of 30 ps was used, followed by another 60 

ps data collection phase .̂

•  For the high pressure n-butane NPT simulations (15 Katm, 272.65 K), 

start configurations were generated from a 60 ps equilibrium run using the 

Williams IV potential. This was followed by a further 60 ps equilibration 

using the relevant forcefield, and by a 160 ps data collection phase.

Finally, all MD simulations were standard and carried out in an identical manner 

for each forcefield.

11.2.3 Geometries

For all methane MD simulations, the rigid body approximation was applied. In

dividual molecules were of T  ̂ symmetry with all Z HCH =  109.5°, while the 

C-H bondlengths were forcefield dependent The methane molecule is not flex- 

 ̂Longer equilibration and averaging periods are required for the high pressure MD simula

tions.
^Depend on C-H bond length “reduction factors” (RF’s). The RF values for the forcefields 

developed in this work (all based on a bondlength of 1.082 A), are given in the relevant param

eter set table (Chapter 10). For details of the C-H bondlengths and reduction factors for the 

forcefields taken from the literature, consult Appendix D.
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ible and deviates little from its equilibrium bond lengths and angles, so th a t a 

rigid body approximation is usually applied for this molecule. For the n-butane 

MD simulations, fixed standard bond lengths and angles were adopted for the 

monomers; specifically rcc =  1.53 A, Z CCH =  Z HCH =  109.5° (for C-CH3 ), Z 

HCH =  107.0° (where C is bonded to two other carbons), and Z CCC =  112°, 

while the rcH bondlength, as with methane, is forcefield dependent.

11.2.4 Intramolecular Potentials

All intramolecular parameters used in this work are as listed in Appendix D. As 

just stated, a rigid body approximation was used for methane. Meanwhile, for 

the n-butane simulations, a semi-rigid model was used. Specifically, rigid body 

rotation about the central C-C bond was included, while angle potentials for the 

C-C-C and central H-C-C angles were also applied. The angle vibrations were 

included using harmonic angle potentials and force constants from the OPLS- 

AA forcefield [12], while a Fourier series (triple cosine. Chapter 3, Eq. 3.7) 

which necessitated all three terms was used for the torsional energetics. Fourier 

coefficients Vi =  1.522 kcal/mol, V2 =  -0.315 kcal/mol and V3 = 3.027 kcal/mol 

which came from MM2 calculations [13] were used. The potential has trans and 

gauche minima at dihedral angles of 180° and ±  60° with gauche 0 .6  kcal/mol 

above trans, and a trans to gauche barrier of 2.9 kcal/mol (Chapter 3, Fig. 

3.4). It is worth noting that the choice of intramolecular potentials has little 

effect on the intermolecular properties for n-butane as long as it keeps roughly 

the correct geometry Indeed, several other models for the torsional potential 

have been proposed, but Toxvaerd has shown that for n-butane, these affect only 

the in tram olecu lar properties [14]. Furthermore, most observed quantities of n- 

butane are not sensitive to the angle potential, and in many cases the angles can 

be frozen, and even this extreme value of k o o  —  0 0  has only a minor impact on 

most of the registered data [15]. However, it should be noted th a t a short chain 

molecule such as n-butane will be less dependent on the intramolecular potential 

^Compare [2] and [6].
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than a system of long chain molecules.

11.2.5 Intermolecular Potentials

Coulombic interactions are not considered in the molecular simulations as their 

contribution to the computed liquid properties in the validation process would 

be negligible in any case [6, 16, 17]. Furthermore, their contribution to the 

intermolecular interactions can be considered to be included implicitly in the de

rived vdW parameters. The lack of impact of Coulombic terms on the computed 

properties is not unexpected in view of the small charges on carbon and hydro

gen atoms, and the zero and negligible permanent electric dipole moments for 

methane and butane, respectively.

For the vdW interactions, MD simulations are carried out for each of the 

parameters sets developed in this work (Chapter 10), for the Williams IV param

eter set and for empirically and theoretically derived vdW forcefields which were 

taken from the literature. Specifically, the vdW parameter sets from the litera

ture are: Rowley’s modified Morse parameter sets derived from fits to MP2/6- 

311-f-G(2df,2pd) and MP4/aug-cc-pVTZ ab initio energies [18]; Tsuzuki’s 1994 

[3] and 1998 [4] exp-6 parameter sets derived from fits to the MP3/6-311G(3d,3p) 

and MP3/aug(df,pd)-6-311G** methane dimer energies, respectively, the popu

lar empirically derived LJ type OPLS-AA parameter set  ̂ [12]; and the popular 

MM3 [19] (in preference to MM2 [20] empirical parameter set derived from 

crystal data. Tsuzuki’s parameter sets although tested for reproduction of den

sity and heat of evaporation for liquid methane at its normal boiling point, are 

untested for transferability to larger alkanes, while Rowley’s parameters were 

completely untested in either MD or MC simulations prior to this study. Finally,
^For the OPLS-AA forcefield, the nonbonded parameters were derived through iterative 

fluid simulations; results have been summarized for over 30 organic liquids and show average

errors of 2 % for densities and heats of evaporation [12].
®Computations have shown [3, 16] and it is now generally accepted that the MM3 [19]

forcefield derived from fitting to crystal data is superior in performance to its predecessor MM2 

[20].
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as stated above in the “Geometries” section, each forcefield had its C-H bond 

lengths shortened consistent with the manner by which it was derived. This de

tail, the functional form and the parameter set values for the forcefields came 

from the original references and are as listed in Appendix D. Quality of our 

simulations was confirmed by reproduction of several published thermodynamic 

results for the existing forcefields and as described in the results.

11.2.6 Thermodynamical Properties

Properties computed from the NPT MD simulations of methane and n-butane 

at their normal boiling points are the densities (S), heats of evaporation (AHyap) 

and the heat capacities at constant pressure (Cp). The heat of vaporization is 

given by Eq. (11.1), which is simply Hgas — Huquid [21]- Assuming ideahty the 

P V  term for the gas in. H — E -\- P V  is i?T, and the P V  term for the liquid is 

negligible:

{l)) + RT  (11-1)

where Eintra and Einter correspond to the intramolecular and intermolecular en

ergies, respectively. The differences between the intramolecular energies in the 

gas and liquid states for methane and n-butane are effectively negligible at the 

same temperature [6, 13, 21], so that Eq. (11.1) can be reduced to

^ H y c i p  =  E inter {l) + RT  (11.2)

The heat capacity at constant pressure, Cp, can be calculated from the fluc

tuations in enthalpy [22];

Cp -  {{H^) -  { Hf )  INkT^  (11.3)

The intermoiecular contribution, (residual heat capacity) to Cp can be cal

culated from the fluctuations in the intermolecular energy:

d E ijite r
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can then be added to the experimental ideal gas value C° less the gas con

stant R,  to remove the gas phase contribution to the ideal gas heat capacity, to 

give the total (liquid) heat capacity Cp.

For the NVT simulations of gaseous methane at high pressure (T=298.15 K,

5 = 35.563 mol dm“^), the computed average intermolecular energy and pressure 

at the end of each simulation are compared against experiment for each forcefield, 

while for the high pressure n-butane NPT simulations (T =  272.65 K, P =  15 

Katm), the average intermolecular energy and densities are reported.

The computed uncertainties for thermodynamic properties are reported in the 

results as ±cr (i.e. ±  standard deviation).

11.3 Results of MD Simulations

The results of the MD simulations are presented in Tables 11.1-11.6.

The initial NPT MD simulations of methane and n-butane at their normal 

boiling points were performed using the Williams IV parameter set. For these 

simulations, averaging was monitored in batches to ensure simulation lengths long 

enough for adequate convergence of the thermodynamic properties, AHyap and 5. 

As already mentioned, accurate convergence of Cp would take simulation lengths 

beyond the scope of this work. The results of the batch runs are shown in Tables 

11.1 and 11.2 for methane and n-butane, respectively. The S and AHyap quan

tities converge readily. However, the fluctuation property, Cp, converges much 

more slowly, and attainment of high precision for this property would require 

further averaging beyond the 100 ps time scale performed here. Nevertheless, the 

computed values for the Cp’s are in reasonable agreement with the experimental 

values.

Table 11.3 presents the results for the NPT simulations of liquid m ethane at its 

normal boiling point for each forcefield. The uncertainties of the thermodynamic 

quantities are ±  0.005 to ±  0.007 for 5, and ±  0.03 for AHyap- As a check of 

the quality of our simulation conditions, we compare our thermodynamic results 

for the Tsuzuki(1994) and Tsuzuki(1998) vdW forcefields with the results of the
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Table 11.1; Convergence of liquid methane thermodynamic properties for the 

Williams IV parameter set in the NPT ensemble at its normal boiling point 

(111.66 K, 1 atm)^

Averaging Period A H v a p S Cp

10 1.79±0.028 0.417±0.006 12.6

20 1.79±0.028 0.417±0.006 12.8
30 1.78±0.029 0.416±0.006 13.3
40 1.79±0.029 0.417±0.006 13.5
50 1.79±0.029 0.417±0.006 13.3

 ̂ Units for averaging period, A H ^ a p ,  ^  and C p  are ps, kcal/mol, g cm  ̂ and cal/(mol K), 

respectively. Williams vdW parameter set as in Appendix D.

Table 11.2: Convergence of liquid butane thermodynamic properties for the 

Williams IV parameter set in the NPT ensemble at its normal boiling point 

(272.65 K, 1 atm)t

Averaging Period S Cp

20 5.27 ±  0.10 0.599 ±  0.011 30.4

40 5.27 ±  0.12 0.599 ±  0.013 33.8

60 5.25 ±  0.12 0.597 ±  0.013 34.4

80 5.27 ±  0.12 0.599 ±  0.013 35.1

100 5.28 ±  0.12 0.600 ±  0.013 34.7

 ̂ Units for averaging period, AiJ^op, S  and Cp are ps, kcal/mol, g cm  ̂ and caI/(mol K), 

respectively. Williams vdW parameter set as in Appendix D.
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MD simulations using the same forcefields in [3] and [4], respectively. For the 

Tsuzuki(1994) parameter set, we compare values of 0.378 g cm“  ̂ and 1.67 kcal 

mol“  ̂ for 6 and AHy^p (Table 11.3), respectively, to values of 0.378 g cm~^ and 

1.66 kcal mol  ̂ in [3], respectively. For the Tsuzuki(1998) parameter set, identical 

results of 0.406 g cm  ̂ and 1.92 kcal mol“  ̂ for S and AH.^a.p, respectively, were 

obtained in this work (Table 11.3) and in [4].

Table 11.4 presents the results for the NPT simulations of liquid n-butane at 

its normal boiling point for each forcefield. The uncertainties of the thermody

namic quantities for n-butane are: ±  0.011 to ±  0.014 for 5 and ±  0.09 to ±  0.13 

for AH^ap- As a check of the quality of our n-butane simulation conditions, we 

compare the thermodynamic results obtained for the OPLS-AA vdW forcefield 

with those obtained from Monte Carlo NPT simulations in [6]. Here, we compare 

values of 0.600 g cm~^ and 5.49 kcal mol“  ̂ for S and AHyap, respectively, with 

values of 0.598 g cm“  ̂ and 5.43 kcal mol~^ in [6], respectively: our computed 

values are thus 1.1% and 0.3% greater, respectively, than those obtained in the 

MC simulation. Considering that the conditions of simulation were different in 

each case we take these discrepancies to be quite acceptable, and hence our 

simulation protocols for both methane and n-butane were considered success

ful: the quality of our simulations was confirmed by the reproduction of several 

published thermodynamic results using existing forcefields.

Finally, the results of the high pressure methane and n-butane simulations 

are presented in Table 11.5 and 11.6, respectively. As stated in the introduction, 

only the highest performing forcefields from the NPT simulations of methane and 

Ti-butane at their normal boiling points (as described in the “Analysis of Results”

(section 11.4)) were tested in these simulations.

®The MC simulations of reference [6] used fixed bond lengths and angles, while torsional 

motion involving rigid-body rotation around each C-C bond was included. A nonbonding cutoff 

of 11 A was used, with electrostatic interactions included via Coulombic interactions.
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Table 11.3: Results of liquid methane NPT MD simulations at its normal boiling 

point (111.66 K) ^

Forcefield § AHvap 6 Cp

Williams IV 1.79 (-8.7%) 0.418 (-1.4%) 13.1 (-0.8%)

MM3 1.51 (-23.0%) 0.367 (-13.4%) 13.4 (+1.5%)

OPLS-AA 2.21 (-M2.8%) 0.469 (+10.6%) 14.1 (+6.8%)

Tsuzuki(1994) 1.67 (-14.8%) 0.378 (-10.8%) 11.7 (-11.4%)

Tsuzuki(1998) 1.92 (-2.0%) 0.406 (-4.2%) 11.4 (-13.6%)

Rowley _MP2 N /A t N /A t N/A*

Rowley JVIP4 1.91 (-2.6%) 0.430 (-1.4%) 15.1 (+14.4%)

MP2en(i) 1.84 (-6.1%) 0.397 (-6.4%) 12.2 (-7.6%)

MP2en(ii) 1.80 (-8.2%) 0.398 (-6.1%) 10.3 (-22.0%)

MP2en(iii) 1.85 (-5.6%) 0.403 (-5.0%) 13.8 (+4.5%)

MP2en(iv) 1.82 (-7.1%) 0.398 (-6.1%) 11.6 (-12.1%)

MP2for 2.73 (-1-39.3%) 0.517 (+21.9%) 10.9 (-17.4%)

MP2enfor(i) 1.87 (-4.6%) 0.406 (-4.2%) 12.4 (-6.1%)

MP2enfor(ii) 1.95 (-0.5%) 0.414 (-2.4%) 12.2 (-7.6%)

MP2enfor(iii) 1.96 ( 0.0%) 0.410 (-3.3%) 11.3 (-14.4%)

MP4exp-6(i) 2.12 (-^8.1%) 0.440 (+3.8%) 11.0 (-16.7%)

MP4exp-6(ii) 2.14 i+9.2%) 0.439 (+3.5%) 12.4 (+6.1%)

MP4morse(i) 1.79 (-8.7%) 0.417 (+1.7%) 11.8 (-10.6%)

MP4exp-6(iii) 2.04 (4-4.1%) 0.428 (+0.9%) 12.1 (-8.3%)

MP4exp-6(iv) 2.06 (+5.1%) 0.433 (+2.1%) 11.7 (-11.4%)

MP4exp-6(v) 2.04 (+4.1%) 0.431 (+1.7%) 12.0 (-9.1%)

MP4exp-6(vi) 1.93 (-1.5%) 0.421 (-0.7%) 11.5 (-12.9%)

MP4morse(ii) 1.86 (-5.1%) 0.425 (0.2%) 13.0 (-1.5%)

MP4morse(iii) 1.81 (-7.7%) 0.420 (-0.9%) 12.1 (-8.3%)

exptt 1.96 0.424 13.2

tU nits for AH^ap,  ̂and Cp are kcal/mol, g cm-^ and cal/(m ol K), respectively. C° for m ethane 

is taken as the experimental value of 6.0 cal/(m ol K) from [23]. Percentage deviations from 

experim ental values given in parentheses.  ̂ Forcefields developed in this work as in Chapter 

10. See Appendix D for details of other forcefields. ^Not appUcable. Poor Morse param eter set 

resulted in continuous expansion of the system under simulation. t+Reference [23].
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Table 11.4: Results of liquid n-butane NPT MD simulations at its normal boiling 
point (272.65 K)t

Forcefield^ 5 Cp

Williams IV 5.28 (-1.3%) 0.600 (-0.3%) 32.7 (+2.8%)
MM3 3.78 (-29.3%) 0.515 (-14.5%) 36.9 (+16.0%)
OPLS-AA 5.48 (+2.4%) 0.600 (-0.3%) 34.1 (+7.2%)
Tsuzuki(1994) 4.58 (-14.4%) 0.540 (-10.3%) 31.1 (-2.2%)
Tsuzuki(1998) 5.53 (+3.4%) 0.592 (-1.7%) 36.2 (+13.8%)
Rowley_MP2 46.4 (+768%) 0.800 (+32.9%) 109.6 (+533%)

Rowley _MP4 N/A N/A N/A

MP2en(i) 5.05 (-5.6%) 0.568 (-5.6%) 35.6 (+11.9%)

MP2en(ii) 5.03 (-6.0%) 0.575 (-4.5%) 28.8 (-9.4%)

MP2en(iii) 5.14 (-3.9%) 0.579 (-3.8%) 29.4 (-7.5%)

MP2en(iv) 4.91 (-8.2%) 0.560 (-7.0%) 32.0 (+0.6%)

MP2for 7.59 (+41.9) 0.692 (+15.0%) 38.3 (+20.4%)

MP2enfor(i) 4.83 (-9.7%) 0.555 (-7.8%) 30.7 (-3.5%)

MP2enfor(ii) 4.94 (-7.7%) 0.557 (-7.5%) 30.6 (-3.8%)

MP2enfor(iii) 5.23 (-2.2%) 0.572 (-5.0%) 32.3 (+1.6%)

MP4exp-6(i) 5.22 (-2.4%) 0.588 (-2.3%) 31.1 (-2.2%)

MP4exp-6(ii) 5.21 (-2.6%) 0.585 (-2.8%) 27.7 (-12.9%)

MP4morse(i) 3.89 (-27.3%) 0.525 (-12.8%) 35.9 (+12.9%)

MP4exp-6(iii) 5.16 (-3.6%) 0.590 (-2.0%) 28.0 (-11.9%)

MP4exp-6(iv) 5.07 (-5.2%) 0.582 (-3.3%) 31.4 (-1.3%)

MP4exp-6(v) 5.38 (+0.6%) 0.602 (0.0%) 29.8 (-6.3%)

MP4exp-6(vi) 5.01 (-6.4%) 0.581 (-3.5%) 31.3 (-1.6%)

MP4morse(ii) 4.33 (-19.1%) 0.548 (-9.0%) 33.5 (+5.3%)

MP4morse(iii) 5.03 (-6.0%) 0.586 (-2.7%) 31.0 (-2.5%)

exptt 5.35 tt 0.602 tt 31.8

t Units for AHyap, <5 and Cp are kcal/mol, g cm  ̂ and cal/(mol K), respectively. C° for n- 

butane is taken as the experimental value of 21.8 cal/(mol K) from [23]. Percentage deviations 

from experimental values given in parentheses.  ̂ Forcefields developed in this work as in 

Chapter 10. See Appendix D for details of other forcefields. ^Not applicable. Non-transferable 

Morse parameter set - results in continuous contraction of the system until simulation creishes 

with potential cutoff exceeding cell width. ^^Reference [23].
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Table 11.5: Results of high pressure methane MD simulations in the NVT en

semble (T=298.15 K, 5=0.571 g cm'^) ^

Intermolecular

Forcefield § Energy Pressure

Williams IV -1.20 (+12.4%) 9.45 (-5.5%)

MP4exp-6(v) -1.38 (-0.7%) 9.45 (-5.5%)

MP4exp-6(vi) -1.28 (-1-6.6%) 9.60 (-4.0%)

MP2enfor(iii) -1.20 (-fl2.4% ) 10.37 (-h3.6%)

Morse(iii) -1.19 i+13.3%) 9.71 (-2.9%)

MP4exp-6(iv) -1.39 (-1.5%) 9.19 (-8.1%)

MP2enfor(ii) -1.23 (-hlO.2%) 9.85 (-1.5%)

exp -1.37 10.00 ^

^Units for energy and pressure are kcal mol“  ̂ and Katm, respectively. Percentage deviations 

from experimental values given in parentheses.  ̂ Forcefields developed in this work as in 

Chapter 10. See Appendix D for Williams IV forcefield. Using Saager and Fischer’s united 

atom empirical potential parameters which were fitted to vapour pressures. [24].  ̂ Reference 

[25].

11.4 Analysis of Results

11.4 .1  E ffect o f  F it t in g  M e th o d / C onform ational S am 

p lin g  on  Q u ality  o f  P aram eters

First of all, we will analyze the effects of fitting method (ABSerr or RlMSerr) 

and conformational sampling in Chapter 10 on the quality of derived parameter 

sets for reproduction of experimental thermodynamic properties. We recall from 

Chapter 10, section 10.2.5, that to analyze the effects of fitting method (ABSerr 

or RMSerr) on the derived parameters, we compare the results for ]VIP2en(i) and 

]VIP2en(ii), and to analyze the effect of the conformational sampling (orientations 

A-F versus A-H) on the quality of the new parameter sets, we compare IVIP2en(ii) 

and IVIF2en(iii). We have already shown in Chapter 10, section 10.4.2, that the 

C-C, C-H and H-H site-site potentials for each of the parameter sets are similar.
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Table 11.6: Results of high pressure n-butane MD simulations in the NPT en

semble (T =  272.65 K, P = 15 Katm) ^

Forcefield §

Intermolecular

Energy <5

Williams IV -5.68 0.913 (+1.2%)

MP4exp-6(v) -5.53 0.914 (+1.3%)

MP4exp-6(vi) -5.22 0.911 (+1.0%)
MP2enfor(iii) -5.10 0.883 (-2.1%)

MP4morse(iii) -5.30 0.902 ((0.0%)

MP4exp-6(iv) -5.18 0.909 (+0.8%)
MP2enfor(ii) -4.80 0.883 (-2.1%)
exp - 0.902 ’

^Units for energy and S  are kcal mol“  ̂ and g cm“ ,̂ respectively. Percentage deviations from 

experimental values given in parentheses. § Forcefields developed in this work as in Chapter 

10. See Appendix D for Williams IV forcefield.  ̂ Estimated, reference [26].

What remains to be done is to compare the results from the MD simulations.

From Tables 11.3 and 11.4, we see that excluding the unconverged Cp values, 

the three parameter sets (MP2en(i), MP2en(ii) and MP2en(iii)) yield similar 

AHyap and 5 values for both methane and n-butane. The average errors in ther

modynamic properties (excluding C^’s) for MP2en(i), MP2en(ii) and MP2en(iii) 

of 5.9%, 6.2% and 5.5%, respectively, confirm this observation. On the basis of 

these MD results, RMSerr fits to the six orientations A-F (MP2en(iii)) yielded the 

most successful parameter set of the three under “normal” pressure conditions, 

the parameter set derived from ABSerr fits to orientations A-H is 0.4% lower in 

performance (MP2en(i)), and the RMSerr fits to orientations A-H a further 0.3% 

(MP2en(ii)). Hence, the differences are minimal; ABSerr fits produce parameters 

sets with performance on a par with RMSerr fits; our conformational sampling of 

the PES was correct: inclusion of all orientations (A-H) in the parameter set did 

not improve the quality of the derived parameter sets. In fact, the results show 

that better parameter sets are obtained from fitting to orientations A-F than
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orientations A-H. Apparently, therefore, orientations A-F offer a more accurate 

description of the more important regions of the methane dimer PES.

11.4.2 N P T  Normal Boiling Point Simulations

W ith the exception of the MP2for and MP4morse(i) parameter sets, the derived 

parameter sets reproduce well the thermodynamic properties of liquid methane 

and Tz-butane at their normal boiling points. Table 11.7 presents the average 

absolute percentage error for each vdW forcefield together with the largest indi

vidual error for all computed thermodynamic properties in the NPT simulations

The twenty-four forcefields tested in this work are listed by performance in 

order of ranking from rank 1 to rank 24. In cases where the average error for 

two forcefields are the same, the one with the lower “largest individual error” 

assumes the higher ranking.

We see that the Williams IV parameter set is the highest performing pa

rameter set under normal simulation conditions with an average error of 2.6 %. 

However, six of our own developed parameter sets have also an average error 

under 5%. Furthermore, these parameters perform better than any of the force

fields from the literature which were tested in our simulations. Indeed, with the 

exception of the isotropic MP4morse(i) parameter set (average error 12.3 %), 

the highest average error for any of our developed forcefields from fits to the 

MP4/aug(df,pd)-6-311G** data is 6.7 % (MP4morse(ii)) which is on a par with 

the highly respected OPLS-AA forcefield of Jorgensen [12].

Trends observed for our six parameter sets with an average error <  5 % are;

four were fitted to MP4(SDTQ)/aug(df,pd)-6-311G** interaction energies; two

were fitted to M P 2 /a u g (d f,p d )-6 -3 1 1 G * *  energies +  forces; of the four fitted to

the MP4(SDTQ)/aug(df,pd)-6-31lG** interaction energies, one was a modified

Morse function parameter set (MP4morse(iii)) and three were exp-6 parameter

sets (MP4exp-6(v), MP4exp-6(vi) and MP4exp-6(iv)); two of the four fitted to 

’̂ Since both of the NPT simulations are at 1 atm pressure, we will refer to them as being 

under “normal” conditions; to distinguish them from our “high” pressure simulations.
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Table 11.7: Statistical data for the quality of thermodynamic properties ob

tained under “normal” conditions using the different vdW forcefields^

Forcefield

Average 

Absolute 

% Error

Largest

Individual

Error
Performance

Rank

Williams IV 2.6% 8.7% 1

MP4exp-6(v) 3.6% 9.1% 2

MP4exp-6(vi) 4.4% 12.9% 3
MP2enfor(iii) 4.5% 14,4% 4

MP4morse(iii) 4.7% 8.3% 5

MP4exp-6(iv) 4.7% 11.4% 6
MP2enfor(ii) 4.9% 7.7% 7

MP2en(iii) 5.1% 7.5% 8

MP4exp-6(iii) 5.1% 11.9% 9

MP4exp-6(i) 5.9% 16.7% 10

MP2enfor(i) 6.0% 9.7% 11

MP4exp-6(ii) 6.2% 12.9% 12

Tsuzuki(1998) 6.5% 13.8% 13

OPLS-AA 6.7% 12.8% 14

MP4morse(ii) 6.7% 19.1% 15

MP2en(iv) 6.9% 12.1% 16

MP2en(i) 7.2% 11.9% 17

MP2en(ii) 9.4% 22.0% 18

Tsuzuki(1994) 10.7% 14.8% 19

MP4morse(i) 12.3% 27.3% 20

MM3 16.3% 29.3% 21

MP2for 26.0% 41.9% 22

Rowley-MP4 N/A N/A 24

Rowley-MP2 N/A N/A 23

t Refers to overall absolute average errors of thermodynamic properties calculated from methane 

and n-butane NPT simulations at their normal boiling points. Forcefields developed in this work 

as in Chapter 10. See Appendix D for details of other forcefields.
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the MP4/aug(df,pd)-6-311G** interaction energies did not employ a geometric 

mean (M P4exp6(iv) and M P4exp-6(vi)); however, use of a geometric mean for 

the other two leads to parameter sets which are more transferable to  n-butane 

(M P4exp-6(v) and MP4morse(iii)); in the case of the MP4morse(iii) parameter 

set, employment of the geometric mean was vital for transferability to n-butane 

(compare results for MP4morse(i) and M P4morse(ii), Table 11.4); inclusion of 

H-H parameters from fits to the H2 -H 2 PES has minimal effect on the quality 

of thermodynamic results obtained (for example, compare M P4exp-6(iv) and 

M P4exp-6(vi) results, Tables 11.3 and 11.4).

11.4.3 High Pressure Simulations

Based on the statistics from Table 11.7, the highest performing parameter sets 

(average error <  5%) under “normal conditions” were tested in the high pressure 

sim ulations of m ethane and n-butane. As stated in Chapter 8, we required our 

developed parameter sets to be accurate under normal conditions if they were to 

be applied to the high pressure simulations.

The results of the methane and n-butane high pressure simulations for the 

seven top performing parameter sets (Table 11.7) are presented in Tables 11.5 

and 11.6, respectively. A critical analysis of the performance of these parameter 

sets in both the “normal” and high pressure simulations is presented in Table 

11.8. The high pressure simulations are a useful probe as to the pressure range 

of the potentials indicating the effect of increases in pressure on the quality of 

thermodynamic results obtained for the individual parameter sets.

For methane, simulation at a temperature of 298.15 K and density of 0.571 

g cm~^ in the NVT ensemble, corresponds to an experimental compression of 

approximately 25% from the normal boiling point sim ulations, and an experi

mental pressure of 10 Katm. Meanwhile, for the n-butane sim ulations at 272.65 

K and 1 atm, Jorgensen et al. [26] have found that in MC sim ulations at the 

same temperature from 1-15 Katm, the strongest attractions between n-butane 

monomers amount to about 2 kcal/m ol, while the strongest repulsions amount to



Table 11.8: Critical analysis of the top seven performing basis sets ^

Normal Conditions^ High Pressure Conditions

Forcefield

Method

of

Fit

%

error

methane

%

error

n-butane

Average

Error

%

error

methane

%

error

n-butane

Average

Error

Overall

Rank

Williams IV Crytal data 3.6%(2) 1.5%(1) 2.6%(1) 9.0%(7) 1.2% 5.1%(6) (3)
MP4exp-6(v) MP4 energies 5.0%(3) 2.3%(2) 3.6%(2) 3.1%(1) 1.3% 2.2%(1) (1)
MP4exp-6(vi) MP4 energies 5.0%(3) 4.8%(6) 4.4%(3) 5.3% (3) 0.9% 3.2%(3) (2)
MP2enfor(iii) MP2 energies +  forces 5.9%(6) 2.9%(3) 4.5%(4) 8.0%(5) 2.1% 5.1%(6) (6)
MP4morse(iii) MP4 energies 5.6%(5) 3.7%(5) 4.7%(5) 8.1% 0.0%(1) 4.0%(4) (5)
MP4exp-6(iv) MP4 energies 6.2%(7) 3.3%(4) 4.7%(6) 4.8% 0.7%(2) 2.8%(2) (4)
MP2enfor(ii) MP2 energies +  forces 3.5%(1) 6.3%(7) 4.9%(7) 5.9%(4) 2.1% 4.0%(4) (7)

t Performance of parameter sets in chronological order. Ranks given for each column in parentheses. Forcefields developed in this work as in Chapter 

10. See Appendix D for Williams IV forcefield.
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approximately 0.5 kcal/mol and 2.0 kcal/mol for 1 Katm and 15 Katm, respec

tively. These simulations, therefore, will only provide us with a greater insight 

into how well the parameter sets describe the potential wells and not the repulsive 

walls. The number of repulsive dimer interactions increases uniformly with in

creasing pressure, but the lack of experimental data  from the literature at higher 

pressure has meant that the performance of our developed parameter sets (and 

the Williams IV parameter set) under much higher pressure conditions cannot be 

evaluated. Ideally we would like to have performed simulations at such extreme 

pressures of 20, 30, 40 Katm. The 15 Katm pressure simulations for n-butane will 

not sample the higher energy repulsive points which we have used in the fitting. 

The methane simulations provide the more thorough test of the two, the high 

tem perature (298.15 K) combined with the high pressure (10 Katm) ensuring 

that higher energy points are sampled in the MD simulations.

From Table 11.5, we see that all seven potential functions describe well the 

pressure dependence of the density for methane over the approximately lOK atm 

range. The three parameters sets in Table 11.5 which were fit to the highest 

level ab initio energies, MP4(SDTQ)/aug(df,pd)-6-311G** interaction energies, 

give the best results for the inter molecular energy with errors for MP4exp-6(v), 

MP4exp-6(iv) and MP4exp-6(vi) o f-0.7 %, -1.5 % and +6.6 %, respectively, while 

the remainder parameter sets including the Williams IV yield errors between 10- 

15%. This is consistent with the overestimation of the repulsive energies by the 

Williams IV parameter set (Chapter 10, section 10.4.5), and the quality of pa

rameter sets that can be obtained by fitting to high level ab initio data. For the 

pressure, not surprisingly, the best results are obtained for MP2enfor(ii) (-1.5%), 

MP2enfor(iii) (+3.6%)) and the modified Morse type forcefield, MP4morse(iii) 

(-2.9%)). This was to be expected, as forces which are directly related to  pressure 

which were considered in the fits to MP2enfor(ii) and MP2enfor(iii), while the 

Morse function was found to be the most successful function for fitting to the 

methane dimer PES data in both attractive and repulsive regions (Chapter 10, 

section 10.4.5). Specifically, the ability of the Morse function to describe the
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attractive and repulsive regions of the potentials with equal accuracy and little 

variance is worth recalling. The % error in the pressure for the remaining force- 

fields in Table 11.5 ranges from 4.0-8.1%. The overall (intermolecular energy and 

pressure) average performance (Table 11.8) in the high pressure methane simu

lations ranged from best performer MP4exp-6(v) (average error 3.1%) to poorest 

performer Williams IV (average error 9.0%). Hence, although the Williams IV 

parameter set was the most successful of the seven tested under normal condi

tions, for methane it is the worst performer of the seven parameter sets in Table 

11.5 under high pressure conditions. Is this possibly an artefact of deficiencies of 

fitting parameter sets solely to crystal data discussed in Chapter 8?

Very little can be extracted from the results of the high pressure NPT simula

tion of 7z-butane in Table 11.6. However, a key finding is that the description of 

the intermolecular interactions remains successful over the pressure range studied 

(1-15 Katm) which represents a compression of 33 %. The molecular densities 

of n-butane computed by all the forcefields in Table 11.6 are in good agreement 

with the experimental estimates in the table. Most notable is the error of 0.0% 

for the Morse(iii) function. This again is not surprising in view of the excellent 

fits Morse functions gave to the methane dimer data. For the energies, trends are 

as for the NPT simulations at the normal boiling point (Table 11.4), indication 

of the lack of impact of the higher energy points in the simulations.

11.4.4 Performance o f Rowley et a l.’s [18] Param eter Sets

Analysis of the isotropic Rowley_MP2 and Rowley_MP4 parameter sets [18] in 

Fig. 11.1 reveals that the obvious source of the contraction of the n-butane system 

in the MD simulations (Table 11.4) stems from too attractive C-H vdW param

eters in both parameter sets. Surprisingly, the Rowley_MP2 C-H parameters are 

more attractive than those of Rowley_MP4. Meanwhile for methane, we see that 

the Rowley_MP2 set leads to continual expansion of the system, while the Row

ley _MP4 set yields results within 3% of experiment for and 5 (Table 11.3).

This interesting result in view of the results for the n-butane MD simulations can
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F ig u re  11.1: Rowley’s isotropic Morse parameter sets: C-C, C-H and H-H site- 

site potentials of the recently published Morse parameter sets of Rowley [18].

be explained as follows. In methane, the ratio of HH:CH:CC interactions is 16:8:1. 

In n-butane, this ratio is 100:80:16 or 6.25:5:1. Hence, in methane the nature of 

the H-H nonbonding interactions are far more important than in n-butane. We 

see that the Rowley_MP2 and Rowley_MP4 H-H potentials have no well-depth, 

with the Rowley_MP2 potential in particular highly repulsive. The relative im

portance of the H-H interactions decreases as the chain length increases so th a t 

the attractiveness of the Rowley_MP2 C-H parameters which causes the system 

to contract in n-butane is outweighed in the NPT simulation of methane by the 

extreme repulsive nature of the Rowley_MP2 H-H potential causing the system 

to continually expand. Something similar to this has been found for n-butane 

using the CHARMM92 forcefield with the extreme expansion of the system in 

Monte Carlo simulations attributed to the small magnitude of the hydrogen LJ 

e well depth parameter [6]. In contrast the good methane results obtained with 

the Rowley_MP4 H-H parameter set can be explained; the im portant H-H inter

actions are not nearly as repulsive as the Rowley_MP2 H-H parameters, and are 

nearly neutral in the normal dispersion region. Meanwhile, the C-H interactions 

for this parameter set are dominant in providing the attractive interactions. The
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overall effect is values for thermodynamic quantities which are close to experiment 

for NPT simulation of methane at its normal boiling point (Table 11.3).

11.5 Conclusion

High quality parameter sets from fits to high level ab initio data were obtained 

using our parameter optimization program, PAROPT. Specifically, fits to com

puted interaction energies at the MP4(SDTQ)/aug(df,pd)-6-311G** level and 

computed interaction energies +  forces at the M P2/aug(df,pd)-6-31lG** levels 

yielded the highest quality parameter sets. Fitting forces alone does not produce 

successful parameter sets, fitting interaction energies does, but our findings show 

th a t fitting energies +  forces combined yields the best quality vdW forcefields. 

Reproduction of experimental thermodynamic properties from MD simulations 

confirms this assumption. Meanwhile, anisotropic potentials give better results 

th a t isotropic potentials, presumably because of the better fits they gave to the 

ab initio data in Chapter 10.

The Williams IV parameter set emerges as the most successful parameter set 

under “normal” conditions tested in this work, while the forcefields developed in 

Chapter 10 represent, to our knowledge, the most successful alkane parameter 

sets to date derived from ab initio data. Six of our best parameter sets predict 

thermodynamic properties with an average error of < 5%. Indeed, our best pa

rameter set is only an average 1.2% lower in performance level than the Williams 

IV parameter set. However, the high density (5=0.571), high tem perature (298.15 

K) NVT methane simulations indicate that the Williams IV param eter set overes

tim ates the intermolecular energy in high pressure simulations. This is an obvious 

artefact of overestimation of the energies in the repulsive regions (Chapter 10, 

section 10.4.5) by the Williams IV parameter set. The net result is that the 

Williams IV parameter set drops from top performer of the top seven parame

ter sets under “normal” conditions to jointh sixth performer under high pressure 

conditions (Table 11.8). Lack of experimental results at higher pressures prevent 

further analysis of this point, but indications are that the higher the pressure.
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T able 11.9: Recommended parameter sets for use in MD or MC simulations of 

alkanes and alkyl groups

Methane n-butane General Alkanes

Normal Conditions MP2enfor(ii) Williams IV Williams IV

High Pressure MP4exp-6(v) MP4exp-6(iv) MP4exp-6(iv)

All conditions MP4exp-6(v) MP4exp-6(v) MP4exp-6(v)

the more inappropriate Williams IV parameters are for application to studies of 

this type. However, with our own developed parameter sets, we offer a choice 

of parameter sets which can be used in preference to the Williams IV set under 

high pressure conditions. Based on our results, we particularly recommend the 

parameter sets in Table 11.9 for simulations of the type specified.

Despite the fact that the ab initio data is computed at a lower level, the 

fitted parameter sets MP2enfor(ii) and MP2enfor(iii) to the MP2/aug(df,pd)- 

6-311G** energies +  forces yielded competitive parameter sets and sometimes 

higher performing parameter sets than those obtained from fits to the high level 

computationally demanding MP4(SDTQ)/aug(df,pd)-6-31lG** interaction ener

gies. It appears tha t the deficiencies of parameter sets derived from MP2 ener

gies due to incomplete recovery of electron correlation is compensated for to a 

degree by inclusion of the MP2 forces. Meanwhile, the MP4morse(iii) param eter 

set fit to modified Morse functions emerges as one of the top seven performing 

parameter sets. To our knowledge this is the first successful alkane vdW  Morse 

param eter set developed to date, all previous attem pt having proved unsuccessful 

[16, 27, 28]. Part of the underestimation of the densities and heats of evaporation 

of the MP4morse(iii) parameter set (and all other Morse param eter sets) must 

be attributed partly to its lack of an dependence for the attractive part of 

the potential. The lack of the R"® dependence with this function will always lead 

to overestimation of the interaction energies. A possible solution to this prob

lem may be a combination of the repulsive term in the modified Morse potential
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with an R ® dependence for the attractive dispersion interaction. Then, the shal

lowness of the modified Morse potential will be eliminated. Indeed, this point is 

worthy of further consideration. Meanwhile, the employment of a geometric mean 

of C-C and H-H parameters for C-H parameters in the fitting procedure is vital in 

the transferability of the Morse parameters to n-butane. Applying the geometric 

mean of C-C and H-H parameters for C-H parameters has emerged as the m ost 

successful way of developing vdW forcefield parameters which are transferable 

among n-alkanes. Adopting H-H parameters from fits to the H2 -H 2 PES did not 

noticeably improve the thermodynamic results. Finally, we have exposed failures 

of recently reported models for liquid hydrocarbons which were parameterized in 

the absence of fluid simulations (Rowley_MP2 and Rowley_MP4) [18] and con

sistent with Jorgensen’s thesis that MD or MC sim ulations are imperative in the 

development of new vdW  forcefields. [2, 6].
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Chapter 12 

General Conclusions

12.1 Computational Approaches to Modelling

The deficiencies observed in our forcefield investigations of lithium complexes 

(Chapters 6 and 7) could be summarized as follows: inability to predict reason

able structures; large errors in relative energies; structural preferences could not 

be addressed; effects of solvation could not be analyzed; stabilities of rings could 

not be estimated; transition states and reaction barriers could not be predicted; 

alternative reaction paths could not be analyzed; packing effects could not be 

investigated; fundamental aspects of bonding could not be assessed. In compari

son, using forcefield models for alkanes (Chapter 11) we were able to predict all 

required observables: conformational energetics could be predicted; intramolec

ular bond, angle and torsion interactions were described well; intermolecular 

interactions could be accurately predicted; molecular dynamics of large systems 

could readily be performed; computed thermodynamic properties from dynamic 

simulations were close to experiment.

W ith regard to the semi-empirical methods, our findings were: for alkanes, 

the semi-empirical PM3 method proved to be inadequate for computing the non

bond interactions in the methane dimer (Chapter 9). We postulate based on this 

and previous findings [1] that semiempirical methods are unsuitable for the treat

ment of dispersion forces, and hence computation of non-bond potentials. We also
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propose that in general, forcefield methods are more accurate for alkanes (alkyl 

groups) than semi-empirical methods due to the ease by which they can be fitted 

to high quality ab initio results. Importantly, calculations on large systems in the 

form of molecular dynamics or Monte Carlo simulations can then be performed 

from which many chemical properties can be extracted. For the lithium com

plexes studied in this work, the semi-empirical methods employed gave “reason

able” results for most quantities, but can only be considered useful if approximate 

results are required. All properties calculated using ab initio methods could be 

approximated using the semi-empirical MNDO and PM3 methods applied in this 

work. However, even the approximate nature of semi-empirical methods cannot 

be “trusted” , as sometimes misleading information was obtained. Semi-empirical 

methods are parametrized on the basis of selected properties of a selected set of 

molecules. A reasonable performance can be expected for related compounds, but 

for problems that are not covered by the “training set” , the reliability is therefore 

questionable. The defects of the MNDO parametrization manifested in our study 

of lithium complexes (Chapter 6) in the form: the method was seen to mistake 

overall minimum geometry (six-membered ring versus three-runged ladder); large 

discrepancies for some of the geometrical parameters; underestimation of stability 

of four-membered rings; unrealistic relative energies (overestimation of solvation 

energies). Deficiencies of the semi-empirical PM3 method for our lithium com

plexes studies (Chapter 7) were: reaction barriers overestimated; overall global 

minimum mistaken; only approximately correct geometries. However, there were 

also some merits of using the PM3 method observed: PM3 yielded more accurate 

transition states than Hartree-Fock (may be attributed to implicit inclusion of the 

effect of electron correlation by fitting of the PM3 parameters to experiment); 

also vibrational frequency shifts were predicted well (when compared with the 

more reliable RHF/6-31G* shifts).

Meanwhile, ab initio calculations almost consistently yielded quality results 

for our studies of lithium complexes and alkanes. For alkanes, we found that 

highly accurate potentials can be obtained via ab initio computations with medium
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sized flexible basis sets and electron correlation correction (Chapter 9): the im

portant point was flexibility of the basis sets in the tail regions of the potentials. 

BSSE correction in the calculation of the intermolecular energies was crucial. In 

the determination of accurate geometries and energetics for reaction mechanisms, 

inclusion of electron correlation is crucial. HF/6-31G* energy barriers were seen 

to decrease up to 95 % on inclusion of correlation effects (MP2) for proton transfer 

in amidolithium-mediated enoUzations (Chapter 7). However, HF/6-31G* com

putations of vibrational frequencies are more reliable than MP2/6-31G* com

putations using single standard vibrational frequency scaling factors (Chapter

7).

To summarize, on the basis of its success, we therefore propose forcefields 

derived from ab initio (or indeed experimental data) for use in alkane studies. In 

comparison, with few exceptions, to model lithium complexes, one must resort 

to the much more accurate, although much more computationally expensive ab 

initio quantum chemical approach, where in many cases inclusion of electron 

correlation effects may be crucial (e.g. location of transition states). It is worth 

noting that lithium complexes are more suited for ab initio studies than other 

larger metal complexes, as the lithium atom itself contains only three electrons. 

Unfortunately, however, ligands are usually large: suitable prototype models for 

the actual compounds we are interested in have to be adopted.

12.2 Forcefield P aram etrization

Lithium chemistry is plagued with problems of forcefield param eter assignment. 

The most interesting areas of lithium chemistry are newly isolated or yet to be 

isolated lithium complexes (e.g. proposed intermediates), as was the case in this 

work. One of the problems in designing forcefields for such complexes, or indeed 

lithium complexes in general, is the lack of experimental data. Meanwhile, obtain

ing quality theoretical data from ab initio computations, preferably with inclusion 

of correlation effects, is computationally expensive. In comparison, geometrical 

data  for organic structures such as alkanes is much more plentiful. Furthermore,
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high level ab initio computations on model systems (methane dimer) yields data 

from which we can derive parameters transferable to larger molecules (alkanes) 

in general.

The fundamental assumption of forcefields is that structural units are transfer

able between different molecules. A compromise between accuracy and generality 

must thus be made. Bonding around lithium is much more varied than organ- 

ics, where coordination numbers can vary between 1 and 12, in comparison to 

alkanes which have a coordination number of 4, or 2-4 for organic molecules in 

general. To add to this further, for metal complexes with a given number of 

ligands, many geometrical arrangement are possible. This effect is greater for 

lithium complexes, the bonding in alkali metals being predominantly ionic, there 

is little directional force of the kind you would see in covalent or dative bonding, 

which would have a limited number of allowed bond lengths and bond angles (e.g. 

transition metals). In the course of this work alone, we have seen two-coordinate 

lithiums in non-linear arrangements with varying angles at lithium depending 

on substrates coordinated; two-coordinate lithiums in six-membered rings; three- 

coordinate lithiums in six-membered rings, three-runged ladders, four-membered 

rings; four-coordinate lithiums in six-membered rings, three-runged ladders, etc.. 

These are only a few of the geometrical formations lithium atoms may adopt. 

This is in contrast to four-coordinate carbon atoms of alkanes which are always 

close to being tetrahedral, or to the two-, three- and four- coordinated carbon 

atoms of organic molecules in general, which are always very close to being linear, 

trigonal and tetrahedral, respectively. Such directional bonding as we have seen 

for alkanes is described well by forcefields. Meanwhile, the energy cost for a geo

metrical distortion is usually much smaller for lithium complexes than organics. 

This can be ascribed to the fact that the PES of lithium complexes is in general 

shallow. In this work, this has manifested itself in the computed low reaction bar

riers and slow convergence of complexes close to their minimum geometries. As 

a consequence, lithium compounds are highly dynamic to small changes in ther

mal energy: fluxional processes are commonplace, displaying phenomena such
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as psuedo-rotations; ligand exchange; and large geometrical variations for small 

changes in the ligands. Forcefields simply cannot model such changes: molec

ular dynamics simulations are not a feasible option. Generally, each reactant, 

intermediate, transition state and product in a fluxional process would require 

a separate parametrization for valid forcefield computations, such was the vari

ance in the structural preferences observed. By assigning different atom types 

for each type of complex lithium may form, we are, however, approaching a pa

ram eter “explosion”!! This also biases results towards the users expectation. A 

further drawback to modelling lithium complexes with forcefields is the effects of 

solvation: solvation has a major effect on the structural preferences of lithium 

complexes. For example, we saw in Chapter 5 th a t solvation of lithiums in a 

six-membered ring results in a favoured three-rung ladder formation. It is clear 

th a t any forcefield with a preferred set of angles, torsions, etc. cannot be used 

to  predict these structural preferences, and that any deductions based on force

field computations alone would be invalid. The application of forcefield methods 

to studies of compounds containing lithium, except in the simplest of cases, is 

therefore limited.

We have developed a method to extract forcefield parameters from ab initio 

data. Previously, fitting energies was the standard practice in deriving forcefield 

parameters from theoretical data, but we have developed PAROPT a program 

which can extract forcefield parameters from energies, forces and a combination 

of both. Judging by its success for extracting parameters for alkane van der Waals 

(vdW) interactions, further applications of the code look promising. The most 

im portant point is that alkane vdW parameter sets derived from energies -I- forces 

gave superior performance over parameters derived from energies alone. Fitting 

forces on their own, meanwhile, yielded poor parameter sets. This, however, may 

have been an artefact of the variation in the magnitude of the interaction forces 

compared to the interaction energies: quality fits were more difficult to obtain.
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12.3 Practical Aspects of Work

The first area of hthium chemistry we addressed in this study was the struc

tural preferences of amidolithium type bases in the presence of an inorganic salt 

(LiCl) [2] (Chapter 6). It is now well established that adding LiCl to TH F/LD A 

type mixtures can greatly improve E:Z ratios in ketone enolizations [3, 4], and 

R;S ratios in enolizations of cyclic ketones [5, 6]. The ultimate aim is to de

termine the exact mechanism of such transformations. By isolation of “mixed- 

^•ggregate” amidolithium type bases such as 1 (Figures 6.2 and 6.3, Chapter 6), 

and by addressing the fundamental aspects of their structure and bonding via 

computation, we are gaining more of an understanding as to the source of the 

increased selectivities: the key to any mechanistic study is to first ascertain the 

structure of the reactants. 1, isolated by our experimental collaborators, repre

sents the first reported odd-numbered runged (three-runged) ladder structure in 

alkali metal chemistry. The bonding in such three-runged ladder systems are: 

the three-runged ladder core is near planar with displacement of outer lithiums 

above and below the plane. These bonding effects were found via computation 

to be fundamental to the bonding in such systems, although the degree of the 

distortion is most likely dependent on the amide substituents. Computations 

a t HF/6-31G* reveal that only on solvation of the complex is the three-runged 

ladder the preferred structure, the unsolvated case having a six-membered ring 

minimum. Mulliken population analysis and electron density contour plots reveal 

th a t the best description of the mixed-anion three-runged ladder type complexes 

is that of contact ion-pairs of w-shaped diamidolithium cations and chloride an

ions. MNDO was not able to predict these structural preferences, predicting a 

six-membered ring for both solvated and unsolvated cases. W ith regard to the 

increased E /Z  selectivities with compounds such as 1, we postulate th a t the ge

ometry around the lithiums in the three-runged ladder is much more restricted 

than in LDA itself, predisposing itself for E enolization. However, the simplicity 

of this theory is misleading: for example, it assumes the central lithium is solvat- 

able w ithout total disruption of the core. The “rationalization” in itself is fine,
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but before attempting to critically analyze why inclusion of chloride gives rise to 

such selectivities in “mixed aggregates” such as 1, it is necessary to first ascertain 

mechanistic details in the absence of LiCl. Even this most basic question is yet to 

be settled, and is the problem which we have addressed in Chapter 7 [7]. There, 

we have proposed and justified further consideration of a new alternative mech

anism of amidolithium-mediated; the bridging carbonyl model. The model is 

competitive in enthalpic terms with other previously proposed enolization path

way models. Specifically, RHF/6-31G* and MP2/6-31G* computations reveal 

th a t the enthalpy barrier for our proposed model is significantly lower than that 

of the monomer pathway. On inclusion of solvation effects for the monomer, the 

barrier for proton transfer is reduced, but not to the low level for the bridging 

dimer. However, further energy comparisons reveal that solvated monomers are 

more energetically stable than bridging dimers, and thus are easier to access from 

the terminally coordinated substrate. The open dimer model poses another likely 

mechanistic model. Definitive conclusions may be obtained on investigation of 

the open dimer model, but this model has yet to be critically addressed via com

putation. Once the mechanistic issues in the absence of LiCl have been settled, 

it will be appropriate to consider computationally at a similar level the mecha

nistic, as opposed to structural, consequences of inclusion of LiCI in TH F/LDA 

type mixtures.

For the non-bond interactions in alkanes, deficiencies of the Williams IV pa

rameter set have been highlighted for the methane dimer in its description of 

repulsion. In the repulsive regions, the magnitude of the Williams IV potentials 

show relatively large deviations from high level ab initio M P4(SDTQ)/aug(df,pd)- 

6-31IG** computed interaction energies (Chapter 9). This may be an artefact of 

deficiencies of the exp-6 functional form employed by the Williams IV set which 

we have highlighted in Chapter 10. Here the exp-6 function param eter sets showed 

large variance in its description of the different regions of the methane dimer PES 

considered in this work. However, in general the derived n-alkane parameter sets 

from fits to the high level ab initio data reproduce well the high level ab initio
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methane dimer energies (Chapter 10), as well as more importantly m ethane and 

n-butane thermodynamic microscopic and bulk properties under normal and high 

pressure conditions (Chapter 11). (The Lennard-Jones 12-6 and 9-6 parameter 

sets are a notable exception: although they describe well the dispersion forces, 

repulsive forces cannot be modelled accurately with these functional forms.) An 

im portant point, as already stated, is that parameters derived from both energies 

are forces gave superior performance over parameters derived from energies alone. 

This m ethod, and our program (Chapter 5), hence seems worthy of further con

sideration in alternative parametrizations.  ̂ The derived vdW  parameter sets 

are applicable to high pressure simulations of alkanes/alkyl groups, while the 

suitability of the W illiams IV parameter set for simulations of this type has been 

questioned. Our successful ABSerr fits (Chapter 10) are, to our knowledge, the 

best high pressure parameter sets available in the literature to date, and possibly 

the best set of parameters over a large range of physical constraints. Further 

validation of the parameter sets, as mentioned at the end of Chapter 11, would 

involve MD sim ulations of n-butane at higher pressures and temperatures, and 

comparisons with corresponding experimental thermodynamic results. However, 

at the tim e of this work, lack of experimental data prohibited such analyses. 

Use of a geometric mean constraint emerges in fits to the methane dimer inter- 

molecular data as an important point in extracting physical parameters which 

are transferable to larger alkanes. We have also extracted and reported the first 

successful modified Morse vdW  potential parameters to date. Use of the geom et

ric mean constraint was the important point here. Furthermore, the modified  

Morse potential parameter set yielded the best fits of all vdW  functions tested  to  

the ab initio  data. We suggest that the modified Morse function may prove more 

adequate than the exp-6 function for application to the the study of non-bond  

interactions in the H2 dimer where potential wells are small. O nly “relatively” 

good fits to the ab initio data using Buckingham exp-6 type potentials were ob

tained here (Chapter 10). Inclusion of H-H vdW  parameters from fits to the 

^The program can also be used to fit bond, angle, bond-bond, bond-angle, torsion, vdW 

and Coulombic interactions (and combinations of).
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H2 -H 2 PES in fits to the methane dimer non-bond potentials did not noticeably 

improve the quality of alkane vdW parameters obtained. Excluding the W illiam s 

IV parameter set, none of the other forcefields from the literature came close 

to being as successful as our best ab initio derived parameters. Failures of re

cently reported models for liquid hydrocarbons which were parameterized in the 

absence of fluid simulations (Rowley_MP2 and Rowley_MP4) [8] have also been 

highlighted (Chapter 11). Finally, on the basis of the success of fitting energies +  

forces seen here, and with the speed at which com putational power is developing, 

it is likely in the not too distant future, that such high level parameters sets as 

those derived from M P4(SDTQ )/V5Z energies and forces will be feasible.
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Appendix A 

Z-matrix Construction

A .l Example 1

F ig u re  A .l:  Atom numbering scheme used for defining Z-Matrix of Li complex 

2 (Chapter 7, Fig. 7.5).

In this example, cartesian coordinates rather than GAUSSIAN style internals 

were used to INPUT the molecule, while a conventional Z-matrix was used for op

timization. The example structure is the lithium complex, 2, Chapter 7, Fig. 7.5.
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$ZMAT izmat(l)=
1.1.3, 1,2,4, 1,1,4, 1,2,3,
2.1.3.2, | -  RjNG
3.1.4.2.3,
1,2 , 10, 1, 10,20 , 1, 10,22,

2.10.2.4, 2,22,10,2, 2,20,10,2,
3.10.2.4.1, 3,22,10,2,4, 3,20,10,2,4,
1,1,9, 1,9,19, 1,9,21,
2.9.1.3, 2,21,9,1, 2,19,9,1,
3.9.1.3.2, 3,21,9,1,3, 3,19,9,1,3, _
1.5.3, 1,5,11, 1,5,7, 1,7,13, 1,7,15, 1,7,17,
2.5.3.1, 2,11,5,3, 2,7,5,3, 2,13,7,5, 2,15,7,5, 2,17,7,5,
3.5.3.1.4, 3,11,5,3,1, 3,7,5,3,1, 3,13,7,5,3, 3,15,7,5,3, 3,17,7,5,3, J
1.6.4, 1,6,12, 1,6,8, 1,8,14, 1,8,16 1,8,18
2.6.4.2, 2,12,6,4, 2,8,6,4, 2,14,8,6, 2,16,8,6, 2,18,8,6,
3,6,4,2,3, 3,12,6,4,2, 3,8,6,4,2, 3,14,8,6,4 3,16,8,6,4, 3,18,8,6,4

SEND

-  -NH^ GROUP

SYMMETRY EQUIVALENT -NH  ̂ GROUP

-C  H , GROUP
2 4

SYMMETRY 
_  EQUIVALENT 

■ C, H  . GROUP
2 4

A ttem pts to locate an optimum structure using certain “model-builder” style 

m atrices failed to converge, thus indicating th a t a  little  more thought would be 

required in the choice of internal coordinates. The result was the Z-matrix defined 

above. The first num ber of each defined internal above indicates the type; 1 is 

for a bond, 2 is for an angle and 3 is for a torsion. The digits succeeding the first 

num ber indicate the atom s involved in the internal. Thus for example, 1,1,3, is 

the  bond L i(l)-0 (3 ), 2,1,3,2, is the angle Li(l)-0(3)-L i(2), and 3,1,4,2,3, is the  

torsion angle formed by L i(l)-0 (4)-L i(2)-0(3). This m atrix proved to  be very 

successful with convergence to a minimum reached much more readily th an  was 

the  case using cartesian coordinates.

Although it is often hard to  distinguish which internal coordinates are “m a th 

em atically” coupled, there are certain guidelines which should be adhered to  in 

choosing an “effective” set of internal coordinates. In fact, choosing “good” inter

nal coordinates for optimizations can be considered som ething of a skill which can 

only be acquired through practice. For the construction of the  above Z-Matrix 

which contains twenty-two bonds, nineteen angles, and nineteen torsions, making 

up the 3iV -  6(60) degrees of freedom, the following criteria  were used:
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• All bonds were defined.

•  For the four membered ring, all four sides, one of the internal angles, and 

the dihedral defining the ring pucker were defined.

•  Internal coordinates representing the branches out from the ring were de

fined by starting at the atom closest to the ring and working out, but 

defining internals (one bond, one angle and one torsion per atom) only in 

terms of atoms already defined.

•  The Cj symmetry of the complex indicates that each internal coordinate 

defined has a symmetry related equivalent. These symmetry equivalent 

internals were also defined.

A .2 Example 2

H(21)

F ig u re  A .2: Atom numbering scheme used for defining Z-M atrix of Li complex 

lb ,  (Chapter 7, Fig. 7.5).

Finally, our last example is taken also from Chapter 7, this time lithium 

complex lb .  Here again, cartesians coordinates were used to input the geometry.
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w hile  th e  conventional Z -m atrix  below  was used for o p tim iz a tio n . T h is  m a tr ix

is in  m an y  w ays sim ilar to  E xam ple  1. N evertheless, it  serves as a  usefu l fu rth e r

exam ple .
$ZMAT izmat(l)=

RING

NH 2 GROUP

h  SYMMETRY EQUIVALENT NH 2 GROUP

1.1.10, 1,2,9, 1,1,9, 1,2,10,
2.10.1.9,
3.10.2.9.1,
1.9.11, 1,9,13,
2.11.9.1, 2,13,9,1,
3.13.9.1.10, 3,11,9,1,10, J
1.12.10, 1,14,10,
2.12.10.2, 2,14,10,2,
3.12.10.2.9, 3,14,10,2,9,
1.3.1, 1,5,3, 1,5,15, 1,7,5, 1,7,17, 1,7,19, 1,7,21,
2.3.1.9, 2,5,3,1, 2,15,5,3, 2,7,5,3, 2,17,5,5, 2,19,7,5, 2,21,7,5,
3.3.1.9.2, 3,5,3,i,9, 3,15,5,3,1, 3,7,5,3,1, 3,17,7,5,3, 3,19,7,5,3, 3,21,7,5,3 
1,2,4, 1,4,6, 1,6,16, 1,6,8, 1,8,18, 1,8,20, 1,8,22,
2.4.2.10, 2,6,4,2, 2,16,6,4, 2,8,6,4, 2,18,8,6, 2,20,8,6, 2,22,8,6,
3.4.2.10.1.3.6.4.2.10, 3,16,6,4,2, 3,8,6,4,2, 3,18,8,6,4, 3,20,8,6,4, 3,22,8,6,4J 

$END

-O C ,H , GROUP
2 4

SYMMETRY 
. EQUIVALENT 

- O C , H ,  GROUP
2 4



Appendix B

Calculation of Forces in 

PAROPT

Bond Potentials

Morse potential:

V{R)  =  D [ l -  exp { - a { R  -  i?0))]^ (B .l)

From the  chain rule, the  force exerted on a tom  i in the a  (x, y  or z) direction

• - 4
I -  R  - I

by a tom  j:

Fa{i) =  — {-Oi{R -  RO))  [1 -  exp ( ~ a ( R  -  i?0))] (Ra(i )  -  Ra ( j ) )

(B.2)

Implementation:

c --------SELECTS BOND AND ASSOCIATES THEM WITH THEIR
c --------MORSE BOND PARAMETER VALUES

DO 100 I=1,NAT0M 
DO 100 J=1,NAT0M

IF (BONDd.J) .NE.OTHEN 
DO 200 K=l, NTBOND 

IF  ((ATOMAA(K) .EQ. NAMEA(I)
& .AND. ATQMBB(K) .EQ. NAMEA(J) )

310
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•OR. ( ATOMAA(K) .EQ. NAMEA(J)
.AND. ATOMBB(K) .EQ. NAMEA(I) )) THEN

L RU = SQRT((RX(I)-RX(J))**2+(RY(I)-RY(J))**2+ 
(RZ(I)-Rz(J))**2)

BFRCEl = - (2*D(k) *alpha(k) )/LRU 
BFRCE2 = exp(-alpha(k)*(LRIJ"RO(k)))
BFRCE3 = 1 - BFRCE2 
BFRCE = BFRCE1*BFRCE2*BFRCE3

BARCl = RX(I) - RX(J)
BARC2 = RY(I) - RY(J)
BARC3 = RZ(I) - RZ(J)

FIIXCI.J) = BFRCE*BARC1
FIIY(I.J) = BFRCE*BARC2
FllZd.J) = BFRCE*BARC3

ENDIF 
200 CONTINUE

ENDIF 
100 CONTINUE

c----- SUMS ALL MORSE BOND FORCES ON AN ATOM
c----- I. IF BOND(I.J) = 0, THEN F1IX(I,J)=0,
c----- PREVIOUSLY DEFINED

DO 300 I=1,NAT0M 
F1X(I)=0 
F1Y(I)=0 
F1Z(I)=0
DO 400 J=1,NAT0M

F1X(I)=F1X(I)+F1IX(I,J)
F1Y(I)=F1Y(I)+F1IY(I,J)
F1Z(I)=F1Z(I)+F1IZ(I,J)

400 CONTINUE
300 CONTINUE

&
&

&
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Torsion Angles

Cosine potential:

V {(j>) =  K ^ [ l  +  cos (n(v> -  0o))l (B.3)

where

{RjiX Rjk). (RikXRjk)
\R j iXRjk 1 1  RikXRjk 1

(B.4)

NOTE: Notations in code below

•  (j) =  PHIANG =  180 ±  PHI, so that torsion angles range from 0-360°

•  (1)0 =  PHIO

• The force on an atom in a torsion potential:

where o; =  x, y or z and I =  atom i, j, k or 1 in torsion.

c------- DETERMINES ATOMS INVOLVED IN EACH TORSION ANGLE I , J ,K ,L
c------- RESPECTIVELY

DO 100 I=1,NAT0M 
DO 100 J=1,NAT0M 
DO 100 K=1,NAT0M 
DO 100 L=1,NAT0M

IF  (TO R(I,J,K ,L) .EQ.DTHEN

c-----------COMPUTES THE 3 VECTORS V1=RJI=(VXIJ,VYIJ,VZIJ) , V2=
c-----------RJK= (VXKJ,VYKJ,VZKJ) ,V3=RLK= (VXKL, VYKL, VZKL)

VXIJ = R Xd)-R X(J)
VYIJ = R Yd)-R Y(J)
VZIJ = R Zd)-R Z (J)
VXKJ = RX(K)-RX(J)
VYKJ = RY(K)-RY(J)
VZKJ = RZ(K)-RZ(J)
VXKL = RX(K)-RX(L)
VYKL = RY(K)-RY(L)

Fai l)  =  K ^ s in jn  PHIANG -  PHIO)
(9PHIANG

DPHI DPHIC(l) to DPHIC(12)
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VZKL = RZ(K)-RZ(L)

c-------COMPUTE THE CROSS PRODUCT OF VECTORS 1X2 AND 3X2
c-------V1X2= (VX1X2, VY1X2, VZ1X2) ,V3X2= (VX3X2,VY3X2,VZ3X2)
c-------COS (PHI) = (V1X2. V3X2) / (LRV1X2*LRV3X2)
c-------V1X2= (VX1X2, VY1X2, VZ1X2) V3X2= (VX3X2, VY3X2, VZ3X2)

VX1X2 = VYIJ*VZKJ-VZIJ*VYKJ 
VY1X2 = -(VXIJ*VZKJ)+VZIJ*VXKJ 
VZ1X2 = VXIJ=tcVYKJ-VYIJ*VXKJ 
VX3X2 = VYKL*VZKJ-VZKL*VYKJ 
VY3X2 = -(VXKL*VZKJ)+VZKL*VXKJ 
VZ3X2 = VXKL*VYKJ-VYKL*VXKJ

c-------TORSION ANGLE IS GIVEN BY THE ANGLE BETWEEN THE
c-------2 VECTORS FROM THE ABOVE CROSS PRODUCT
c-------COS (PHI) = (VX1X2. VY3X2) / (LRV1X2*LRV3X2)
c-------  U =DP/LR

DP = (VX1X2*VX3X2) + (VY1X2*VY3X2) + (VZ1X2*VZ3X2) 
SMALL = .0001
LRV1X2 = MAX(SMALL,VX1X2**2+VY1X2**2+VZ1X2**2) 
LRV1X2 = SQRT(LRV1X2)
LRV3X2 = MAX(SMALL,VX3X2**2+VY3X2**2+VZ3X2**2) 
LRV3X2 = SQRT(LRV3X2)
LR = LRV1X2*LRV3X2

c-------PHI = COS-1 (U) IN RADIANS
U = DP/LR 
0NE=1.0
U = MIN(ONE,MAX(-ONE,U))

c-------PHI = COS-1(U)*57.2957795 IN DEGREES
PHI = ACOS(U)*57.2957795

c-------NOTE:THE DIRECTION OF THE 2 CROSS PRODUCTS IS
c-------SUCH THAT
c-------IF PHI=0,THEN ACTUAL TORSION ANGLE PHIANG=180
c-------IF PHI=180,THEN ACTUAL TORSION ANGLE PHIANG = 0
c-------NOW TO GET THE CORRECT SIGN OF THE
c-------TORSION ANGLE

IF XSIGN = +,THEN PHI=-,THEN PHIANG=180+PHI 
IF XSIGN = -,THEN PHI=+,THEN PHIANG=180-PHI 
XSIGN = (RX(K)-RX(J))*(VY1X2*VZ3X2-VZ1X2*VY3X2)+ 

(RY(K)-RY(J)) *(-VX1X2*VZ3X2+VZ1X2*VX3X2) 
+(RZ(K)-RZ(J))*(VX1X2*VY3X2-VY1X2*VX3X2)

T = SIGN(1.0,-XSIGN)
PHIANGd,J,K,L) = 180 - PHI*T 
NB:TORSION ANGLE IS NOW PHIANG (ON RANGE 0-360)

COMPUTE THE COS OF THE ANGLES I,J,K AND J,K,L 
C0SV12 AND C0SV23 RESPECTIVELY
FIRST HAVE TO COMPUTE THE LENGTH OF THE 3 VECTORS IN 
THE TORSION ANGLE I.E V1=RJI , V2=RJK ,V3=RLK 
VLENl = SQRT(VXIJ**2+VYIJ**2+VZIJ**2)
VLEN2 = SQRT(VXKJ**2+VYKJ**2+VZKJ**2)
VLEN3 = SQRT(VXKL**2+VYKL**2+VZKL**2)
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D0TP12 = VXIJ*VXKJ+VYIJ*VYKJ+VZIJ*VZKJ 
D0TP23 = VXKJ*VXKL+VYKJ*VYKL+VZKJ*VZKL

C0SV12 = D0TP12/(VLEN1*VLEN2)
C0SV23 = D0TP23/(VLEN2*VLEN3)

c------COMPUTE THE SINE OF THESE ANGLES FROM THE C0SV12 AND
c------C0SV23 VALUES

SINV12 = SQRTCQNE - C0SV12*C0SV12)
SINV23 = SQRTCONE - CQSV23*C0SV23)

Cl = 0NE/(LRV1X2*VLEN1*SINV12)
C2 = -(VLEN2 - VLENl*C0SV12)/(VLENl*VLEN2*SINV12*lrvlX2)
C3 = C0SV23/(lrv3X2>i=VLEN2*SINV23)
C4 = -(VLEN2 - VLEN3*C0SV23)/(VLEN3*VLEN2*SINV23*lrv3X2)
C5 = C0SV12/(LRV1X2*VLEN2*SINV12)
C6 = 0NE/(LRV3X2*VLEN3*SINV23)

DPHIC(l) = VX1X2=KC1
DPHIC(2) = VY1X2*C1
DPHIC(3) = VZ1X2*C1
DPHIC(4) = C2*VX1X2 - VX3X2*C3
DPHICC5) = C2*VY1X2 - VY3X2*C3
DPHIC(6) = C2*VZ1X2 - VZ3X2*C3
DPHIC(7) = C4*VX3X2 - VX1X2*C5
DPHICC8) = C4*VY3X2 - VY1X2*C5
DPHICO) = C4*VZ3X2 - VZ1X2*C5
DPHIC(IO) = VX3X2*C6 
DPHIC(ll) = VY3X2+C6 
DPHIC(12) = VZ3X2*C6

c------- ASSOCIATES EACH OF THE TORSIONS WITH ITS T0RSI0N_1 PPS
DO 200 M=1,NTT0R 
IF((NAMEA(I).EQ.AIA(M)).AND.(NAMEA(J).EQ.A2b(M))

.AND.(NAMEA(K).EQ.A3C(M)).AND.(NAMEA(L).EQ.A4D(M) ) ) 
THEN

DPHI = -SIN(0.0174532*(N(M)*PHIANG(I,J,K,L)-PHIO(M)))
& *KPHI(M)*N(M)

------ CALCULATES FORCE ON ATOM I IN X DIR. DUE TO TORSION ANGLE
------ CREATED BY ATOMS I,J,K,L

F3IX(I,J,K,L) = DPHIC(1)*DPHI
______ CALCULATES FORCE ON ATOM J IN X DIR. DUE TO TORSION ANGLE
------ CREATED BY ATOMS I,J,K,L

F3JX(I,J,K,L) = -DPHIC(4)*DPHI 
F3KX(I,J,K,L) = -DPHIC(7)*DPHI 
F3LX(I,J,K,L) = -DPHIC(10)*DPHI

F3IY(I,J,K,L) = -DPHIC(2)*DPHI 
F3JY(I,J,K,L) = -DPHIC(5)*DPHI 
F3KYU,J,K,L) = -DPHIC(8)*DPHI 
F3LY(I,J,K,L) = -DPHIC(11)*DPHI
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F 3 I Z ( I , J , K , L )  = -DPHIC(3)*DPHI 
F 3 J Z ( I , J , K , L )  = -DPHIC(6 )*DPHI 
F 3 K Z ( I , J ,K ,L )  = -DPHIC(9)*DPHI 
F 3 L Z ( I , J , K , L )  = -DPHIC(12)*DPHI

END IF 
200 CONTINUE 

END IF  
100 CONTINUE

van der Waals Forces

B u c k in g h a m  (exp-6) potential :

V{rij)  =  A exp{—R / a )  — B/R^

T h e  force exert ed  on an  a to m  i in the  7  (x, y  or  z) d i rec t ion by a to m  j

A  A

A l - R \  6

C  CALCULATES F0RCE10(I ,L)  (X,Y,Z COMPONENTS)
C  FOR INTERMOLECULAR ATOM PAIRS
C  OR FOR (1 ,> 4 )  INTRAMOLECULAR INTERACTIONS

DO 100 I=1,NAT0M 
DO 100 J=1,NAT0M 

IF  (BONDd.J )  .EQ.O.AND.I.NE.  J)THEN 
DO 200 K=1,NTNB0ND 
IF  ((ATOMAA(K) .EQ. NAMEA(I)

& .AND. ATOMBB(K) .EQ. NAMEA(J) )
& .OR. ( ATOMAA(K) .EQ. NAMEA(J)
& .AND. ATOMBB(K) .EQ. NAMEA(I) ) )  THEN

LR U = S Q R T ( (R X ( I ) - R X (J ) )* * 2 + ( R Y ( I ) - R Y (J ) )* * 2 +
& ( R Z ( I ) - R Z ( J ) ) * * 2 )

ARl = ( 1 /L R IJ )
AR2 = ( (A(K)/ALPHA(K))*EXP(-LRIJ/ALPHA(K)))
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& - (6*B(K)/LRIJ**7)
AR3 = AR1+AR2 
AR4X = RXd)-RX(J)
AR4Y = RYd)-RY(J)
AR4Z = RZ(I)-RZ(J)

F1IX(I,J) = AR3*AR4x 
FlIYd.J) = AR3*AR4y 
F1IZ(I,J) = AR3*AR4z

ENDIF 
200 CONTINUE 

ENDIF

C-CALCULATES TOTAL FORCE ON EACH ATOM I 
C-DUE TO VDW INTERACTIONS.

DO 550 I=1,NAT0M 
F1X_FF(I)=0 
F1Y_FF(I)=0 
F1Z_FF(I)=0

DO 550 J=1,NAT0M 
F1X_FF(I)=F1X_FF(I)+F1IX(I,J) 
F1Y_FF(I)=F1Y_FF(I)+F1IY(I,J) 
F1Z_FF(I)=F1Z_FF(I)+F1IZ(I,J) 

550 CONTINUE



Appendix C 

Modifications to DL^POLY 
Source Code

Unfortunately, DL_POLY does not have the in-built option of using a modified 

Morse potential to  describe non-bond vdW  interactions. Consequently, to run 

MD simulations using our derived Morse param eter sets, we had one of two 

choices: choosing the TABLE option included w ith DL_POLY to input the inter

atomic potentials and forces in tabular form; building the Morse potential into 

the original DL_POLY source code. The TABLE option is useful if a convenient 

analytical expression for the potential is not available. Long range corrections 

are not accounted for using this option, hence either a larger cutoff (rcut) has 

to be used, or the long range correction (a fixed number) can be added to the 

results later. Given the convenient nature of the Morse potential expression, we 

decided to go w ith the la tte r option and build the Morse potential function into 

the DL-POLY source-code.

To build in a new vdW  potential into the DL_POLY source code, changes 

have to  be made to the forgen.f  subroutine for the com putation of energies and 

forces, the Ircorrect.f subroutine for the long-range corrections to the potential 

energy and virial, respectively, and to the sysdef . f subroutine where the  potential 

functions and parameters are read in.

Together with the parameters, the user defined cutoff is used by the  subroutine 

f o r g e n . f  to  fill the v v v  and ggg internal arrays from 0 to Vcut- These are the 

potential and force type arrays, respectively. Hence, for the Morse potential, we

317
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defined the v v v  array as

U{r) = D{exp{-a{R -  R * ) f  -  2Dexp{~a{R -  R*)) (C.l)

The first and second parts of the equation represent the repulsive and attractive

contributions of the function to the total potential energy, respectively. The

contents of the force type arrays ggg are derived from U (r) via the formula:

G(r) =  (C.2)

Hence, for the Morse potential

G{r) = 2DaR[exp{—2a{R — R*)) — exp{—a{R — -R*))] (C.3)

Since the calculation of a pair potential in DL_POLY assumes a spherical 

cutoff {vcut), it is necessary to apply long range corrections to the system potential 

energy and virial. These corrections are performed by the /rcorrec^./subroutine. 

Explicit formulae are needed in both cases and are derived on the basis of two 

atom types a and b and the assumption of a reasonably isotropic potential beyond 

the cutoff, such that the correction for the potential energy is calculated as

ulr =  2 ^ ^  r  gMUMR'iR (C-'l)
y '^Tcut

and the correction for the system virial is

wSrr = - 2 ^ ^  r gAR)-Lu^(R)R‘dR (C.5)
y  J v c u t

where Na and Nb are the numbers of atoms of type a and type 6, respectively, V  

is the system volume and gab{R) and Uab{R) are the appropriate pair correlation 

function and pair potential, respectively. We make the usual assumption that 

=  1 for i? > Rent and that the repulsive part of Eq. (1.1) is negligible 

beyond the cutoff, so that the integral part of the above equations for the Morse 

function take the following form

2D
j  Uab{R)R^dR =  — ^ e x p { - a { R  -  R*)){a^R^ + 2 a R  + 2) (C.6)
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and

f  ^ U a b (R )R ^ d R  = - ~ e x p { - a { R  -  R*)){a^R^ +  +  QaR + 6) (C.7)
J oK a'^

These integrals are computed as el and pi, respectively, in the Ircorrect.f subrou

tine.



Appendix D

Literature Alkane Parameter 
Sets Used in this Work

Table D .l:  OPLS-AA harmonic bond stretching param eters [1] adopted from 
the CHARMM forcefield [2] used in all molecular dynamics (MD) simulations 
of n-butane from Chapter 11 .

Bond ii"*, kcal/(m ol A^) ^ Ro, A
C-C 268.0 1.529
C-H 340.0 1.090

tFunctional form: Ebond =  (^Rij -  .

Table D.2: OPLS-AA harmonic angle bending parameters [1] adopted from the 
CHARMM forcefield [2] used in all MD simulations of n-butane from Chapter 
11 .

Angle Ka,  kcal/(m ol rad^) ^ 9q, degrees
H-C-H 33.0 107.8
H-C-C 37.5 110.7
C-C-C 58.35 112.7

Functional form: Eangle =  (dijk -  9^^^ ■

Table D.3: OPLS-AA triple cosine Fourier torsion coefficients [1] used in all MD 
simulations of n-butane from Chapter 11.

Torsion Ai, kcal/mol A2, kcal/mol A3 , kcal/m ol
C-C-C-C 1.522 -0.315 3.027

^Functional form: Etors {4’ijkl) — 2^1 [1 + +  ^ A 2 [l -  cos{2(f)ijki)] +
^■̂ 2 [1 -H cos(3(pijki)]-

320
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Table DA:  OPLS-AA nonbonding Lennard-Jones 12-6 van der Waals atomic 
parameters [1] used in MD simulations of methane and n-butane from Chapter 
11 t.

Atom e, kcal/mol cr, A
C 0.066 3.500
H 0.030 2.500

^Functional form: E l j { R )  =  4ejj ~ ] ‘ combining rules are
used for e’s and cr’s. The isotropic OPLS-AA vdW  param eter set is based on a C-H 
bond length of 1.090 A.

Table D.5: Tsuzuki(1994) [3] and Tsuzuki(1998) [4] nonbonding exp-6 type van 
der Waals atomic parameters used in MD simulations of methane and n-butane 
from Chapter 11. ^

Interaction Type A, kcal/mol a ,  A B, (kcal.l )/mol
C-C (1894)1870 (0.3713) 0.3720 (449.53) 518.50
H-H (2105) 2105 (0.2975) 0.2975 (51.71) 51.71
C-H (1997) 1984 (0.3324) 0.3327 (152.46) 163.74

 ̂ Functional form: Eij =  Aij e x p { -R i j /a )  -  BijR~/.  Tsuzuki(1994) in parentheses. 
The Tsuzuki(1994) param eter set are based on a C-H bond length of 1.082 A w ith a 
foreshortening factor of 0.87. The Tsuzuki(1998) revised parameter set are based on a 
C-H bond length of 1.090 A with a foreshortening factor of 0.87.

Table D.6: Williams IV nonbonding exp-6 type van der Waals atomic parame
ters [5] used in MD simulations of methane and n-butane from Chapter 11.

Interaction Type A, kcal/mol a, A B, (kcal.A'^)/mol
C-C 3626.626 0.2778 24.6367
H-H 115.116 0.2674 1.1844
C-H 380.139 0.2725 5.4206

t Eij  =  Aij e x p { -R i j /a )  -  Based on C-H bondlengths foreshortened to 1.04
A.
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Table D.7: Rowley_MP2 and Rowley_MP4 nonbonding Morse type van der 
Waals atomic parameters [6] used in MD simulations of methane and n-butane 
from Chapter 11. I'

Interaction Type R*, A e, kcal/mol a, A
C-C (4.63470) 4.6347 (0.03714) 0.017930 (1.2545) 0.7544
H-H (1.27724) 1.3951 (-5.93403) -18.936 (3.39527) 6.4206
C-H (2.95597) 3.4220 (0.12706) 0.09080 (1.45976) 1.6594

^Rowley_MP2 in parentheses. The isotropic Rowley_MP2 and Rowley_MP4 parameter 
sets are based on a C-H bond length of 1.090 A.

Table D.8: MM3 nonbonding van der Waals atomic parameters [7] used in MD 
simulations of methane and n-butane from Chapter 11. ^

Interaction Type R*, A e, kcal/mol
C-C 4.08 0.0270
H-H 3.24 0.0200
C-H 3.56 0.0230

t M M 3  functional form: E^aw = e [184:000 exp{-12.0R/R*) -  2.25{R*/ R)^]. The 
MM3 forcefield is based on a C-H bond length of 1.112 A with a foreshortening factor 
of 0.923.
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